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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Space Division of

North American Rockwell Corporation under Contract

NASI-8923 for NASA-Langley Research Center (LRC).

A summary volume, SD 69-598-I, was also prepared.

Both reports were prepared in the style required by

NASA Publication Manual SP-7013, 1964.

The primary study team consisted of the following

persons:

I.O. Matzenauer - Program Manager

D.H. Hengeveld - Project Engineer, Parametric

Ope rational Information

D.A. Engels and - Project Engineers,

G.C. McGee Stability and Control

R.E. Oglevie - Project Engineer, Guidance

and Navigation

V.V. VanCamp - Project Engineer, Design

Integration

A.D. Kazanowski - Consultant for Lunar

Science and Visibility

D.F. Bender and - CSM Rendezvous Analysis

M.R. Helton

D.W. Peebles - Design Supervisor
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ABSTRACT

The contractor has conducted a Phase A lunar emergency escape-to-

orbit systems (LESS) feasibility study for NASA-Langley Research Center

(LRC) under Contract NAS1-8923. The concept calls for a relatively simple

system to carry two astronauts to a safe orbit for rendezvous with the Apollo

GSM in the event that the LM cannot take off safely. The objectives of the

study were to determine technically feasible and simple escape system con-

cepts, to provide parametric operational data and conceptual design data

on these concepts for use in future NASA planning, and to support the fixed-

base simulation testing being conducted at NASA-LRG by D. Middleton.

The basic LESS concept of a relatively simple system for carrying two

astronauts to a safe orbit was found to be feasible technically and operationally.

Trajectory data and boost profile characteristics have been developed

for a variety of possible ascent profiles and conditions. Sensitivity of these

trajectories to controllable and uncontrollable variables has been evaluated.

An interesting variant of the conventional ascent trajectory profiles has been

posed as the bent two-step profile combining good performance with sim-

plicity. Rendezvous requirements for simple LESS concepts have been

evaluated and found to be compatible with existing CSM capabilities.

Visibility problems and sun-angle phenomena have been examined for

missions of 3. 7, and 14-day stay-times. The resulting wide range of

possible sun angles has been analyzed to identify problems with guidance

elements and vehicle rendezvous operations.

Guidance sensors of the visual and instrument classes have been

examined. Although visual systems promise simplicity, they may require

stable vehicle platforms with low piloting workload and are prone to have

visibility, glare, and cross-coupling difficulties. Consequentiy, the manual

stability and control modes do not integrate readily with visual displays. All

things considered, the gyro-horizon all-attitude display appears to minimize

problems under diverse mission and system conditions.

Extensive manual stability and control analyses have been conducted,

and the hardwire (direct engine vectoring) control mode was found to be "

slightl.y superior to kinesthetic control in terms of anticipated handling
qualities. A relationship between control torque available and vehicle



inertias was postulated and haay be important in predicting design features

that will maximize favorable handling qualities. Additional simulation test

data for verification were found to be needed. Special configurations designed

to improve stability/control have been evaluated against the complexity

involved. Reduced-thrust operation at later stages of boost flight and other

concepts were found attractive to match more efficiently the ratio of control

torque available to the inertias as reduced with fuel burnout.

Guidance elements have been evaluated in concert with stability modes

and vehicle configuration design. Special hardwire mode variations, usually

involving engine translation rather than gimbaling, were examined with a

view to uncoupling rotational and translational axis dynamics as well as

elimination of a guidance error source. Pulsed multiple engines of Apollo

RCS type also provide this feature as well as configuration packaging advan-

tages and early engine availability.

Estimated errors in final vehicle orbits have been developed statisti-

cally from available error source data including a sampling of runs conducted

in NASA-LRC simulations of the kinesthetic control mode. The analyses,

which are believed to be slightly conservative, indicate that the resulting
LESS orbits will be marginally acceptable for kinesthetic and hardwire con-

trol modes and that they may be improved with further studies and testing.

Typical configuration designs suitable for kinesthetic and hardwire

control were g_nerated. The hardwire concept provides somewhat greater

configuration freedom, which is important for optimizing handling qualities

and for packaging. Stowage on the side of the LM was found to be possible,

but difficult, because of space limitations and possible interaction with LM

RGS jets. Several alternative approaches for LM stowage that were identified

may require LM interface analysis beyond the scope of this study. A concept

of initially collapsed tanks, expanded upon fueling, was generated and appears

to have promise for relieving the stowage problem. Initial deployment from

the LM was found to take 45 minutes; preparations for launch will require
two hours.

When adapted as a long-range lunar flyer, the LESS vehicle requires

landing gear, communications, throttleable engine, and stability augmenta-

tion. In one configuration, utilizing 1200 pounds of propellant (sized for a

practical escape profile), the long-range flyer version provided a 40 nm
mission radius with a horizontal-translation "cruise" altitude of 1000 feet.

With 1600 pounds of propellants, appropriate for a LESS vehicle sized for a

coarse ascent profile, the radius would be 60 nm. Ranges of these magni-

tudes should be attractive to mission planners concerned with safety/rescue

and with extending lunar surface site reconnaissance and exploration. The

changes for the flyer mission were found to have a small effect on the escape

mission configuration. These changes would, incidentally, tend to provide

increased guidance accuracy and improved capability for escape and other
missions.
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LUNAR ESCAPE SYSTEMS (LESS)

FEASIBILITY STUDY, FINAL TECHNICAl, t_ 'V.PO[IX

By J. O. Matzenauer

Space Division, North American Rockwell Corporation

INTRODUCTION

This report presents results of the Phase A feasibility study of
emergency vehicle concepts for escape of two men from the lunar surface

to the orbiting CSM. The study, conducted by North American Rockwell

Space Division for the NASA, Langley Research Center, is identified as

Contract NAS1-8923. Mr. A. W. Vogeley was Technical Manager for the
study at NASA-LRC.

Objective

The purpose of the study has been to determine the technical and

operational feasibility of simple escape-system concepts and to provide
parametric operational and design data that can be utilized in a related

NASA-LRC simulation test program and that, together with the simulation

results, will provide a basis for NASA decisions on escape-system
development.

Approach

The approach taken has been to utilize the data and material from

particularly pertinent NASA and contractor studies in generating parametric

performance and systems data. Stability and control analyses and simula-

tions experience on the recent Phase B Lunar Flying Vehicle {LFV) Study

(Contract NAS9-9045) were particularly applicable. This parametric infor-

mation was utilized in system and concept synthesis and integration effort,

particularly for the key guidance and control techniques. Extensive propul-

sion studies conducted in the LFV study provided strong inputs for
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propulsion-performance-design trades. Conceptual development layout

effort provided practical constraints and included iterations back through the
paranaetric data possibilities. Design experience with control mechanization

for the NASA-LRC flying lunar excursion experimental platform (FLEEP)

proposal effort was helpful. Contractor knowledge of Apollo interfaces and

advanced mission planning studies were most useful in analyzing CSM

capabilities for rendezvous and for studying visibility problems. Again, in

the surface operations and the surface flyer applications of LESS, the

immediate background of the LFV study was of substantial benefit.

'_he outputs of the study include a spectrum of parametric performance

and operational data that can be utilized in future studies under varying

ground rules and conditions. The conceptual configurations effectively high-

lighted practical constraints and problem areas, and made possible realistic

weight and balance data needed in guidance and control analyses. In keeping

with the exploratory nature of a Phase A study, key systems, such as guidance

and control, structure, and propulsiontradeoff data were generated and

parametric characteristics developed. Where clear choice of a subsystems

technique could not be made, the tradeoff considerations were specified.

Support was provided to the important and concurrent fixed-base simu-

lation test program at NASA-LRC. Information on trajectories, guidance

mechanization, propulsion, and system design was furnished. Specific

trajectory data of interest were informally transmitted. Some simulation

results were made available to the contractor during the study and were

extremely useful in evaluating the contribution of steering errors to potential

guidance accuracy obtainable.

Recommendations for further effort are provided.

Ground Rules and Guiding Considerations

A minimum number of basic ground rules were applied to this study.
The principal ones were:

1. Emphasis on simplicity rather than system redundancy

Propellants up to 5000 pounds are available from LM/ELM ascent

stage

3. Astronaut backpacks to provide ECS/LSS and telecommunications
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4. Missions up to 14 days stay-time

5. Single-pilot control

6. Safe orbit with single burn desirable

7. Conditions leading to use of the escape system not specified in
detail

8. Compatibility with Apollo CSM and LM

For some time into the future, the lunar module (LM) and its direct

derivatives, such as extended LM (ELM), will be used as the means of crew

transport to and from the lunar surface and orbit. A serious failure in the

descent stage could be accommodated during most of the descent phase by

in-flight separation (abort) of the ascent stage. Provisions are also made

for LM rescue in the event the LM can take off but cannot ascend beyond

minimum altitude (50,000 feet); the CSM can descend to conduct the rendez-

vous operation without help from the LM. In the ascent stage, dependence

is placed entirely upon extensive built-in system redundancies and reserves

to provide the necessary assurance of mission safety. Provision of additional

emergency equipment or systems such as LESS might make it possible to

extend the conservative operating envelope or capability limits of LM/ELM

such that increased mission capability could result. Even slight improve-

ments in mission accomplishment and capability may become quite important

in carrying out lunar exploration with minimum cost yet acceptable safety.

A logical question on first consideration of an alternative or emergency

backup surface escape scheme is, "how simple can such a system concept

be?" Its corollary question is, "how complex does it need to be?" These and

many other operational and technical feasibility questions about the system

must be considered, along with serious reflection on the system's potential

for multiple-mission use.

Reliability of an emergency system can be approached through simplic-

ity rather than redundancy. Another consideration involves the Apollo GSM.

which is known to be a versatile and sophisticated spacecraft. Exploiting

these GSM inherent capabilities for supporting and complementing the escape

mission vehicle permits the escape system to be simple in concept and in

equipment mechanization. Simplicity of function in the LESS may also aid in

terms of minimum escape vehicle mass and size. Reduced size reduces the

critical problems of stowage and transport aboard the LM/EI,M. Although

ample propellants for the escape vehicle can be obtained from tile 5000-pound

capacity of the LM ascent tankage, the size of the vehicle should be mini-

mized from several standpoints in addition to that of restricted I,M/EI,M
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stowage. Some of the other reasons are difficulty of unloading and deploying

the LESS, time required to refuel, and LM/ELM payload weight limitations.

Escape-system development could evolve in either of two basic ways.
One could be an administrative decision to reduce further the risk factors

inherent in the LM ascent phase of the present lunar mission concept. This

decision could come very soon in the lunar program and would require a

highly accelerated escape system development program, perhaps in less

than half the normal development cycle. In this event, the system concept

(not necessarily the simplest) could well be biased in the direction of the one

promising the highest probability of successful development. The second

basic approach to system procurement would be a more normal development

cycle with greater attention to optimizing system performance. It is likely,

however, that overall space program economics will require consideration

of the alternative applications or missions to which the LESS could also be

applied or adapted. Preliminary studies by this Contractor have identified

many such possibilities for LESS alternative uses. Of particular appeal are

adaptation of the LESS to perform long-range surface flying vehicle missions,

conversion to a supplementary lunar sample return-to-orbit vehicle, and

orbit-to-surface shuttle, experiment lander, or rescue vehicle. The long-

range flyer adaptation of the LESS is the subject of a task in this study. The

possible escape mission application of the lunar flying vehicle was also a

task under that study (NASg-9045).
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LESS

LM

ELM

COV

RCS

CSM

CMC

SOR

COR

LMRR

ARS

G&C

G&N

SCS

AGS

LRV

PLSS

LFV

ABBREVIATIONS AND NOMENCLATURE

Lunar (emergency) escape system, also Lunar Excape Systems

Study

Lunar module

Extended lunar module (three-day stay)

Calculus of variation (optimum trajectory)

Reaction control system (attitude jets)

Apollo command and service module

Command module guidance computer

Stable-orbit rendezvous (technique for LM rescue -

Program 38)

Concentric-orbit rendezvous (technique for LM rendezvous)

LM rendezvous radar

Attitude reference system

Guidance and control

Guidance and navigation

Stabilization and control system

Abort Guidance System in LM

Lunar roving vehicle

Portable life support system (backpack)

Lunar flying vehicle under study by NASA-MSC
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OPS

SLSS

PECS

NM

LOS

T/W

Oxygenpurge subsystem of backpack (PLSS)

Secondary life support system (part of advanced backpack)

Portable environmental control system (an advanced backpack

concept)

Nautical miles

Line-of-sight

Thrust-to-weight
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I. 0 STUDY RESULTS - PARAMETRIC OPERATIONAL DATA

This section presents results of parametric trajectory and performance

analyses of the boost and rendezvous phases of the LESS mission. The pur-

pose of the LESS is to provide capability for an emergency launch from the

surface of the moon to the orbiting Apollo GSM in the event that the lunar
module should become unsafe for ascent from the lunar surface. The basic

requirement to be satisfied by the LESS then is to safely reach a condition

where the crew can transfer into the CSM, employing such assistance for

rendezvous as can be provided by the CSM itself. Figure 1-1 illustrates

the basic phases of the mission treated in this section: (1) boost and (2)

rendezvous, including docking and crew transfer. Boost is treated para-

metrically. Rendezvous is treated parametrically as regards energy

requirements since they are dependent on the properties of the LESS. CSM

capabilities, constraints, and limitations are identified, and requirements

are placed on the LESS consistent with the desire to minimize modifications

to the CSM and to keep the LESS simple, light, and safe.

The issue of visibility permeates the entire study. It is discussed in

individual sections of the report where appropriate, and it is discussed at

some length in this section as a special subject.

A symbol list is provided at the end of this section (page 1-199).

Boost Ascent Trajectories

Objectives. - This section presents results of the parametric launch per-

formance analysis for which the main objective was to identify LESS perform-

ance requirements and sensitivities. Another objective was to provide

information in support of the NASA-LRC flight vehicle simulation test program,

which has been exploring systcm performance characteristics, and to support

the concept design integration effort. Since the objective was to create para-
metric information, no conclusions or recommendations are drawn in this
section.

Approach. - The basic tradeoff for the LESS is system simplicity versus

vehicle weight. The simplest systems tend to result in large errors, thus

necessitatin_ high-energy orbits and large propellant requirements both in the
l JESS for boost and, for the case of CSM-active rendezvous, in the CSM. The

more comple× systems tend to be more accurate and so can be used to reduce
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energy requirements. With regard to LESS propellant requirements, it is
noted that while there is an ample supply of propellant available from the lunar
module ascent stage tanks, larger propellant expenditures implylarger LESS
propellant tanks in terms of both weight and volume. This impacts the overall
vehicle design and the means of deployment. This section of the report gives
the results of the paranaetric analysis of the boostphase of the LESSmission
and illustrates energy requirements, trajectory characteristics and steering
angles, and error sensitivities.

As specified by the NASA-LRC, study emphasis was placed on simple

systems and concepts. In the area of guidance, this is manifested in concepts

employing constant thrust-attitude segments, the minimum being two segments.

As these concepts tend to result in large energy expenditures, optimal solu-

tions were also derived to form the basis for systems trades, such as guidance

simplicity versus propulsion system requirements.

Taking the concept of simplicity further, some ground rules were estab-

lished that reflect simplicity and that limit the range of parametric analyses

conducted. Multiple-burn ascent trajectories were not considered desirable.

They obviously require at least two burns of the propulsion system and thus

imply a more complicated system. For the same reason, throttling was not

considered initially. However, as the study progressed, it was found that the

throttling could be used to improve vehicle handling qualities (see the Stability

and Control section). Consequently, the performance effects of employing a

two-step thrust schedule were also investigated.

From the foregoing, it is clear that substantial tradeoff studies will be

necessary to define the optimum vehicle for the mission. To support these

studies, the parametric results of the ascent-to-orbit phase are herewith
submitted.

The results shown were obtained by numerically integrating the equations

of motion of a particle subjected to the lunar gravitational potential (neglecting
anomalies) and to a directed thrust force.

]Energy requirements were developed to reflect simple two- and three-

step thrust attitude profiles for liftoff thrust-to-weight ratios of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4

and 0.5 pounds per pound, constant thrust, and orbit altitudes (circular) of 20,

40, 60, and 80 nautical miles. Also shown are equivalent solutions derived by

the classical calculus-of-variations (COV) method. When these results were

compared with the three-step results, it was seen that very little improvement

in energy requirements could be realized by employing more steps than three.

Therefore, no four- or five-step trajectories were considered. A complete

set of error sensitivities was derived for the three-step profile. Error sensi-

tivities of a typical calculus-of-variations trajectory and a typical two-step

trajectory were found to agree substantially with those of the comparable

1-5



three-step trajectory. Thus, a complete set of error sensitivities is shown

only for the three-step profile. The desirable aspects of the two-step profile

(only two attitude segments) and the three-step profile (low energy penalty)

were combined to form what NR has dubbed the "bent two-step" profile. Some

of the properties of this profile are identified.

Most of the analyses are based on nominal circular target orbits. How-

ever, a short analysis of effects of employing elliptical target orbits is

presented. The performance tradeoffs associated with a two-step thrust
schedule for boost to a 60-nm orbit are also presented.

Calculus-of-variations trajectories. - In most studies of this type, boost

energy requirements are based on optimized traiectories derived by calculus-

of-variations (COV) steering techniques. Guidance mechanizations are then

developed that usually match the COV solution closely and that can be program-

med into on-board computer systems. In this study, the approach is to employ

guidance concepts so simple that they may not be able to even approximate the

steering profiles derived by the COVformulation. However, to perform the

optimization trade studies for this vehicle, it is necessary to know what the

optimum solutions are, what their energy requirements are, and what form

their steering profiles take.

Figure 1-2 depicts the variation in boost energy requirements with liftoff

thrust-to-weight ratio and with orbit altitude (circular). The vertical boost

parameter depicted is relevant to the LESS problem by virtue of some of the

visual sighting schemes being postulated. They may be mechanized to sight on

a landmark to obtain azimuth information. To assure that the pitchover maneu-

ver occurs at the proper yaw attitude, it may be necessary to boost vertically

in order to sight an appropriate landmark and to provide time for the pilot to

take action based on the sighting. This would be particularly true if the landing

site were the floor of a crater, such as Copernicus. For a 20-nm orbit, the

energy variation is approximately 400 feet per second for the range of vertical

boost altitudes flora 2000 to 20 000 feet. As would be expected, the variation

diminishes for higher altitudes and is approximately 80 feet per second for an

80-nm orbit. Figure 1-3 depicts the variation of vertical boost time with

altitude for the liftoff thrust-to-weight ratios considered in the previous figure.

From these data, a vertical boost altitude of 10 000 feet was selected as the

basis for subsequent analyses. Figure 1-4 depicts the variation in thrust

attitude angle immediately following the vertical boost (to 10 000 feet) and at

burnout. The time histories are roughly linear between the two end points (see

fig. 1-7 for a typical case). For higher orbit altitudes, it is seen that initial

thrust attitude is quite close to vertical and that at burnout it is quite negative.

This can be explained b 7 considering the large displacement (altitude} changes

that must be made during a relatively short burning time (especially for cases

having high liftoff acceleration). During the early part of the traiectory, as

much altitude as possible must be gained, necessitating a near-vertical flight
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path. Toward the end of the trajectory, large negative angles-of-attack must

be applied to bring the flight path angle to zero. Figures 1-5 and l-6 depict a

typical trajectory reflecting boost to 60 nm, assumin_ a liftoff thrust-to-weight

ratio of 0.3 pound per pound. Figure 1-7 depicts the steering angle history.

It is plotted against time, AV, and altitude and is seen to be nearly linear with

altitude. In this regard, it was found that the linear solution with respect to

time noted could be obtained for an energy penalty of only 24 feet per second.

Figures 1-8 and 1-9 illustrate the effects of pitch attitude and thrust-to-

weight ratio errors respectively on perUune and apolune altitudes of the orbits

that are produced. A target orbit of 60 nm and a liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio

of 0.3 pound per pound are reflected. An error in pitch attitude (fig. 1-8) of,

for example, plus two degrees is here taken to mean that a constant bias of

two degrees in thrust application angle is applied from liftoff to cutoff. Cutoff

occurs at the nominal time, and open-loop steering is implied. These assump-

tions are representative of the concepts being postulated for this vehicle. The

data of figure 1-9 reveal a dramatic reduction in error sensitivities if control

according to _V produced can be employed instead of time. Cutoff according

to time produces significant variations in AV produced in the event that the

acceleration history is not nominal. Therefore, perilune and apolune altitudes

are more strongly affected by errors in thrust-to-weight ratio. The error

effects for this typical case were found to be within five percent of those of the

three-step profile, for which a full treatment of error effects was accom-

plished. Consequently, a complete treatment of error effects for this steering

profile was not attempted.

Two-step trajectories. - The simplest guidance scheme that can be pos-

tulated appears to be one in which the thrust attitude is allowed to have only

two values. If the angles and the time increments during which they are applied

are chosen correctly, a trajectory to a desired set of ending conditions can be

produced.

If the ground rules are chosen that the first segment must be a vertical

boost and that full thrust is to be used to orbit insertion, then the control

variables become vertical boost time, the steering angle during the second

segment, and burn time. Burn time has the strongest control on burnout

velocity. Values of vertical boost time and steering angle can be found that

produce the desired flight path angle and altitude.

Figure 1-10 depicts the variation in conditions at termination of the

vertical boost as a function of target orbit altitude and liftoff thrust-to-weight
ratio.

Figure 1-11 depicts the total boost energy requirements and the corres-

ponding pitch angles during the second segment. Tile second segment is seen

to be nearly horizontal; indeed, if the liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio is chosen

1-8
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correctly, any orbit altitude in the range of interest can be reached while

making attitude horizontal. Figure 1-12 depicts the energy data of figure 1-11

plotted as a function of liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio. The requirements for the

COV solutions are shown for comparison. It is seen that the penalty for the

two-step steering profile is on the order of 1000 feet per second for the higher

orbits. For orbits above 40 nm, the optimum liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio

(for minimum energy) is seen to be approximately 0.3 pound per pound both

for the COV and the two-step trajectories.

Figure 1-13 depicts the total burn time and boost range (measured along

the lunar surface) as a function of orbit altitude. Figure 1-14 depicts a typical

trajectory reflecting boost to an orbit slightly above 60 nm (366 380 feet),

assuming a liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.3 pound per pound. Immediately

after termination of the vertical boost, the thrust attitude is changed to four

degrees below the local horizontal {fig. 1-11). This, in combination with the

gravitational force, causes a negative velocity rate for approximately 50 sec-

onds, as indicated by the velocity plot.

Figure 1-15 illustrates the variation in the two-step control parameters

with the average rate employed during the pitch-over maneuver. The pre-
ceding parametric data were based on discontinuous attitude segments. A

closer approximation to the real situation is to join the two segments by a

ramp, as illustrated in figure 1-16. It is seen that the pitch maneuver timing

data change significantly, while the variation in the constant attitude segment

is on the order of two degrees. A modest reduction in boost energy results if

a slow pitch rate can be employed.

Figure 1-17 and 1-18 illustrate the effects of pitch attitude and thrust-

to-weight ratio errors, respectively, on apse altitudes. A target orbit of

near 60 nm and a liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.3 pound per pound are

reflected. Figure 1-17 shows the attitude error effects. Cutoff occurs at

the nominal time, and open-loop steering is implied. These assumptions are

representative of the concepts being postulated for this vehicle. As with COV

trajectories, the data of figure 1-18 reveal a significant reduction in error

sensitivities if cutoff according to _V produced can be employed instead of

time. Cutoff according to time produces significant variations in AV pro-

duced in the event that the acceleration history is not nominal. Therefore,

perilune and apolune altitudes are more strongly affected by errors in thrust-

to-weight ratio. Further reductions in error sensitivities occur if the pitch

step can be scheduled on the basis of _V.

The error effects for this typical case were found to match closely
(within 10 percent for pitch errors and T/W errors controlled by AV) those of

the three-step profile, for which a full treatment of error effects can be found

in the following section. Consequently, a complete treatment of error effects

for this steering profile was not attempted.
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Three-step trajectories. - If a third constant-attitude step can be intro-

duced into the steering profile, a significant performance advantage results,

compared to the two-step profile just discussed. However, it complicates

analysis of the problem somewhat as there are now more degrees of freedom

than there are end conditions to satisfy. For boost energy requirements to be
minimized, vertical boost time should be short, as indicated in the section dis-

cussing COV trajectories. A 10 000-foot vertical rise appears to be a reason-

able (but somewhat arbitrary) choice, considering lurain clearance and

landmark sighting requirements. To eliminate one more degree of freedom,

the criteria for switching from the second attitude step to the third were con-

sidered. One reasonable criterion is to select the step-change time such that

total boost energy is minimized. With this thought in mind, a series of trajec-

tories to 60-nm orbit was computed. Results are shown in figure 1-19. It is

seen that the minima of the curves occur approximately along the line that

represents an equal AV split between the second and third steps. For a

liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.3, figure 1-20 depicts steering profiles

representing an equal time split, an equal _V split and a case where AV 2

=AV 3 +I100 fps (1100 is a representative value). Along with these three-step

profiles, other typical profiles are shown, including the COV solution, a

linearized solution, and a two-step profile employing a vertical boost as the

first segment. The inset shows the variation in total boost energy with the

number of attitude segments. A vertical boost segment is assumed for all

cases. Criteria of a vertical boost of 10,000 feet and a step change such

that AV Z = &V 3 were used in computing trajectories for liftoff thrust-to-

weight ratios ranging from 0.2 through 0. 5 pound per pound and orbit

altitudes ranging from 20 through 80 nm. The boost energy requirements

are shown in figure 1-21 compared with those of the equivalent COV solutions.

The energy penalty relative to an optimum trajectory for the higher altitude

orbits is seen to be reduced from approximately 1000 feet per second for

the two-step trajectories discussed previously to approximately 200 feet per

second. Trajectory attitude, timing of steps, and ranges are shown in

figures 1-22, 1-23, and 1-24. Figure 1-25 depicts the variation in burnout

thrust-to-we__ght ratio (acceleration). As stated, the step change time was

selected such t:,at Z_¥ 2 = &V 3. The parametric results presented here

could change slight!y since an iteration to make ZlV 2 = AV 3 was not done.
The variations, h_vvever, would be small. These data reflect a nominal

specificimpul*, of 300 seconds. Sil_ce the boost AV is not strongly affected

by specific im,)ulse (fig. 1-26) the effect uf, for example, a lower specific

impulse would be to make boost time and range slightly shorter and burnout

thrust-to-weight ratio slightly higher.

A typical ascent trajectory is depicted in figure 1-27. The trajectory is

initiated with a liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 0. 3 pound per pound and

results in a 60-rim circular orbit. The trajectory tends to be smoother than

the two-step trajectory. The slope of the velocity curve changes at tile stcp

change point,but it does not go negative, as occurs in the simple two-stcp

profile.
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Some variation in boost energy requirements with specific impulse is

indicated in figure l-Z6. The variation is seen to be quite small. Note that it

is the variation in _V that is illustrated and that the propellant requirements

will vary more strongly with specific impulse. Figure l-Z8 indicates little

variation in boost energy requirements if an inertial attitude reference is used.

The reference frame on which all data in this report are based is the local

horizontal {the normal to the radius to the center of the Moon).

The preceding data are based on infinite pitch rates at the junctions of

the attitude segments. A closer approximation to the real situation is to join

the attitude segments by "ramps. " Figure 1-29 depicts the variations in con-

trol parameters, with the pitch rate used to simulate the pitchovers for boost

to 60-nm orbit with a liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.3 pound per pound.

As with the two-step profile, there is a modest saving in energy if slow pitch
rates can be used.

Figures 1-30 through 1-54 involve the variation in burnout conditions

with errors in some of the salient LESS parameters for three-step boost

profiles. The family of nominal boost trajectories includes ascent to orbits

of 20, 40, 60, and 80 nm initiated by liftoff thrust-to-weight ratios of 0.2,

0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 pound per pound. The data are all based on open-loop

trajectory simulations; that is, there is no updating of steering information

based on knowledge of the actual trajectory being produced. The target
orbits are circular.

Figures 1-30 through 1-3Z depict the variation in apse altitudes with

pitch attitude error. An error of, for example, plus two degrees is here taken

to mean that a constant bias of two degrees in thrust application angle is applied
from liftoff to cutoff. Cutoff occurs at the nominal AV, which, since all other

parameters are nominal, is the same as saying cutoff occurs at the nominal

time. The data indicate a stronger variation in perilune altitude with positive

errors than with equivalent negative errors. The tendency with a positive

error is for the trajectory to follow a steeper path than nominal, thereby

incurring larger energy losses and resulting in a lower energy orbit. Since

the burnout point is higher than nominal and has a positive flight path angle (all

because the total trajectory was steeper), apolune will be somewhat higher

than the target orbit, and perilune will be significantly lower as indicated.

This situation could be relieved somewhat by employing a slight overburn to

raise perilune. Abiding by our assumption of no feedback information, this

does not appear feasible. However, if the target orbit were to be elliptical,

with burnout at the nominal perilune, there would automatically be an overburn

with respect to circular conditions. It will be seen in a following section that

this technique does offer some advantages. Figure 1-33 illustrates the varia-

tion in the in-plane burnout parameters for a typical case.

Figures 1-34 through 1-42 depict the variation in apse altitudes with

liftoif thrust-to-weight ratio errors. Figures 1-34, 1-35, and 1-36 show their
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variation if all control is according to time; that is, the pitch steps and

engine shutdown are all scheduled on the basis of nominal time. For systems
of the type being considered for the LESS, thrust-to-weight ratio errors of the

order of plus or minus five percent may be encountered. It is clear that

errors of this magnitude cannot be accommodated by a timer mechanization.

The basic problem with timer control is that the AV produced by the propulsion

system in the nominal time is in error by roughly the same percentage as the
error in initial thrust-to-weight ratio.

A significant improvement results if the cutoff command can be given on

the basis of AV. Figures 1-37, 1-38, and 1-39 give the results if this tech-

nique is used. It is still assumed that the pitch maneuvers are scheduled on
the basis of nominal time.

The benefits of cutoff by AV command having been indicated, it is inter-

esting to note the benefits gained if the pitch maneuvers are also scheduled on

the basis of AV. The results are depicted in figures 1-40, 1-41, and 1-42. It

is seen that the variations in apse conditions are now quite small when com-

pared with those resulting from timer control.

From the foregoing results it appears that a AV meter is necessary, at

least to generate the cutoff signal. The _V meter having been justified, it then

appears that the pitch steps should be scheduled according to output from itto

achieve an additional gain.

Figure 1-43 illustrates the variations in the in-plane burnout conditions

for a typical case employing steering control and cutoff according to _V.

Figures 1-44 through 1-49 depict the variation in apse altitudes with

errors in pitch maneuver times. .As would be expected, the effects grow

stronger with increased liftoffacceleration as there is a larger energy incre-

ment produced during the specified error interval.

It may be possible to display altitude information to the pilot and have

him perform the attitude steps on that basis. Figure 1-50 depicts the varia-

tion in apse altitude with pitch attitude error and liftoffthrust-to-weight ratio

for this mechanization. Cutoff is assumed on the basis of AV. Since altitude

converges to the desired value exponentially, it is not suitable for cutoff

control. The apse altitude variations are smaller than the comparable ones

where the steps are scheduled on the basis of AV. However, if the mechaniza-

tion and displays are simple, there may be a substantial error in evaluating

altitude. The effects of errors in sensing altitude are illustrated in figure 1-51.

Ifa guidance scheme requiring sighting on the horizon (either lateral or

downrange) is employed, the pilot may have difficulty ascertaining the vertical

if he must launch from the floor of a deep crater or if the site is near some
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particularly rough ground. The variation of perilune and apolune altitude with

pitch attitude errors during the initial vertical rise is shown in figure 1-52.
The two cases illustrated have vertical rises {nominal) of 10 000 and 20 000feet

followed by two nominal constant-attitude steps. Perilune altitude is not

sensitive to forward or lateral errors, but is seen to be very sensitive to

backward-leaning errors.

Figure 1-53 depicts an approximation to the variation in the opposing

apse with variations in cutoff conditions. It is assumed that the burnout

conditions are at one apse and that the error in the cutoff conditions causes a

pure underburn or overburn condition. It is expected that AV sensing accuracy

for cutoff will be approximately ±0. 1 percent, or typically 6n the order of seven

feet per second, corresponding to variations in the opposing apse of ±6 nm.

Depending on system accuracy and astronaut performance capability,

variations in apse dimensions due to pitch and thrust-to-weight errors will be

substantially greater. If these errors are such that the burnout conditions are

low and shallow, _"then perilune will be "ahead of" the burnout point. If the boost

errors cause a steeper trajectory than nominal, perilune will be "behind" the

burnout point. The variation of burnout true anomaly is shown in figure 1-54

as a function of pitch and thrust-to-weight ratio errors for a typical boost to

60-nm orbit. Thus, even though for a circular target orbit, the perilune loca-

tion of the actual orbit could theoretically be anywhere; the variation in its

dimensions will be much more extreme if perilune is in the neighborhood of

• 90 degrees from burnout.

"Bent two-step" trajectories. - The desirable aspects of the two-step

profile (simplicity of only two attitude segments} and the three-step profile (low

energy penalty) can be combined to form what NR has dubbed the "bent two-

step" profile. If burn time and the two constant-attitude steps are considered,

there are enough degrees of freedom to control burnout conditions of velocity,

altitude, and flight path angle. There is still one redundant degree of freedom

in the problem, namely the time to switch from the first attitude step to the

second. As in the three-step profile {which this profile closely resembles,

except that the 10 000 foot vertical boost has been reduced to zero}, a reason-

able criterion is to select the step-change time such that total boost energy is

minimized. Results of optimizing that profile indicated that the two steps

should be divided approximately equally according to AV. These criteria and

a liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.3 pound per pound were used to initiate a

series of trajectories to circular orbits. Their energy requirements are

shown in figure 1-55 compared with those of some other salient profiles. It is

seen that the energy penalties associated with the bent two-step trajectories

are quite low compared to the COV trajectories.

*below target altitude and negative on nose-down flight path angle
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Figure 1-56 depicts the steering angles required for this flight mode.

The inset illustrates the time history for boost to a 60-nm orbit, while fig-

ure 1-57 shows the trajectory. Figure 1-58 depicts altitude/range profiles

for target orbits of 40, 60, and 80 nm. It is seen that the trajectories tend to

be quite low in the vicinity of the launch site. This could present a problem,

depending on the site and its surroundings. Because of the strong similarity
between this profile and the three-step profile, the error sensitivities were

considered similar and were not computed separately.

Out-of-plane errors. - The gross effects of out-of-plane launch errors

are shown in figure 1-59. If there is an initial out-of-plane angle between the

site and the CSM orbit, the plane change angle is minimized if the LESS is

targeted to intersect the CSM orbit 90 degrees from launch. Errors in launch

azimuth followed by a planar launch cause variations in relative inclination and

in location of the node, as illustrated in figure 1-59.

For small errors in azimuth and small initial out-of-plane angles, the

locations of the node will tend to be quite random. This is because of random

oscillations of thrust heading about the nominal. It follows that the inclination

errors will also be small so that subsequent CSM energy requirements for

rendezvous plane change will be small. It is seen that for larger initial out-of-
plane angles, (1) inclination and nodal location are both less sensitive to azi-

muth errors and (2) that for large azimuth errors, there is an appreciable

performance advantage gained by delaying plane change until after LESS launch.

It is noted that present Apollo mission plans (through Apollo 20) call for

the CSM to have plane change capability sufficient to allow a planar lunar

module launch at any time during the surface stay. Mission plans and criteria

are presently not well defined for the missions. Thus, it is not clear whether

the additional _V for anytime abort, compared to that required for LM launch

at the end of its nominal stay, is charged against the LM-rescue allocation.

This difference is a function of very complex interrelationships among launch

date, site location, and stay time and is strongly affected by the flight mode

employed. Presently, multi-impulse maneuvers for lunar orbit insertion and

transearth injection are being considered by NASA at MSC. This technique

allows sites to be reached that can not be reached with single-impulse maneu-

vers. (This mode has the disadvantage that mission time is increased and thus

consumable requirements are increased. ) However, regarding out-of-plane

requirements for anytime LM launch, they can be reduced by approximately

15 degrees for a typical 3-day mission to Marius Hills by utilizing 3-irnpulse
te chnique s.

Thus it is not now possible to identify initial out-of-plane angle require-
ments for any but the first few missions. As the mission definitions and

rationale become more clear, it will be possible to evaluate them exactly.
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Following current philosophy, however, it seems safe to assume that the

overall mission plan in each case will have a proper energy provision in the

CSNI budget to accomplish whatever aborts are considered necessary at the

time, and this energy can alternately be utilized with a LESS under similar
mi s sion circumstance s.

Elliptical orbits. - A brief look was taken at elliptical target orbits.

Figure 1-60 depicts the variation in pitch angles and total boost AV for boost to

elliptical orbits with 60-nm perilune altitudes, assuming a liftoff thrust-to-

weight ratio of 0.3 pound per pound, a three-step steering profile, and orbit

insertion at perilune. The data are seen to be not strongly dependent on apolune

altitude.

Figure 1-61 depicts the variation of apse altitude with pitch attitude

errors. When these variations are compared with the corresponding data for

circular orbits, it is seen that the perilune sensitivity has been reduced some-

what, while the apolune sensitivity is roughly the same except that the origin

has shifted. Figure 1-62 illustrates the variation of in-plane burnout condi-

tions as a function of pitch errors.

Figures 1-63 and 1-64 depict the variation in apse altitude with liftoff

thrust-to-weight ratio errors for two elliptical orbits (60-by-120 and 60-by-

180 rim). As in the treatment of circular orbits, three control methods are

indicated. And as concluded before, it appears that a AV meter is necessary

to provide the cutoff command. Also as before, since the AV meter is neces-

sary, it should be used as the reference for the steering angles. Figure 1-65

illustrates the variation of the in-plane burnout parameters with thrust-to-

weight ratio errors employing _V for steering control and cutoff. As with

the pitch error results, the data are very similar to the comparable circular
orbit data.

Using elliptical target orbits reduces the variation in perilune locations,

as is evident when figures 1-66 and 1-67 are compared with the data for cir-

cular orbits (fig. 1-54). As the target orbit ellipticity increases, the variation

in perilune location decreases. It will be seen in the following Rendezvous

section that substantially more energy from the CSE4 is required for rendez-

vous if CSM-active rendezvous is employed. Thus the apparent advantage

gained by reducing perilune sensitivity is largely negated.

Two-step thrust schedules. - A two-step thrusting schedule has poten-

tial for enhancing the controllability of the LESS by reducing thrust (control

torques) when the vehicle's mass and inertia are low (see the Stability and

Control section). The performance effects are shown here. Figures 1-68

and 1-69 illustrate the variation in total boost energy with AV at thrust

reduction for a range of second-step thrust levels from 80 percent to 10 percent

of nominal for liftoff thrust-to-weight ratios of 0.3 and 0.5 pound per pound,

respectively. The steering profile employs a vertical boost to 10 000 feet,
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NOMINAL INJECTION AT 60-NM PERILUNE

LIFTOFF T/W = 0.3 LB/LB
THREE-STEP TRAJECTORY
CUTOFF ON AV

-120

-160

Figure 1-66.- Variation of True Anomaly at LESS Burnout With Pitch

Attitude Error for Boost to Perilune o£ Elliptical Orbits
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followed by optimal steering to orbit insertion and should be typical for most

profiles. The locus of minimum energy solutions is shown in figure 1-70

together with those resulting from liftoff thrust-to-weight ratios of 0.4 and

0.7 pound per pound. Figure 1-71 shows the same data as a function of

thrust-to-weight ratio prior to the thrust reduction point. It is seen that

energy minimums occur for high initial thrust followed by low second-step

thrust and that substantial energy reductions can be achieved compared to

assuming a single thrust value.

Based on these results, two configurations were selected for more

detailed analysis. They employ a liftoffthrust-to-weight ratio of 0.4 pound

per pound with the second- step thrust level being 30 andl0 percent, respectively,

of nominal. The bent 2-step steering profile was used. Figures 1-72 and 1-73

show the results of optimizing the point for switching to the second steering

step. The total energy expenditures are seen to be less than those shown in

figure 1-70 for optimum steering. Because the bent Z-step profiles (by defini-

tion) do not employ a vertical boost, their energy expenditures are lower than

the optimums for which l0 000-foot vertical boosts were assumed.

Altitude/range and acceleration profiles for the two selected trajectories

are shown in figures 1-74 and 1-75. These trajectories were used as the

basis for determining effects of pitch attitude and thrust errors. The results

are shown in figures 1-76 and 1-77. When compared with comparable data for

single-valued thrust (the three-step data shown in figures 1-30, l-3Z, 1-40,

and 1-42),the apse variations are seen to be a maximum of 20 percent more

severe with stepped thrust. Thus, while energy gains and stability/control

.gains are to be realized with stepped thrust, a penalty is paid in terms of

error sensitivities.

Appendix E contains a computer printout of a trajectory to 60-nm orbit

used as the basis for some simulation studies at NASA-LRC. It reflects a

two-step thrust schedule with the first step characterized by a liftoff thrust-

to-weight ratio of 0.3 pound per pound and the second step representing a

reduction in thrust to one-third the liftoff value. The parameters for thrust

reduction are based on LESS handling quality considerations (see the

Guidance and Control section). A modified bent two-step steering profile is

employed. It is initiated by a 10-second vertical boost followed by two

constant attitude steps corresponding to the thrust level steps.
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LIFTOFF T/W = 0.4 LB/LB
BENT TWO-STEP STEERING PROFILE
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BENT TWO-STEP STEERING PROFILE
STEP AND CUTOFF ON _V

Z
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Figure 1-76. - Variation of Aple Altitude With Pitch Attitude and Thrust

Errorl for Two-Step Thrust Schedule Having Nominal Li£toff

Thrust-to-Weight of O. 4 lb/ib and Second Step Thrust of

30 Percent of First Step
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Visibility

Objectives and scope of effort. The primary purpose in examining
the visibility conditions prevailing during lunar missions was to establish

the feasibility and the limitations of using visual cues for LESS guidance

and navigation. The purpose of examining sun angles was to determine their

effects on guidance and navigation sensors and other equipment for the dura-

tion of expected missions.

Method of approach. - The approach used in investigating the visibility

considerations entailed analyzing the proposed missions and thus determin-

ing the range of prevailing lighting conditions to be encountered. Next, the

effect of the lighting conditions, and hence visibility on sources of visual

cues (i.e., clown-range horizon, lunar surface, sun, stars, etc.), was
determined.

Three discrete mission categories were considered: 3 days, 7 days,

and 14 days. Since landings must be made at sun angles between 6 degrees

and 20 degrees to permit good visual inspection of the landing area prior to

commitment, primary emphasis was placed on the examination of daytime

sunlight conditions. Secondary emphasis was placed on examination of

visibility under possible earthshine conditions.

Lighting conditions prevailing during lunar missions. - LM landing

requirements currently specify sun angles varying between 6 degrees and

20 degrees at the landing site. It is assumed for this study that these

requirements will prevail during the post-Apollo missions, although some

possibility exists that the higher number may be raised for later missions.

The currently planned landing missions are up to 3-day-staytime, dawn mis-

sions. A sunset mission may be made to investigate lunar sunset and earth-

shine conditions. Figure 1-78 depicts illumination conditions during typical

3-day-staytime, dawn and sunset missions, as well as the lighting conditions

for a 7-day-staytime, dawn mission (to Copernicus). The dawn landing

(Censorinus: 0 degrees 23 S, 32 degrees 32 E) is assumed to be made at a

near-minimum 10-degree sun angle. During the 3-day stay mission, the

sun angle would increase by 36.6 degrees to an inclination of 47 degrees at

launch. At landing, the earth appears as slightly more than one-half

illuminated (third quarter).

For near-maximum earthshine to be experienced while a 3-day stay-

time limit and a 6-degree to 20-degree sun angle upon landing were adhered

to, the sunset mission was assumed to visit the Marius Hills (14 degrees N,
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56 degrees E). If landing was at the maximum allowable sun anale

(20 degrees), sunset would occur late on the second day.* By launch time,

there would be almost full earthshine. Figure 1-78 can be used to determine

lighting conditions at any (near-equatorial) location during any phase of the
moon.

Illumination conditions during a typical lunar mission. - Visibility

during LESS ascent bears directly on guidance system selection, design, and

evaluation. Guidance cues can be obtained from internal or external systems,

as discussed in the Guidance and Control section of this report. In the inter-

nal category are such systems as gyro-controlledhorizon, gyro compass,

inertial reference, etc. External systems are those that make use of either

lunar or celestial references. The ability to detect and use the references

depends to a large extent on the prevailing lighting conditions and on system

designs that permit compensation for adverse lighting conditions. The visi-

bility of the cues depends largely upon lighting conditions, which also change

during the lunar staytime. Figure 1-79 shows the sun incidence as a function

of that staytime. It is assumed that touchdown occurs at a nominal sun angle

of 10 degrees (in a near-equatorial region). The figure shows the sun angle

at 24-hour intervals after touchdown for 3-day (FLM), 7-day, and 14-day
missions. Mission conditions estimated to be encountered are summarized

in table 1- 1.

During 3-day ELM missions, sun angles can vary from a minimum of

9 degrees for early abort to a maximum of 60 degrees for late abort with a

high landing sun angle. Visibility during this 3-day period is the area of

major study emphasis because all currently planned missions fall into this

period. (Mission plans beyond this are extremely speculative, although the

subject of many studies.) During LESS vertical ascent, the sun will be

essentially over the shoulder and from behind and below the pilot during the

horizontal thrust step portion of ascent to orbit.

Sun angles for 7-day extended ELM missions are shown for staytimes

of up to seven days or sun angles of 9 degrees to about 95 degrees. For

these missions, a dual launch mode (such as dual Saturn V) was assumed to

provide the necessary staytime extension logistics support. This implies a

very substantial step increase in mission capability. Similarly, it is reason-

able to assume that the LESS could also have a step change for increased

capability.

For staytimes of up to 14 days, sun angles could vary from the nomi-

nal 9 degrees to 180 degrees (on the downrange horizon). This represents

another large step in mission capability, so a step change in LESS capability
could also be appropriate.

* Landing occurs against the sun unless a posigrade lunar orbit is employed.
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An ascent trajectory to a nominal 60-nm orbit is also shown, so that

the effect of the sun angle on visibility (lunar, stellar, or instrument) can be

investigated. An adverse sun angle can produce glare off instruments,
reduce contrast definition, obliterate the downrange horizon by obscuring it

in the lunar shadow or by having the horizon so close to the sun so that it

cannot be visually observed because of the blinding intensity of the sunlight,

and can obscure the CSM during ascent and rendezvous because of the prox-

imity to the solar disk.

Time lines. - A nominal B-day, dawn mission time line (table 1-2) was

constructed to place in perspective the lunar activities associated with the

use of the LESS for abort. A brief analysis of circumstances necessitating

abort indicated that the realization for the need to abort via the LESS would

most likely occur shortly after touchdown or prior to launch.

A LESS abort time line was also prepared and is included in the Surface

Operations section of this report. An analysis of this time line showed that

if the acceptable sun angle at touchdown ranged from 6 degrees to Z0 degrees,

then the minimum sun angle at LESS abort during a nominal B-day mission

could be as low as 9 degrees or as high as 60 degrees.

Range of lighting conditions during typical abort ascent. - The maxi-

mum staytime during the currently planned lunar program (1969-73, 10 mis-

sions) is 3 days. Hence, the nominal ELM mission was assumed to be a

B-day dawn mission, and visibility conditions that would prevail during LESS

ascent to orbit during this period were emphasized. Figure 1-80 shows

LESS-CSM-sun angle orientation during a nominal abort. The LESS trajec-

tory was based on calculus of variations equations. The lines connecting the

CSM orbit and the ascent trajectory show the relative positions of the CSM

and LESS at various times after lift-off. To ascend close to the CSM in a

60-nm orbit, the LESS must lift off when the CSM is 9 degrees above the

horizon. A preliminary analysis of lunar operations shows that between

four and six hours could be required after touchdown to prepare for LESS

abort. During four hours, the sun angle changes by Z degrees. Thus, if a

7-degree sun angle prevailed at touchdown, and LESS abort was immediately

required, the sun angle at lift-off would be 9 degrees. If the cause for abort

were discovered toward the end of the B-day stay, then the sun angle could

be as high as (20 ° +37 ° +3°=) 60 degrees. As the two spacecraft drew close,

the CSM would be coming out of that portion of the sky containing the sun

and would be virtually impossible to observe. Indeed, the CSM could be

crossing the solar disk as viewed from the LESS.

The results indicate that the line of sight to the CSM during most of the

abort trajectory would be so close to the sun that visual observation of the
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TABLE l-Z. - NOMINAL THREE-DAY DAWN MISSION TIMELINE

As sumptions/constraints :

• Lunar dawn landing with I00 sun angle at landing (-50 F) and 47 °
sun angle at lift-off (180 F)

• Lunar equatorial region mission (_-15 ° lat)

• 3-day lunar surface staytime

• Z-man ELM with 1 LFV and 1 LESS

• 11 hours of personal maintenance/rest per day

• 1000 lb of propellant for LFV excursions

Event

Start

Time Lunar Staytime Events

Event

Duration

Time

:00 ELM touchdown on lunar surface, surface temp
-50 F

:00 Checkout and activation of ELM for lunar stay

Post-landing checkout
Launch simulation

:30

1:30

Z:00

2:00 Science conference with earth :30

2:30 Personal maintenance (lunch) I:00

3:30 Preparation for EVA
Don and check out PLSS

Dump cabin pressure and egress

:Z5

:05

:30

4:00 EVA (1 and Z), surface temp -Z0 F

ELM inspection

Erection of solar array
Erection of radiator

Erection of antenna

Dismount LESS sections

:15

:20

:30

:20

:15

3:00
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TABLE 1-Z. - NOMINAL THREE-DAY DAWN MISSION

TIMELINE - Continued

Event

Start

Time

7:00

7:10

7:30

8:30

9:30

16:30

17:30

18:30

Lunar Staytime Events

Assemble LESS and prepare servicing lines :15

Check out LESS mechanical systems :05

Transport LESS to launch area (50 ft) :05
Shroud LESS :05

Dismount LFV : 10

Assemble LFV, mount scientific equipment :05

Set up LFV landing mats and aids 50 ft

from ELM : 10

Move LFV to landing mat :05

Check out LFV 1 (electronics/controls) :10

Deploy fuel and oxidizer hoses :10

Ingress to ELM and hook up ELM-ECS

Repressurize ELM and doff pressure suits

Personal maintenance (supper)

Hous eke eping and maintenance check

Sleep/rest

Personal maintenance (breakfast)

Preparation for EVA

Don and check out pressure suits
Don and check out PI_S

Dump cabin pressure and egress

EVA (3 and 4), surface temp 45 F
Scientist-astronaut 1

Fuel LFV on mat and mount helium tank

Check out LFV

Flight out -0.5 nm qualification flight

Post-landing checkout

Deploy launching mat

Local exploration

Preflight checkout

:30

:25

:05

:25

:I0

:03

:05

:I0

:30

:05

Event

Duration

Time

:I0

:20

I:00

I:00

7:00

i:00

I:00

3:00
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TABLE 1-2. - NOMINAL THREE-DAY DAWN MISSION

TIMELINE - Continued

Event

Start

Time

21:30

21:40

22:00

23:00

24:00

25:00

28:00

28:10

Lunar Staytime Events

Flight back - 0.5 nm

Post-landing checkout

Monitor S/A 2 flight

Complete setting up advanced AI_EP

Scientist-astronaut 2

Start setting up advanced ALSEP

Monitor S/A 1 flight

LFV qualification flight same as above

Refuel LFV - deploy thermal blanket

Ingress to ELM and hook up ELM-ECS

Repressurize ELM and doff pressure suits

Personal maintenance (lunch)

Science conference with earth

Preparation for EVA (same as hour 17:30)
EVA (5), Scientist-astronaut 1, surface

temp 85 F

Replace helium tanks and batteries
Check out LFV

Flight out - 7 nm

Post-landing checkout

Deploy launching mat

Local exploration

Preflight checkout

Flight back - 7 nm

Post-landing checkout

Refuel LFV - deploy thermal blanket

Scientist-astronaut 2 monitors

Ingress to ELM and hook up ELM-ECS

Repressurize ELM and doff pressure suits

:02

:05

:30

:55

:6O
:30

:60

:30

:I0

:i0

:04

:05

:I0

1:37

:05

:04

:05

:30

3:00

Event

Duration

Time

:I0

:ZO

1:00

1:00

1:00

3:00

:10

:20
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Event

Start

Time

28:30

29:30

30:30

31:30

39:30

40:30

41:30

44:30

44:40

45:00

46:00

47:00

48:00

51:00

51:10

51:30

TABLE l-Z. - NOMINAL THREE-DAY DAWN MISSION

TIMELINE - Continued

Lunar Staytime Events

Personal maintenance (supper)

Review results of flight with earth scientists

Hous eke eping and maintenance check

Sleep/rest

Pers onal maintenance (br eakfast)

Preparation for EVA (same as hour 17:30)

EVA (6), Scientist-astronaut Z, surface

temp 130 F

Same as EVA (5)
Scientist-astronaut 1 monitors

Ingress to ELM and hook up ELM-RCS

Repressurize ELM and doff pressure suits

Personal maintenance (lunch)

Science conference with earth

Preparation for EVA (same as hour 17:30)

EVA (7), Scientist-astronaut 1, surface

temp 150 F

Same as EVA (5)

Scientist-astronaut 2 monitors

Ingress to ELM and hook up ELM-ECS

Repressurize ELM and doff pressure suits

Personal maintenance (supper)

Event

Duration

Time

1:00

1:00

1:00

8:00

1:00

1:00

3:00

:I0

:Z0

I:00

I:00

I:00

3:00

:I0

:20

I:00
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TABLE I-2.. NOMINAL THREE-DAY DAWN MISSION

TIMELINE - Concluded

Event

Start

Time

52:30

53:30

61:30

62:30

63:30

66:30

66:40

66:45

67:45

70:45

Lunar Staytime Events

Housekeeping and maintenance check

Sleep/rest

Pe rs onal maintenance (breakfast}

Preparation for final EVA's (same as hour

17:30)

EVA (8 and 9), surface temp 165 F

Sample selection

Sample storage
Check ALSEP

Check out ELM ascent stage

Ingress to ELM and hook up ELM-ECS

Repres surize ELM

Personal maintenance (lunch)

Prelaunch countdown and checkout

Liftoff, surface temp 175 F

Event

Duration

Time

I:00

8:00

1:00

I:00

3:00

:I0

:05

I:00

3:00

i-i00
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CSM for guidance information would not be possible unless the CSM signifi-

cantly leads the LESS. The figure reveals that the powered phase would be

concluded before passage over the terminator in the event of early abort.

Figure 1-80 also shows that in the event of a liftoff of the LESS at a

10-degree sun angle, the CSM and LESS would be in sunlight for approxi-

mately 7.5 minutes before they both entered the lunar shadow. A T/W of

0.3 was used for the ascent. If atrajectoryT/W of 0.4were used, the

ascent would be accomplished within three-fourths of the distance shown.

Analysis of lighting conditions over a variety of situations is possible with
this to-scale diagram.

During almost all lunar missions on the earth side, some earthshine

will be visible. The extent of earthshine, assuming dawn (or sunset) land-

ings, depends on the landing location. The phase (fraction illuminated) of

the earth as viewed from the moon, plus the phase of the moon as viewed

from the earth, always equals unity. An examination of figure 1-78 reveals

that maximum earthshine, during the 3-day staytime, dawn (or sunset)

missions considered here, would occur if the landings were made on either

the extreme western (leading) or eastern (trailing) edges of the lunar disk.

Analyses of 30 condidate landing sites of greatest scientific interest reveals

that the average site is approximately 11 degrees W longitude. Figure 1-81

shows the total brightness of the moon as a function of the phase angle. A
similar relationship is believed to exist for tile brightness of earthshine,

although earthshine would probably be more variable since it would depend
on the percent, composition, and location of cloud cover and on the earth

surface displayed. A dawn landing at 11 degrees W longitude would

encounter (at earliest possible abort-terminator at Z0 ° W) approximately
5 percent of the total possible brightness of earthshine. If abort is assumed

after 3 days ot staytime (terminator at 71 degrees W), approximately 1 per-

cent of the total possible brightness of earthshine would be experienced.

Even if surface features could be discerned under full earthshine, beyond

the terminator the low probability of encountering this condition tends to

preclude dependence on earthshine illumination for discerning lunar sur-
face features for guidance and navigation.

Use of visual cues during abort ascent. - The visual cues available

for reference during LESS abort may be categorized as lunar or nonlunar

(i. e. , sun, earth, stars). Use could be made of the earth or sun for

reference, but other references would be needed (see Guidance and Control

section). Since all of the currently planned lunar missions are sunlight

missions and since, based on astronaut observations, stars were not nor-

mally visible when in sunlight, the use of stars for reference during abort
was considered highly questionable.
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Effect of horizon roughness on visibility. - An analysis was made of

the horizon roughness during typical abort ascent from seven typical landing

sites of scientific interest. The seven for which topographic maps were

available were :

1. Copernicus Center (9 ° 43'N, Z0°0'W)

Z. Copernicus Wall (10 ° 51'N, Z0 ° 9'W)

3. Censorinus (0 ° Z3'S, 3Z ° 3Z'E)

4. Marius Hills (14 ° 35'N, 56 ° 37'W)

5. Abulfeda (14 ° 57'S, 14 ° 18'E)

6. Schroters Valley (Z4 ° Z0'N, 49 ° 29'W)

7. Hadley Rille (24 ° 42'N, 2° 57'E)

Figure 1-82 shows the results of the analysis. Roughness was defined

as the angular projection of proximate surface features above the line of

sight to the lunar horizon or point of tangency. Horizon roughness could

present a moderate problem in orientation only during the initial portion of

the ascent trajectory, and that only in rough terrain. At an altitude of

5 nautical miles, the maximum roughness that would be encountered at these

7 sites was found to be less than 0.4 degree. Since this value was obtained

for isolated peaks or rilles, the error due to horizon roughness should be

substantially less than 0.4 degree because an optically averaged horizon

profile would be used as reference rather than the anomalous peaks.

An analysis of the curvature of the lunar horizon when viewed from an

altitude of 60 nautical miles revealed that, with a field of view of 17 degrees,

the curvature of the horizon drops less than 30 seconds of arc from the

horizontal and so appears almost as a straight line. Figure 1-83 shows the

curvature with respect to a straight line. Consequently, it should be possi-
ble to use the lunar horizon as an accurate reference.

Down-range horizon visibility. - A basic concept of LESS guidance

and navigation would make use of the downrange horizon as a reference for

pitch attitude. If LESS abort were required at a near minimum sun angle

(7 degrees + Z degrees = 9 degrees), the downrange horizon would be visible

for approximately two minutes of a nominal 7-minute powered ascent. The
terminator would intervene, and the horizon would not be visible as it would

be beyond the terminator. This condition, during which the lunar downrange

horizon would be beyond the terminator and hence not discernible, would
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'_ 0° 28"

Figure 1-83. -Full-Scale View of Lunar Horizon

Through T-Sight at 60-Nautical-Mile Altitude
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prevail until approximately 40 hours after a 7-degree sun-angle touchdown.

Touchdown at maximum sun angle (20 degrees)would reduce the period during

which the horizon would not be discernible to approximately 14 hours. Once

the sun angle has increased to Z7 degrees, the downrange horizon could be
used for reference until about the 14th day. Then the sun would be on the

horizon (or possible even just below it) upon launch. If a calculus-of-

variations trajectory were assumed for ascent on the 14th day, then once an

altitude of 12 nautical miles were attained (8 nautical miles downrange), the

angle between the horizon and the sun would be greater than 10 degrees. It

was assumed that a sun elevation of 10 degrees above the horizon would not

appreciably interfere with use of the horizon for reference. Figure 1-79

shows that between the 14th and 16th days, the launch would occur under

night conditions. However, as the LESS ascended it would rise into sunlight,

at which point the sun would be on the downrange horizon, thus precluding
its use. The luminance of the sun is 7 x 108 rnillilamberts (mL) (Ref. 1-3)

as viewed from outside the earth's atmosphere. Filters could be used to

reduce the intensity to a maximum comfortable value of approximately
7 x 103 mL or by 105 mL. The luminance of the lunar surface, however, is

on the order of 103 mL so that the sun filter would reduce this intensity to

approximately 10 -2 mL. This would require general dark adaptation for the

lunar surface to be visible. But more than just general visibility is required.

Features may be visible and yet not identifiable because several levels of

contrast are usually necessary for feature recognition. Furthermore, it is

doubtful whether adequate adaptation could be achieved rapidly enough

because of the intensity of the filtered sunlight.

The inability to discern the downrange horizon in the event of a launch

before 40 hours after touchdown cannot be appreciably circumvented by

going to a lower orbital altitude. If an altitude lower than 60 nautical miles

is specified, say 40 nautical miles, the horizon is approximately B5 miles,

or Z degrees, closer. However, the downrange distance required for

reaching orbital velocity is increased. Consequently, in the event of LESS

launch about B6 hours after landing, the downrange horizon would be obscured

by the terminator when viewed at the end of burn at 60 nautical miles,

whereas with a 40-nm orbit, the downrange horizon would be visible through-

out the entire powered phase. The advantage of a 40-nm orbit over a 60-nm

orbit with respect to visibility conditions may be overcome by an additional

4-hour wait. During the 4 hours (two lunar orbits of the CSIV[), the terminator

would advance the 2 degrees that constitute the visibility difference between

60 and 40 nautical miles.
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If escape is necessary shortly after touchdown, when the terminator

would obscure the downrange horizon during some portion of the ascent

trajectory, then the terminator itself could possibly be used to obtain a

pitch angle. The basic problem with the use of the terminator is that it is

generally a wide, irregular band that depends on local topography for its

contour. An examination of many photographs of the terminator (Ref. 1-4)

indicated that its width is on the order of 4 degrees (65 nautical miles when

measured from solid black (except for occasional, isolated mountain peaks)

to solid white (except for crater floors, etc.). This width, however, is

foreshortened when viewed at shallow angles. If viewed vertically downward

from an altitude of 60 nautical miles, the terminator would span approxima-

tely 57 degrees. However, as figure 1-84 indicates, the LESS would be in

a 60-nm orbit before overflying the terminator even if launch occurred

simultaneously with touchdown. Actually, approximately a six-hour period

would probably be necessary to dismount, assemble, fuel, and check out

the LESS and to obtain trajectory and guidance data (azimuth, etc. ). Also,

time would be required to recharge the backpacks. Figure 1-84 shows the

apparent width of the terminator as seen at the end of powered flight if

launch occured 10 hours after touchdown. To use the terminator for pitch

reference, its center would need to be determined within approximately

1 degree. If its apparent width is on the order of 10 degrees to Z0 degrees,

it is doubtful whether its center could be determined with sufficient accuracy

(possibly an expandable scale or grid could be used to increase the accuracy

of the center determination). If launch could be delayed until approximately

ten hours after touchdown, the maximum apparent width (at the end of ascent)

of the terminator would be approximately nine degrees, as shown in

figure 1-84. For three-fourths of the ascent time, the terminator would

appear to be less than 3 degrees wide. Additional postponement of the

launch would further reduce the apparent width of the terminator.

Figure 1-85 shows the relationship between staytime and the maximum

apparent width of the terminator for a 60-nm orbit.

Effect of glare and contrast on visibility. - Contrast: During nominal

3-day daylight missions, visibility would be adequate for identification of

lunar landmarks at the nadir during the entire ascent phase. Downrange

visibility would be limited during the terminal phase of ascent in the event

of abort shortly after touchdown. In the event of a LESS abort during a

7-day mission, such as that shown in figure 1-86, the high sun angles could

create visibility problems by reducing the contrast necessary for discernment

and recognition of surface features. The human eye can discern contrasts

as low as 1percent (Ref. l-3)(i.e., one surface reflecting 50.0 percent of

the light striking it while a superimposed object reflects 50.5 percent).

Differences in color, texture, etc., all enhance the contrast. Figure 1-86

relates the distance between well illuminated contrasting surfaces with the
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distance of the observer from them. It is assumed in figure 1-86 that the

sole source of the contrast arises from diminution of the light from the two

surfaces in accordance with the inverse square law. Figure 1-86 shows the

distance (x) by which two surfaces can be separated for various ranges (d)

and still yield 1-percent or 2-percent contrast. If the reflecting surfaces

are separated by less than the distance shown for 1-percent contrast, then

they blend together so that no visible demarcation exists that would permit

visual distinction of the two surfaces. Neither the ordinate or abscissa

shows units because the relationships shown hold as long as both the

abscissa and ordinate have the same units, i.e., feet, yards, etc.

Surface visibility during abort at the end of a 7-day mission, as shown

in figure 1-86, could present washout problems if local surface albedo and

texture are such that they inhibit feature discernment and identification. In

the case of high sun angles such as those encountered during abort from the

sub-solar point, reference objects would need to be selected whose walls

or surfaces are separated in the line-of-sight direction by distances greater

than that required for 2-percent contrast.

The incidence of direct sunlight on guidance instruments may reduce

contrast between the optically projected image of the object being used for

guidance and the screen. The intensity of the sunlight would require that

hoods and/or light shields be provided if star references are used. For

example, a star image projected onto a plate exposed to direct sunlight

would not be sufficiently discernible without (complex) electronic enhance-

ment. The projection of the lunar horizon onto a frosted screen would

probably be washed out by impinging sunlight and by the attenuation of the

intensity of the light by the opaqueness of the frosted glass. The direct

observation of the lunar horizon (via T-tube optical sight) could be accom-

plished in full sunlight. By way of analogy, a flashlight beam (lunar horizon)

shining on the backside of a frosted plate would be barely discernible in

full sunlight, whereas the flashlight beam reflected by a mirror also in

sunlight would be discernible.

Glare: During a nominal ascent trajectory, the pitch angle will change

by approximately 110 degrees (from a vertical thrust of +90 degrees to a

below-horizontal thrust of -20 degrees). Consequently, sunlight will be

normal to the instruments during at least some portion of the trajectory if

the ascent is made between LM touchdown (at a 7-degree sun angle) and

the eighth day (sun angle approximately 110 degrees). The nominal ascent

is down-sun, which may result in the sun's shining directly on the face of

the instruments located in front of the astronaut during a portion of the

ascent during this 8-day period.
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Artifical horizon devices and gyro compasseswith transparent windows

could probably function satisfactorily in full sunlight if the lenses were coated

with a non-glare finish (e.g., magnesium flouride). The use of high-contrast

paints on the instrument dials (possible fluorescent) could assure good instru-

ment visibility and readability even in full sunlight. A dark, non-reflecting

honeycomb grid over the face of the instruments could be used in place of a

hood to reduce solar glare from illuminated instruments.

Visibility of LESS from the CSM: During daylight ascents, the LESS

would be difficult to observe from the CSM because of the bright lunar land-
scape that would form the background for observations from the CSM. An

appreciation of the LESS visibility problem may be gained from a simple
analogy. The LESS would be smaller than an automobile. Automobiles are

discernible from an aircraft flying at 30 000 feet only by sighting along a

road. If the automobile were in a field, it would probably escape detection at

that distance (5 nautical miles). Paradoxically, the Sputniks, which were

smaller than an automobile, were visible at a distance of approximately

125 nautical miles (perigee) when illuminated by the sun against a night sky.

A similar condition will prevail in viewing the LESS. It may not be discern-
ible against the illuminated lunar surface until it is within several miles of

the CSM (without augmentation). It is significant that, during the Apollo 11

mission, astronaut Collins could not locate the LM on the lunar surface during
repeated passes over the landing site. A flashing beacon on board the LESS

would help assure its visibility from the CSM. The LESS should be readily
visible in sunlight against the dark lunar surface or night sky.

The visibility of the CSM from the LESS also presents problems. If

the LESS ascent took place during the first 7 days after touchdown, and the

trajectory and timing was such as to yield a minimum miss distance for ren-

dezvous, then the CSM could be in the sun as seen fr:om the LESS during at
least some part of the ascent. The position of the CSM close to the sun

would preclude the visual use of the CSM for guidance during the ascent

trajectory. Even if the CSMwere 30 degrees or 40 degrees away from the
sun, it would probably not be visible if it were more than several miles

away because of the incident sunlight and because the illumination would be

in the form of a thin, outline glint on the sunward side of the CSM.

Dark adaptation characteristics. - Statements made by Apollo astro-

nauts indicate that, by orienting their spacecraft so that a minimal amount

of sunlight entered the CM and by reducing the illumination level within

the CM, they could dark-adapt their eyes so that stars were visible. Fig-

ure 1-87(Ref. 1-4) shows the rate at which human eyes become dark-adapted

after exposure to white light of various brightness. Depending on the astro-

naut's activities, he could be exposed to brightness on the order of several

thousand mL, which could impair stellar vision on the order of a minute or

more, depending on the magnitude of the star, its location, and the astronaut's
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physiological state. During an abort, cues other than stars would likely need

to be used (i. e. , lunar horizon angle used to verify pitch angle}. A look at

the sunlit lunar surface or the sunlit LESS itself could impair his ability

to quickly reacquire the stellar reference even if displayed in a light-proof

hooded device. This presents what is believed to be an unacceptable and

unsafe operational procedure (hazard). Consequently, it is believed that

practical safety considerations tend to preclude the use of theoretically fea-

sible dark-adaptation for stellar observation for guidance and navigation.

Summary and Conclusions. - Table I-3 summarizes the conclusions

reached during the investigation of lunar visibility conditions. It is signi-

ficant that under appropriate conditions any one of the cues or features is

visible and could possibly serve as a reference for abort guidance and navi-

gation. However, except for the sun, no single cue or feature is consistently

clearly visible over the full range of staytimes indicated. Since the conditions

(times} when LESS abort would be needed is unknown, the lack of consistency

in the manifestation of good visual cues strongly indicates that an internal

reference system such as gyros is highly desirable. Likewise, the problems

of glare and constrast on or from instruments is certain to be a problem at

some sun angles with simple visual aids. Again, this favors use of a gyro

display. Visibility of one vehicle from the other is likely to be a problem

against a low contrast background such as bright moon or when looking close
to the sun.

An extensive effort to survey the astronauts was accomplished to

ascertain if they could contribute to the knowledge of visibility limitations.

In particular, they were asked their opinions about the possible viewing of

the dark horizon for use as a pitch reference and relative visibility from

one spacecraft to another under various sun lighting conditions. Their

comments were not particularly conclusive on these matters because of the

lack of such observations as a specific task objective or limited experience

under controlled conditions of sun orientations relative to backgrounds.
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CSM-LESS Rendezvous and Docking

Objectives. - The primary purpose of the effort reflected in this

section was to identify requirements, capabilities, and constraints of the

CSh/[ and the LESS for accomplishing CSlVi-active rendezvous. The goal was

to devise a rendezvous mode that could be accomplished with minimum

changes (preferably none) :to the CSM and with a relatively simple LESS. A

brief analysis was also conducted of the feasibility and implications of LESS-
active rendezvous. Potential modes of docking and crew transfer to the

CSh4 were to be identified.

Approach. - It was assumed at the outset that the CSM could probably

perform the necessary tracking calculations and maneuvers for LESS rendez-

vous, utilizing existing LM-rescue provisions. This, if proved correct,

would make maximum use of the extensive capabilities of the CSM and would

tend %o keep the LESS simple. Requirements for performing orbit transfers,

plane changes, and phasing maneuvers necessary in rendezvous operations

were first parametrically examined. Then they were iterated with LESS

boost trajectory error relationships to provide practical approaches

and possible operating parameters for the rendezvous phase. Close iterations

with CSM crew/equipment capabilities were conducted during this analysis.

LESS-active rendezvous was also considered in view of the efficiency achieved

by maneuvering with the smaller vehicle and to account for the possibility that

the CSM energy budget for rescue could be reduced at some future time. Also,

the visibility problems in tracking the LESS under a variety of solar illumina-

tion conditions were studied to determine what effects they might have on the

operations of equipment.

To complete the LESS mission successfully, it is necessary to rendez-

vous and transfer the crew into the CSM while the crew is still depending upon

the backpack for life support. These maneuvers must be accomplished

quickly. Each astronaut's portable life support system (PLSS) must sustain

him until he can draw on the CSM life support equipment. Since a charged

PLSS lasts a maximum of four hours, the LESS crewmen must reach the CSM

well within four hours of the time they leave the lunar module. Thus, rendez-

vous must be accomplished with essentially no aid from earth controllers.

There is not time for the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) to determine

the LESS orbit and for ground controllers to direct the rendezvous maneuvers.

Improvements to the PLSS such as adding SLSS (secondary life support system)

can be expected to increase total allowable time by 50 percent (to 6 hours) in

the early 1970's.
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Astronaut/system capabilities and limitations for CSM-active

rendezvous. - The Apollo CSIVI is designed to perform lunar orbital rendezvous

with an incapacitated LM. This same rendezvous capability may be employed
for CSM-active rendezvous with the LESS.

Within the Apollo CM guidance computer (CMC), programs havebeen
mechanized to provide the necessary guidance for alternative rendezvous

modes. The concentric orbit rendezvous mode is the technique normally

employed. It typically requires 3 hours and 50 minutes from liftoff to the

completion of the docking maneuver. The stable orbit rendezvous (SOR) mode

(Program 38) has been incorporated to permit the more rapid achievement of

rendezvous when circumstances are time-critical. This mode typically

requires Z hours and Z0 minutes from liftoff to the completion of the docking.
The SOR mode is, therefore, more appropriate for the LESS rendezvous, con-

sidering the time limitations imposed by the PLSS.

The fundamental elements of the CSM rendezvous guidance system are

the VHF range measurement, the sextant measurement of line-of-sight angles,

and the guidance computer and its programs. A typical mission profile for

CSM-active rendezvous with the LESS, using the SOR program, is given in
figure 1-88.

To permit the CSM-active rendezvous with the LESS, it is necessary to

add a flashing beacon and a VHF ranging transponder to the LESS. The flash-

ing beacon is necessary for sextant tracking when the LESS is not illuminated

by the sun. The VHF transponder is required for VHF range measurement.

Characteristics of the LM and CSM flashing beacons are given in

table 1-4. LM beacon performance exceeds LESS requirements for beacon

tracking at Z00 nautical miles and would require up to 40 pounds of batteries to

power it during the LESS mission. The CSM beacon may not provide sufficient

range capability for some LESS missions. The Gemini beacon has even less

range capability than the CSM beacon. The ranges shown are the best esti-
mates based upon all available test data obtained from literature and conver-

sations with cognizant NASA and subcontractor personnel.

For the above reasons, the LESS will probably require a new beacon.

The assumed performance requirements and estimated performance properties

of such a beacon are also given in table 1-4. The requirements and perform-

ance of this LESS beacon have not been optimized, They do, however,

indicate that a beacon can be constructed that promises to satisfy the perform-

ance requirements without requiring an unduly large battery power system.

The VHF ranging transponder is estimated to weight 20 pounds and
requires 40 watts of power. This gear includes receiver and transmitter

telecommunication elements that can also be used to provide a voice com-
munication link between the LESS and CSM.
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The stable orbit rendezvous mode mechanized in CMC program P-B8

provides the capability for two-impulse rendezvous between two non-coplanar

elliptical orbits. All maneuvers are based on precision trajectory computa-
tions considering, for instance, the effects of lunar gravitational anomalies.
To operate P-B8, the astronaut inserts the time of the first burn and the

central range angle to be traversed between the two burns. The program

then computes the AV's and the perilune altitude of the transfer orbit. The

astronaut ma N" then readjust the two input parameters to search iteratively

for an acceptable _V magnitude and transfer orbit perilune altitude. Having

thus selected the c6nditions for the SOR maneuvers, the astronaut operates

the pre- AV programs similarly to any other powered maneuver. Refer-

ence 1-5 contains a more detailed description of the system
operation.

No actual Flight experience with the SOR mode has as yet been obtained.

However, rendezvous navigation utilizing sextant and VHF range observations

has been confirmed in the Apollo 9, l0 and 11 missions. The only remaining

portion of the system not exercised in flight is P-B8. It has been confirmed on

several simulators across the country, including the NR Mission Evaluator
Simulator.

It has been observed in the NR simulator that the workload on the CM

pilot is extremely high during rendezvous. This gives rise to the possibility

of procedural errors. The problem is amplified because Mission Control in

Houston cannot monitor the operation when the CSM is behind the moon. Use

of the SOR mode will require the astronaut to be trained to a high level of
proficiency to assure reliable performance.*

The following hardware system limitations affecting the success of the
CSM/LESS rendezvous have been identified.

. VHF Range - This sytem is capable of providing unambiguous range

measurements to within +250 feet to a maximum range of 200 nauti-

cal miles. This accuracy has been demonstrated to be more than

adequate in the NR Mission Evaluation Simulator. Also, the CSM]

LESS rendezvous is typically performed within a range of less than

125 nautical miles, which is well within the range limitations of
this sensor.

*It is noteworthy that a recent mission planning decision has been made to eliminate the requirement for the
SOR mode. This is because of the absence of requirements that necessitate a time-critical rendezvous in the
Apollo lunar landing program. At this time, no official change notices have been received for the removal
of the program fTom the guidance computer. If it is removed, it is thought that it could be reinserted if a

requirement for it could be established. If the LESS becomes an integral part of the lunar mission system,
the SOR mode would need to be reinstated.
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Sextant Measurements - This instrument has ari angular measure-

ment accuracy of approximately Z0 arc seconds. Simulator experi-
ence with the CSM]LM rendezvous has shown this to be more than

adequate. In fact, it is shown later in this section (fig. 1-89) that

the combination of VHF range and sextant observations produces

more accurate navigation than can be achieved with the LM
rendezvous radar.

As shown in table 1-5, the sextant is capable of tracking the

sunlit LM and LM flashing beacon at ranges in excess of 270 nautical

miles (Apollo 10 and 11 flight experience). The maximum visible

ranges of the sun-illuminated LM indicated in table 1-5 are based

on flight-test experience (sextant) and study estimates (telescope

and bare eye). The maximum visible range of the LESS has been

extrapolated from these data based on characteristic dimensions

of the two vehicles. Additional reflective areas can be added to

the LESS if test data indicate that the estimated range capability
cannot be achieved.

It is noteworthy that the maximum visible range in sun

illumination is a strong function of background illumination and

eye adaptation. The data given for sun-illuminated conditions are

probably representative of close to ideal conditions. It is under-

stood that the visibility of the sun-illuminated LM has recently been

the subject of considerable attention at the NASA Manned Spacecraft

Center. When the studies are complete, they should provide con-
siderable information on the subject.

Scanning Telescope - Use of the sextant at great ranges is contingent

upon the target having been acquired in the field of view. This

requires the auto-optics mode to point the sextant automatically at

the target. The LESS orbit injection position dispersions have been

estimated to be as large as ±5 nautical miles. This readily removes

it from the sextant field of view (1.8 degrees) for reasonable ranges.

Therefore, it may be necessary to acquire the LESS manually, using

the scanning telescope with its 60-degree field of view. It is esti-

mated that the scanning telescope is capable of tracking the LESS in

sunlight and the LESS flashing beacon in the dark at a range of

approximately 50 nautical miles (table 1-5). It is concluded that the

LESS should be injected with a maximum range to the CSM of less

than 50 nautical miles to assure that acquisition with the scanning

telescope can be performed.

To assure that the LESS will be easily acquired within the

field of view of the telescopet it is desirable that the minimum range
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to the CSM be l0 nautical miles at injection. This will eliminate

the time-consuming reorientation to search for the LESS. Injection

should be planned so that neither the moon's lighted disk nor the

sun is in background when the LESS is viewed from the CSM.

. Voice Communication Range Limits - The LESS-to-CSM maximum

communication range is approximately 40 nautical miles. This

range is adequate for the terminal phase of rendezvous, docking,

and crew transfer but will not permit continuous communications

during ascent.

The following time constraints on critical CSM functions reflect system

dynamics and crew operational procedures:

. Tracking Time Required to Update the Navigation - Navigation

accuracy achievable as a function of CSM sextant and VHF tracking

time is given in figure 1-89. It may be observed that reasonably

good convergence of the position and velocity errors can be

achieved in 15 to Z0 minutes. It is also noteworthy that the navi-

gation accuracy achievable with the sextant and VHF range obser-

vation combination is superior to that obtainable with the LM

rendezvous radar.

Operation of Pre-AV Guidance Programs - CSM simulation exper-

ience and flight test experience have indicated tha% 8 to 15 minutes

should be allowed to operate the pre-AV guidance programs and

configure the propulsion system and flight control systems for

thrusting maneuver s.

. Post-AV Housekeeping - CS1Vi simulation and flight-test experience

have shown that approximately 5 minutes should be allowed to

reconfigure the propulsion and flight control systems from the

thrusting maneuver settings to coasting flight configuration.

The above time constraints have been incorporated into the rendezvous

operational time line shown at the end of this section. It indicates that these

time constraints are not unduly severe and that rendezvous can be achieved

within the lifetime restrictions of the PLSS.

Results of the investigation of CSNI-active rendezvous system and
astronaut limitations can be summarized as follows:

1. Use of the existing SOR mode appears to satisfy all the presently

defined requirements for the CS1V[/LESS rendezvous. Rendezvous

can be achieved safely within the system and astronaut limitations.
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0 CSM active rendezvous imposes a severe workload on the astronaut

remaining in the CSM. By its nature the SOR mode is less forgiving

than the concentric-orbit-rendezvous mission profile and thus

requires flawless system operation. Considerable training and

experience is, therefore, required to minimize the possibility of

crew procedural error.

0 To assure simple and rapid visual acquisition of the LESS by the

CSM, using the G&N optics, it is desirable to complete the ascent

orbit injection at a relative range between 10 and 50 nautical miles

and at such a condition that neither the moon's lighted disk nor the

sun will be in the background when the LESS is viewed from the

CSM. This would be a factor in mission planning and would be one

of the elements affecting launch timing.

. A VHF ranging transponder and a flashing beacon having modest

weight and power requirements must be added to the LESS to permit

the CSM to track it. No modifications to the CSM are required to

perform the rendezvous with the LESS.

Rendezvous energy requirements and trajectories.

Approach: The number of variables upon which rendezvous energy

requirements depend is so great that it is essential to restrict the analysis as

much as possible and yet consider the most meaningful parameters. This is

especially true of the LESS in view of the boost dispersions expected. The

simple systems being postulated tend to produce wide dispersions in apse
dimensions and locations and in relative inclination and nodal orientation.

Because of the time limitations imposed by the PLSS and the time incre-

ments needed to accomplish prelaunch, launch, orbit determination, and final

docking and crew transfer, the gross rendezvous itself must be accomplished

in something on the order of 1 to 1.5 hours. This means that it is not possible

to employ multiple phasing orbits and that rendezvous must be accomplished

with essentially a two-impulse transfer, with the transfer angle being on the
order of 180 to Z70 degrees.

The problem was approached by first considering orbit transfer and

rendezvous in general. Various parameters affecting performance require-

ments were tested to find their relative effect in the expected operating regime

of the LESS. After this analysis was completed, the problem was narrowed to

conditions that could arise due to the LESS and its general properties.

Because the CSM AV allocation that would be available for the LESS

mission could be changed at some future time, the parametric results are

generally presented for rendezvous AV requirements of 400, 600, and 800 feet

per second. The present allocation for LM rescue is 790 feet per second.
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It is noted that if LM rescue is not required, this Z_V can be used to shorten

the transearth transit time. Likewise, some additional rescue Z_V could be

traded for an unusually long transit time (requiring another set of complex

mission calculations involving life support margins, trajectories, reentry,

recovery timing, etc. ).

Parametric results: The relative importance of various LESS orbit

parameters was first determined by considering transfer from the CSM orbit

(60 nautical miles and circular) to a wide range of LESS orbits without regard

to phasing problems. Figure 1-90 gives a summary of the results. The target

orbit was assumed to have'a 15-nm perilune with varying apolunes, relative

inclinations, and perilune orientations. A perilune of 15 nautical miles was

chosen as a reasonable minimum value to assure a safe orbit. Relative incli-

nation is seen to have a strong effect on energy requirements. Perilune

orientation (_0) has a varying effect, depending on the ellipticity of the orbit.

Figure 1-91 is a machine-made contour map typical of many from which

the foregoing data were developed. It represents an elliptical LESS orbit of

15 by 1Z0 nautical miles with a relative inclination of 5 degrees and perilune at

a relative node. The Z_V contours identified represent departure angles (_1) of

the CSM in its orbit and arrival angles (¢Z) in the LESS orbit that can be

accommodated with that energy expenditure. The regions containing asterisks

require transfers with perilunes lower than the lunar surface.

Some inferences can be drawn from this plot. As would be expected,

transfers of approximately 180 degrees beginning and ending near relative

nodes require minimum energy expenditures. Table 1-6 summarizes those

points. If the transfer must be initiated at a relative antinode (_1 = 90 degrees),

then a 180-degree transfer cannot be made (_Z = Z70 degrees) as that energy
requirement is seen to exceed the highest contour value by a substantial

amount. However, 90- or Z70-degree transfers can be made for 650 feet per

second as compared to 476 feet per second as the absolute minimum. The

arrival points are relative nodes (_X = 180 or 360 degrees).

TABLE I-6. - SUMMARY OF OPTIMUM IMPULSIVE TRANSFERS FROM

60-NAUTICAL-MILE ORBIT TO 15- BY IZ0-NAUTICAL-MILE

ORBIT INCLINED AT 5 DEGREES HAVING PERILUNE

AT THE NODE

Optimum No. _I (deg) _Z (deg) Z_V (fps)

0.907

358.806

180.608

179. Z4Z

179.427

180.757

359.111

I. I02

476. 066

476. Z51

494. 544

494. 566
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Requirements for rendezvous depend strongly on the initial phase

relationship between the two vehicles, generally illustrated in figure 1-9Z.

Figures 1-93 through 1-100 are machine-made plots showing parametrically

the effects of phase angle and departure angle on energy requirements.
Because there were not resources to examine all parameters exhaustively,

some typical but illustrative LESS orbits were selected for intensive

examination.

Figures 1-93 and 1-94 illustrate the CSM requirements for rendezvous

from a 60-nm orbit to a 15- by-IZ0-nm LESS orbit inclined at 5 degrees. The

LESS perilune is 90 degrees past the node in figure 1-93 and at the node in

figure 1-94.

The abscissas of the graphs represent departure point (¢1) in the first

orbit; they span the full range, from -180 degrees to +180 degrees. A time
scale in units of kiloseconds corresponding to ¢1 is also shown. It is linear

since the initial orbit is circular. The ordinate represents the relative phase

of the two spacecraft (6 = ¢Z " #1 ). As distinguished from the ¢Z notation in

the previous discussion of pure orbit transfer, CZ is here defined as the angle

of the target vehicle from the node measured in its orbit at rendezvous initia-

tion (fig. 1-9Z). The angle 6 is the angular separation of the two spacecraft

if the two orbits are coplanar; however, this is generally not the case since

¢Z and ¢1 are measured along their respective orbits. The smooth sinusoidal

curves represent the changes that will occur in relative phase if both vehicles

are allowed to coast in their respective orbits for some arbitrary time.

Discrete energy levels for rendezvous are indicated by the numbered contours.

Solutions in the regions marked by "X" have perilune altitudes of less than

I0 nautical miles. The Z_V to rendezvous directly from some initial vehicle

position (_I) and some relative target position (6 = #Z " _1) may be found by

interpolating between the energy contours. If it is desirable or necessary to

wait before making the first AV maneuver, the energy requirement for rendez-

vous can be inferred by moving the initial point parallel to the nearby sinusoi-

dal curves, thereby propagating the initial conditions to an appropriate_position

to initiate the transfer. Depending on the initial conditions, the total energy

may increase or decrease.

As an example of the application of these plots to the LESS problem,

see figure 1-93 and consider the following: The LESS launch time is

selected so that at burnout the relative phase angle 8 is zero, the LESS

reaches a 15- by-lZ0-nm orbit inclined at 5 degrees to the 60-nm CSM orbit,

and the LESS argument of perilune (w) is 90 degrees. The foregoing is

sufficient to say that the initial conditions lie somewhere along the abscissa

and that the LESS perilune is at the point marked B. Consider four special

points (A, B, C, and D) for analysis of their significance.
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Point A represents the situation where the CSM is at the node at LESS

burnout and the LESS perilune is 90 degrees ahead. It was shown in the

preceding section that a 30-minute interval is required by the CSM to perform

orbit determination and to prepare to execute the first rendezvous &V maneu-

ver. If the initial conditions, A, are propagated through a 90-degree

(= 30 minutes) interval in ¢1, the conditions A' are found for initiation of the

transfer. As would be expected from the description of the initial conditions,

the LESS has traveled faster through its orbit segment, producing a positive

relative phase angle at A'. A' is a relative antinode. The rendezvous AV is

seen to be slightly below 550 feet per second.

Point B represents the case where the CSM is 90 degrees past the node

(i. e. at the antinode) and the LESS is at perilune in its orbit. In the initial

conditions, B, are propagated through 90 degrees, the nodal conditions B' are

found for initiation of the transfer. Again, the rendezvous &V is slightly less

than 550 feet per second.

Point C represents the case where the CSM is at a node and the LESS is

90 degrees past perilune in its orbit. Point C propagates to C', at which time

the CSM is at a relative antinode and the LESS is at apolune in its orbit. The

LESS trails the CSM at this point. The AV requirement is approximately

585 feet per second.

Point D represents the case where the LESS is at apolune and the CSM is

at an antinode. Because the LESS is traveling through the slow part of its

orbit as the point D propagates to D', it has a negative relative phase at D'.

The A'¢ requirement for rendezvous is the highest of the cases examined, being

approximately 605 feet per second.

Except for the D, D' case, it is desirable from an energy point of view

to initiate the rendezvous maneuver as soon after the 90-degree tracking and

pre-AW segment as possible. In the case of D, D', on the order of 60 feet per

second can be saved if the transfer initiation is delayed another 35 degrees

{or approximately 12 minutes).

As shown, the mission analyst may use these plots to investigate the

gross effects of various parameters, For instance, the effect of launch timing

can be found by locating the initial points at some value off the abscissa (plus

for early launches or minus for late launches). The effect o£ the tracking and

pre-AW phase can be evaluated by simply propagating the initial conditions

through some different interval of CSM coasting orbit (¢1).

Figures 1-94 through 1-100 illustrate the same type of data for various

orbit pairs. The same type of analysis technique can be used with them.
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The following analysis illustrates in more detail the problem of rendez-

vous from a 60-nm circular orbit to a 15- by IZ0-nm orbit. It shows the

effects of perilune orientation, departure point, relative inclination, phase

angle, and transfer angle.

Figures 1-i01 through 1-104 show the maximum relative inclination that

can be tolerated as a function of relative phase angle for specific AV alloca-

tions. Figures 1-101 and 1-102 illustrate Z70-degree transfer capabilities

(originating at a relative antinode) for _V Mlocations of 600 feet per second

and for 400 and 800 feet per second, respectively. LESS perilune locations,

defined as the in-plane angle from rendezvous initiation to perilune positions

of 0, 90, 180, and Z70 degrees, are noted.

Similar data are shown in figures 1-103 and 1-104 for 180-degree

transfers originating at a relative node. It is seen that these results are more

sensitive to initial relative phase angle than were results for Z70-degree

transfers. Some long transfers are noted in these figures where short trans-

fers cannot be made because of the minimum perilune altitude constraint.

Correlation With LESS Boost: The following analysis considers the

energy requirements and transfer orbit characteristics specifically associated

with a three-step LESS boo st trajectory initiated with a liftoff thrust-to-weight

ratio of 0.3 pounds per pound. Parametric data were developed to reflect

rendezvous requirements as a function of pitch attitude error during boost.

Figures 1-105 and 1-108 illustrate the in-plane conditions at rendezvous

initiation for cases of a LESS 60-nm circular target orbit and for a 60- by

180-nm elliptical target orbit respectively, as a function of the average pitch

attitude error incurred during boost. In each case, the CSM is assumed to be

in the target orbit prior to launch (to minimize line-of-sight range) and the

LESS is targeted to intercept it at termination of boost. A 30-minute

(1/4 orbit) coast phase is assumed from LESS orbit injection to CSM &V1 for

tracking and &V preparation. Figures 1-106 and 1-109 depict the correspond-

ing energy requirements for rendezvous parametrically as a function of

maximum permissible relative inclination. For reasonable CSM AV budgets

(as noted earlier, 790 fps is presently available) plane changes on the order

of several degrees can be accommodated in conjunction with pitch errors of

1 or 2 degrees.

Whether the transfer initiation point is a relative node or an antinode is

seen to have little effect on the energy requirements for the circular case if

270-degree transfers can be employed. The variation is somewhat higher for

the elliptical case. The data reflect exactly 180- or 270-degree transfers;

in some cases these transfers are not exactly optimum, and a slight energy

savings (10 to Z0 fps) could be realized if the transfer angle could be a bit
differ ent.
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The data of figure 1-106 are shown in figure 1-107 as a function of the

error in the forward apse. Results correspond specifically only to the actual

cases they represent. However, the mission analyst can use the generalized

data of figure 1-107 to take a first look at the rendezvous requirements

resulting from other kinds of errors and from combinations of errors. He

could, for example, choose a numb_:r of error sources and find their indivi-

dual effects on apse altitudes (from the Boost section). These could be root-

sum-squared to get a reasonable statistical variation due to the combined

effects. If the perilune altitude obtained by this process is safe, he can enter

figure 1-107 with the error in the forward apse. He is able thereby to get a
first estimate of rendezvous requirements.

The energy requirements for rendezvous presented are noted to

represent CSM requirements to compensate only for LESS boost errors and
are seen to be substantially the same whether circular or elliptical target

orbits are used. However, in the elliptical case, it is necessary for the CSh4

to perform a AV maneuver prior to LESS launch of 149 feet per second to
transfer from a 60-nm orbit into the 60- by 180-nm LESS target orbit. Trans-

earth injection must subsequently be made from the neighborhood of apolune.
This costs on the order of 70 feet per second more titan for departure from a

circular orbit. Thus the total CSM penalty for the elliptical case is on the

order of 219 feet per second. From these data, it appears that the rendezvous

energy requirements themselves are relatively insensitive to orbit ellipticity.

A first estimate of the energy penalty for elliptical eruits can be taken simply

as the difference between the energy required to do transearth injection from

a 60-nm orbit and the energy required to transfer to some higher altitude and

leave from there. These requirements are shown in figure 1-110 for a typical

transearth injection energy level.

Figure 1-111 shows a comparison of circular and elliptical target

orbits considering the penalty for transearth injection from apolune. While

it is not always necessary to leave from apolune, the variation in apse

orientation (figures 1-54 and 1-66) requires that it be considered. It appears

that the circular target orbit allows larger errors if the pitch angle is biased.

Figure 1-112 depicts parametrically the maximum line-of-sight range

experienced during the transfer trajectories for circular target orbits. As

noted, these results are based on zero targeted separation between the CSM
and the LESS at termination of boost. To assure acquisition of the LESS with

the CSM optics, it is required that there be an initial stand-off range of at

least 10 nautical miles. (See previous discussion. ) The maximum dimension

of the LESS burnout ellipsoid is on the order of 10 nautical miles (for ± one

degree pitch error). Therefore, assuring that the CSMis at least 10 nautical

miles from LESS burnout requires a stand-off distance on the order of
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15 nautical miles from the nominal LESS burnout point. In most cases,

satisfying this requirement will somewhat increase the maximum range

incurred during transfer. Results for the elliptical target orbits are

similar.

Typical Rendezvous Trajectories: Figures 1-114 through 1-140
illustrate some properties of typical off-nominal transfer trajectories. They

show the time histories of line-of-sight (LOS) range and its direction and

viewing conditions of the LESS as seen from the CSM. LOS direction is

described by the angles of yaw (Y) and pitch (P). Yaw is measured in the

local horizontal plane from the forward motion of the CSM. Pitch is measured

in the vertical plane positive above the local horizontal (slightly different from

the more general, LESS-centered, axis definitions, page xxviii).

The following angles are shown as viewing conditions (see fig. 1-113):

S: LESS - CSM - sun

H: LESS - CSM - horizon

R: (CSM - LESS} - surface - sun (when surface is illuminated}

1: 180 - (sun - horizon - CSM}

2: 180 - {sun - horizon - LESS}

The sun angle, S, indicates the nearness of the LESS to the sun when

viewed from the CSM. It does not exist when the CSM is in shadow. (Although

the automatic plotter has connected the last point prior to passing into shadow

with the first illuminated point, this line segment should be ignored. }

The horizon angle, H, indicates the nearness of the LESS to the horizon

and is negative if the moon's disk is in the background. If the moon's disk is

illuminated, the reflection angle, R, is shown to describe the viewing condi-

tions more completely. Angles marked 1 and 2 are shown to describe the

lighting of the CSM and LESS, respectively. (Angle 2 is not shown in fig-

ure 1-113. ) When these angles are negative, the vehicles are in shadow.

Nine typical off-nominal cases were picked to illustrate the characteristics

of the rendezvous trajectories. Common properties of the cases are:

1. Launch was made near the terminator so that the vehicles pass

into shadow approximately 400 seconds after LESS orbit insertion.

2. Nominal separation at termination of LESS boost is zero.

3. The target orbit is 60 nautical miles.

4. A 30-minute coasting orbit segment precedes the AV maneuver

to initiate the transfer.
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5. The transfer is initiated at an antinode and traverses nearly a

270-degree central angle to intercept.

The cases illustrate the effects of low, fast boosts (the results of -4

and -2 degree pitch angle errors during boost} and of high, slow boosts (the

result of a + 1.6 degree pitch error}. Planar results are shown for each

case; also for each case, the effects of ?--degree and 4-degree relative
inclinations are shown.

The time scale originates at initiation of the intercept trajectory; the

negative portion represents the 30-minute coasting phase with boost burnout

conditions located at the extreme left of the plots.

Examination of these cases reveals some difficult viewing conditions.

The cases representing low, fast burnout have the sun in the background

(S = 0) shortly after the vehicles pass out of the shadow. The angle from the

LESS to the sun is less than Z0 degrees for typically 15 minutes. The high,

slow cases have the moon's lighted surface in the background for 45 minutes,

ending at intercept. After the AV 1 execution, there is a period of approxi-

mately twenty minutes spent in shadow and visibility conditions for operating
the sextant will then be excellent; i.e. the beacon-marked LESS will be

readily observable. Thus, trajectory information should be quite accurate

prior to the spacecraft's passing into the sunlit region,

It was assumed in developing these data that the sun .s contained in the

plane of the CSM; thus out-of-plane effects associated with particular mission

opportunities are neglected.

Conclusions. - The results of this parametric analysis indicate:

1. Launch timing must be accurate to reduce phase errors at
initiation of rendezvous.

2. Mission planning must be based on Z70-degree transfer trajec-

tories, although in some cases shorter transfers can be employed.

o Visibility is a potential problem during rendezvous. Conditions

at initial acquisition can be controlled by planning boost properly.

However, visibility after the craft pass from shadow is not

easily controllable and depends largely on the errors incurred

during boost, which cause large variations in the LESS trajectory

with respect to the CSM trajectory.

4. Elliptical target orbits for the LESS require higher CSM energy

expenditures when subsequent transearth injection is considered.
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LESS-active rendezvous. -

Introduction: LESS-active rendezvous is an attractive concept from a

performance viewpoint. It allows the major _V requirements for rendezvous

to be satisfied by the LESS propulsion system rather than by the CSM. In addi-

tion, there may be some future missions where the CSM (or some other target

vehicle) does not have the capability to perform active rendezvous. Thus it is

important to have some knowledge of requirements for LESS-active rendezvous.

Approach: A survey and analysis were conducted of guidance and

navigation techniques appropriate for LESS-active rendezvous. A brief study

was conducted to identify requirements for other systems, especially the

propulsion system. A performance analysis was not undertaken since the

energy requireme i:s and key variables for rendezvous will be substantially the
same as for CSM _ctive rendezvous.

LESS-active rendezvous guidance and navigation: During the past 10

years, considerable research has been conducted at NASA-LRC and elsewhere

into rendezvous trajectories, guidance, and performance optimization. The

success of the Gemini and Apollo rendezvous programs has demonstrated

successful implementation of some of this work. For the present study it is

more appropriate to deal with the penalties incurred to implement an LESS-
active rendezvous system than to rediscuss the application of various rendez-

vous guidance theories. The approach utilized will be to adopt a qualified

guidance scheme and assess the relative penalties of mechanizing such a

system.

Some early rendezvous guidance techniques proposed for spacecraft

utilized modified forms of "proportional navigation" originally developed for

missile guidance. These techniques utilized relative motion variables which

were sensed by instruments and/or visually. Proportional navigation ¢loes

not correct the graylY, :,tional gradient existing in the inverse square force

field and results in les._ efficient use of thrusting maneuvers than can be

obtained from guidanc_ techniques that utilize more exact modeling of the

gravitational field. An example of a simplified technique of this type is given

in Reference 1-10. The technique utilizes a hand-held sextant of the type

tested in the Gemini program and a portable, self-powered, digital computer

described Reference i-ii. Unfortunately, the concept is inappropriate for

LESS application. Two reasons are:

1. The bright sunlight environment will not permit the necessary dark

adaptation of the eye when a simple sextant is used in conjunction

with the present space suit faceplate configuration.
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Z. The convergence of the orbit determination solutions is very slow

when only sextant observations are used. This slow rate of con-

vergence is inconsistent with the time constraints placed on the
rendezvous because of PLSS limitations. A measure of the con-

vergence rate may be seen in figure 1-89. It is seen that the

addition of range information to the sextant observations produces

a much more suitable rate of convergence.

The guidance technique selected for the present analysis is patterned

after Apollo LAI/CSM rendezvous guidance techniques. The SOR mode

provides the targeting for the sequence of thrusting maneuvers required for

the time-critical rendezvous. A more detailed description of the SOR mode,

with a representative mission profile, is given in the CSM-active rendezvous

section of this report. The computational complexity of the Kalman filtering

of observational data and the faster-than-real-time integrated trajectory

solutions used for navigation and targeting are admittedly complex. However,

guidance computer technology is now sufficiently advanced to permit the

mechanization of these equations with a computer having only a fraction of the

weight and power requirements of the CSM and LM guidance computers. The

hand-held, self-powered computer described in reference 1-8 weighs only

five pound and is typical of this technology.

Rendezvous course corrections can require a vehicle orientation in

virtually any direction, which necessitates an all-attitude-reference. A

gyro-driven, 8-ball, attitude displa 7 provides this capability, whereas the

attitude limitations inherent in visual attitude reference concepts do not.

Gyro drift rate requirements for the LESS are then slightly more severe than

with CSM-active rendezvous. This is because the required operating period

for the gyros extends considerably past the ascent phase. Gyros with drift

rates on the order of a few tenths of a degree per hour are easily within

current state of the art, and their use would preclude the necessity of a gyro

realignment after orbit insertion.

A stability-augmentedSCS (rate command) or autopilot SCS is selected

to accommodate the larger number of powered maneuvers and coasting flight

attitude maneuvers imposed by the rendezvous. This mode will reduce pilot

workload and provide him the time to make sightings and/or operate a guidance
computer.

The choice of a guidance method utilizing state estimation techniques
somewhat reduces requirements on rendezvous sensors in that it is not neces-

sary to sense higher derivative information than position. In some cases, not

even all components of position are required. Table 1-7 presents some

properties of relative motion sensing equipment that has been used or proposed
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TABLE I-7. - RENDEZVOUSSENSORDATA

System

Lunar Module rendezvous radar (LMRR)

Advanced LMRR proposed by Raytheon

(ALMRR }

Gemini rendezvous radar (GRR)

Command Module sextant and VHF

ranging system

Laser rendezvous radar (currently

being developed by ITT Federal under
contract to NASA MSFC)

Maximum

Rang e

(~nm)

405

400

25O

Weight

(~ ib)

72

35

68

200

75

Power

(~ watts}

160

140

78

Not Applicable

26 32

for spacecraft rendezvous. It is noteworthy that the power requirements of

the longer-range radars could be appreciably reduced if the maximum range

capability could be reduced to the LESS requirement of less than 150 nautical

raile s.

For assessment of the impact of several possible system mechaniza-

tions, the systems described in table 1-8 have been identified. Estimates of

the weight and power requirements of these systems are tabulated in table 1-9

and are compared with a hard-wire-controlled vehicle considered appropriate

if LESS-active capability is not required. The G&C systems noted are des-

cribed fully in the Guidance and Control section of this report. The battery

weight required to operate the systems is estimated on the basis of 40 watt-

hours of energy per pound of battery weight. The LESS-active systems are

assumed to use the stability-augmented or auto-pilot SCS modes just dis-

cussed. The laser rendezvous radar is excluded because of its requirement

for additional development.

Concept No. 1 employs the advanced LM rendezvous radar (ALMRR) and

is functionally similar to the LM rendezvous system. A strap-down inertial

navigator is employed to provide LESS navigation data more quickly than if
landmark observations were used for this purpose. System operation can be

initiated during the ascent phase, permitting a more accurate injection and
reduction in the time to rendezvous, as well as reduced energy requirements

both for boost and rendezvous.
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TABLE 1-8. - LESS-ACTIVE RENDEZVOUS CONCEPTS

Concept De scription Comment

1 Add rendezvous radar and

guidance computer to LESS.

Radar transponder exists
on CSM.

Add telescope, VHF ranging

and guidance computer to

LESS. Flashing beacon and

VHF range transponder
exist on CSM.

CSM performs SOR guidance

computations but solves for

"mirror image" burns to be

performed by LESS. _V

parameters are voice-linked
to LESS.

Most complex system, automated
tracking relieves crew workload.

Still plenty of work operating com-

puter and flight control system.

Low-power telescope for manual

angle measurement. Potential

visibility problems because of

glare and reflections in faceplate

of space-suit. Highest crew
workload.

Minimum complexity system and

practically no changes to CSM.

Reliability is strongly affected by
voice link reliability. Crew can

perform burns with simple LESS

system more quickly and easily

than CSM can perform them with

primary G&N.

Concept No. 2 utilizes optical sightings of the CSM (angle information)
and VHF range data in the same fashion as does the CSM in the CSM-active
rendezvous mode.

Concept No. 3 is a hybrid. It is unique in that the rendezvous sensing

and navigation and guidance computations are performed in the CSM with

existing equipment. The powered-maneuver requirements are then relayed by

voice link to the LESS, which carries only the SCS gear necessary to execute

these &V maneuvers. This concept eliminates the need for carrying heavy
G&N gear to the lunar surface and reduces the crew's workload since all

guidance and navigation functions are accomplished in the CSM. The principal
disadvantage of the concept is that a communication failure results in the

failure of the complete system. The communication system, however,

requires only a small portion of the weight and power of the Concept No. 1
rendezvous guidance gear. Therefore, considerable refinement and redun-

dancy could be added to the communication link before the weight and power

requirements tradeoff associated with locating the rendezvous gear on the
LESS is exceeded.
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Other systems changes to provide Concept (3) LESS-active capability:

While the major problem associated with LESS-active rendezvous is the

guidance and navigation concept, there are other ramifications. For instance,

this operational mode will require multiple engine starts. They somewhat

complicate the engine and propellant feed systems. With current technology

for design of retention screens, reliable feed under zero-g starts is feasible,

with propellant settling provided by the cold-gas RCS jets, if needed. Assum-

ing three restarts, on the order of I0 pounds more nitrogen gas may be

required. The additional functional requirements reflect also upon RCS

requirements by virtue of mo re stable orientation requirements and larger

mas s.

For the preferred hybrid G&N concept identified above, a reliable VHF

relay is required to assure communication of guidance data from CSM to

LESS. The same VHF ranging transponder used for CSBA tracking of LESS

could be used for this purpose. An alternative concept would be a small

relay package working through the backpack communicator. Thus no special

effort by the pilot would be required. These equipment items and provisions

would add on the order of Z5 pounds to the vehicle burnout weight.

Conclusions: Results of this study indicate that:

lo LESS-active rendezvous capability can be implemented with a

minimum of weight and complex mechanization, by using guidance

and navigation data derived by present CSM equipment and voice-

linked to the LESS. This constitutes a realistic hybrid mode

wherein the CS_vl furnishes the complex brains (tracking and com-

puting capability already aboard) and the small LESS provides the

efficient muscles to execute the AV's. The dry weight of the LESS

is estimated to be about 6Z pounds heavier than the comparable

vehicle designed for passive rendezvous. This increase, while

noticeable, is probably not severe enough to alter stowage or

deployment concepts materially.

True or independent LESS-active rendezvous capability using

contemporary G&N equipment (Concept No. 1, identified in

table 1-9) and locating the equipment in the LESS imposes a severe

weight and complexity penalty on the LESS. This equipment must

be carried to the lunar surface and deployed and operated under

less than ideal conditions. Dry LESS weight is estimated to be

192 pounds more than the comparable vehicle designed for passive

rendezvous. This increase constitutes a severe penalty being

approximately 53 percent of the dry weight of the reference vehicle.

It is noted that this concept does operate independently of the CSM

and thus could be used to rendezvous with passive targets such as
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a quiescent CSM or a lunar orbital space station. The system

could also be readily adapted for unmanned remote operation such

as for a sample return (to CSIVi) system.

3. Selection of the LESS-active or the hybrid LESS-active concept in

lieu of the CSM-active mode will probably depend on such criteria

as the procurement schedule and alternative mission applications,

if any. The basic LESS mission, as studied herein, can be satis-

fied by the CSM-active mode. It allows the simplest, lightest

LESS and requires no modifications to the present CSM.

Docking and crew transfer. -

Introduction: This portion of the report discusses techniques for perform-

ing short-range closure, docking, and crew transfer. Various issues affecting

selection of apreferredconcept are analyzed. CSM-activeand LESS-active

docking are both considered.

Ground rules: The LESS study ground rules affecting the docking and

crew transfer are:

lo The system must be capable of accommodating one incapacitated

crewman.

Z. It must be safe.

3. Damage to the CSM must be prevented

4. LESS complexity and CSM changes must be minimized.

•Active vehicle: The CSM currently has the capability to dock actively

with the LESS. The LESS need, therefore, only maintain attitude control

such that the CSM can dock with it. A docking target on the LESS may be

required to facilitate this operation. The minimum number of control jets

required by the LESS is six. They will provide plus and minus torques about

all three vehicle axes (see fig. 1-141). To obtain redundancy for attitude

control, it is necessary to add six jets for a total of IZ. These iZ jets will

also provide torque couples, which may make the docking somewhat easier.

The addition of four jets, for a total of 16, provides capability for translation

along all three axes of the vehicle, enabling active docking control. Thus the

LESS could become the active vehicle in the docking with only a moderate

increase in the number of reaction jets and gas supply required to perform

this function.

Control method: Manually controlled free-flight docking techniques

have been employed and proved in the Gemini and Apollo spacecraft programs.
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These manual techniques result in extremely simple system mechanizations.

For this reason the manually controlled free-flight docking method is pre-

ferred for the LESS application.

Docking mechanisms: Existing docking system technology has provided

numerous rigid and semi-rigid docking mechanism concepts (for instance,

see refs. 1-9 and I-i0. Also the post-contact dynamics associated with

several docking mechanisms have been thoroughly treated (Refs. 1-13

through 1-16). In the case of the LESS, the long docking probe is desirable

to minimize such problems as RCS impingement on crew and spacecraft.

However, short docking probes are preferable from the standpoint of flexible

dynamics, attitude control, and crew retrieval. The automatic latching of

docking probes is preferable to a hand-actuated latching or a manual tie-down

of the two spacecraft. This minimizes the LESS crew workload and metabolic

rates. Use of a rigid or semi-rigid docking mechanism is preferable to free-

flying crew transfer techniques because of possible complications in trans-

ferring the incapacitated crewman. Also, the use of long tethers for crew

retrieval is objectionable because of the possible dynamics problems asso-

ciated with the conservation of angular momentum (Ref. 1-17).

PLSS limitations: The present PLSS has, in addition to its 4-hour

operating lifetime, a requirement that the crew be in the pressurized cabin

before disconnecting the PLSS and connecting space suits to a life-support

umbilical. If it were possible for the crewmen to connect the life-support

umbilical to their space suits before entering the command module, the time

required for PLSS operation could be reduced. An extra dumping of CSh4

pressure and atmosphere could be eliminated and safety would thus be

improved. The current PLSS does not have the valving to accommodate the

connection of the umbilical in a hard vacuum. It is understood that adding

this valving does not severely complicate the space suit. However, to achieve

the crew transfer with a minimum of design changes, it is assumed that the

space suit will not be modified.

Command module ingress: The docking tunnel and the side hatch both

provide openings into the command module. Since it is not possible for a

crewman to enter the docking tunnel with the backpack PLSS attached to the

space suit, the side hatch is the only opening through which the LESS crewmen
can enter the command module. Hand holds between the command module

docking tunnel and the side hatch are currently provided for crew transfer
between the lunar module and the command module in the event that the

command module docking probe becomes jammed in the tunnel and crew

ingress through the tunnel becomes impossible.

Crew retrieval methods: The crew can transfer from the LESS through

the command module hatch by using such devices as boat hooks, tethers,

clothesline/pulley arrangements, portable railings, etc. For LESS applica-

tion, the existing hand holds on the command module are sufficient for the
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able crewmen to make the transfer. A short tether and assist from the able

crewmen is the simplest method of transferring an incapacitated crewman

and is recommended. It is emphasized that tethers be as short as possible.

This will minimize the dynamics problems associated with them.

Potential problems: The lack of mobility of pressurized space suits

can constitute a severe problem during crew transfer. For example, if a

crewman should lose his grip on a hand hold and float freely off into space,

considerable maneuvering of the CSIV[ might be required to retrieve him.

This additional maneuvering time could exceed the remaining PLSS life "time.

A short tether is recommended to prevent this contingency.

CSM RCS exhaust and/or propellant impingement on the space suit con-

stitutes an unknown hazard and potential problem. The toxic effect of the

propellants on the space suits could be a hazard when the crewmen have

returned to the pressurized space cabin (Ref. 1-18). Also, there is the

possibility of high-speed particles from the KCS exhaust penetrating the

suits. These RCS impingement problems can be minimized if one or more

of the most offensive jets are disabled during docking and by disabling all

jets during crew transfer. This would complicate the maneuvering proce-

dures. Alternatively, the LESS could be made the active docking vehicle at

the expense of complicating the RCS system, as already discussed.

Geometric arrangements for the docking: Figure 1-142 presents four

possible geometric arrangements for docking. Configuration No. 1 utilizes

the existing CSM probe. Mouse-trap-type latches are provided in the

l-ft. -radius drogue. The crew is retrieved by using existing hand holds on

the command module and short rope tethers are added. The principal prob-

lem with this concept is the possibility of CSM RCS plume impingement

effects, as discussed. However, this problem does not exist if the LESS

becomes the active docking vehicle.

Configuration No. 2 utilizes a retractable probe attached to the outer

mold line of the service module. The initial docking can be accomplished at

a reasonably large distance, thereby minimizing effects of CSk4 RCS plume

impingement. The probe could be retracted to a position near the command

module hatch door, facilitating crew transfer. The principal problem with

this concept is that a fairly complex, retractable docking probe must be

developed.

Docking concept No. 3 provides a rectangular docking adapter on the

LESS that mates directly to the command module side hatch Crew transfer

would be through the center of the fitting. The CSM crewman could assist

in the mating and latching operation. The concept has one undesirable fea-

ture. It would probably require hatch redesign to assure that docking could

be accomplished with no damage to the command module. Also, the CSM

flight path in performing the docking closure is not orthogonal with the CSM
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control axes and could present a more difficult control task for the CSM astro-

naut. This problem is eliminated if the LESS performs the active docking

maneuver.

Docking concept No. 4 is functionally similar to concept No. 2 except

that the extendible probe protrudes from the command module hatch. The

principal disadvantages of this concept are a requirement for a complex

extendible docking probe and the nonorthogonality of the closure maneuver

with respect to CSM control axes.

Based on the above discussion, concept No. 1 with the CSM as the

active vehicle is the preferred for docking and crew transfer for the LESS.

It has virtually no requirements for new hardware or changes in the CSM.

It is anticipated that the plume impingement problem conjectured herein will

be thoroughly evaluated within the present Apollo space program and that any

potential hazard from this source will be identified.

Docking time requirements: Estimates of the time increments required

for this phase of the mission have been made based on Apollo operational

time. lines and on work done in the NR Mission Evaluation Simulator. These

estimates are:

Operation

Closure and docking
Crew transfer

Cabin repres surization

M inimum

1 5 rain

10 min

5 min

Maximum

30 min

20 min

I0 min

These data have been factored into the overall mission time line.

Conclusions: Results of this study of docking and transfer indicate
that:

1, CSM/LESS docking and crew transfer can be accomplished quite

simply and efficiently with virtually no changes to the present
CSM.

A rigid or semi-rigid docking fixture is preferable to free-flight

docking concepts or other concepts requiring greater crew

participation.

1 CSM-active docking is recommended with the comment that, if

future studies show CSM RCS plume effects to be a hazard, the

LESS-active mode is an alternative.

Summary conclusions mrendezvous and docking. Based on the pre-

ceding analyses, the following conclusions are reached:
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The LESS mission can be accomplished employing CSM-active

rendezvous and docking modes with no changes to the CSM and

with a reiatively simple LESS within the constraints of the PLSS.

Table 1-10 lists the preliminary mission time line consideJ:ing

both the maximum and minimum predicted times for the key mission

events.

LESS-active rendezvous capability can be implemented by having

guidance and navigation functions performed in the CSM and trans-

mitting the maneuver information by voice link to the LESS. The

LESS then executes the required maneuver. This technique requires

an improved voice link but still allows a relatively simple LESS.

The CSM RCS plume ispotentially hazardous to the crew. Its

severity must be assessed in order that the feasibility of CSM-

active docking can be confirmed. An alternative is to employ

LESS-active docking, which requires a more complex LESS.

Visibility during rendezvous is a potential problem, especially

immediately after the spacecraft has passed from shadow.
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SECTION 1 SYMBOLS

COV

KFT

KFPS

T/WLO

T/W

_V

Sec

Deg

fps

Isp

el

O2

e3

mL

VHF

_2

5

SOI

i

Z_VTE I

LOS

Cal :¢ 1_us-of-variation method of optimum boost energy/

trajectory calculation

Thousands of feet

Thousands of feet per second

Lift-off thrust-to-weight ratio

Thrust-to-weight ratio

Change in vehicle velocity

Seconds

Degrees

Feet per second
lb. thrust

Engine specific impulse lb. propellant/sec

Out of plane angle at launch

Launch azimuth error (degrees)

Boost trajectory angle with respect to surface, first step

Boost trajectory angle with respect to surface, second step

Boost trajectory angle with respect to surface, third step

Millilamberts luminance of the sun

Very high frequency

Perilune orientation of LESS orbit

Departure angle of CSM for start of transfer to LESS orbit

Arrival angle for CSM at LESS orbit intercept, also

LESS angle at CSM departure

_z - O1

Stable orbit insertion

Relative phase angle, inclination of orbit plane

Trans-Earth injection velocity increase requirement

Line-of-sight, one vehicle to another
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Y

P

S

H

R

Angle of yaw

Angle of pitch

Angle between LESS and sun, viewed from CSM

Angle between LESS and lunar horizon, viewed from CSM

Angle between CSM-LESS line to lunar surface and sun

(lunar background reflection angle)

Complement angle between line from CSM to horizon and

sun (CSM illumination)

Complement angle between line from LESS to horizon and

sun (LESS illumination)
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2.0 STUDY RESULTS - GUIDANCE AND

CONTROL TECHNIQUES

This section identifies, analyzes, and compares guidance and control

concepts appropriate to a LESS vehicle; a broad variety of concepts are

identified. The approa:h emphasizes the achievement of adequate safety

and reliability through the employment of simple techniques. The relative

performance capability and the operational limitations of these concepts are
defined. Gross comparisons and tradeoffs are made to establish a relatively

small family of preferred concepts. The resulting concepts and data are

thus appropriate for the more intensive evaluation that may be the subject
of a Phase B treatment.

Figure 2-1 is a functional flow diagram of the guidance and control

system and introduces the terminology used. The stabilization and control

system controls attitude dynamics of the vehicle and includes any additional

stability augmentation devices necessary to achieve adequate stability.
Guidance refers to controlling the path or trajectory of the center of mass

of the spacecraft. For LESS this consists of propulsion ignition timing,

thrust vector steering, and propulsion cutoff control. The steering requires

an attitude reference sensing system and may employ additional trajectory

measurements or navigation data to achieve the desired trajectory.

The relatively small size of a LESS vehicle offers an attractive

possibility for the use of extremely simple manually operated stabilization

and control concepts. The following Manual Stabilization and Control System

Analysis section identifies the handling qualities and relative merits of these

control methods. The approach is analytically oriented and has been

designed to complement the research and simulation efforts being conducted

at the Langley Research Center.

The Guidance and Navigation Concept Synthesis section identifies and

contrasts visual and instrument techniques for attitude and trajectory sens-

ing. The section results in a family of integrated guidance and control

concepts, which are then considered from a mechanization and guidance

accuracy standpoint in the Guidance and Control Systems Considerations
section. The detailed Guidance and Control Techniques Conclusions are

then surnmarized as the last part of section 2.0. The guidance and control

considerations for the rendezvous and docking phase or lunar flying vehicle

applications are included in the other report sections with those titles.

Pertinent symbols and definitions are provided at the end of this sec-

tion (page 2-144).
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Manual Stabilization and Control Techniques

All of the candidate stability and control methods for the LESS are

discussed in this section. These systems fall into the general categories of

stabilization types: kinesthetic (balance reflex control torque generation),

hardwire (control torque generation by use of a rotation hand controller), and

stability augmentation (angular velocity command by use of a rotation hand

controller). Each type has two or more variations. To avoid unnecessarily

strict design constraints on the entire vehicle simply to provide comfortable

flying qualities for the pilot, the variations of each stabilization type are

aimed at decoupling the vehicle design constraints from pilot requirements.

In nearly all cases, the efforts to accomplish this decoupling result in either

a more complex, heavy, or costly system. Many of the approaches are con-

ceptual and are not well founded in simulation or historical proof of their
effe ctivene s s.

During the development of the lunar flying vehicle (Ref. 2-15), it was

found that a pilot could not effectively cope with the eighteen variables simul-

taneously that were required for mission performance using either the kines-

thetic or hardwire control methods. These variables were three axis attitude

and translation, and their first and second derivatives. He had under his

direct control only the three angular accelerations and thrust level. The

result was that a stability augmentation system was recommended which

effectively reduced the number of controllable variables to twelve for maneu-

vers and nine for attitude hold conditions. The lunar flying vehicle mission,

that of transportation to a predetermined point and landing, required tight

limits on attitude and translational position, which are the variables furthest

removed from the pilot's direct control. Since the mission of the LESS

requires only the continuous control of three attitudes and their two deriva-

tives (nine variables), the recommendations for the lunar flying vehicle need

not be imposed. The kinesthetic and hardwire control methods for the LESS

may be feasible and appropriate.

All of the available data describing the handling qualities of various

stabilization methods for the LESS are used in this section, but are not suffi-

cient for showing clear-cut superiority of one system over another. The pilot

will be capable, if he is in prime condition, of handling a well designed accel-

eration control system, provided his guidance and navigation task is not

overly demanding. The combination of the stabilization, maneuvering, guid-

ance, navigation, and event timing tasks must be fully and simultaneously
simulated under realistic conditions to confi_tently recommend a system.
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Objectives. - The stability and control study effort was accomplished

to evaluate the feasibility of various stabilization techniques for possible use

w_.h LESS concepts. Manual modes were to be emphasized for encouraging

system simplicity. Another objective was to evaluated available data from

various simulation programs to improve their correlation with theory.

Approach. - Apart from using available man-in-the-loop simulation data

to assess the handling qualities of LESS configurations, the mathematical

modeling technique was employed. This method consists of constructing a set
of simultaneous differential equations of motion for the pilot and vehicle. The

pilot's response and the form of the human equation has been the subject of

study and is well founded. The total set of equations is used in evaluation by
the root locus method which involves the Laplace transform to the complex

frequency plane. Correlations between pilot opinion and the parameters

involving operating frequency bandwidth and damping ratio then provide the

handling qualities assessment of each configuration.

Comparison of the Cornell and Cooper pilot opinion rating systems. - It
was discoveredlateinthis study that NR and LRC have been using different

rating systems to judge the handling qualities of simulated lunar flight vehicles.

To define common denominators between the two systems, a short study has

been conducted. The study results show that a comparison between the sys-

tems tends to be somewhat subjective, and depends on each _ndividualts per-

sonal interpretation of the verbal rating defintions.

Tables 2-i and 2-2 present the two rating systems. Table 2-3 compares

the two systems from a verbal standpoint. While they appear to agree on the

overall objective, the approaches differ in that the Cooper system separates

flight and landing phases while the Cornell system evaluates the overall mis-

sion. Since the primary mission of LESS does not include landing, the differ-

ence in approaches is negligible. There is almost no common wording between

the systems below the number 3 rating; thus major differences appear in the

region which usually causes critical design change decisions.

Table 2-4 is a preliminary attempt to match the numerical ratings. It

indicates that a rating of 5 on a vehicle by an LRC pilot using the Cornell

scale might be interpreted by NR personnel using the Cooper scale (at num-

ber 5) as having marginal and doubtful handling equalities, although the pilot

actually only experienced "moderately objectionable deficiencies, " according
to the Cornell scale.

Since much effort and material have been produced using both scales,
the recommendation for the immediate future is to correlate data based on

Table 2-4. Thes_ _ata are duplicated in figure 2-Z using a graphical presenta-

tion and the general verbal categories of each system.
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Figure 2-2. - Preliminary Graphical Comparison of Pilot Opinion Rating

Systems
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Stabilization systems analysis. - The step-by-step method of analysis

by which the candidate stabilization systems are compared are discussed in

this section. It begins with a discussion and evaluation of appropriate simula-

tions. Equations of motion for both the pilot and vehicle are described. The

resulting mathematical models are used, one by one, in evaluating the various

configurations of kinesthetic and hardwire control. Stability augmentation as
an alternative control method is discussed. Methods of improving hardwire

control by compensation networks are analyzed in detail. Tradeoffs between
rotation controller sensitivity gear ratio and boost propulsion throttling are

investigated for potential improvements in handling qualities.

Comments on manned lunar propulsion system simulations. - A number

of simulations recently have been or are being conducted at NASA, NR, and

other companies to study the handling qualities and performance of small,

manned propulsion devices. Although most of the studies deal primarily with

lunar flying vehicle designs, some, such as the current LRC fixed base

visual simulation program, are applicable to the lunar escape system. This

report summarizes and discusses the available data. A similar survey (with

a wider scope) is given in Reference z-1.

All of the simulations discussed appear to have many outstanding qual-

ities and accomplish the design task. Since their results do not agree, how-

ever, it is necessary to examine reasons for the differences. This section

points out potential reasons for the differences, based on system descriptions

appearing in the simulator reports.

Although the simulation studies vary in scope and size, they all have

objectives of measuring the handling qualities and/or performance of various

control methods and vehicle configurations. They also use mission-oriented

tasks as a common basis for run comparisons.

To complete the mission, the man in the loop must be given a quantity

of information during flight, part of which depends on the control mode. The

mission description involves navigation procedures. Depending on the flight

mode, there are system stabilization tasks for normal and emergency opera-

tion. The stabilization task is reduced to a command task if the pilot is not

actually part of the stability loop. '!.%is differentiates between _he stability

augmentation system, and kinesthetic and hardwire control methods. All of

the information, navigation and stabilization requirements are definable. The

concept is described in figure 2-3.

The quantity of _vformation the pilot receives from visual and proprio-

ceptive cues, and the maximum workload he is able to accept in performing

his navigation and stabilization tasks are not directly definable. Simulation
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studies therefore attempt to measure a pilot's ability to operate a simulator

based on a specific set of requirements which includes both the mission and

the control mode. A small manned propulsion device inherently pushes the

pilot to his maximum capability to minimize hardware weight and complexity.

As yet, there is little assurance that the maximum capability will be recog-

nized if observed. The Cooper Pilot Opinion Rating system is an attempt to

measure the capability. Further attempts have resulted in comparisons of the

rating system with performance. Both techniques are only as accurate as the
simulation its elf.

The typical study incorporates an iteration process to arrive at a

recommended vehicle description (figure 2-3). Displayea information is used

in conjunction with pilot controls to proa_ce trial configurations of the vehicle.

The major objective of a small manned propulsion device study is to

provide data showing measures of pilot workload and performance fc, r various

vehicle configurations. Because the measurement techniques are subjective,

the data vary between studies. The 1969 visual simul_ _on at NR/SD sought

to overcome subjectivism by mission requirement unifo_l_ity and statistical

smoothing of the data. More rigorous methodology exists, but is usually

beyond the time and funding scope of the study.

Because disagreements between study results occur when the studies

are conducted by different groups, detailed comparisons of technical simula-

tion are necessary to judge their validity. Several typical types of limitations

to be usecl as comparison points are discussed below. A summary of the

characteristics of the simulators is presented in table 2-5. Photographs of

several simulators appear in figures 2-4 through 2-9.

Studies 1, 2, and 9 of table 2-5 were conducted using tethered flight

vehicles; and study 8 is scheduled to begin in 1970. The two SD flight vehicles

were constrained to a horizontal area by ground tethers, as well as top and

bottom vertical tethers, and nitrogen inlet lines from the stationary source.

Both the FLEEP and Bell vehicles use a single overhead tether or a 1/6-g

suspension device.

The most prominent disturbing influences on tethered vehicles are the

tethers themselves. The SD tethered flight vehicles also had ni'Lrogen supply

hoses which produced disturbances. Both the hoses and tethers, while slack,

produce a very sma: 1 amount of damping which is a stabilizing effect. They

eIJo produce destabilizing torques when whipping back and forth ir the thrust

plume. The net effect of the tethers and hoses in pitch and roll will!." the

vehicle is flying is not measurable. In yaw, all rotational rate is highly

damped; the hoses also produce a restoring moment. Ground tethers and

hoses change the vehicle center of gravity slightly as altitude changes.
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Figure 2-4. - Lunar Flying Unit and P r e s s u r e  
Garment Assembly 
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Figure 2-6. - Lunar Flying Vehicle Visual Simulation Platform 
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Figure 2 - 8 .  - NASA/MSC Inclined Pla 
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W._th the tethered flight vehicles pilots were often forced to resort to

drastic control inputs to avoid tether limits, increasing the danger of over-

controlling. Sluggish vehicle response at high inertias required the pilot to

maintain command inputs for longer time durations, resulting in large phase

errors and pilot-induced oscillations. If the tethers and all obstructions

were absent, the vehicle might have been easier to fly, but safety regulations

precluded this.

The Bell study (9) utilized relief of 5/6 of the total weight to produce

accurate lunar thrust effects. The vehicle and pilot were suspended from

a constant force vacuum cylinder by means of two-axis gimbals attached to

their respective centers of gravity. The cylinder is supported by a low

friction trolley on an overhead rail that permits horizontal travel. Adding

both damping and hysteresis to the vertical dimension of flight, the suspen-

sion system effectively made the vehicle response to throttle changes

unre alistic.

When oscillograph recordings of visual simulation flights are com-

pared with those of tethered flight vehicles, it appears that both the tethers

and the suspension systems tend to stabilize altitude. Visual simulator

recordings display a nearly sinusoidal altitude time history, with a fre-

quency of one-half of the pilot's instrument scan frequency (approximately

0. 1 cps). The pilot would manipulate the hardwire throttle to check an

ascending rate and then return his attention to other aspects of flight. Later

he would again adjust the throttle to check the descending rate resulting

from the previous correction.

The independent pilot suspension system relies on the pilot attachment

being at his center of gravity. Any motion, other than pivoting about the

ankles, may upset the balance of the system. Bending of the body at the

hips or movement of the head and limbs will tend to move the center of

gravity away from the suspension girnbal axes and create disturbance

moments on the vehicle.

Translational motion of the vehicle relative to the overhead trolley

and motion of the pilot relative to the vehicle create restoring moments.

These tend to add stability and upgrade handling qualities assessments of

the vehicle.

Any change in the total weight due to propellant usage changes the

suspension system response. This effect is probably not a significant

influence on stability, but may appreciably change performance character-

istics, such as propellant usage and flight time, over a complete flight.
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All of these influences are carefully minimized, but cannot be completely

eliminated. They therefore become factors which degrade the system fidelity.

While probably negligible at the low horizontal velocities experienced

at NR/SD, if an appreciable velocity is attained, air resistance is a factor.
Unless the frontal area centroid lies at the total center of gravity, the moment

arm betweenthe two will produce a disturbing moment that should be conside red.

Studies 5 and 6 utilized air bearing pads to provide nearly frictionless

horizontal motion. Study 5 used an inclined plane to produce 1/6 the total

weight along the vehicle vertical axis. The other 5/6 of the weight was sup-

ported by the air bearing pads. The pilot essentially laid on his side during

a flight. A spherical segment resting on an air pad dolly gave three rotational

and two translational degrees of freedom to the simulator in study 6. The

pilot stood atop the spherical segment.

Does the air escaping from the pad clearances produce perfectly bal-

anced forces, or does the air damp horizontal motion? Do unbalanced loads

on the pads generate horizontal forces? These questions may be unanswerable

without conducting elaborate tests.

When a pilot kinesthetically controls in study 6, part of the rotary reac-

tion of the vehicle to his motions is simulated by translation of the air pad

dolly. The substitution of translational for rotational effects does not appear

to be precise, based on a preliminary study of the equations of motion. The

mathematical models of a flying vehicle and the simulator were derived sepa -

rately. _ Both models assume the pilot and rotational vehicle centers of gravity

coincide. The flying version did not contain the air pad dolly mass. Both

derivations are shown in Appendix B. Also shown are transfer functions of

pilot attitude per degree of his deflection from the thrust vector (eqs. (38) and

(67)). No attempt was made to determine whether the simulator differences
stabilized or destabilized the vehicle.

Simulations which do not utilize six degrees of freedom do not directly

measure the total pilot workload and may lead to optimistic conclusions. As

an example, a pilot may easily control a single degree of freedom which is

four integrals removed. If, however, a disturbance or an erroneous input by

the pilot happens, his entire concentration is required for a period of time to

regain control. When other degrees of freedom are added, these periods of

intense concentration on one variable permit the others to diverge. In this

case whether the pilot can regain control in all variables depends on how

rapidly he corrects each in turn. Because the recommended system must be

one which allows the pilot time to make sequential corrections, a simulation
which does not assess this feature is not reflecting the true navigation and

control task. Typically, such a simulation results in higher pilot opinion

ratings for each control method.
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Optimistic flight performance answers may also be obtained from a

limited degree of freedom simulator. Each time a small "error occurs in a

\-ariahle, a small increase in flight time accumulates. Frequently these

errors, although corrected at once, result in additional maneuvering to reach the

desired landing point and further contribute to flight time. Vacuum flights

with human control elements consist of a steady influx of these errors in all

axes, hence the flight time from one point to another is appreciably longer than

limited degree of freedom simulations would predict. Disturbances which may

be omitted when less than six degrees of freedom are simulated arise from the

following sources :

1. Interaxis coupling due to cross products of inertia

2. Interaxis coupling due to cg misalignment with the neutral

thrust vector

3. Euler angle coupling

4. Multiengine static and dynamic mismatches

5. Failure modes

Probably the most versatile simulation technique is the visual method.

All of the dynamics of flight are calculated by an analog computer, while all

of the man/machine interfaces are hardware. The analog mechanization may

be easily and quickly modified to produce any desired variation in vehicle

parameters. Much of the man/machine interface dynamics may be altered by

changing the analog side. It is difficult, however, to give the pilot the feel of

a real vehicle in all of his senses using a visual simulator. A wide screen

on which amoving scene is projected may be used for visual cues, but other

sensory cues must be obtained without large pilot motions since the screen

cannot be moved with the pilot. This inherent lack of motion cues in visual

simulators is one of its major deficiencies, and is especially important when

simulating a rapidly responding vehicle. A study of this effect was conducted

during 1968 using the NR/SD one-man propulsion device and. the lunar flying

vehicle visual simulation. Average frequencies were compared for various

pitch and roll moments of inertia. Both the propulsion device and the visual

simulation reflected earth conditions and kinesthetic control. The results of

the stud_r are shown in figure 2-10. They indicate that the visual simulation

did not provide a good man/machine interface at very low values of moment

of inertia but improved as moment of inertia was increased. It is believed

that the two frequencies converge at increased moment of inertia because the

pilot depends more on his vision for cues at higher inertias. Similar circum-

stances exist in everyday experiences. For example, on a flat surface with

no obstructions present, a bicycle is easily stabilized by a blindfolded rider;

his visual cues are not as rapidly interpreted as are his proprioceptive cues
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and serve better as a navigational information source. If the stability response

frequency of the bicycle were decreased significantly, the rider's balance cues

would become redundant with his visual cues and would no longer be necessary.

The predominance of visual cues over proprioceptive cues at high moment of
inertia seems to be true with a visual simulator also. Other visual simulator

limitations include shortcomings of the scene and unrealistic controls and dis-

plays. All of these may be improved by using more elaborate equipment.

Probably the truest evaluation of a small, manned propulsion device in

lunar conditions is obtained by combining the data from a tethered device with

one-sixth gravity suspension and a visual simulation. Tasks could be divided

between the two. The tethered device better evaluates short period influences

such as stability, time critical emergency operation, and landing conditions;

but cannot be used for navigational performance evaluations without exorbitant

costs. Visual simulations lose short-perlod cues but provide the best source

of complete flight data.

Nearly all of the limitations discussed have effects on handling qualities

and performance which cannot be precisely measured. Their importance can

only be discussed intuitively at this time. The relative merits and demerits

of each study therefore become an issue subjective to argumentative skills.

Since handling qualities are ultimately to be measured by pilot opinion, a bet-

ter method of comparing studies is by using the opinion ratings. To assure

that each pilot gains the perspective necessary to judge the studies, he must

fly all of the simulators. Further qualifications are that a sufficient number

of pilots fly the simulators and that they fly them in different orders to elimi-

nate learning trends. The judgements given by the pilots would be relative
and not absolute unless real vehicles in lunar environment were included. Thus

astronauts with lunar landing experience should be a part of the pilot team.

All of the simulated ratings would then be analyzed for consistency and the

data would be used for voting on the ratings for each control mode, each mis-

sion phase, and each simulator. Incremental ratings would be established

for limited degrees of freedom, differences between visual and flight vehicle
simulators, and between simulations and real conditions based on lunar land-

ings. To assure the validity of each rating a set of tests could be devised

which would measure the moment of inertia of the vehicle and pilot, the vehicle

sensitivity to cornrnand, and as much of the damping and disturbance moment

influence as possible. These factors would comprise supplemental data to aid

in establishing the simulator ratings.

To pursue the objective of gaining relative pilot opinion ratings between

various studies, NR/SD has sent one pilot to fly several current simulators

at NASA-MSC and NASA-Langley. The pilot reports are presented in refer-
ence 2-2 and his ratings are given in table 2-5.
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In conclusion, it is felt that the required simulation effort for LESS has

only begun. No simulation to date has adequately studied all of the candidate

control methods. None has provided realistic environment for all aspects of

LESS flight. During boost, high frequency effects involving stability should

be simulated using six degree-of-freedom flight vehicles. The FLEEP prom-

ises to supply the required realism. Long term guidance and navigation

aspects of the mission should be simulated using fixed base visual simulators

as at NASA-LRC, with sufficient high frequency response included in the

computer to produce the proper pilot workload. Orbital operations, from

boost thrust termination through Apollo CSM docking, could also be simulated

using techniques and equipment developed for the Apollo program.

For maximum effectiveness of simulations, a data recording format

should be established. The resulting data are of vital importance in future

LESS vehicle design. If a select group of pilots fly all the simulators, and

use a common rating scale, the fidelity of the resulting data is assured.

Mathematical models used in the analyses. -

Mathematical modeling of the human pilot: If kinesthetic control is to

be satisfactorily achieved, the LESS must be dynamically "matched" to the

pilot's sensing and control force capabilities in much the same way an

actuator/gyro package are "matched" to an airframe flight control system.

Extensive tests with human subjects (see ref. 2-4 through 2-7)have revealed

that pilots performing tracking tasks will assume transfer functions of the
form:

Ts[(S/ + 1/TL)]/= Pilot Lean Angle
5 - KPee- [(S + 1/TN) j Attitude Error (2-1)
ee

where S is the Laplace transform variable. The transport delay, -r, repre-

sents two components: an inherent neuromuscular system delay which is

relatively fixed and a mental computation time delay that depends on pilot

workload. The time constant 1/T N represents neuromuscular dynamics and

is relatively fixed. He will adjust his gain Kpe, and his lead time constant,
1/TL, as necessary to obtain satisfactory kinesthetic control. That is, he

will adjust Kpe and 1/T L such that the system is suitably stable and well
damped, with sufficient bandwidth to meet performance requirements. His

pilot opinion is closely related to the values of T L and Kpe and to the resulting

vehicle closed loop performance. A vehicle requiring a T L of zero for satis-

factory stabilization would be rated "good" if the gain were not required to be

too low {"touchy vehicle") or too high {"not enough control authority"). A

T L of 2 is difficult to generate and difficult to maintain and would earn the

vehicle a "poor" rating. Similarly, very low or very high required values

for Kpe, would earn a "poor" rating, while intermediate values earn "good"
ratings. This is shown in figure Z-ll.
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These transfer functions suffice for steady-state tracking tasks involved

in maneuvering the LESS but do not, of course, represent pilot characteristics

under stress situations such as engine failure.

Assessing whether or not a vehicle has satisfactory handling qualities is

a process conducted during test flights by engineering test pilots. It has been

found through experience that test pilots comprise a highly trained group, and

their ratings of a given vehicle are reasonably consistent. The standardmethod

used for a number of years to rate vehicle handling qualities is the Cooper

Rating scale. The Cooper scale forms the basis for a quantified weighting of

a test pilot's evaluation. The basic Cooper scale is shown in table 2-1.

Cooper ratings for a given vehicle depend upon the workload imposed on the

pilot. Thus, deficiencies not especially objectionable when only pitch, yaw,

and roll attitude are to be controlled might become very objectionable if a

complicated guidance display must also be interpreted to obtain attitude com-

mands. Failure to meet performance requirements despite intensive efforts

will cause degraded opinion.

This implies that the Cooper rating is decremented by additional tasks
in this fashion:

R = RBEST -_ARTASK S (2-2)

For example, the Cooper rating is heavily influenced by the value oft

pilot lead required, as shown in figure 2-13, and the vehicle is decremented

for each T L the pilot must generate. Adding more variables to the control

task would cause further decrementing.

To be considered operational, a vehicle must consistently earn a

Cooper rating of four or better.

Mathematical modeling of the one-body kinesthetic vehicle: The kines-

thetic method of controlling the LESS results in a model with four simultaneous

differential equations of motion if the following assumptions are used:

1. Single plane motion only

2. Vehicle center of gravity and pilot feet are coincident.

Figure 2-13 defines the nomenclature. The derivation of the equations

are presented in Appendix C. Resulting from the derivation is the transfer

function for the response of pilot attitude to his control input:
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Figure 2-13. -. Dynamic Model for Kinesthetic Control
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Iv Iv \rot +
-- -- (2-3)

6 /mpmv_h2 $2

Ip + Iv +\repay/

Mathematical modeling of the two-body kinesthetic vehicle: This

model is derived using the same assumptions as was used for the single

body kinesthetic model, but is much more complex. A sketch of the veh-

icle geometry is shown in figure 2-14. A computer program was used to

reduce the linearized equations to transfer functions evaluated at specific

root locus point; hence, no general equation similar to Equation (Z-3), above,

is available. The derivation is shown in Appendix D.

Kinesthetic control analyses.

Analysis of kinesthetic control with a one-body vehicle: This section

discusses handling qualities questions for the LESS under kinesthetic control.

That is, can a human pilot stabilize, control, and guide the LESS by himself,

without the aid of stability augmentation systems ? This question is amenable

to the techniques of aircraft handling qualities analysis. It will be discussed

here using test dat. and math models developed by McRuer, Ashkenas, et. al.

as well as lunar flying vehicle flight test and visual simulator experience.

The efforts presented here attempt to predict pilot opinion ratings of the

kinesthetically controlled LESS. Vehicle constraints due to handling qualities

requirements are identified and estimates made of excess pilot workload

capacity for ancillary guidance tasks.

Figure 2-15 shows the two-body action-reaction characteristics that

occur in the kinesthetic control concept. This effect is identical to the "tail-

wags-dog" phenomenon encountered in launch vehicle control system design

and depends in its essence upon the mass/moment of inertia ratios between

pilot and airframe. It will shortly be shown that increasing vehicle inertia

and mass (pilot is relatively fixed) degrades system bandwidth capabilities,

hence makes for sluggish, conditionally stable systems. This is only one of

the factors involved in the handling qualities problem.

Figure 2-16 shows attitude command histories for a typical LESS ascent

to a 40-nautical mile trajectory, using a calculus of variations solution and a

three-step approximation to the calculus of variations. Handling qualities

studies of manned aircraft (for example, ref. 2-5) have shown pilots prefer

the overall stabilization and control system damping ratio to be in excess of

about 0.3. Values less than this degrade pilot opinion because the airframe

is very oscillatory, and stability margins are small.
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REST

INITIAL REVERSAL
OF TRAVEL

STOP ROTATION

ON THE WAY

Figure 2-15. - LESS Kinesthetic Control
Action-Reaction Effect

An estimate to overall system bandwidth requirements may be made by

assuming the guidance mode should have enough bandwidth to perform at

least ten corrective maneuvers during the ascent. This makes for a guid-

ance system bandwidth of at least:

_ 2_10 _ O. 156 radians/sec (2-4)
¢°NGUIDANC E 400
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The dynamics of the stabilization and control system should be well

removed from those of the guidance system. Using the 10:1 separation rule:

SCS

N = l0 N = 1. 6 RAD/SEC

GUIDANC E

(z-5)

Taking another approach, the steps of the three-step approximation to

the COV are approximately 175 seconds long. The two percent settling time

is 4/_0 N. Considering that the settling time should be 1/10 of the step length:

4
_oN = = 0.76 RAD/SEC (2-6)

SCS _x 175/10

The conclusion is that system bandwidth should be between 0.76 rad/sec

and 1.6 rad/sec and system damping ratio >_0.3. The higher bandwidth

number will be used, for a conservative analysis.

By way of comparison, the Apollo SCS thrust vector control system and

the Apollo SCS attitude TVC system characteristics are shown in table 2-6.

Both vehicles perform roughly the same sort of burns as LESS, and hence the

stated requirements seem reasonable.

For the Configuration C of LESS shown in the Contract Proposal

table 2-7 lists pertinent parameters. This configuration is similar to

figure 3-2 in this report.

TABLE Z-6. - TVC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Vehicle Bandwidth Burn Time

Saturn S- 11

Apollo ATVC (LM off)

LESS

0.5 ---_ 1.5 rad/sec

0.8----_1. 3 rad/sec

0.76"--_1.6 rad/sec

-360 sec

-245 sec (TEI)

-400 sec
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TABLE 2-7. - LESS CONFIGURATION C PARAMETERS

(EARLY VERSION OF FIGURE 3-i)

F T = 1350 ib

rnp = II. 78 slugs

Ip= 18.4 slug ft2

h= 3.62 ft

m v = 71.2 slugs (full tanks)

Iv = 481.5 slug ft2

Insertion of these numbers yields the transfer function:

5

0.685 (Sz+ 3.42 )

S 2
(2-7)

The pilots transfer function is similar to that derived in reference 2-7

from test data on subjects, with the following exceptions:

.
Reference 2-7 determined the transport delay to be 0. 15 sec based

on a one-axis tracking task and shirt-sleeve subject. Considering

this analysis to be one plane of a three-axis overall task, it seems

reasonable to double the above number to account for the added

workload. Therefore, r= 0.3 sec for this analysis,

2. A neuromuscular lag 1/T N has been added, in accordance with ref-

erence 2- 6.

With these restrictions in mind, the system block diagram is that shown
in figure 2- 17.

COMPUTATION AND SENSING DELAYS

.o// PILOT LEAD COMPENSATION

TAIL-WAGS-DOG ZEROES

/
K_ • _)'3s (S + 0.§) I 6J 0.6S5 (S2 + _2)

(S + 3) _ S2

&_'NEUROMUSCULAR TIME CONSTANT

Figure 2- 1 7. - LESS Kinesthetic Control

Block Diagram
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Considering the transport delay to be approximated by a first-order

Pad_ approximation, the characteristic equation of loop closure becomes:

0.685 Kp@ (S - 6.7) (S +0.5) (S 2 + 3_ 2)
l- =0

s2(s+3) (s+6.7)
(z-8)

The negative closure, corresponding to a zero degree locus, is used because

of the right half plane root.

The root locus for this closure is shown in figure 2-18. The criteria

for closure gain was a requirement for at least 6-db gain margin. As can be

seen, the system is conditionally stable. It barely meets the system perform-

ance requirements. A pilot lead at -0.5 is required for the stabilization; and

in accordance with figure 2-12, the basic Cooper rating is degraded by 1-1/2

to 2 points. An estimate of the Cooper rating for this system would be 5-6,

since considerable pilot compensation is required to meet performance

r equir ements.

The transport delay is now increased to 0.5 sec, representing pilot

effort to accomplish a relatively simple guidance and navigation task. The

root locus for this system is also shown in figure 2-18. It is noted that the

very slight increase in transport delay cuts the system bandwidth in half,

representing a tremendous system sensitivity to transport delay. Estimated

Cooper rating for this system is 8-9, or totally unsatisfactory.

Figure 2-19 shows the various control variables to be discussed next.

is the pilot lean angle referenced to inertial space (i. e. , the ground), while

@ is the angle made by the thrust vector with respect to inertial space. Guided

missiles, such as the Saturn V, have an instrument unit on the rocket body

which essentially controls with respect to _. Pilots flying LFV type vehicles

also tend to control to the angle made by their body with respect to the ground.

A gyro horizon mounted to the LESS structure will reference to @. Although

the two variables differ only by lean angle, essential differences will be noted

in system stability characteristics when controlled to either @ or p. A generic

root locus is shown on the bottom of figure 2-19, and it is noted to be similar

to those shown in figure 2-18. If the LESS is controlled to a gyro horizon dis-

play, the block diagram shown in figure 2-20 results; and it is immediately

noticed that the imaginary axis tail-wags-dog zeroes familiar to missile con-

trol system designers have moved from the imaginary axis to a conjugate

pair of real zeroes. A generic root locus is shown in figure 2-20, and actual

root loci for LESS Configuration C (an early version of figure 3-1) is shown

in figure 2-21. Comparison of figure 2-21 with figure 2-18 shows less degra-

dation with increasing pilot transport delay and also slightly better overall

damping and bandwidth.
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Thus the conclusion is made that {9 control, using a gyro horizon, is

inherently superior from a controllability standpoint to schemes referencing

the pilots body angle with respect to the ground.

The conclusions which may be drawn from this analysis are as

follows :

I. Kinesthetic control is capable of meeting LESS stabilization and

control performance requirements.

2. LESS handling qualities with kinesthetic control would be rated as

"unacceptable-very poor" or a Cooper rating of 5-6 for LESS

Configuration C (an early version of figure 3-i).

3. The basic control and stabilization task imposes a very heavy

workload on the pilot.

4. Momentary distractions, incorrect control inputs, or increased

pilot workload are likely to lead to loss of vehicle control.

5. Guidance, navigation, and display monitoring tasks must pose very

low workloads for this control mode to be satisfactory.

, Control to a gyro horizon display fixed to the LESS platform (O

control) is slightly more stable and posed a lower workload to the

pilot than schemes which reference pilot body angles to inertial

space (_ control).

Analysis of kinesthetic control with a two-body vehicle: A brief investi-

gation of the gimbaled-platform LESS was conducted using the matrix equation

derived and shown in figure 2-22. The basic parameters from the previous

analysis were used, along with various values of spring, dashpot constant,

and pilot's transport delay. Expansion of the matrix shown in figure 2-22

yielded the system transfer functions shown in figure 2-23. A root locus

analysis was then conducted using the pilot models from the previous analysis

and the transfer functions from figure 2-23. The root loci are shown in

figures 2-24 through 2-28 and are summarized in table 2-8.

The root loci show that the external spring masses (fuel tanks, etc.)

form a dipole pair very much like a missile bending mode pair. A difference

is that the frequency and damping ratio of this dipole pair can be easily

adjusted with the spring-dashpot. This is clearly shown between figures 2-24

and 2-27. Figure Z-27 used a low spring rate and a small dashpot with the

result that the system can go unstable at the dipole pair given sufficient sys-

tem gain. Figure 2-24 shows that the dipole pair becomes unconditionally

stable when the spring and dashpot are increased to the vaIues shown,
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Figure Z-Z3. - LESS Model for Study
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Parameterization of pilot transport delays showed that the system

suffered slightly less degradation with increasing transport delay and hence

would be able to devote more of his workload to a guidance task. Thus it is

concluded that the gimbaled platform configuration has advantages over the

conventional kinesthetic configuration. It renders the system slightly less

sensitive to transport delay and is capable of reducing pilot attitude gain

requirements for very large, sluggish, vehicles. This would improve the

configuration's Cooper rating. Gimbaling the platform does introduce design

complexities which would weight against its stabilization and control advan-

tages in a vehicle configuration tradeoff analysis.

The conclusions that may be drawn from this analysis are as follows :

° The gimballed platform version of LESS Configuration C {an early

version of figure 3-1)is slightly less sensitive to pilot transport

delay than the ungimbaled version, and thus is capable of support-

ing a higher work loading.

Z. Stabilization of the spring-mass mode of the gimbaled platform

version of LESS is easily accomplished by adjustment of the

s p ring- das hpot c ombination.

3. The gimbaled platform configuration is feasible, shows advantages

over the conventional kinesthetic configurations, and should be

investigated further. The gimbaled platform configuration does
have design complexities that would weigh against it for an actual

mechanization.

Hardwire control analysis. -

Analysis of the basic hardwire control system: The LESS Config-

uration C (an early version of figure 3-3}hardwire control system stability
characteristics were examined and found to be capable of exceeding LESS

control performance requirements. It is somewhat less sensitive to trans-

port delay than the kinesthetic control mode and hence could tolerate a less

sophisticated guidance and navigation display. An important advantage of

the hardwire system is that handling qualities can be optimized by adjusting

the hand controller gear ratio, leaving the airframe designer free to work

to minimum envelope packaging constraints. It is estimated that the system

is capable of a Cooper rating of 4.5, which is acceptable.

A hardwire control system, such as the Apollo direct mode manual

TVC system, is defined here as one in which the engine is gimbaled directly

by the hand controller, without use of gyro signals within the stabilization

loop. Such systems are attractive when the engine is small because of their

extreme simplicity. Larger engines require power boost systems and hence

lose some simplicity.
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In common with kinesthetic control means, the pilots visual, vestibular,

and proprioceptive capabilities are used for sensing; and his neuromuscular

system is used for actuation. Thus the hardwire system is very similar to

kinesthetic control. It has an advantage in that thrust vector control is

achieved by gimbaling small engines rather than by tilting the entire pilot.
Intuitively, one would expect hardwire control to be preferable to kinesthetic

for large moment of inertia vehicles, because larger control bandwidths are

achievable when gimbaled mass is kept small. The system block diagram is

shown in figure 2-29. Because the gimbaled engine is small, the quadratic
zero pair discussed in the kinesthetic control analysis is not considered. The

data shown in figure 2-29 is for the LESS Configuration C (an early version

of figure 3-3) of the Contract Proposal. We have for the characteristic

equation of the loop closure:

1.82Kpe(S- Z/T) (S+0.5)
1 + = 0 (2-9)

(S + 21-0 ( S + 3) (S2)

This characteristic equation is shown in figure 2-30 as a zero-degree

root locus to account for stable control of a non-minimum phase system.
The performance requirements derived for the kinesthetic control mode are

shown as feathered lines in figure 2-30. To be satisfactory, the closed loop

dominant roots must lie to the left of the 0.3 damping ratio line and above

the 1.5 rad/sec bandwidth line. The transport delay parameter, r , iS a

measure of pilot workload; and this parameter was varied in figure 2-30 to

determine system degradation caused by increased pilot workload. As seen,
r of 0.3, which is representative of that required for a LEsS three-axis

control task, exceeds performance requirements, while increasing T to 0.5

causes bandwidth to degrade to less than 1 rad/sec. This is slightly superior

to the root loci for the kinesthetic system. One would expect a Cooper rating

of about 4.5 for this system, provided the loop gain is optimized by adjusting

hand controller gear ratio.

Analysis of hardwire compensation networks: The block diagram of

the LESS attitude control system using hardwire control is shown in fig-
ure 2-31. The mathematical model of the pilot is that discussed in ref-

erences 2-4through Z-7 and 2-9 and has been used throughout the LFV

and LESS studies with results that correlate well with those from flight

simulators. Generic root loci for the system are shown in figure 2-32, with

path reversal effects suppressed for clarity of presentation. Increasing the
pilotWs transport delay (representing increased workload) tends to make the

system less stable and reduces achievable bandwidth. This is in_,olerable to

the pilot, and he is forced to increase his lead compensation to restore the

system bandwidth and damping ratio. This tends to degrade his opinion
rating of the vehicle handling qualities.
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This section considers a method aimed at improving the hardwire

Cooper rating by relieving the pilot of his attitude lead generation require-

ments. Use of gyros to do this would amount to stability augmentation and

introduce complex, relatively unreliable components into the system. Thus

consideration will only be given to the use of mechanical compensation net-

works (which consist of springs and dashpots) to improve matters. The
network is inserted between the hand controller and nozzle, as shown in

figure 2-33. Its function will be discussed in general terms and then a

s ervoanalysis performed.

The basic hardwire system uses a straight link between engine and

hand controller. A steady hand controller displacement produces a steady

engine displacement, which amounts to constant angular acceleration. Veh-

icle angular velocity will increase until the hand controller is neutralized.

Thus, as shown in figure 2-34, achieving proper pitchover rates involves

accurately timing (mentally) controller displacements. This amounts to

pilot lead generation and causes downrating of a vehicle.

If now a clock spring is placed around the engine gimbal to ensure a

centering force, and a dashpot is placed in the hand controller link (fig. 2-35),

a command now causes the engine to displace momentarily, but the clock

spring returns it to center. LESS angular velocity is proportional to the

integral of engine displacements, and hence the controller displacement

commands angular rate. The system feels like a rate damped stability

augmented system, and pilot opinion will improve because he no longer must

generate an attitude lead (mental timing) function.

Thus the spring-dashpot system of figure 2-35 shows promise of obtain-

ing the feel of a rate command system (which pilots prefer) without the use

of gyros. This shows promise of improving the Cooper rating 1 to 2 points,

i-naking the possibility of an acceptable rating more likely.

However, it may be noticed that since the engine always returns to

neutral, a constant external disturbing torque would require repeated hand

controller inputs, eventually causing saturation and loss of control authority.

Figure 2-35 shows one method of combating such disturbance torque inputs.

A separate trimming device (like an airplane trim tab} is used to counteract

the disturbing moments. Figure 2-36 shows another method for combating

steady-state disturbance torques. The dashpot B of figure 2-35 is paral-

leled with a spring, K Z. This, in effect, allows steady-state engine dis-

placements for disturbance suppression. Step response waveforms for this

network are shown in f_.gure 2-36. A step hand controller displacement

causes an initial engine deflection which subsides to a steady-state displace-

ment proportional to the ratio of K 2 and K1. Vehicle rate is the integral.of
the engine displacement and is also shown. The steady-state 6 yields a @
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OBJECTIVE:

TO UPGRADE HANDLING QUALITIESOF BASIC HARDWIRE SYSTEM

TECHNIQUE:

INTRODUCEA MECHANICALCOMPENSATIONNETWORKTO DYNAMICALLY

"MATCH" AIRFRAMEDYNAMICS TO PI LOTCAPABILITIES

SCHEMATIC:

HAND

F_L CONTROLLER

COMPENSATION

NETWORK ._Tn7 GIMBAL

J t---'-'C._ ENGINE

Figure 2-33. - Improvement of Basic Hardwire System

_' 8c

ACHIEVING DESIRED PITCHOVER RATE REQUIRES ACCURATE

TIMING OF STICK DISPLACEMENT

POOR HANDLING QUALITIES

MAXIMUM RESISTANCE TO DISTURBANCE TORQUES

Figure Z-34. - Basic Hardwire Control System
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that increases with time; and, therefore, this system is a hybrid between a

straight hardwire system and the straight dashpot systems. This rather

heuristic explanation of how the networks function will next be followed by an

analysis of the problem, using servomechanism techniques.

Consider the simplified LESS attitude control system with disturbance

inputs (center of gravity offsets, etc..} as shown in figure 2-37. A pure lead

(dashpot only) network is shown.

MDISTURBANCE
|

PILOT NETWORK VEHICLE |

Figure 2-37. - Simplified LESS Attitude Control System With

Disturbance Inputs

The system closed loop transfer function is, by inspection:

O KOFT_

%Iyy IY7 /

which shows good stable characteristics, as expected.

tern response to a disturbance input, MD, is:

(Z-lO)

However, the sys-

8 1

Equation (2-11) contains a free integration which would yield unbounded e in

response to a constant disturbance input, M D. This is an unsatisfactory
condition.

If a constant term is added to the compensator, the block _iagram of

figure 2-38 results:
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PILOT ,STWO.K' VE..C'S 1"°

KC IS+ A)

Figure 2-38. - Simplified LESS Attitude Control System

With Lead Compensation

Again the system closed loop transfer function is:

e

e
C

K 8 Kc FT _ (S + A)

S KS Kc FT _ KS Kc FT _ A_
2+ S+

lyy Iyy lyy /

(z-lz)

And the system disturbance input' transfer function is:

e 1

MD KSKcFT_s KeKcFT_A (Z- 13)
S z + +

lyy lyy

The system closed loop natural frequency and damping ratio are, by

inspection:

_oN =_ KeKcFT _A
Iyy

(2-14)

= 1 _/KeKcFT_

And the disturbance rejection quotient is:

M D MD/e c Iyy

ec e/ec KeKcFT_A

(z-15)

(Z- 16)

Thus the conflict between stability and noise rejection capability becomes

apparent. High natural frequency and good disturbance (noise) rejection

require A to be a large number. Good damping ratio requires A to be a

small number. Because the network is passive, KcA <- I. Too large a

requirement for K e degrades pilot opinion. Thus the degrees of freedom

available to the network have been mapped out. Compensation network con-

figurations and transfer functions are shown in figure 2-39.
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Figure 2-39. Mechanical Hardwire Compensation
Networks
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The spring bypassed lead network was evaluated on the NR visual LFV

simulator. Disturbing moments caused the hand controller to saturate when

the bypass spring constant was set to zero. The value of the spring was

increased to assist in rejecting the disturbing torques. When sufficient gain

was added to successfully combat the disturbance torques, the test pilot

remarked that the system was indistinguishable from a straight hardwire

system. Several runs verified this finding. Thus it was concluded that this

type of network was incapable of upgrading hardwire handling qualities.

However, the separate trimming type network was not evaluated due to

lack of available time on the NR simulator and should be investigated further.

The proper gain to use for the network will be discussed in the section of

gain optimization.

Analysis of the neutral CG hardwire control system: An unusual con-

figuration, the neutral-center-of-gravity LESS, is a special case of the

general hardwire system but with interesting potentialities for LESS use due

to its constantly level platform.

All of the LESS control systems discussed heretofore require a pitch-

over maneuver to allow a component of the main thrust vector to build up

translation velocities. It is this requirement for pitchover maneuvers that

gives rise to the handling qualities problem.

This section discusses a configuration that shows promise of avoiding

these problems by placing the thrust vector gimbal through the system center

of gravity. This decouples translation dynamics from rotation dynamics.

The requirement for the pitchover maneuver disappears, and the platform

remains level in regard to the ground. This has important advantages con-

cerning decoupling G&N visual displays from vehicle motion without using

gyros. The handling qualities problem is also different because the pilot

remains vertical during flight. Two neutral center of gravity configurations

are shown in figure 2-40. Theoreticalaspects are discussed in the Lunar

Flying Vehicle Final Report, reference 2-II.

It is never possible to get the thrust vector exactly through the center

of gravity, of course; and hence a small bang-bang RCS is required to trim

out residual drifts and center of gravity misalignments during flight. Gross

center of gravity changes are compensated by changing the pilot's seat prior

to flight. To perform an ascent, the pilot cranks the engines to the required

two-step or three-step trajectory angles sequentially with respect to his

centerline. He uses the bang-bang jets to trim out the drift rates resulting

from center of gravity misalignments. If the vehicle is carefully designed

and constructed, these should be small and hence require only occasional

corrections.
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°

Although this configuration has much to recommend it from a guidance

standpoint, the design complexities, including propulsion difficulties, are

very real and tend to weigh against the scheme. But a feasible vehicle with

a simple hardwire control and simple guidance qualities has so much promise

that further investigations of this configuration are warranted. Until

simulations are conducted, this configuration cannot be confidently said to

have improved handling qualities. The advantages of level flight may be

Offset by the additional pilot tasks of controlling both thrust vector and

platform attitude.

Analysis of hardwire reaction jet control: An alternate to gimbaling

the boost propulsion system to provide attitude control moments is to pulse

all or part of the propulsion differentially. Several potential advantages of

pulsing are immediately apparent:

I. The problems of gimbaling are removed. These problems include

gimbaling response in the presence of disturbing load torques ;

alignment of the engine within the gimbal system; reliable design

of propulsion, control, and instrumentation lines across the

gimbal interface, weight of the gimbaling system, and design

constraints imposed by gimbaling.

2. A potential increase in reliability is possible if redundant pulse

jets are used.

. Several methods of improving handling qualities over that of a

gimbaled hardwire system may be realized. The pulse jet sys-

tem may us e ha rdwire acc e leration control with the pulse duration

equal to rotation controller deflection duration, or proportional to

the amount of rotation controller deflection. Shaping networks

and stability augmentation systems may be easily adapted to the

pulse jet system. Logic to remove interaxis coupling caused

by vehicle cross products of inertia may be used.

. The differential pulse jet system does not couple vehicle rotational

and translational dynamics as does a gimbaled system. This

coupling effect is objectionable for lunar flying vehicle missions.

0 Since the pulse jet system laterally translates the resultant thrust

vector instead of rotating it as with a gimbaled system, a new

approach to center of gravity alignment is available.

In view of these potential advantages, this section will provide analy-

tical results for comparison with other systems. Disadvantages of individual

versions of the differential pulse jet system will be stated during the analysis

and used in the final system recommendations.
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Two types of pulse jet configurations are feasible:

l. Fire one or more of the jets continuously to provide the major

part of the boost thrust. Use the remainder of the jets for attitude
stabilization and maneuvers.

2. Pulse all jets. Each pulse would use part of its on-time for boost

and part for attitude stabilization.

A matrix showing a few of the possible configurations using these two

types is presented in table Z-9. If jet redundancy is necessary to attain the

required reliability, only configuration 1 is adequate; although configura-

tion 3 could be acceptable if the central, continuously-operating jets were

converted to pulse jets when the pulse system failed. The first two configura-

tions are capable of controlling in yaw. If any of the other configurations

were to be used, separate yaw control jets would be required for boost.

These jets would produce control moments larger than that required for

orbital operation, and could not be used for both purposes.

The first two configurations also provide greater capability for smooth

operation. As jets are pulsed, they produce vibrations which may hinder the

pilot's ability to operate the vehicle; the larger the number of jets, the more

the pulses tend to overlap. Vibration isolation may be required to reduce

the levels to those stipulated as tolerable for the pilot. If the jets are opera-

ted in such a manner that the vibration-excitation frequency is always at

least twice the basic engine-pulse rate, the vibration forces can be reduced

to tolerable levels by simple spring isolation on each engine or on the pilot

seat. Reference Z-8 indicates that vibration levels in excess of 0.07 g in

the frequency range from 3 to Z5 Hz will impede pilot performance.

For reasons stated in the preceding paragraphs, the first configuration

in table Z-9 seems to be the most acceptable. It provides jet redundancy,

three-axis attitude control, and is capable of the smoothest operation. The

jets are canted at a small angle so that each produces yaw torque along with

either pitch or roll torque.

In its simplest form, a typical cycle of operation is shown in

figure Z-41. Each pulse of each separate jet is initiated by a timing signal,

in sequence, which provides the pulse duration necessary to maintain a

minimum thrust-to-weight ratio. The pulse terminates unless a separate

signal from the rotation controller causes the pulse to continue. If all iets

are pulsed, the attitude control signal must be stored for use at the end of

the boost pulse of the proper jets. If continuous boost propulsion is provided

by part of the jets, the control signal is used immediately by the remaining

jets. The logic for the two types of pulse configurations are quite different.
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The jet firing sequence for the first configuration in table 2-9 should be

designed so that the boost portions of the pulses from the jets tend to counter-

act the torques produced by the preceding pulses: pulses should alternate

across the platform. Two firing sequences which accomplish this are shown

in figure 2-42, along with a diagram of the platform and jet arrangement.

The cant angle of the jets is assumed to be less than the angle which points

the jets through the axis containing the center of gravity. The first sequence

allows jet-to-jet alternation of yaw torques, while the second sequence

alternates every two pulses. Thus, the second sequence produces half the

disturbance frequency in the yaw of the first. Other firing sequences exist,

some with tu'desirable features.

Location of the jets at the corners of the platform, rather than as

shown, would tend to increase the pitch and roll moments of more of the

jets. For example, the roll moments of jets l, 4, 5 and 8 are small as

shown in the figure. If these jets were corner-located, their roll moment

c apability would gr e atly inc r ea s e.

Operation during a single jet failure with the arrangement shown in

figure Z-42 would require the diagonally opposite jet to nearly double its

pulse duration for attitude control. For example, if the thrust of jet 1 failed

off, the pulses of jets 4 and 5 would be balanced by increased pulse duration

from jet 8, with a small amount of help from jet Z. If the thrust of jet 1

stayed on continuously, all jets except jet 7 would share the load of main-

taining attitude.

It is not recommended that, in the event the thrust of a jet fails off,

the opposing jet is turned off. To remove a jet from the system requires

first that the failed jet be sensed and located, then that the mechanism for

disabling the opposing jet be operated. Both the sensing and disabling logic

must be quite complex and have additional reliability problems. The method

was studied extensively under the lunar flying vehicle contract and was

found to be undersirable. The concept of using all eight jets for control in

each axis precludes the need for disabling a jet after a failure.

An example of the logic necessary to provide a pulse jet system for

boost and attitude control is shown in figure Z-43. The system is sufficiently

complex to warrant electrical components, rather than mechanical linkages.

The merits and demerits of a pulse jet boost and attitude control sys-

tem have been briefly discussed, The method seems feasible. The major

portion of the discussion dealt with pulse duration jet actuation with the

premise that the pilot could comfortably handle such a system. The validity

of the assumption remains to be proven by simulation. Since the pilot directly
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controls vehicle torques, the system is classed as hardwire, but it is clearly

different from a gimbaled hardwire system and the pilot may feel the dif-

terence significantly.

The conclusions concerning the pulse jet system include the following:

. The logic portion of the system is more complex than that of a

harclwire gimbaled system, but may be more easily adapted to

stability augmented (rate command) control simply by introducing

feedback signals at the rotation controller outputs.

0 The hardwire portion of the system is simpler than a gimbaled

system in that all jets are fixed and provide a rigid interface for

propellant, control, and instrumentation lines. The system is

more complex in that more engines are required than for a gim-

baled system.

. The problem of handling qualities of the pulse jet system is

relatively unexplored. Both the pilot's ability to generate cor-

rect pulse lengths, and the effect of pulse-generated vibrations

on the pilot require more study to be fully understood.

Analysis of the stability augmented control system. - The stability

augmented system discussed here is similar to the Apollo SCS. The sys-

tern provides rate damping and attitude hold. When the astronaut moves

the hand controller, attitude feedback from the gyros is inhibited, while

angular rate damping is maintained. The attitude loop is then closed

through the astronaut, as is the translation loop.

Attitude hold with this system poses little workload to the pilot. A

rate-damped maneuver with path control is the most difficult task to per-

form with this system. The task of the rate gyro is to suppress disturbance

moments automatically, while also relieving the pilot of his lead generation

task in attitude. A rate gyro gain of two was used to split the rigid body

integration pole pair at the origin into a real pole at -M 6 K8 and one at the
origin. The pilot, acting as a gain only (which earns favorable opinions),

closes the loop to drive the poles together to form a dominant pair at

= 0.4, _N = 2. This is considerably in excess of that achievable with
hardwire or kinesthetic control. It is interesting to note that system band-

width is basically set by the pilot's neurornuscula." pole, -1/T N, and his

transport delay.

Conclusions for the stability augmented control mode are that the con-

venience and performance capabilities of the stability-augmented system will
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yield acceptable ratings from pilots. Thus the system is acceptable from a

handling qualities standpoint for LESS. Use of stability augmentation should

reduce the scope and intensity of the LESS flight training program from that

required for a hardwire or a kinesthetic system. This savings in effort and

cost deduct from the basic system costs. In a very tight system development

program, the short pilot training program could constitute a very real

advantage.

System gain optimization techniques. - Heuristic arguments quickly
lead one to the conclusion that acceptable control authority lies between that

which the pilot will rate "too sensitive" and that which is "too sluggish. "

Because of the nature of the system and the performance requirements

demanded of it, system loop gain must be fixed:

KoFT£

Iyy
- Constant depending on bandwidth requirements (2-17)

Hence if control authority (i. e. , FTf/Iyy) is too low, the pilot must increase

his gain K 8 to compensate. If the required increase in K 8 is too large, he

will complain the system is too "sluggish" and downrate it. The high value

of K 8 causes difficulty with system higher order lags (especially transport

delay) tending to go unstable.

Conversely, too high control authority (ref. 2-4 to 2-7)will force

the pilot to reduce K 0 to very low values to avoid instability; and he will com-
plain the system is too "sensitive. " Thus there is a range in which his

opinion, based on gain, will be good.

Data on extra atmospheric vehicles is extremely scarce. Many reports

exist giving pilot transfer functions for all sorts of controlled objects, but

very few give his Cooper ratings. Figure 2-44 represents the results of an

extensive search for data on hardwire control system pilot opinion. Data

was taken from reference 2-10 as well as from LFV flight articles, Apollo

CSM simulations, and Langley simulations. NR test pilots have remarked

that hardwire control of altitude with throttle degraded ratings one Cooper

point. Hence the various LFV simulations used were uprated one point to

try to cast their results in a LESS format.

It is noticed from the figure that the Cooper ratings form a bucket

shaped optimization curve, with acceptable pilot ratings obtained between

a KsT_/Iof 0.3 and 1.3. An ideal hardwire design would, therefore, start
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with the airframe at start burn at the lower value. Then as fuel burned off

and control authority increases, end burn takes place at the higher value.

Acceptable Cooper ratings are obtained throughout.

Thus, even though the curve formed from many disparate sources, it

seems as if the basis of an optimization theory has been formed. What is

needed now is to check this optimization curve on a consistent simulator,

using several qualified test pilots for opinion ratings. Such a check would

give a solid basis for system design.

An advantage of hardwire controlled vehicles is that this system loop

gain may be easily adjusted by changing the gear ratio in the rotational hand

controller. Such an adjustment affects total nozzle throw or force required,

and this must be allowed for in the design. Any gain from a shaping network

should be included in the control authority parameter when designing the

hand controller for optimum hardwire handling qualities.

A second curve, using the kinesthetic parameter discussed in the

kinesthetic analysis has been plotted also in figure 2-44. Only a few points

were available, and the dotted portion of the curve is added only to show

(hopefully) that the curve will show an optimum when tested on a simulator.

The dotted portion is not intended to represent actual numerical values, as

none presently exist in this range.

The preceding discussion on gain optimization emphasizes a very

important facet ofhardwire control system design over kinesthetic control.

Loop gain optimization is easily accomplished by changing the hardwire

control system's hand controller gear ratio. However, the only parameter

really available to change in a kinesthetic system is moment of inertia.

Increasing moment of inertia makes for a larger envelope size and poses

packaging and storage problems on the ELM. Thus a very important advan-

tage of hardwire over kinesthetic is that the designer can set his sights for

a minimum envelope design, optimizing the handling qualities by adjusting

hand controller gear ratio, while to ensure good handling qualities on a

kinesthetic system, the designer increases or decreases moment of inertia.

This means practically moving fuel tanks in or out radically, which causes

problems in ELM packaging.

The other control gain parameter which can be varied to compensate

for the system gain change inevitably encountered with fuel Concumption is

thrust. At some expense in engine complexity, the engSne can be step-
throttled to reduced levels at the end of boost.
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On the basis of the above discussions, the following conclusions may
be reached:

. Possibilities exist for improving the handling qualities of hard-

wire control systems for LESS by adjusting the hand controller

gear ratio to the proper value or changing thrust.

Z. Kinesthetic control handling qualities may be improved by chang-

ing vehicle inertia parameters, but these tend to affect the LESS

packaging envelope.

. The curves shown in figure 2-44 should be verified on a consistent

simulation. Control authorities for the hardwire system should be

investigated in the range between 0.3 and 3. Control authority

for the kinesthetic system should be investigated in the range

between Z and 1Z. The evaluations should be made by trained test

pilots and the control authority runs mixed to prevent the test pilot

from spotting a trend. Fixed inertia points should be run with

many samples to allow statistical smoothing of the data. Such data

may be obtained with the NASA-LRC fixed base visual simulator.

4. The hardwire system shows promise of achieving acceptable

handling qualities for LESS applications.

Tradeoffs between system gain factors. - In this section the factor of

which the system gain is composed will be s eparately identified and analyzed.

These factors are contained in the (KsT_/I) term, but also include maximum

excursions of the rotation controller and the engine gimbal.

The requirements for maximum deflection and torque are based on

those of the Apollo controller, which was the product of the most thorough

human factors research available. During LESS boost the controller will

require breakout torque in yaw for positive reaction jet switching, while

engine gimbal deflections in pitch and roll require proportional torques

with initial breakout torques. After boost, the controller will exhibit

breakout torque in all three axes for reaction-jet control switching.

There are, therefore, two separate modes of operation in the pitch

and roll axes: engine gimbaling during boost, and reaction-jet thrusting

during orbital coast. To reliably implement the dual functions in a single-

rotation controller may be beyond present technology, but two techniques

are suggested:
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lo Dual, side-by-side controllers. The advantages of using separate

single-function controllers are that each is a simple three-axis

component, many versions of which have been developed and used

in the past. Among the disadvantages is that each controller may

operate the same yaw reaction jets, each is located in a com-

promise position from the standpoint of the pilot, and two control-

lers add to the weight, cost, and power requirements of the
vehicle.

2. Single controller with mode switching. This method is probably

the simplest approach if stability augmented control is used and

the controller deflections generate electrical signals. The con-

troller could either be switched from gimbaling operation to

reaction-jet operation manually by a toggle switch or automatically
by the mode sequencing logic. If hardwire control is used, mode

switching requires that the gimbal linkage be removed from the

system after thrust termination. The reaction-jet linkage (either

electrical or mechanical) may be operating during boost or be

switched into the system with the same switch that removes the

gimbal linkage.

The total excursion of the rotational controller in each axis has been

set somewhat arbitrarily since it depends on mass properties as will be

explained later. In the case of reaction-jet operation, very little deflection

is necessary to provide the pilot with a positive indication that he has actu-
ated the jets. The time duration of the deflection determi:aes the on-tinae of

the jet. If a pulse duration logic system is implemented, deflection becomes

a proportional command and greater deflection range is needed. Controller

excursion for gimba]ing is proportional to the desired vehicle control torque.

The maximum excursion required for hardwire stability should be sized for

optimum sensitivity and may be quite small; however, c ornpens ation for

center-of-gravity misalignments may dictate a larger excursion. Previous

experience with hardwire controllers indicates that a spring return centering

device is desirable which means that a separate method of aligning the

nominal thrust vector to the center of gravity should be investigated. Con-

troller use with a stability augmented gimbaling system requires that the

maximum excursion be sized for optimum rotational rates.

Composite curves, showing LESS rotation controller characteristics

for both main thruster (TVC) and reaction (RCS) control _re shown in

figures 2-45, 2-46, and 2-47 for roll, pitch, and yaw axes. Also shown

in the figures in dashed lines are the requirements for Apollo.
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Potentially, a conflict exists for hardwire control between the optimum

sensitivity gear ratio from the controller to the engine gimbal, and the gear

ratio which provides comfortable controller load torque. Typically, the load

torque is generated by frictional and spring loads in the gimbal and linkage

which are unsymmetrical about the null and are nonlinear. These torques

must be nxinirnized by the designer so that desirable torque characteristics

may be built into the controller.

The first step in determining how severe is the conflict is to find the

optimum controller sensitivity. Data will be generated for the gear ratio

as a function of important parameters using the overall control sensitivity

curve developed in the previous section and appearing in figure 2-44. Since

the thrust, T, the moment of inertia, I, and the distance from the center of

gravity to the gimbal,_, for the vehicle is determined from other considera-

tions, the gear ratio, KS, is the parameter to be optimized. A proper value

of K S centers the control sensitivity about the peak pilot opinion rating: the

start burn (launch) rating is equal to the end burn rating. The centering

process is more easily accomplished if the data of figure 2-44 in the previous

section are presented as shown in figure 2-48.

Table 2-10 presents the mass properties data (from an early configura-

tion) to be used in the analysis. Start burn and end burn values of the term

(T_/I) are calculated from the table 2-10 data and are shown in table 2-11.

Examination of the data shows that only a small area of the figure 2-48

sensitivity field is needed to investigate the particular vehicle characteris-

tics of table 2-Ii.

The optimum controller-to-gimbal sensitivities (gear ratios) for

various launch thrust-to-weight ratios for the pitch and roll axes are

replotted in figure 2-49. The additional scale of pilot opinion rating at the

top of the plot indicates that pilot opinion is nearly independent of launch

thrust-to-weight. It also shows that the hand]ing qualities are unsatisfactory.

Figure 2-44 in the previous section indicates a potential pilot opinion

rating of 2. 5, which is well within the acceptable handling qualities range.

If only small variations in rating are allowed, then an acceptable hardware

vehicle could be realized. Several methods of minimizing the parameter

variations are apparent, but their implementatio n require further study:

I. Provide a programmed sensitivity gear ratio which tracks the

optimum pilot opinion point.

21 While keeping thrust and gear ratio constant throughout flight,

configure the vehicle so that the ratio of _/I is constrained to

the proper limits.
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3o l_rogram one or more step changes in thrust, so that the optimum

region of the curve in figure 2-44 is traversed one or more times.

The method is schematically shown in figure 2-50.

As a final guideline for vehicle design, once a value of (Tg/I) is

determined for launch, a sensitivity gear ratio is set on the basis of handl-

ing qualities. This gear ratio will provide satisfactory handling qualities

only until the value of (T_/I) has tripled. The guideline is described pic-

torially in figure 2-51.

To further investigate the third suggested handling qualities improve-

ment method, flight mechanics data was used, as seen in table 2-12. The

values of (Te/I) for start burn, the points just prior and just after thrust

decrease, and end burn were calculated. To find the sensitivity gear ratio
for the rotation controller, the start burn and end burn values of (T_/I) were

entered into the curves of figure 2-48. What occurred between start burn

and end burn for each of the thrust decrease ratios could only be answered

by further calculation. By using the propellant weight fraction data shown

in figure 2-52 and the mass properties data in table 2-10, the intermediate

values of (T_/I) were computed. These values are shown in figure 2-53 for

each thrust reduction ratio. The resulting estimated pilot opinion rating

histories are shown in figure 2-54. The following observations can now be

made:

1. Thrust reduction during boost may be used to improve hardwire

pilot opinion ratings. Compare figures 2-54 and 2-49.

2. The optimum thrust reduction ratio, for the mass properties data

utilized in this study, lies between 0.4 and 0.6. Ratios larger

than 0.6 exhibit poor handling qualities at start burn and end

burn. Ratios smaller than 0.4 produce poor handling qualities

prior to thrust reduction. Further study of the small ratios may
indicate that an intermediate, or three-level thrust history, will

enhance handling qualities. Shifting the thrust reduction event to

an earlier or later time penalizes total boost AV.

3. Decreasing the thrust reduction ratio increases the rotational

controller sensitivity gear ratio. Large gear ratios are

undesirable since they increase controller deflection load torques.

To complete the description of relationships between vehicle param-

eters, rotation controller sensitivity and deflection, and engine gimbal angle,

the factor of total center of gravity alignment must be introduced. Typical

hardwire control involves attitude oscillations about the desired attitude.

These oscillations are caused by continuous control torque inputs by the
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pilot, the average torque being zero. Since zero torque implies aligning

the thrust vector through the total center of gravity, the center of gravity

position is of importance for precision guidance. If the total center of

gravity is off center an amount AX and Ay feet, then the thrust vector must

be misaligned _p degrees for stable attitude rate, where

_p m ±57.3 --_//xX_+ Ay2 (2-18)

As an additional complication, both the rotation controller and the

engine gimbal must be designed to include this misalignment without

decreasing the deflection range needed for stabilization and maneuvers.

The maximum gimbal travel required is then

5GIMBAL = KS6STIC K ±Cp (2-19)

and the maximum gimbal travel must be capable of producing a predeter-

mined angular acceleration:

_ -_- 6GIMBAL

The relationships between these factors are shown in figure 2-55 as

a homograph. In the figure, a particular example was chosen for illustra-

tive purposes which uses the mass properties data for 1,000-pound pro-

pellant loading from table 2-10, and a launch thrust-to-weight ratio of

0.30. The maximum angular acceleration requirement was chosen to be
0.075 radians per second 2, which is one-half of the requirement for the

lunar flying vehicle at launch. A pitch-plane total center of gravity mis-

alignment corresponding to 0.5 degree thrust misalignment is shown. The

remaining input data point, that of rotation controller sensitivity, was

chosen to be 0.2 degrees of gimbal per degree of rotatibn controller. The

results ol the example show a 12-degree maximum rotation controller

deflection and a 2.35-degree maximum gimbal angle suffices.

By entering compatible values of (Te/1), angular acceleration, and

thrust misalignment for various points during boost, maximum gimbal and

rotation controller deflection history requirements _my be determined.

This operation is necessary to ensure adequate control capability throughout
boost.

Manual stabilization and control techniques conclusions. - The detailed

conclusions of this report section are given in the Guidance and Control

Techniques Conclusions Summary section which follows.
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Guidance and Navigation Concept Synthesis

Introduction and objectives. - The purpose of this effort was to identify

guidance system concepts that are appropriate for the LESS. In keeping with

the scope of this Phase A study, a broad variety of concepts were examined.

Gross comparisons and tradeoffs were made to establish a relatively small

family of preferred concepts.

Approach. - The LESS mission is an emergency or backup approach

to the normal LM ascent and rendezvous. The availability of large quantities

of LM propellants makes it virtually unnecessary to achieve fuel-optimal

guidance and, therefore, permits less sophisticated guidance systems than

either the primary or abort guidance system of the LM. The guidance

system is required only to establish the LESS in a rendezvous-compatible

orbit about the moon. In general, this orbit is clear and permits the CSM

to perform the rendezvous within its AV constraints and within the time

limitations of the spacesuit life support systems of the LESS crewmen.

Injection into higher orbits than the LM (60 nm rather than approximately

i0 nm) is utilized to reduce the guidance accuracy requirements even
further.

With regard to safety and reliability, the presently conceived LESS

does not operate in a fail-safe environment and requires the time-critical

completion of several operations for success; therefore, the approach

adopted is to employ "less guidance for LESS" and to achieve adequate

safety and reliability through the use of simple systems and operations.

Guidance system requirements: The principal system requirements

considered herein are minimizing the system complexity and maintaining

sufficient accuracy. The word complexity is used qualitatively herein to

refer to factors such as operational complication, ease of piloting, system

weight, power, volume, cost, etc. System accuracy requirements may be

inferred from the trajectory error sensitivity data in the Trajectories

Section of this report using the error source data of G&C System Analysis

Section. The approach employed in the study was to assess the accuracy

capability of the subsystem concepts rather than to arbitrarily budget an
accuracy requirement on each of the subsystems. The total thrust vector

pointing errors must typically be maintained at a time-averaged value of

less than 1. 5 degrees to achieve a safe orbit with a nominal altitude of
60 nm.
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System synthesis approach: The specific approach employed herein

was to:

i. Identify the capabilities of existing systems external to the LESS

(LM, CSM, and mission control center) to assist in the guidance

functions.

2. Identify gross subsystem concepts.

3. Contrast qualitative merits of concepts to identify preferred

approaches.

4. Integrate preferred subsystem candidates into complete system

concepts that can be mechanized for simulation (NASA-LRC).

Anatomy ct the problem: For the purpose of this report, guidance

refers to control of the path or trajectory of the spacecraft center of mass.

For LESS, this control consists of propulsion ignition timing, thrust vector

steering, and propulsion cutoff control. Steering requires an attitude-

reference sensing system and may employ additional trajectory measure-

ments or navigation data to achieve the desired trajectory. The stabilization

and control system consists of the devices used to control vehicle attitude

dynamics and any additional stability-augmentation devices necessary to

achieve adequate stability.

Assumptions and ground rules:

I. The LESS must be capable of being operated and flown satisfactorily

by a single crewman in the event the second crewman is incapaci-

tated; however, the two crewmen may share flight control tasks

if they are both fit.

2. The LESS must achieve a clear orbit of the moon prior to the first

propulsion system shutdown.

9. It is assumed that the LM voice communication and/or guidance and

navigation updata link is operative and that the pre-ascent guidance

targeting computations may be accomplished at the Mission Control

Center and relayed to the LESS ([. e., an autonomous LESS guidance

system is not required).

Guidance elements external to LESS. - To establish a minimum-

complexity LESS guidance system, it is appropriate to examine functions

that can be accomplished by other guidance equipment associated with the

problem:
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Mission Control Center at Houston (MCC/H): The existing voice link

and guidance computer updata link in the LM can be utilized to transmit the

LESS ascent guidance targeting data, as is the current procedure for all

Apollo major thrusting maneuvers.

CSM: Sextant sighting and VHF range data can be utilized for landing

(takeoff) site determination and for rendezvous guidance; however, the CSM

guidance computer using the sextant and VHF range data does not provide

sufficiently fast response to be of any assistance during the LESS ascent

phase.

LM: The LM abort guidance system might be repackaged to provide

for easy removability and, thereby, to permit its alternate use with the

LESS. (This approach is evaluated further in this report. ) The LM optics
might also be of assistance in the alignment of LESS attitude reference

systems. During ascent, the LM radar could track the LESS automatically

and might be used via a communication llnk for closed-loop guidance. The

technique might conceivably be worked out should a requirement for closed-

loop guidance manifest itself.

Summary of stabilization and control system (SCS) concepts. - The SCS

may be considered to be the plant function or controlled element in the guid-

ance problem. For this reason, it is pertinent to summarize some of the

properties of the candidate SCS concepts with respect to guidance prior to

defining guidance subsystem concepts (table 2-13). An autopilot system is

added to the manual SCS concepts for comparative purposes.

Based on the analyses given in the Manual Stabilization and Control

System Section of this report, several of the SCS concepts are not as attrac-

tive as the others for the LESS application and will be deleted from further

consideration. The systems deleted are the following:

° Kinesthetic (two-body control): Analysis indicates that the small

potential improvement in handling qualities, over those of the basic

single-body kinesthetic control method, is not warranted by the

increased complexity of the system (severe design constraints on

the overall vehicle configuration), and the expected improvement

is not sufficient to compete with hardwire control. For these

reasons, no further effort in the guidance area on this system will

be made.

. Hardwire with compensation networks: The handling qualities antici-

pated for this system lie between those of the basic hardwire

system and the stability-augmented system. Similarly, the mechani-

zation penalties associated with adding compensation networks are

probably a compromise between the two systems. It has been
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recommended in the Stabilization and Control Section that further

study of this mode be conducted to more firmly establish its posi-

tion. In the absence of sufficient data to confirm the anticipated

handling qualities improvement and since its performance is

bounded by two other systems, it will be deleted from further

guidance considerations.

3° Hardwire (neutral c. g. ): The handling qualities improvement

expected for the application of this concept to LESS is small com-

pared with its complexity; the advantages of a level base for simple

visual sight mounting are outweighed by the mechanization penalties.

Systems remaining for further consideration are the kinesthetic (basic),

hardwire (basic), stability augmentation, and autopilot.

Thrust ignition and cutoff control concepts. - A family of potential

concepts is listed in table 2-14 along with a discussion of their relative

merits. The clock is found to provide the simplest basis for thrust ignition

,lining. The third and fourth concepts listed are operationally limited and

are much more unwieldy than the first and second concepts. It is concluded

that the clock for ignition and the AV meter for thrust cutoff constitute the

least complex of the satisfactory approaches. The inertial guidance and

navigation represents the most complex approach and is preferable only

if steering accuracy necessitates this approach.

Attitude reference system concepts. - The attitude reference sensing

devices are classified below as instrument or visual devices. For the

manually controlled SCS concepts, the thrust vector pointing accuracy

requirement necessitates that the pilot give his full attention to controlling

the spacecraft. For this reason, integrated three-axis attitude displays

are deemed necessary. Also, hybrid combinations of visual and instrument

attitude reference systems are not given, primarily, because the resulting

system generally possesses all the disadvantages of both types of systems.

Instrument attitude reference concepts: Present state-of-the-art

attitude reference system technology has provided: gyroscopic devices,

sun sensors, horizon scanners, and star sensors.

The star and horizon sensor devices are immediately rejected for the

LESS application because of their relative complexity and sophistication

when compared with the gyro, sun sensor, and visual display devices dis-

cussed in subsequent sections. The preferred concepts are summarized in

table 2-15.
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Visual attitude reference concepts: Because of the less well-developed

technology in the area of visual attitude reference devices (despite pioneering
work at NASA-LRC), it was deemed advisable to return to basics, and the

following approach was adopted:

l, Identify all the pertinent features of the visual environment that

might be useful for visual attitude reference and define the attitude

information that might be derived.

2. Contrast the relative advantages of the visual attitude-reference

concepts to identify the superior techniques.

3. Combine the resulting attitude reference concepts into three-axis

attitude display concepts.

Identification of visual references: The visually identifiable features of

the lunar environment are listed in table Z-16 along with the attitude informa-

tion that can be obtained, possible mechanization approaches, and relative

advantages of the concept.

Visual attitude reference concept evaluation: Based on the remarks

contained in table 2-16, the following visual attitude-rele_ ence concepts are

judged to be inferior to the other concepts listed in the table.

I. Lunar terminator: poorly defined image is inferior to lunar

horizon.

Z. Earth: inferior to sun, not as bright, location is generally over-

head providing no azimuth data.

3. Stars/planets: no particular advantage over solar and horizon,

viewers and mechanizations are more cumbersome.

4. LM: less advantageous than forward landmarks.

5. Flare operationally more difficult than using the sun, landmarks,

or horizon with no appreciable advantages over these references.

The remaining preferred visual attitude reference concepts are lunar

horizon perpendicular to orbit plane, lunar horizon in orbit plane, lunar

landmarks, solar viewer, and CS_ql.

The lunar landmarks and horizon located beyond the terminator (dark

region of the moon) are included above, but considerable doubt remains at

this time regarding their visibility. It may be observed that any of the

attitude-reference concepts provides attitude information in no more than two

axes; therefore, it becomes appropriate to investigate the feasibility of inte-

grating the attitude reference concepts into complete three-axis displays.
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TABLE Z-16. _LTERNATIVE VISUAL ATTITUDE

REFERENCE CONCEPTS

System Description and

Possible Mechanizations

Visual

Reference

Lunar Horizon

(Perpendicular

to orbit plane)

Lunar Horizon

(In orbit plane)

Lunar landmarks

Lunar Terminator

Solar Reference

Attitude

Provided

Pitch and

roll

Pitch and

roll

Azimuth and

pitch

T-tube, mlrror-reflected

_mages of horizon seg-

ments perpendicular to

orbit plane (mirrors/

prisms).

View forward (or rear-

ward) horizon in plane

of orbit, hinged wide-

angle telescope, peri-

scope, wire grid,

recticle on plastic

window, gunsight with

virgually imaged r_-

ticle (Apollo COAS -

type device).

Same type of devices as

for lunar horizon use

known landmarks near

horizon to sight on.

View can be shifted to

more distant landmarks

as vehicle flies over

the landmarks used

earlier in the boost.

SCS Concept

Applicability

All manual modes,

slightly less

appropriate for

klne s the tic

because of head

motion required.

All manual modes,

less appropriate

for kinesthetic

because of head

motion required.

Same as lunar

horizon.

Remarks

Most accurate for roll; less

accurate for pitch. Prob-

ably requires sun illumi-

nated horizon. Significant

error at low altitudes due

to terrain roughness.

Forward lunar horizon

visibility past terminator

(darkside of moon) is

questionable (without dark

adaption of eye). The aft

horizon is well illuminated

by the sun, but its use is

subject to greater attitude

errors than use of a

forward landmark (this

phenomena is discussed

in a subsequent section).

The simplest mechaniza-

tions have considerable

parallax error for kin-

esthetic control because

of required head motions.

Significant error at low

altitudes is due to terrain.

Same as for lunar horizon.

The technique may be

somewhat limited by the

finite number of landmarks

readily distinguishable.

Pitch and

roll

Azimuth and

Same as lunar horizon

(in orbit plane).

Solar image filtered to

Same as lunar

horizon.

Same as lunar

Accuracy is poor because

oflunar surface

irregularitle s.

Daytime use only.

pitch reduce light intensity.

May be viewed directly

through periscope or

imaged on ground-glass

display. Variable

intensity filtering will

permit superposition of

sun image into o_her

displays (such as

(T-tube). Non-spherical

optics may be used to

image the sun in unusual

shapes such as a line.

horizon. Requires considerable

filtering if crewman is to

see other references also.

Sunline can be consider-

ably n_isal';gned with con-

trol axes and can,

therefore, introduce

cross-coupling. The high

light intensity and shape

of the sun permits easy

acquisition and imaging.

Automatic solar-aspect

sensing can also be easily

accomplished, and many
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Visual

Reference

- ALTERNATIVE VISUAL ATTITUDE

REFERENCE CONCEPTS - Concluded

TABLE 2-16.

Solar Reference

(Continued)

Earth

Stars and Planets

CSM

LM (on lunar

surface)

Flare

Balloon

System Description and

Possible Mechanizations

Attitude

Provided

Azimuth and

elevation

Yaw, pitch,

and roll.

Azimuth and

elevation.

Azimuth and

elevation.

Azimuth and

elevation.

Azimuth

Same devices as for

lunar horizon (in orbit

plane).

Wide-FOV telescope or

sextant optics with

extensive light shield-

ing devices to permit

dark adaption of eye.

Drop filter into optical

Ipath whenever bright

object enters FOV,

Same devices as for

lunar horizon (in orbit

!plane).

Same devices as for lunar

horizon (in orbit plane).

Flare shot from CSM or

LM in direction of

desired orbit plane.

Track with same devices

as lunar horizon (in

orbit plane).

Balloon inflated and

deployed from LM during

descent orbit phase,

Track with same devices

as lunar horizon (pitch).

SCS Concept

Applicability

Same as lunar

horizon.

Same as lunar

horizon.

All manual

modes. Most

appropriate for

more stable

fast-response

systems.

Same as lunar

horizon.

Same as lunar

horizon.

Same as lunar

horizon.

Remarks

ofthese sensors have been

space qualified. No

azimuth available when sun

is overhead.

Usually less desirable than

sun because of sun's higher

intensity. May be difficult

to see because of proximity

of sun. For some mission

geometry, the earthma7

have a more favorable

location for use as an

attitude reference.

Required light shielding

around space helmet will

be bulky and cumbersome.

Reference is easily lost if

bright object enters FOV

and eye loses dark adap-

lion. Complex gimbaling

required to fly pitch profile.

Use for active steering

w, r.t. GSM using classical

collision-course guidance

(proportional navigation),

During latter portion of

ascent in the near vicinity

of the CSM, poor with

some sun angles.

Errors in prior trajectory

are perpetuated. Difficult
to find a suitable means of

using this reference.

Requires development and

testing of space flare tech-

nology and deployment.

• Flare will probably have

short life. Flare trajec-

tory subject to deployment

errors. Satisfactory use

of flare will probably

require deployment from

CSIvi while some place

ove,'_-cad and hence, will

resul, in CSM being phased

appreciably ahead of LESS.

Balloon deployment errors

propagated over the longer

lunar mission stay-tlme

can result in unfavorable

phasing for rendezvous.

Places tight constraint on
ascent launch time. Possi-

ble visibility problem due

to proximity of sun.
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Visual attitude reference display integration: The visual attitude-

reference concepts defined, in general, provide attitude information about

no more than two axes. The poorer stability of some of the SCS concepts

being considered requires that the pilot devote considerable attention to con-

trolling all three axes of vehicle motion. Three-axis attitude displays, which

require the pilot to do only a minimum amount of instrument scanning, are

considered mandatory for these cases. The purpose of the following discus-

sion is to integrate the visual concepts into three-axis displays.

Of the preferred visual attitude-reference concepts defined, only the

solar viewer and lunar landmarks provide azimuth (yaw) references. For this

reason the various possible combinations of concepts are classified according

to whether they employ the sun or landmarks for the azimuth reference.

Table Z-17 presents some possible combinations of the visual attitude-

reference concepts to achieve three-axis displays. Also included in the table

is more definitive information on mechanization possibilities, whether the

sight is directly coupled or gimbaled with respect to the vehicle, and the pitch

steering profile that is most appropriate for the display. It may be noted that

the solar viewer concepts can be implemented by facing the pilot toward the

sun or by means of a periscope that enables the pilot to face in the direction

of down-range flight.

Of the display concepts given in table g-17, the following were judged
to be inferior:

1. a - More complex than 1,b.

1. c - No significant advantage over other concepts.

2.b - More complex than 2. c.

2. d - Not so accurate as 2.b or 2. c; display more difficult to view than

those of other concepts.

The following concepts are judged to be the superior approaches:

1.b - Minimum complexity of type 1 concepts, provides a "natural"

display to pilot.

2.a, 2. c, and Z.e - Requires more detailed analysis to establish which

of three is best.
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Some factors affecting choice of lunar features for attitude reference:

The lunar landmarks and horizon have been included in the visual attitude-

reference concepts treated; however, some doubt exists regarding their

visibility when located on the dark side of the terminator. The brightly illu-

minated region in front of the terminator may not permit the dark adaption of

the eye necessary to see the features beyond the terminator even though these

features are illuminated by earthshine. The Apollo 8 and 10 crewmen have

given their opinions on this matter but were unable to be conclusive, as none
of them viewed the terminator under these conditions.

Some interesting phenomena occur in using visual attitude-reference

marks that are located at a finite distance with respect to the observer

(fig. 2-56). If the ascent trajectory dispersions are significant compared
with the distance to the reference mark, these dispersions produce a change

in the direction of line of sight. As indicated in the figure, a reference mark

ahead of the vehicle produces a favorable change in the line-of-sight direc-

tion, the thrust vector being turned back toward the preferred direction.

Similarly, a reference mark behind the thrusting vehicle has the opposite

effect and tends to increase or compound the effects of prior trajectory dis-

persions. On this basis, horizon and landmarks in the down-range direction

appear to be distinctly preferable to those opposite the direction of flight.
The choice of lunar landmarks may be made so as to maximize the beneficial

effects of this phenomenon.

LANDMARK AHEAD - CORRECTIVE STEERING PROVIDED

_. __/_ LANDMARK

LANDMARK BEHIND - PRIOR THRUST VECTOR STEERING ERRORS ARE PERPETUATED

J
J

LANDMARK

Figure 2-56. - Use of Landmarks at Finite Distance for Corrective

Steering in Azimuth (t0p views)
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Pitch profile requirements on visual displays: When steering the LESS

to a horizon or solar attitude reference, the vehicle is required to pitch

through relatively large angles. Table Z-18 presents typical values for these

pitch angle requirements.

TABLE Z-18. - PITCH ATTITUDE CHANGE REQUIREMENTS FOR

FRONTAL HORIZON AND SOLAR ATTITUDE REFERENCES

Steer to Frontal Horizon

Standard Z- step 77 °

90 ° Z-step 90 °

Bent Z-step (angle between steps) 64 °

3-step 90 °

Optimum 10Z °

Steer to Sun (or inertial) reference

Standard Z- step 98 °

90 ° Z-step 90 °

Bent Z-step (angle between stepq) 79 °

3-step _14 °

Optimum 13 I.5 °

It may be observed that the pilot's line of sight will have to turn

through an appreciable angle without resorting to the use of mirrors or other

indirect viewing schemes. The astronaut field-of-view limitations have been

estimated and are given in figure Z-57. These data reflect the normal human

eye deflection limits, normal head motion limits, and helmet-imposed limits.

The pilot can perform normal attitude reference tracking tasks within the

limits of eye fixation shown in the figure. These limits subtend an angle of

lZ9 degrees. If an allowance of ±15 degrees is made as a design margin for

attitude excursions and non-nominal positioning of the crewman on the

vehicle, a usable range of approximately 100 degrees is left for the nominal

pitch maneuvering. It may be seen from the table above that this 100 degrees

of available field of view is exceeded by several possible pi:ch profiles. It

is also noteworthy that the bent Z-step profile field-of-view requirements are

smaller than for the other pitch profiles and do fall well within the available

field of view requirements of the pilot.
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Figure 2-58 depicts the hardwire configuration with the astronaut

positioned to fly a bent 2-step trajectory using a frontal horizon reference.

This position permits the pilot to fly both of the steps by moving the center

of his vision ±32 degrees from his standard line of sight. The other pitch

profiles more closely approach or exceed the limits of his field of view.

Figure 2-59 presents a similar diagram for the kinesthetic SCS system.

When this system is used, the pilot stands erect to control the vehicle. It

may be seen that all pitch profiles require that the pilot's field-of-view

limits be exceeded. It is concluded that the direct-viewing frontal-horizon

attitude-reference system used in conjunction with the kinesthetic control

mode is not a workable concept. Mirrors or other devices might be employed

to bend the line of sight; however, the inherent cross-coupling and additional

pilot attention required to interpret such a display is believed to be excessive
for the kinesthetic mode.

Cross-coupling between visual displays and controls. - During an
optimum ascent trajectory, the LESS goes through a pitch angle of approxi-

mately 130 degrees with respect to a nonrotating reference. The spacecraft

control axes, therefore, rotate through a large angle with respect to the

visual frames of reference considered. The result is a severe change in

the cross-coupling between the visual displays and the vehicle control axes.

This cross-coupling is not a problem with the instrument display concepts,

since these displays can readily be made to present information in vehicle

body coordinates. The cross-coupling problem inherent in the visual

display concepts are not without solution, and the following four concepts

are offered as potential solutions to this problem:

lo The pilot may be able to mentally provide the necessary coordinate

transformations. This approach will, of course, require consider-

able training (simulator experience) and a relatively stable SCS

mode and would be enhanced by a natural nonimaged display, such
as a horizon and landmark.

2. Transformation of the control signals into display axes with resol-

vers driven by a pitch-attitude programmer.

3. Same as 2, except, when flying the N-step pitch profile, the

coordinate transformations can be mechanized with simple

resistive networks rather than resolvers. Switching between

networks can be accomplished at each step change.

. Providing a controller with a gimbal and a shape that will permit

the pilot to provide hand-control inputs in display coordinates.

An example would be a controller shaped like a billiard ball and
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THRUST LINE

SECOND STEP OF

BENT 2-STEP PROFILE
STANDARD LOS

LIMITS (EYE FIXATION)

FIRST STEP OF BENT 2-STEP PROFILE

INITIAL HORIZON

Figure 2-58. - Horizon-Viewing Limitations for Seated Pilot

gimbaled about its center. The SCS would be mechanized such

that controller rotations about a display axis would provide space-
craft motion about that axis.

The severity of this cross-coupling between the visual displays and

body control axes is not easil? assessed but can be determined in a man-

in-loop simulation. All of the above potential solutions to this problem

ultimately lead to additional complexity, either in the training of the pilot
or in svstern mechanization.
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Hybrid attitude reference systems. Attitude reference systems employ-

ing inertial sensors and visual cues may be used to embody the best features

of both. For instance, a heading gyro might be used to augment the poor

azimuth reference inherent in visual attitude reference systems. Such an

approach appears to have the disadvantages of both system types as well as

their advantages, however. The heading gyro requires alignment on the
lunar surface and the visual reference still suffers from the limitations

imposed by various lighting conditions, as well as inaccuracies because of

surface roughness. For this reason, hybrid attitude reference systems are

not given further consideration.

Guidance employin_ trajectory data. - The LESS ascent phase guidance

may employ trajectory state vector data in a closed-loop fashion to g_'eatly

reduce the effects of thrust vector pointing errors inherent in the vehicle

dynamics, the SCS, and attitude reference systems. Such an approach may

be utilized to correct for the larger pointing errors of the less stable

manually controlled SCS modes. The trajectory data may be sensed directly

(as in a radar altimeter) or may be computed (as in inertial navigators).

Aircraft-type doppler navigators and concepts employing radar altim-

eters are excluded from consideration because of their higher complexity

relative to the newer inertial navigators. The remaining concepts treated

below are the simple visual sensing concepts and inertial navigation systems.

Visual sensing of trajectory data: Up to this point in the report, visual

sensing has been restricted to attitude determination only. This section

treats the visual sensing of trajectory state data. Such data may be employed

to implement some form of closed-loop guidance.

The objects in the LESS visual environment that may be us eful in

sensing trajectory data are listed in table 2-19. Observations that require

automatic computation to obtain meaningful steering information have been

excluded because of the excessive complexity of such an approach. From

the table, it is concluded that an altitude measurement using a T-tube

(lateral horizons viewer) or sevtant device is quite feasible. In fact, it is

believed that the T-tube could be made to produce a null-seeking pitch display

that yields a unique pitch attitude versus altitude steering profile. Such

a sensor would permit the vehicle to be steered so as to achieve injection

at a specified altitude. (The concept requires development, which was not

possible in this study).

The reduction of lateral velocity errors inherent in the use of frontal

landmarks for yaw attitude reference is attractive. The driftmeter approach

is deemed to be excessively complex in light of its requirement for instrument

stability and the workload imposed on the pilot. Observations of the CSM are

useful if the computational capacity of a LESS-active rendezvous system were
available.
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Inertial navigation systems: In recent years, numerous inertial navi-

gators that have been developed might be appropriate for the LESS applica-

tion should the accuracy requirements warrant an approach of this sophisti-

cation. The weight and power of these systems is of primary concern, since

it is desirable to keep the dry weight of the LESS at a minimum. Although

little emphasis has been placed on the reduction of weight in these systems,

some state-of-the-art advances have been made. Table 2-20 is a brief

summary of the weight and power of a family of autonavigators. The first

system is representative of the state of the art existing approximately ten

years ago. The last system utilizes electrostatic gyros and is at least four

years and considerable dollars away from operational status. The table

serves to indicate that the advances in circuit and instrument technology

are resulting in orders-of-magnitude weight improvement. With regard to

LESS application, it is clear that the weight of the first system is an extremely

imposing penalty in contrast to the three-pound Micron system, It is

obvious that the penalty for use of an inertial navigator in the LESS is strongly

a function of the time period. If a LESS development program were imple-

mented immediately, the lunar module abort guidance system development

status could support a very accelerated vehicle development schedule. The

Teledyne system might be available for a slower development program.

The autonavigators listed in the table constitute a small fraction of the

existing or near-term systems being developed and were selected to repre-

sent a wide variety of system types.

Use of LM abort guidance system: The mere existence of the LM

abort guidance system (AGS) suggests the possibility of pirating this gear

for use on the LESS. TheAGS consists of three packages: (I) abort sensor

assembly (ASA), a strapdown inertial measurement unit; (2) abort electronics

assembly (AEA), the guidance computer and power supplies; and (3) data

entry and display assembly (DEDA), the guidance system input-output device.

The concept would require reconnecting this gear to a new battery-pack

power supply, aligning the gyros, insertion of new constants and targeting

data into the computer, removal from the LM, and reinstallation on the

LESS. To assess the feasibility of this approach, the following considera-

tions must be made: environmental control, ease of removal and reinstalla-

tion, power required, program changes, alignment, etc. The principal

problems associated with the concept are due to:

i. Removability The three major packages of the system are located

in different places, two of which are accessible from the exterior

of the LIVI only. The location, mounting, and connectors were not

designed for quick removability and would have to be modified

cons id erably.
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. Environmental control: The ASA and AEA a:e temperature con-

trolled by mounting them on the coldplate of the LM environmental

control system. Without the normal heat transfer to the coldplate,

the gyro temperatures go out of specification tolerances in approxi-

mately one hour. Mounting the gyro package on a heat sink could

provide several hours of lifetime, which would be sufficient for the

LESS application.

It is concluded that LM AGS satisfies the functional requirements of

the LESS mission, but that its present physical configuration is not amenable

to the equipment transfer required for this application. Considerable physical

redesign of the system is required to obtain the necessary ease of removal

and to provide necessary environmental control.

Integration of guidance subsystem concepts. - The preferred guidance
subsystem concepts have been defined and are summarized in figure 2-60.

These subsystems are integrated to provide the complete guidance system

concepts presented in table 2-21. These guidance system concepts constitute

a family of competitive systems suitable for more detailed definition, analysis,

and evaluation. Each stabilization and control concept has been matched with

the more appropriate attitude-reference system and steering profile. These

system concepts are analyzed further in the next section from the standpoint

of mechanization penalties and guidance errors.
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Guidance and Control Systems Considerations

The previous two report sections have explored manual stabilization

and control techniques and guidance and navigation system concepts appro-

priate for LESS. These techniques and concepts were integrated into the

family of guidance and control system concepts surnrnarlzed in table Z-Z1.

It is the purpose of this section to present analyses relating to these total

systems. A guidance error analysis has been performed to assess the

accuracy capability of the various system concepts. Also, the mechanization

aspects of these systems are considered in order to provide some insight into

the relative weight and complexity penalties that might be incurred in their

implementation.

Guidance error analysis. -

Objectives: The purpose of the guidance error analysis is to assess

the ascent phase orbit injection error capability of the various G&C system

configurations being considered for candidate LESS vehicle concepts.

Approach: In the interests of LESS vehicle safety, a high probability

of successful orbit insertion is necessary. For this reason the orbit injec-

tion errors are assessed on a 3_ basis.

To establish the limits for safe injection a 5-nm margin for lunar

mountain clearance is necessary. Also, an altitude margin of 10 nm is

required for the rendezvous to provide the necessary attitude clearance for

the CSM while on its rendezvous transfer orbit; therefore, if the nominal

LESS orbit is a 60-nm circular orbit, an altitude uncertainty in the resulting

orbit of -45 nm can be tolerated.

Error source magnitudes: The error sources affecting the LESS ascent

guidance are summarized in table 2-22. They are classified into acceleration

vector (thrust and weight) magnitude errors, pointing errors, and timing

errors. In all cases, the magnitudes are based on the use of simple system

hardware and do not require a special high level of quality control in

manufacturing.
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TABLE 2-22. - SOME GUIDANCE ERROR SOURCE

MAGNITUDES (3o-)

Thrust-to-Weight Ratio {+4. 36%)

Thrust magnitude (due to engine, tankage and specific impulse

tolerances) = ±4. 00 percent.

Initial weight (due to crew, PLSS tolerances, and propellant

density variations) = :el. 74 percent.

Thrust- Vector Pointing Error

Manual steering errors {when flying to a constant or slowly

varying attitude reference)

Kinesthetic = ±1.30 degrees.

Hardwire = =el. 10 degrees.

Stability augmented system = :e0.40 degrees.

Multistep profile attitude maneuver rate errors

Kinesthetic and hardwire = ±2.45 degrees per second.

Stability augmented = ±0.54 degrees per second.

Thrust vector misalignment relative to engine = ±0.40 degrees.

Center-of-mass uncertainties = :e0.78 inches.

(Compensation employed to produce a thrust vector

pointing error = +0.40 degrees)

Thrust Ignition and Cutoff Error

Manua| ignition and cutoff timing errors = ±i. 00 second.

Z_V meter cutoff accuracy (including accelerometer instrument

and propulsion tailoff errors) = 0.10 percent.
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Thrust and weight errors: The thrust level tolerances have been esti-

mated at 4 percent. This value includes engine, pressurization system, pro-

pellant temperature, and specific impulse variations. Simple pressure-fed

engines and orifice flow rate control is assumed. The vehicle initial weight

error (1.74 percent) includes crew weight variations (14 lb) and hardware

tolerances and presumes that the propellant density variation due to tempera-

ture is not compensated. (Compensation through temperatl, re measurement

would avoid ±3 percent density variation. )

Hardware contribution to pointing errors: The thrust vector misalign-

merit with respect to the vehicle is pertinent for the ungimbaled configurations

and can easily be held to 0.4 degree (test data and higher quality control could

reduce this to 0.1 degree).

The average vehicle lateral center-of-mass uncertainty (without com-

pensation) is estimated at 0.78 inch. The dominant contribution is due to

crew positioning uncertainties taken as 2 inches per crewman. In addition,

the initial tanking tolerances (2 percent) and propellant consumption rate

tolerances (Z percent) are included. For hardwire control with the gimbal-

to-center-of-mass distance is assumed to be three feet, the resulting thrust

vector misalignment is 1.24 degree (3_). This is an excessively large error

contribution to the system and must be improved. Potential means of

improvement are :

1. Balancing of the vehicle/crew prior to liftoff (this is the preferred

method).

2. Instrumentation of the gimbal or addition of accelerometers to

provide a steering bias to be used in flight.

3. Design to achieve a large gimbal-to-center-of-mass distance. If

necessary this can be achieved with a sliding engine translator or

mechanical linkages providing a virtual gimbal point at some
distance from the vehicle.

4. Finding better means of reducing the crew positioning error.

The choice of technique to minimize the thrust vector pointing error

due to center-of-mass uncertainty involves design tradeoffs (see Design

Section, later in this report). Any of these techniques can readily reduce the

magnitude of this error source to 0.4 degree, and the remaining analysis
will assume this value.
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Langley Research Center simulation results for manual control errors:

Recently obtained thrust vector pointing error data from the NASA-LRC fixed-

base kinesthetic control mode simulator have been received and analyzed.

The data contains 27 simulation runs of the LESS ascent phase. The vehicle

configurations noted as A, B, and D were simulated. Four pilots participated

in the runs. An "8-ball" attitude reference was employed. The standard

two-step pitch profile was flown, and pointing-accuracy data were taken for

each step.

Table Z-23 presents the statistical estimates of thrust vector pointing
accuracy obtained from the simulation data based on all 27 simulation runs.

The mean plus 3_ pitch angle error for both steps is 1.72 degree. This can

produce a reduction in perigee altitude of -54 nm, based on the trajectory

error sensitivity data in the Trajectories Section earlier in this report. It

is noteworthy that the LRC pointing accuracy data (1.72 degree) is appre-

ciably improved over conservative early NR estimates (4 degrees). The

early NR estimates were extrapolated from Apollo and LFV simulation data

and were based on smaller vehicles with poorer handling qualities.

TABLE 2-23.- LRC KINESTHETIC SIMULATOR THRUST

VECTOR POINTING ACCURACY DATA

Angle

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

Roll

Roll

Step

1

2

Both

1

2

Mean

-0. II0

-0.230

-0. 17

+0.176

+0.362

1 Standard

Deviation

0.509

O. 524

0.517

O. 363

0.714

Mean +3

Standard

Deviations

I.64

1.80

1.72

1.27

2.50

A statistical analysis of the three vehicle configurations is not per-
formed because of the limited number of runs available for each case; how-

ever, an examination of the data indicates that the number of cases in which

a one-degree pointing error was exceeded in at least one or more of the

steps is as follows:

A - 3 times in 5 runs (60 percent)

B - 2 times in 11 runs (18 percent)

D - 3 times in 11 runs (27 percent)
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These data tend to indicate that the pointing accuracy capability of the

B and D configurations was better than that of Configuration A. This point-

ing accuracy data appears to correlate with the pilot handling qualities ratings

for the various configurations which were better for Configuration B and

poorer for Configuration A.

In light of the pointing accuracy variations achieved with the different

vehicle configurations, it is believed that optimized handling qualities can

yield even better pointing accuracies than those obtained over the entire

group of simulation runs. On this basis it seems reasonable to expect that

a 3¢ manual controlling error contribution of 1.3 degree for kinesthetic

controls is achievable. Similarly, the hardwire control mode might be

expected to achieve an accuracy of 1.1 degree in light of its relative freedom

from tail-wags-dog dynamics. This extrapolation of hardwire control accu-

racies from the kinesthetic mode data is extremely crude and is only done

because no better source of data is available. (It is recommended that the

hardwire control mode pointing accuracies be investigated more thoroughly

in future man-in-loop simulation studies. )

Other errors: The timing error in performing manual switching is

assumed to have an upper bound of 1.0 second. For pitch profile scheduling

and propulsion sutoff, a AV meter accuracy of 0. 1 percent is more than

adequate. Instrumentation of this accuracy is readily available.

Gyro attitude reference system errors using contemporary equipment

can easily be reduced to a small value compared with the other pointing

errors inherent in the simple G &C systems. For this reason, the gyro

errors are neglected in the present treatment.

]Error analysis results: Table 2-24 is a summary of the effects of the

individual error sources. The results are given in terms of injection orbit

altitude uncertainties when targeted for a 60-nm circular orbit. It may be

seen that the manual steering errors dominate for the kinesthetic and hard-

wire modes. The contribution of thrust-to-weight ratio errors is the next

largest item. It must be recalled that the _V meter is used to schedule the

pitch attitude profile in order to reduce the sensitivity to this level.
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TABLE 2-24. - EFFECT OF INDIVIDUAL

ERROR SOURCES

Error Source

Thrust/Weight (Launch T/W = 0.3)

Thrust Vector Pointing Errors

Thrust vector alignment with

respect to vehicle (fixed

gimbal) or effect of cg

uncertainty (gimbaled)

Manual steering errors
Kine s thetic

Hardwire

Stability augmented

Autopilot

Step profile attitude maneuver
rate errors

Kinesthetic and hardwire

Stability augmented

Thrust Ignition and Cutoff Errors

Manual ignition and cutoff

timing errors
AV meter

Engine tailoff impulse

Magnitude

(30-)

4.36%

0.4 °

60-nm

Injection Orbit

Altitude Uncertaintie s

21 nm

13 nm

1.3 °

1.1 °

0.4 °

0.1 °

41 nm

35 nm

13 nm

3 nm

±Z. 45 °/sec

±0.54°/sec

1.0 sec

0.1%

Negligible

19 nm

7 nm

12.5 nm

5.5 nm

The total 3_ system injection uncertainties relative to a 60-nm target

orbit are then as follows:

1. Kinesthetic control = 4-51.Z nm

2. Hardwire control = 4-46.4 nm

3. Stability augmented = 4-Z8.4 nm

4. Simple autopilot = +21.3 nm
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These values are based on the error source values of table 2-24 and

assume a 60-nm circular target orbit, a three-step ascent pitch profile and

manual operation of the propulsion system cutoff. To gain some insight as to
how reductions or removal of some of the error sources affect the overall

accuracy, figure 2-61 presents the 3o- injected orbit altitude uncertainty

versus manual steering errors for the kinesthetic and hardwire control modes.

The figure demonstrates the dominance of the manual steering errors for the

larger values, but also demonstrates that very significant accuracy improve-
ment can be made through removal or reduction of some of the error sources.

For example, the step attitude maneuver errors are appreciable if done on

an open-loop basis, but can be reduced appreciably by flying to displayed pitch

rate information or by flying a smooth, slowly varying pitch profile.

It may be concluded that, on the basis of the present error source

estimates, the kinesthetic mode provides very marginal, if indeed acceptable,

accuracy. It is conceivable that further improvements in the handling qual-

ities of this system could improve its accuracy to an acceptable level. The

hardwire accuracies are somewhat better. The stability augmented system

and the simple autopilot (without inertial guidance) are even better, as would

be expected.

The error analysis results are predicated on the use of simple systems

and in some instances the estimated magnitudes of the error sources may
still prove to be pessimistic. As discussed, some of the error sources are

obtained from somewhat crude extrapolations, and further simulation is

recommended to provide better bases for the estimates. Also, it has been

shown in the Trajectories Section earlier in this report that the choice of an

elliptic target orbit, rather than a circular orbit, further reduces the

sensitivity to the various error sources. For example, the contribution of

manual steering errors, as given in table 2-24, for the kinesthetic control

mode, 1.3 degree, to orbital uncertainty was 41 nm for a circular target

orbit. For an elliptical target orbit of 60 by 120 nm, this same 1.3 degree

steering error would only cause a 15-nm error in final orbit.

In this light, the results obtained are encouraging and do serve to

indicate that the simple systems considered herein have the potential of

meeting the LESS mission requirements.

System mechanization considerations. - The purpose of this section is

to explore some details of the mechanization of the various G&C system con-

cepts previously identified. The principal results obtained are estimates of

the weight penalties to mechanize the various concepts and a listing of the

required system elements that may be used to make a qualitative assessment

of relative complexity and reliability. Existing equipment characteristics

are employed where practical, and all estimates are predicated on present
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state-of-the-art technology. (Appreciable weight reductions are possible

using newer technology if more time and costs are allawable). Very little

redundancy has been incorporated in response to the study goal of adequate

reliability and safety through the employment of simple techniques and

systems.

The use of fluidic control components offers interesting mechanization

possibilities for the more complex systems, such as stability-augmentation.

Potential reliability improvements are the principal advantage. The develop-

ment status of these devices precludes their consideration for LESS at

present.

Table 2-25 is a listing of the components and subsystems required to

mechanize the eight integrated guidance and control concepts being con-

sidered. The hardwire configuration with reaction-jet attitude control is

intentionally excluded, as the weight penalties associated with this concept

are primarily associated with the propulsion system and are beyond the

scope of this section. Estimates of the battery weight required to power the

systems are made and added to the equipment weights to reflect the overall

system weight requirement. The battery weight estimates assume an energy

of 40 watt-hours per pound of battery weight. The equipment common to all

systems consists of the AV meter, the control panel, the VHF ranging

transponder, and the flashing beacon for CSM tracking.

Table 2-26 is a concise summary of the system weight totals for each

of the eight guidance and control system concepts considered. Relative

weight penalties may be assessed by comparing these totals. It must be

recalled that these weights include the VHF ranging transponder and flashing

beacon equipment required for the CSh/I active rendezvous. The remainder

of the weight contains the G&C elements required for surface preparations,

ascent, and coasting flight prior to docking.

The data summarized in table Z-Z6 give rise tothe following
conclusions:

. The hardwire system has a weight penalty of approximately 17 lb

over the kinesthetic system employing the same displays; however,

the kinesthetic system requirement for larger n_,_ments of inertia

to achieve suitable handling qualities probably produces a more

severe structural weight penalty.
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TABLE 2-25. - GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN

System Breakdown

I. Kinesthetic, Instrument ARS

Instrument ARS

Gyro Package: The search for aircraft panel

display instruments driven by two-degree-of-

freedom gyros yielded none that would satisfy

the LESS maximum drift rate requirement of

approximately one degree per hour. The

Lunar Orbiter inertial reference unit manu-

factured by Sperry Gyro Co. and utilizing a

variety of available gyros is selected.

Several other manufacturers have similar

packages, but do not have the testing or space

operational experience available with this

one. An allowance for gyro heater power is

included. (13 lb, 20 watts, 7 x 10 x 7 in.)

Gyro Display Coupling Circuitry: The circuitry

to approximately compute the euler angle

signals from gyro body rate data is required

to drive the 8-ball attitude display. (3 lb,

5 watts)

Attitude Display: The display for the LESS

ascent phase requires a display of approxi-

mately 140 degrees in pitch and ±15 degrees

in roll and yaw. A special-purpose 3-axis

display could be developed for these ranges

that would provide a savings in weight and

power over the 8-ball all-attitude indicator;

however, the ready availability and pilot

familiarity with 8-ball all-attitude indica-

tors makes them preferable for this applica-
tion. An advanced three-axis indicator

manufactured by Lear Siegler (Instrument

Division, Grand Rapids} is selected. (6 lb,

16 watts, 7 x 7x 8 in.)

Weight

(Ib)

25

Power

(watts)

41
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TABLE 2-25. - GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN - Continued

System Breakdown

Gyro Alignment Device: This device is similar

to the base of a surveyors transit. Bubble

levels are used to find the local level, and a

gunsight type of device is employed for

azimuth sightings. The three readouts are

set into the gyro display coupling electronics.

(3 lb)

Common equipment
Z_V Meter

The _V meter includes the accelerometer, the

velocity pulse counter electronics, and logic

switches to signal pitch-step changes and pro-

pulsion cutoff. A Bell Aerosystems Model VI

velocity meter is selected because of its small

size, availability, and the company's proven

capability with this type of system. (1 lb,
5 watts)

Control Panel

The panel provides a location for the follow-

ing controls and displays: Attitude display

(if utilized), a six-digit digital display for

displaying time (prior to liftoff) and AV

(during ascent), an increment/decrement

switch for updating the AV meter setting,

and the clock and rotary switches to power

the gear and electrically configure the

systems. (4 lb, 1 watt)

Rendezvous Equipment

VHF Transponder: A telecommunication link

to permit the CSM VHF range measuring sys-

tem to operate. Also provides a voice com-
munication link between the CSM and LESS.

(Z0 lb, 40 watts)

Weight

(lb)

35

Power

(watts)

67
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TABLE Z-Z5. - GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN- Continued

Weight Power

System Breakdown (lb) (watts)

Flashing Beacon: (10 lb, Zl watts)

108Equipment total

Battery weight

Total system weight

Z. Hardwire, Frontal Horizon/Landmark ARS

Hardwir e SCS

The weights are estimated from designdrawings.

Controller: 5 lb

Linkage: 2 lb

Gimbaled Propulsion Weight Penalty: 10 lb

(Total) 17 lb

Frontal Horizon/Landmark Viewer: The Gemini

rendezvous sight manufactured by Chicago
Aerial Industries is selected for this applica-

tion. The physical properties given are for

two sights as they would be mechanized to fly

the bent two-step pitch profile and include

allowance for the adjustable mounting, optics

covers, and electrical connectors. (lZ lb,

150 watts, 5 x 6 x 10 in. per unit)

Common equipment (see 1. above)

Equipment total

Battery weight

Total system weight

3. Hardwire, Instrument ARS

Hardwire SCS (see Z. above)

Instrument ARS (see 1. above)

Cornrnon equipment (see 1. above)

Equipment total

Battery weight

Total system weight

60

8

68

17

IZ

35

64

11

75

17

25

35

77

8

85

150

67

ZI7

D_

41

67

108
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TABLE Z-ZS. - GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN- Continued

Weight Power
System Breakdown (Ib) (watts)

4. Stability Augmented System, Frontal Horizon/
Landmark ARS

Stability-augmented SCS

Hand Controller: Honeywell design for the LFV
hand controller is selected due to astronaut

familiarity and preference for Honeywell con-

trollers employed in LM & CSM. (5 Ib,

5 watts, 4. Z5x 7.0x4.5 in.)

Rate Gyro Package: For stability augmentation

simple spring-restrained rate gyros are suf-

ficient. Nortronics package utilizing 3 GR-H4

subminiature rate gyros. (Z lb, I0 watts)

Gimbal Actuators: Modified Minute-man

actuator manufactured by Cadillac Controls of

Costa Mesa, Calif., (6 lb, 80 watts total for

two actuators)

Gimbaled Propulsion Weight Penalty: Additional
weight added to engine and vehicle for gimbaling.

(I0 pounds. )

Control Electronics: The stability augmented

system control logic, actuator servo ampli-

fiers, coasting flight RCS valve drivers, and

associated power supplies are estimated to

have the following properties: (15 lb,
Z0 watts, 6 x 6 x 8 in.)

Frontal horizon/landmark viewer ARS (see 2,

above)

Common equipment (see I, above)

Equipment total

Battery weight

Total system weight

38

IZ

35

85

11

96

115

150

67

33Z

mm
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TABLE Z-ZS. - GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN- Continued

So

System Breakdown

Stability Augmented System, Solar/Lateral

Horizon ARS Same as 4, but change display to

Solar/Lateral Horizon Viewer

Solar/Lateral Horizon Viewer: This sight is

estimated to weigh 20 pounds, including the

necessary adjustments for sun angle varia-

tions, optics covers, and sun shielding.

Battery weight

Total system weight

6. Stability Augmented System, Instrument ARS

Same as 4, but change display to Instrument

ARS from 1, above.

Battery weight

Total system weight

7. Autopilot, gyro ARS

Hand controller

Gimbal actuator s

Gimballed propuls ion weight penalty

Control logic

ARS gyro package

Cornrnon equipment (see I. above)

Equipment total

Battery weight

Total system weight

8. Autopilot, Inertial Autonavigator

Hand controller

Rate gyro package
Gimbal actuator s

Gimballed propulsion weight penalty

Servo amplifier s

Control panel

Inertial guidance system

W eight
(ib)

93

Powe r

(watt s)

I02

98

11

18Z

ZZ3

5

8O

m-

3O

Z0

67

109 --

5

6

I0

Z0

13

35

Z0Z89

I0

99 --

5

Z

6

I0

8

4

6Z

5

I0

80

IZ

1

17Z
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TABLE 2-25. - GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN - Continued

System Breakdown

Inertial navigation equipment has been dis.

cussed in a previous section with that title.

The LM abort guidance system is selected as

representative of present technology. TRW

produces the system, and the strapdown

inertial reference system is subcontracted
to Hamilton Standard.

Inertial Measurement Unit: (20.7 lb,

72 watts, 9 x 12 x 5 in.)

Guidance Computer: (32.7 lb, 90 watts, 24 x

5x8 in.)

Data Entry and Display Assembly: (8.4 lb,

10 watts, 6 x 6 x 6 in. )

Rendezvous equipment

Azimuth alignment sight

W eight

(ib)

30

2

Power

(watts)

61

m_

Equipment total 129 341

Battery weight 16 --

Total system weight 145 --
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,

3,

The mechanization weight penalty to achieve the stability-augmented

system requires approximately Z4 lb over the equivalent hardwire

system and approximately 41 lb more than the equivalent kinesthetic

system. In addition the stability-augmented system is inherently
less reliable because of the larger amount of electromechanical

gear used in its mechanization (without redundancy}.

The simplest possible autopilot system, which excludes the 8-'ball

display, actually weighs less than the stability-augmented system

with the gyro ARS. The addition of the 8-ball to the autopilot sys-

tem for pilot monitoring purpose makes these two systems approxi-

mately equivalent in weight.

4. The weight penalty of the inertially guided system over the hardwire

with gyro ARS is approximately 60 lb.

, The systems employing the frontal horizon/landmark viewer ARS

concept enjoy approximately a 10- to 13-1b weight advantage over

the systems employing the gyro ARS. The solar/lateral horizon

viewer ARS has approximately a 7-1b weight advantage over the

gyro ARS.

Guidance and control system comparison summary. - An abbreviated

summary of the results obtained in the Guidance and Control Techniques

section of this report are presented in table 2-27. Estimated pilot rating of

handling qualities, injected orbit altitude un ertainties, and guidance and

control system weights are given. It must be recalled that the system

weight data include approximately 35 pounds of control panel and rendezvous

equipment common to all systems. The injected orbit altitude uncertainties

are not given for the visual attitude reference concepts, as no suitable data

were available on the manual steering errors when these displays were

employed. It is anticipated that the cross-coupling between the display and

vehicle control axes and the effect of lunar surface roughness will produce

larger manual steering errors than with the gyro attitude reference concepts;

however, these effects may prove to be negligible. The magnitude of this

error is not readily amenable to analytical estimation and is more properly

the subject of a simulator investigation. It may be seen from the table that

each successive system provides improved accuracy for moderate increases

in system weight up to the autopilot {inertial navigator} system wherein
appreciable increases are evident.
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Z. The mechanization weight penalty to achieve the stability-augmented

system requires approximately Z4 lb over the equivalent hardwire

system and approximately 41 lb more than the equivalent kinesthetic

system. In addition the stability-augmented system is inherently

less reliable because of the larger amount of electromechanical

gear used in its mechanization (without redundancy).

. The simplest possible autopilot system, which excludes the 8-ball

display, actually weighs less than the stability-augmented system

with the gyro ARS. The addition of the 8-ball to the autopilot sys-

tem for pilot monitoring purpose makes these two systems approxi-

mately equivalent in weight.

4. The weight penalty of the inertially guided system over the

hardwire with gyro ARS is approximately 60 lb.

e The systems employing the frontal horizon/landmark viewer ARS

concept enjoy approximately a 10- to 13-1b weight advantage over

the systems employing the gyro ARS. The solar/lateral horizon

viewer ARS has approximately a 7-1b weight advantage over the

gyro ARS.

Guidance and control system comparison summarl( ,. - An abbreviated

summary of the results obtained in the Guidance and Control Techniques

section of this report are presented in table Z-ZY. Estimated pilot rating of

handling qualitites, injected orbit altitude uncertainties, and guidance and

control system weights are given. It must be recalled that the system

weight data include approximately 55 pounds of control panel and rendezvous

equipment common to all systems. The injected orbit altitude uncertainties

are not given for the visual attitude reference concepts, as no suitable data
were available on the manual steering errors when these displays were

employed. It is anticipated that the cross-coupling between the display and

vehicle control axes and the effect of lunar surface roughness will produce

larger manual steering errors than with the gyro attitude reference concepts;

however, these effects may prove to be negligible. The magnitude of this

error is not readily amenable to analytical estimation and is more properly

the subject of a simulator investigation. It may be seen from the table that

each successive system provides improved accuracy for moderate increases

in system weight up to the autopilot (inertial navigator) system wherein

appreciable increases are evident.
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TABLE 2-27. - GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AN_CONTROL SYSTEM

COMPARISON SUMMARY

System Description

Kinesthetic Control

Gyro attitude reference

Optimum steering

Basic Hardware Control

Frontal horizon/

landmark viewer

Bent two-step steering

Gyro attitude reference

Optimum steering

Stability Augmented Control

Frontal horizon/

landmark viewer

Bent two- step

Solar/lateral horizon

viewer

Bent two-step or eVsh

Gyro attitude reference

Optimum steering

Autopilot Control

Gyro attitude reference

Optimum steering

Pilot

Opinion

R_xng

5-6

4.5

4.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Not

applicable

Orbit

Injection

Accuracy

®

51

46

28

System

w ht

68

75

85

96

102

109

C onc luding

Comments

Marginal handling

qualities

Marginal handling

qualities unless

optimized

Marginal handling

qualities unless

optimized

S; :!s factory

hs ndling qualities

Satisfactory

handling qualities

Satisfactory

handling qualities

21 99 Satisfactory

handling qualities

Inertial navigator Not Very 145 Satisfactory

Optimum steering applicable small handling qualities

Notes: l Pilot opinion ratings use Cooper scale.

Z Injected orbit altitude uncertainty, 3_, in nautical miles.

3 System weight in pounds, including basic systems and batteries.

Includes a AV meter, VHF transponder, flashing beacon, and control

panel common to all systems (35 Ib).

4 Primary LESS mission capability only and single-engine propulsion

only.
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Guidance and Control Techniques Conclusion Sumrnary

The conclusions derived as a result of the analyses described in sec-

tion 2.0 are summarized in the following paragraphs. For convenience

these conclusions are grouped by the same titles used earlier in the report.

Manual stabilization and control system. - The major conclusion
derived from the stabilization and control studies is that the hardwire con-

trol system provides adequate handling qualities for the basic LESS mission.

Qualifications to this conclusion are that the pilot is capable of devoting a
sufficiently large portion of his total workload to stabilization and maneuver-

ing tasks, and that certain optimLzations to the vehicle configuration be

implemented. The kinesthetic control mode is not believed to be capable of

_roviding adequate handling qualities. Detailed conclusions are as follows:

. The simulations conducted to date have notprovided sufficient

data required for full confidence that all candidate control methods
have been assessed.

2. Kinesthetic Control Conclusions :

a. Single body kinesthetic control is capable of meeting LESS

performance requirements, but imposes excessive pilot

workload demands. The estimated Cooper rating is 5 to 6,
which is unacceptable.

b. To be even marginally acceptable, guidance, navigation and
display monitoring tasks for single body kinesthetic control

must impose very low workloads.

Co The two-body kinesthetic control configuration is feasible

from a stabilization standpoint and indicates potentially better
handling qualities than the single-body vehicle.

3. Hardwire Control Conclusions :

a. The basic hardwire control methods allows optimization of

handling qualities with less impact or constraints on the

overall vehicle configuration than does kinesthetic control.

A Cooper rating of 4.5 is predicted for the basic hardwire

control system.
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be Compensation networks for hardwire control have not been

fully investigated; however, preliminary analytical and LFV
visual simulator studies indicate no significant change in

handling qualities over basic hardwire control.

C. Hardwire control with the engine gimbaled at the center of

gravity (neutral center of gravity configuration) shows good

potential for simplifying guidance, but has not been ade-

quately studied by simulation.

4. Hardwire Reaction Jet Control:

,

,

a. Reaction jet control requires more complex logic and more

engines than basic hardwire control, but eliminates the

problems of gimbaled engines.

b. Preliminary handling qualities studies indicate that the

reaction jet system is at least equal to basic hardwire con-

trol, but much more study is needed to fully assess the
method.

C, The configuration is potentially more versatile than that of

basic hardwire in that reliability may be increased, compensa-

tion networks and stability augmentation systems may be more

easily installed, and correction for cross products of inertia

and thrust misalignments may be devised.

do At least one configuration of the reaction jet control method

provides three-axis control moments without the use of

auxiliary RCS.

Stability-augmented control has inherently better handling quali-

ties than either kinesthetic or hardwire control, at the cost of

more complex hardware. The basic mission requirements of

LESS will not warrant the use of stability augmentation ifthe

predicted qualities of hardwire control are borne out in sub-

sequent studies.

Evaluation of optimization techniques for the parameters K S

(rotation controller sensitivity gear ratio), thrust, and the ratio

of _/I (distance from the center of gravity to the gimbal point

over the moment of inertia), show that handling qualtit_es may be

improved by their proper selection. Detailed examina:ion of one

of these parameters, thrust, using a particular set of mass

properties data, showed that the Cooper rating of the hardwire

system could be improved at least one point by using a step thrust

decrease during boost (reference figure 2-54).
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Guidance concept considerations

la Mission Control Center can perform guidance targeting computa-

tions; the LESS guidance system need not perform these functions

independently.

1 A clock and an integrating accelerometer (dV meter) are found to

provide the simplest adequate means for controlling thrust ignition

and cutoff, respectively.

. Pirating the LM abort guidance sybLem for use on the LESS is not

practical without considerable physical redesign to facilitate easier
removal and reinstallation.

4. Existing inertial navigators would impose severe weight and com-

plexity penalties on the LESS; however, there is some indication

that lightweight inertial navigators may become available in the

futuce, which would not impose a severe weight penalty on the LESS.

Guidance/attitude reference system. - The gyro-driven all-attitude

display is preferred over a visual attitude reference system. Some conclu-

sions supporting this preference are:

l. Suitable visible reference features providing yaw or azimuth infor-

mation are less available than for pitch or rot1. The sun and lunar

landmarks are found to be the best yaw references. Neither of

these types of references is completely adequate for the full range

of sun angles during stay-times up to 14 days.

2. Solar viewing systems require a periscope to accommodate the

range of sun angles and pitch profiles.

o Two preferred visual attitude reference concepts have been identi-

fied which provide all-attitude information. These concepts are the

solar/lateral horizon viewer and the frontal horizon/landmark

viewer.

. The large pitch-attitude changes required during ascent make it

difficult to keep the visual reference within the pilot's field of view.

A direct view of the frontal horizon is not available throughout the
ascent for the kinesthetic mode. The most attractive solution to

this problem combines the bent 2-step profile, the hardwire SCS

mode, and a partially reclined couch to keep the horizon well within

the pilot's field of view. Surface roughness at the launch site may

induce an error with this system, however.
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o Of the three-axis visual display concepts, the frontal horizon/

landmark viewer is the preferred concept. The mechanization

employs the Gemini rendezvous alignment sight with virtually

imaged reticle.

. All visual displays have inherent cross-coupling due to the non-

orthogonality of vehicle axes and line of sight. Methods to mini-

mize the cross-coupling are available, but entail a mechanization

penalty.

Q The principal disadvantage of the gyro-driven ARS is its require-

ment for alignment prior to launch. The gyro attitude reference

system is found to have a relatively small weight penalty when

compared to the visual ARS concepts.

. The gyro ARS is less subject to visibility variations, cross coupling

problems and astronaut field of view limitations than are the visual

ARS concepts.

. Hybrid attitude-reference systems employing both gyro and visual

techniques are generally undesirable, as the resulting system

usually has the disadvantages of both system types.

Guidance error analysis.-

lo The simplest adequate method to compensate the system sensitivity

to thrust or weight errors is the use of a AVmeter. The AV meter

is used to schedule the ascent pitch profile as well as for propulsion
cutoff.

2, Scheduling the ascent pitch profile as a function of altitude is found

to compensate the system sensitivity to thrust and weight errors

even better than scheduling as a function of AV; however, the

mechanization penalty to provide a special altimeter for this pur-

pose is not warranted.

. Errors in the total vehicle center-of-mass location can easily pro-

duce excessive thrust vector pointing errors for some gimbaled

engine configurations. The errors in lateral positioning of the

crew with respect to the vehicle are found to dominate in this

problem. The following design techniques may be employed to

reduce the thrust vector pointing error to acceptable levels:
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.

,

a, Design crew couches to minimize the errors in positioning the
crewmen on the vehicle.

b. Maximize the distance between the center of mass and the

engine gimbal to minimize corrective gimbal angle required.

If necessary, a system of linkages could be employed to pro-

duce a virtual gimbal at some distance from the vehicle.

c. Provide a system to permit balancing accurately prior to
launch.

d. Instrument the engine gimbal to provide a measurement of the

thrust vector pointing error.

The manual contribution to thrust vector pointing errors dominates

the orbital injection errors for the kinesthetic and hardwire modes.

The stability-augmented and autopilot modes can be designed to

allow vehicle hardware errors to dominate (thrust level, center of

mass, or engine thrust vector alignment errors).

Simulation data from NASA-LRC indicates that kinesthetic control

mode thrust vector pointing accuracy is appreciably better than

previous NR estimates, which were based on simple extrapolations

from Apollo manual thrust vector control and LFV simulation data.

The NASA-LRC vehicle configuration identified as B had the best

pointing accuracy; Configuration D was intermediate; and Configura-

tionAwas worst. The best pointing accuracies appear to correlate

with the pilot ratings of handling qualities on these vehicle

configurations.

Guidance error analysis of 60-nm cirular orbit injection accuracies

using latest available NASA-LRC data indicates that the kinesthetic

mode is possibly acceptable, but marginal, and the hardwire mode

is somewhat better. However, small improvements anticipated in

the kinesthetic system handling qualities may improve its accuracy

to an acceptable level. Elliptical target orbits can be employed to

desensitize the variation of perilune altitude with boost errors, but

the higher resulting apolune altitudes cause higher CSM energy

expenditures for subsequent transearth injection. At present, use

of elliptical target orbits is therefore not recommended. Subse-

quent in-depth analyses of specific systems and missions (i. e.

landing sites, stay-times, total mission profiles, etc. ) may show

an overall advantage, but such studies are well beyond the scope of

the present effort.
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Guidance and control system mechanization considerations. -

. The hardwire system has a weight penalty of approximately 17 lb

over the kinesthetic system with similar displays; however, the

kinesthetic system is expected to have a larger structural weight

penalty than this in order to achieve the larger moments of inertia
required for good handling qualities.

. The mechanization weight penalty to er_lploy the stability-augmented

system requires approximately 24 lb over the equivalent hardwire

system and approximately 41 lb more than the equivalent kinesthetic

system. In addition, the stability-augmented system is inherently
less reliable because of the larger amount of electromechanical

gear used in its mechanization, unless redundancy is provided.

m The simplest possible autopilot system, which excludes the 8-ball

display, actually weighs less than the stability-augmented system

with the gyro ARS. The addition of the 8-ball to the autopilot sys-

tem for pilot monitoring purpose makes these two systems approxi-

mately equivalent in weight.

4. The weight penalty of the inert,ally guided system over the hardwire

with gyro ARS is approximately 60 lb.

. The systems employing the frontal horizon/landmark viewer ARS

concept enjoy approximately a I0- to 13-1b weight advantage over

the systems employing the gyro ARS. The solar/lateral horizon

viewer ARS has approximately a 7-1b weight advantage over the

gyro ARS.

Overall _uidance and control techniques. - A family of guidance and

control concepts has been conceived and analyzed. A simple summary of

these systems is given in table 2-28. All systems concepts appear to be

marginal or better froma guidance accuracy consideration. Moderate

increases in system weight and complexity are found to produce favorable

increases in system accuracy. Based on the analyses conducted, the basic

hardwire system with gyro attitude reference and AV meter for ascent pitch

profile scheduling and engine cutoff appears to be slightly more attractive

for the basic LESS mission than the other system concepts.

Computer programs used in this and the preceding section are identified

briefly in Appendix E.
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Symbols and Definitions

Symbol

A

B

FT

h

I

Ig

Ip, Iv, IT

K, KI, K z

KC

K S

KAF

Kpe,Ke

MD

Mp, MV, M T

P

Definition and Units

Compensation network natural frequency, radians/sec

Dashpot constant coefficient, Ib/ft/sec

Thrust force magnitude, Ib (used in dynamics equations

in place of T)

Distance from pilot feet to pilot cg, ft

Total moment of inertia about centroid, slug-ft z

Engine moment of inertia about its gimbal, slug-ft z

Pilot, vehicle, and total moments of inertia about their

respective cg' s

Compensation network spring constants, Ib/ft

Compensation network gain constant, sec

Sensitivity constant, degrees gimbal per degree of rota-
tion controller deflection

Vehicle airframe gain, unitless

Dynamic and steady-state pilot gain constants, unitless

Distance from total cg to gimbal point measured along

vehicle centerline, ft.

Disturbance moment, ft-lbs

Pilot, vehicle, and total masses, respectively, slugs

Denominator root (pole) in pilot transfer function,
radians/s ec
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Symbol

1%

S

T

TL

TN

TI, TZ

t

W

Wp

WT o

X, Z

AX, _Y

Z

13C

6

6G

,p

Definition and Units

Pilot opinion rating, unitless

Laplace complex frequency operator, radians/sec

Thrust force, lb

Pilot lead time constant, seconds

Pilot neuromuscular lag time constant, seconds

Initial and final thrust forces, lb

Time, seconds

Total weight, lb

Propellant weight, lb

Total launch weight, lb

Local horizontal and vertical axes of a central force field

frame of reference, X positive in downrange direction and

Z positive down, feet

Forward or lateral total cg offset from nominal, feet

Numerator root (zero) in pilot transfer function,
radians/sec

Total lean angle of the pilot from vertical, positive in

right-hand sense, degrees

Commanded pilot lean angle, degrees

Engine gimbal angle from nominal, or pilot lean angle

from thrust vector; both are positive in right-hand sense,

degrees

Commanded pilot lean angle or gimbal angle, degrees

Resultant total cg offset from nominal, feet

Damping ratio, unitless



Symbol

e

e E

ec

T,TD

_N

Definition and Units

Pitch attitude angle from vertical, measured positive in

the right-hand sense, degrees

Pitch attitude error from commanded value, degrees

Pitch attitude command angle, degrees

Pilot transport delay time constant, seconds

Natural frequency, radians/sec.
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3. 0 PARAMETRIC AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN DATA

The design considerations supporting systems analysis and leading to

overall system feasibility determination are discussed in this section. Para-

metric data of importance are provided in key systems areas so that future

tradeoffs with different assumptions or groundrules can be conducted. It is

here that the more practical aspects of integrated performance and working

interfaces are seen. The conceptual designs described cover a range of vehi-

cle weights corresponding to a family of vehicle concepts rather than any one

"best" concept. When NASA-LRC simulations have been completed and more

information will be available as to choice of guidance and control concept, it

will be possible to refine the conceptual design, choosing from configuration

features illustrated in this study.

Operations on the lunar surface provide a number of problems, but the

key item appears to be accomplishing the necessary tasks with minimum

astronaut effort and time.

The adaptation of a LESS vehicle to the long-range lunar surface flyer

mission is an attractive possibility from two standpoints. First, it promises

to provide a substantial increase in ava.ilable range as comparedto the smaller

lunar roving vehicle (LRV) for which Phase B definition studies were recently

completed. This should be of tremendous potential interest to mission

planners and could possibly make the flyer mode more competitive with the

roving vehicle exploration mode. The main operational problems appear to be

the source of propellants and the safety considerations relative to need for a

rescue concept. With a second(logistic)launch per mission, these conditions

could be alleviated and a second escape/rescue vehicle could be provided.

A second reason for interest in the long range flyer version of LESS is

in the added use or multi-mission aspect it provides. The two requirements

appear mutually compatible and similar so that the dual-mission capability is

a realistic possibility which merits further consideration.
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Weight, Balance, and Design Integration

Objectives. - The primary objectives of this portion of the study were

the investigation of various vehicle configurations to determine the practical

application of theoretical analysis, and to provide design data feedback

required for guidance and control analysis. In the accomplishment of these

objectives, several promising design concepts and approaches were devised

for various control modes and packaging constraints. In conjunction with

these concepts, the required subsystems and strr:ctures were investigated to

the extent necessary to establish their rough _equirements; approximate

weight, size, and power feasibility. The guidance and control subsystems

which have major impact on vehicle capability and configuration were studied

in considerably more detail and are covered in a separate section of this

report.

Approach. - Since the vehicle payload of the two suited astronauts is
known and fixed, the vehicle size is determined primarily by the amount of

propellant necessary to reach the desired orbital altitude. Preliminary

performance data revealed that for the simple two-step profile, approximately

1600 pounds of propellant would be required, while for the optimum trajec-

tory with the lightest possible vehicle, approximately 1000 pounds is neces-

sary. Therefore, these two extremes of propellant loading have been used in

the design analysis. Where possible, data were generated such that any

propellant capacity between these two extremes could be utilized.

The approaches taken in the development of vehicle design concepts are
described below.

The layouts are intended to illustrate the feasibility of vehicles result-

ing from parametric analysis, to show possible solutions t_ various design

problems and to illustrate general configurations resulting from requirements

of mission, performance, and astronaut capabilities. For this phase A study,

a refinement of configuration concepts and design features into a single

recommended vehicle design has not been attempted. Subsystem details have

been defined only in those areas which are critical to the overall vehicle

performance and/or configuration. Other subsystems have been identified and

approximations of their weight, size, and power requirements made based on

present technology. In such areas as Lh4 interfaces, propulsion, and

structures, this study benefited considerably from detailed analyses of a
similar, though smaller, lunar flying vehicle.
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Design integration ground rules and assumptions.

I. Major emphasis has been placed on vehicle simplicity, light weight,

and minimum size. The single engine propulsion system utilized

is a result of this philosophy.

The PLSS will provide environmental control for the astronauts as

well as voice communication during the escape mission.

3, Stowage on the basic or extended lunar nodule (ELM) descent stage

is desired, if possible.

, Changes to the LM to accommodate the LESS stowage and surface

operations as well as the CSM for rendezvous and recovery will be
minimized.

. The LM failures which cause use of the LESS are not specifically

defined, but propellants are assumed to be available.

6. Nominal orbital altitude at end boost is 60 nrn.

7. Provision is for two crewmen but one crewman may be

incapacitated.

. Main propulsion system will not be restartable; single burn from
surface to orbit.

9. Attitude control after shut-off of main engine is required.

10. Desired time from take-off to rendezvous is less than four hours.

11. One astronaut can accomplish unloading, deployment and servicing.

Typical design configuration concepts. - Based on the parametric

analysis of performance, guidance, control and visibility requirements and

conditions, several conceptual designs of typical vehicles have been prepared.

These concepts include kinesthetic, hardwire, and stability-augmented types

of vehicle control. Two basic types of guidance systems illustrated are opti-

cal sights where the pilot controls vehicle orientation by alignment with land-

marks, horizon, or the sun; and all-axis attitude indication and accumulated

error instruments. The functional analysis of these guidance and control

concepts are covered in detail in another section of this report.

Variations between configurations are primarily those dictated by the

different guidance and control concepts, although other variations in seating

arrangement, instrumentation/displays, and structural design are evident.
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These differences are intended to show possible alternatives and no attempt

has been made to select "best" overall arrangements or to prepare a single

recommended vehicle design drawing which incorporates all of the necessary

and desirable features selected from possible alternatives. This follows from

the interdependance of so many variables and the uncertainties of the basic

guidance and control mode to be utilized.

Previous analysis showed that at least 1000 pounds and as much as
1600 pounds of propellant are required for the expected range of vehicle

weight, trajectories, and orbital altitudes. Fo a typical configuration, fly-

ing a 'rbent two-step" profile to a 60 nrn circular orbit, with engine thrust

reduction to 10 percent during boost, calculations show a propellant require-

ment of 1160 pounds. The layouts reflect this range of propellant require-

ments and resulting tank sizes in that 1000- and 1600-pound sizes as well as
the ll60-pound size are shown. Thus, if later groundrules _hange and

influence weights, the resulting effects on design should st_.ll be apparent.

Figures 3-1 through 3-10 show approaches to various vehicle and control

methods as well as possible methods of stowing _ candid3te vehicle on the

Llvi or ELM and the subsequent deployment and servicing on the lunar surface.

Figure 3-1 is a two-man kinesthetic control vehicle and was configured

with four fuel tanks extended along the X and Y axes on truss structure booms.

Propellant tanks were positioned at a distance from the center line which

results in near optimum moments of inertia and resultant handling qualities,

at least initially. This concept shows 1000-pound and 1600-pound capacity

fuel tanks suspended below the structural booms and an alternate tank position

above the booms. The alternate tank position is shown as a possible method

of minimizing the vehicle vertical center of gravity shift as the fuel load is

expended.

The vehicle has a lightweight aluminum structure consisting of a

reinforced honeycomb deck plate over a tubular truss structure and mounting

four fuel tanks and four pressurant tanks symmetrically about a single fixed

position constant thrust engine. The deck plate is equipped with a form-fitting

passenger crew couch arranged to support one man and his life support equip-

ment in a predetermined position to trim the vehicle balance.

The pilot station display panel is equipped with two hand grips. The

left hand grip is fixed to provide for pilot balance. The right hand handle is

the RCS controller for directional (yaw) control and stabilization following

engine burnout. The flight control attitude indicator is mounted directly above

the display panel and is fitted with an adjustable glare guard.
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Figure 3-Z. LESS Three-Body Kinesthetic Control Concept (Sheet I of Z)
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Figure 3-Z. LESS Three-Body Kinesthetic Control Concept (Sheet Z of Z)
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The LESS vehicle is supported by four adjustable and jettisonable launch

legs which can be adjusted to level the vehicle and compensate for an uneven

surface and to assist in thrust vector-center of gravity alignment. Cold gas

RCS jets are shown to provide yaw control during boost and all-attitude

control later. They could be used also for docking translation (if required)

when properly located relative to the center of gravity.

Figure 3-2 illustrates an approach to a three-body kinesthetic control

vehicle, which analysis revealed has possibilities for improved handling

qualities. The three separate bodies of this concept are the pilot and his life

support equipment as body 1. Body Z consists of the passenger crewman, the

crew deck, passenger seat, flight controls, engine and engine thrust structure.

Body 3 consists of the four propellant tanks, three H e pressurant tanks, one

GN 2 supply tank, battery and the tubular truss support structure. Body Z is

mounted on body 3 by a gimbal arrangement that allows each body to move

independently of the other ±15 degrees. This relative movement is con-

trolled by two opposed spring loaded double acting damping struts on each

gimbal axis. The improvement in handling qualities obtained must be balanced

by the increased configuration complexity required.

Figure 3-3 shows a typical configuration for hardware engine gimbal

movement for attitude control (direct link, pilot to engine). The vehicle deck

plate is of reinforced honeycomb supported on a Z-bar engine thrust structure.

The single engine is attached to the structure by a gimbal assembly and

capable of excursions through as much as Z0-degree cone angle, although

10 degrees should be enough. The four propellant tanks are symmetrical

about the engine. On the X and Y axes four 1Z-inch diameter H e pressurant

tanks were used for this concept, mounted to the engine thrust structure

45 degrees to the X and Y axes. This tank arrangement was selected to

minimize cross products of inertia. Tank locations shown provide lower

moments of inertia than either figure 3-1 or figure 3-2. In these previous

kinesthetic control concepts little attention was paid to LM stowage con-

straints; the hardwire case appeared to be the first which might be configured

to fit on LM/ELM. Propellant tank size shown is the large 1600-pound

(Z6.9 inches in diameter) size, which is indicative of a worst case volume

requirement.

Figure 3-3 illustrates the use of visual sight type of guidance control

which for a "bent two-step" trajectory requires a reclined pilot position to

maintain horizon sightings throughout the trajectory without pilot or sight

movement. In this reclined position and with the expected sun position (from

the back) a sun shade will be required. A possible arrangement of such a

screen is shown. An alternate crew position (more upright) is shown which

is applicable to the alternative all-attitude indicator instrument type guidance

concept.
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The crew deck is equipped with two lightweight, form-fitted crew couches

designed to position the man's body and life support equipment in the balance of
the vehicle. The pilot's hand controller is mounted between the crew couches

within reach of both crewmen. The hand control and displays shown would be

similar for either hardwire or stability augmented controls. View A-A shows

one arrangement of an attitude indicator, meter, clock, mode switch, and

increment/decrement switch. This attitude display panel is mounted on a

tripod arrangement from the side arm control console and has provisions to

slide to one side during pilot boarding.

The RCS thruster configuration shown is a minimum eight thruster

arrangement to provide pitch, roll, and yaw control as well as translation

during final docking. Refined system analysis could show that additional

thrusters provide sufficient improved handling to justify more complexity.

The vehicle is supported on the lunar surface by four temporary launch

legs which are expected to be jettisoned at lift-off. However, further study

might indicate that hazards of dropping these light legs i_ not justified by the

weight saved. Each leg is equipped with a screw jack for vehicle leveling and
may incorporate load cells to calibrate vehicle balance before launch. Flash-

ing beacons aligned along the flight path of a two-step trajectory are mounted

to the A frame to facilitate tracking by the CSM. On the front of the vehicle

between the crewmen is shown a lightweight drogue, a device which can be

utilized to latch onto the CSh4 docking probe to facilitate retention of the LESS
vehicle while the crewmen dismount and enter the CM hatch. Also shown is a

proposed method of mechanizing the hardwire control. Some of the inherent

design problems of hardwire controls have been studied by NR in conjunction

with such other projects as the AIvIU backpack, the lunar flying vehicle, and

are currently being investigated by NR under contract from NASA-LRC for
the flying lunar excursion experimental platform (FLEEP, NAS1-9516).

The mechanism shown is a typical gimbal ring assembly equipped with

precision bearings and actuated by a hand control through a low friction push-

pull and rod bell crank arrangement. In order to describe the hardwire

control, some assumptions had to be made: an engine weight of 75 pounds;

angular accelerations of 0.05 _ rad/secZ; total engine excursion of +5 degrees;

control handle deflections of +15 degrees, with a 3:1 mechanical lever advan-

tage from control handle to engine gimbal, and a spring-loaded bungee cali-

bra[ed to a breakout force of 5 inch-pounds and capable of returning to the null
position.

The subsequent calculations show a torque of 33.4 inch-pounds at the

engine gimbal and 11. 1 inch-pounds at the bell crank pivot due to the 3:1

reduction. Adding to this, a restraining force of 1Z inch-pounds results in

a 23.39 inch-pounds of torque at the control handle pivot. This torque load
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would be classed as a medium workload for short periods of time. More

information on hardwire controls will be available as the current FLEEP

study progresses.

To avoid the necessity of developing the 600- to 700-pound thrust engine

for the single-engine LESS vehicle, the eight engine concepts illustrated in

figures 3-7 and 3-9 were generated utilizing highly developed RCS engines.

The most notable change is the resulting envelope, much smaller than that

shown in figure 3-3; this resulted when the single center engine was removed

allowing the four propellant tanks to move inboard. Moving the tanks inboard

and positioning the c :ew 45 degrees to the tank centerline then allowed the

crewmen to be positioned better on the upper deck. This has the advantage of

providing a more compact vehicle with less moment of inertia change during

propellant depletion.

The structural concept of the upper honeycomb deck and lower truss of

figure 3-3 was retained with modification. The four tanks are attached to the

engine thrust structure which is trussed to the upper deck and launch stand.

Truss structure was again considered for the docking drogue cone, flight

central display panel, and hand controller.

The eight engines are mounted in pairs, 90 degrees apart on the vehicle

pitch and roll ax s. Pairing is necessary for redundancy since engine failure

causes a large thrust vector change. The engines are non-gimbaled, and

vehicle attitude during ascent is maintained by differential pulsing. Should an

engine fail, the opposite engine could be shut down and the flight would con-

tinue utilizing the six remaining engines. After the desired orbit has been

achieved, all engines are shut down and the vehicle utilizes the cold gas RCS.

Initially, the LESS is the passive vehicle (the Apollo CSM being active) during

which time the LESS must only retain position and orientation; after the CSM

is within close range (perhaps i0 to 15 feet), either vehicle could be the

passive vehicle. Visibility for final docking of LESS to the CSM probe could

be difficult when controlled from the CSM unless a docking target were

extended from LESS into the CSM field of view.

The four propellant tanks of figure 3-7 contain 1160 pounds of N204/
Aerozine 50 at a mixture ratio of 1.6 to 1.0 in the Z4-inch-inner-diameter

tanks. Figure 3-9 shows tankage containing 1300 pounds and the pilot

position rotated 45 degrees to eliminate cross coupling of inertias which

cannot be tolerated with hardwire control. This arrangement represents the

worst stowage condition for the pulse mode engine concept. Calculations

of propellant requirement are shown in the propulsion subsystem section

of this report. The tanks were positioned inward until minimum clearance

(one inch) exists; the central area was then used to stow the helium pressur-

ant in two 13.7Z-inch inner diameter tanks. The nitrogen supply for RCSwas
then located in four 7. 56-inch inner diameter tanks located on the vehicle

centerline.
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Due to the engine locations, the launch legs utilized on the previous

designs could not be considered because of the possibility that the legs would

interfere with the engines during lift-off. The central launch platform illus-

trated consists of a 36-inch diameter ring which is trussed up to the separation

ring located on the meridian of the lower helium tank, and the loads are then

trussed out to the engine thrust structure. The concepts discussed for balanc-

ing and leveling would also apply to this arrangement.

It should be noted that the compact arrangement of figure 3-7 is best

suited for stability-augmented control. The location of the vehicle principal

axes, offset from the control axes (pilot orientation), results in cross

products of inertia. When a pure pitch, yaw, or roll maneuver is commanded,

the vehicle responds with the desired rotation plus small rotations about the

other axes from the cross products of inertia. Stability augmentation removes

these undesired responses without pilot corrections.

The vehicles stow on the LM very well with encroachment into the LM

RCS exhaust area. A design innovation that provides considerable improve-

ment in stowage is the use of expandable propellant tanks which are

collapsed and folded for stowage (discussed in Stowage and Structures

Sections). Tank collapsing would only be required if the tanks increase

considerably in diameter or the area under the LM RCS exhaust is restricted.

The stowage concept illustrated in figures 3-7 and 3-9 requires folding the

display panel assembly, foot rests, the drogue cone, and removal of the

launch platform. The configuration is interesting because of the ready

availability of engines and the compactness for stowage. It may well be a

prime candidate if a crash development program were to be required with

the least possible component and system uncertainties.

Subsystem analysis philosophy. - For this conceptual study where detail

design definition of a singular LESS vehicle is not appropriate, the vehicle

subsystems which do not significantly influence the concept feasibility were

studied only to the minor extent necessary to establish weight and size approxi-

mations. Among these subsystems are electrical power, environmental

control, and communication/data. The structural design was also investigated

only to the extent required to determine the practicality of the structural con-

cept shown on the drawings and to assure that the structural weight estimates

made are realistic. The guidance/control and propulsion subsystems were

studied in more detail since feasibility and performance are established by

these subsystems.

Guidance and control systems. - The guidance and control systems

analysis is covered in a previous section and will not be discussed again here.

In the design of vehicle concepts, the control and handling qualities require-

ments have been a primary influencing factor, along with the constraints of

packaging for LM stowage, and configurations compatible with visibility and

boarding constraints. Two arrangements for kinesthetic control (figs. 3-1
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and 3-Z) and two for hardwire control (figs. 3-3 and 3-9) have been

conceived. The hardwire control concepts are applicable to stability aug-

mented control without n'oticeable difference in configuration.

Propulsion subsystem. - The LESS propulsion subsystem is required to

provide the linear impulse necessary to boost the vehicle in the lunar gravity

field and attain orbital velocity at 60 nm altitude, and the angular impulse

necessary to maintain stable attitude as required of the powered trajectory

(thrust vector control), the orbital coast phase, and the docking phase. The

nominal mission studied utilizes CSM-active rendezvous with either LESS-

active or CSM-active final docking. An alternative requirement studied

included the additional propulsion requirements for LESS-active rendezvous

and docking.

The LESS is to utilize LM ascent stage propellants (NTO and A-50) and

is intended to be stowed in the LM descent stage corner compartments (if pos-

sible). The propulsion subsystem then must be designed as compactly as

possible to aid in resolving thestowingconstraints. The LESS vehicle and LM

systems must contain provisions for propellant servicing on the lunar surface

as well as for simplified checkout and flight preparation of the propulsion

subsystem.

The LESS propulsion subsystem interface must be compatible with the

pilot controls and the attitude/TVC control system (kinesthetic, manual hard-

wire, and other types were considered) with respect to gimbaling torques and

swing, response rates, and related design factors.

Programmatic aspects require the propulsion subsystem to be considered

from two schedule viewpoints. The nominal schedule would probably call for

an operational date three to four years from start of a Phase C. The alternate

schedule might require development as rapidly as possible, perhaps in a

fraction of the nominal time.

The LESS ideal velocity requirements are a function of thrust and are as

shown in figure 3-11 for a constant thrust trajectory and in figure 3-12 for a

dual thrust level trajectory. Both utilize a "bent two-step" pitch steering

profile. For the alternate case of LESS-active rendezvous and docking, addi-

tional energies of 600 and 200 fps, respectively, were used.

Since ascent stage propellants are to be used, non-optimum trajectory

and engine performance are permitted if beneficial effects on dry weight,

stowing dimensions, and simplicity of operations are obtained. The LM

payload during transport to the lunar surface may be the primary variable to

be optimized.
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Candidate concepts. - As stated before, propulsion is one of the subsy-

terns which has a substantial bearing on the vehicle configuration. The primary

or basic variations in propulsion candiate concepts were established to compare

single versus multiple engines, available versus "new" engines and fixed dual-

thrust and pulsed thrust control modes. The resulting matrix of primary

candiates is shown in table 3-I. The Apollo R4D engine is the Marquardt

radiation-cooled engine used for RCS on the SM and LM. It has a molybdenum

chamber and an L605 nozzle extension, a weight installed of 7 pounds and a

specific impulse of 273 seconds. The 3ZS-pound engine considered is an

uprated Rocketdyne RSZI01, a space-rated version of their PBPS RS1401

engine. It has a beryllium interregenerative plus radiation cooled chamber

and L605 extension, a weight of 17 pounds and a specific impulse of Z90. The

new single engines are considered to also he of the RSI401 type with predicted

dimensions, weights and specific impulses as shown in figures 3-13, 3-14,

and 3-15.

Athird possibility, the use of a proportional throttling single engine,

was not studied separately since its energy requirements and performance

would be similar to the dual thrust case. Its advantage would only apply if the

same engine were to be used on a lander or flyer version of LESS. Disadvan-

tages would be the increased engine complexity and development cost and time.

TABLE 3-1. - PROPULSION CONCEPT BASIC MATRIX

Number of engines 1 4 8

Thrust control

Total thrust

Engine status

Fixed Dual

5tol

To be Optimized

(600 ~ 700)

New Development

Pulsed

1300

PRE-PFRT

325 Ib F

800

APOLLO

R4D

I00 Ib F

Propellant feed system concepts. - All of the propulsion concepts utilize

NTO/A-50 propellants at amixture ratio of 1. 6. This permits the use of the

Apollo type of feed system, a very mature and well-developed concept. Fig-

ure 3-16 illustrates its application to the LESS. At this mixture ratio, the

tanks are of equal size. Helium is passed through two series redundant

regulators rather than four series/parallel since recent review of failure
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rates has shown the series design enhances reliability. The tanks could

include capillary barrier internals (screen sump) to permit tap-off of RCS

supply in zero-g for those concepts which might use bipropellant RCS. The

number of propellant tanks is a variable primarily dictated by stowage config-

uration dimensions. A four-tank arrangement is most compact and a parallel

feed manifold (as in the LM descent stage) was selected for each pair (oxidizer

and fuel). Series feed designs as used in the SPS would entail excessive lateral

center of gravity excursion and introduce operational difficulties and delays in

servicing.

RCS system concepts. - For those concepts utilizing the main engine

TVC for pitch/yaw control and the RCS for roll, a cold nitrogen gas system

such as shown in figure 3-17 could be utilized. Helium could be used by

tapping off the main tank pressurization system. However, a 30-percent

weight penalty would result. The only advantage would be use of a common

regulator which also has disadvantages related to reliability. Multiple helium
vessels were chosen as being more suitable for the configuration and an

additional nitrogen vessel entails no weight disadvantages. The weight of a

multiple vessel helium/nitrogen system is the same as for a single vessel of

the same capacity except for'minbr installation secondary structure and

connecting lines.

Another RCS concept which could be utilized, particularly in an active

LESS rendezvous is the bipropeliant RCS. This concept becomes attractive

only when a considerable amount of maneuvering and/or propellant settling

has to be done with the RCS engines.

A typical bipropeilant RCS system is shown in figure 3- 18. An independ-

ent feed system is shown. However, an alternate concept utilizing main tank

tap-off is shown in figure 3-16. For roll control only, four engines are
required. For three-axis control, 12 engines were used for bothbipropeliant

and cold gas systems. Fewer engines could be used, but they generally result

in undesirable couples from a stability and control standpoint.

Propulsion system concepts comparison. - Candidate single engine con-

cepts studied are defined in table 3-Z as concepts 1, Z, 3, 6, 7 and 8.

Concepts 6, 7, and 8 are the same as 1,2, and 3 except for the additional

requirement for rendezvous and docking. Numbers 1 and 3 both utilize gim-

baled engine TVC for pitch and yaw with cold gas and bipropellant RCS systems

as variations to be compared. Number Z uses a fixed engine withbipropeliant

RCS over-ride of any main engine thrustmisalignment. The basis and results

of estimates used for sizing the RCS systems are shown in table 3-3.
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TABLE 3-2.

Conc ept Id entific ation

Fixed Thrust

Dual Thrust

- CANDIDATE CONCEPT DEFINITION

1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 8 9 10

1-1 2-1 3-1 6-1 7-1 8-1

1-2 2-2 3-2J4-2 5-2 6-2 7-2 8-2 9-2 10-2

Rendezvous

CSM

Main Engine s

Docking

CSM

RCS

Main Engines

Number

Thruster

Roll Control

Cold Gas RCS

Bipropellant RCS

Pulsed Main Engines

Pitch-Yaw Control

Gimbal T VC

RCS Override

Pulsed Main Engine

Coast RCS

Cold Gas

Bipropellant

X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X

X X X

1 1 1 4 8 1 1 8

325 100 5 100

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X X
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The types of main propulsion considered are fixed thrust, two-level, and

throttlable. The fixed thrust propulsion system (fig. 3-19) requires only a

start valve for control. Throttlable engine systems using external control
(fig. 3-2-0) require a start valve and a flow control valve. If a variable area

injector such as shown in figure 3-Zl is used for throttling, the flow control

valve is optional. For externally controlled dual thrust systems (fig. 3-ZZ),

there are two possible control arrangements. One method is the use of two

independently controlled sets of propellant manifold; the other consists of one

master start valve with another set of valves downstream controlling the
additional propellant manifold.

Dual thrust level can also be produced by a variable area injector of the

type used successfully in the LM descent stage. Figures 3-Zl and 3-2-3 show

such an injector, which uses a single moving sleeve simultaneously controlling

the fuel and oxidizer entering the combustion chamber. With a two-position

control, the injector could operate in a dual thrust mode. The LM-type

injector offers good cooling and injection velocity at both thrust levels, and

fast response time. This type of injector has been used successfully for

thrusts from 500 to 10 500 pounds, so should present no scaling difficulties.

Development time may be slightly longer than for other dual-thrust systems.

The advantage of a fixed thrust system is its relative simplicity. Com-

bustion and cooling processes can be optimized more easily for a single thrust

level rather than a range of levels. These properties make the single thrust

level system the most reliable; development time is relatively short

(-24 months). The major disadvantages of the single thrust propulsion system

are the added AV requirement and the increased burnout acceleration which

affects manual control characteristics (handling qualities).

Throttleable engines offer the greatest flexibility [n thrust program and

consequently the lowest AV requirement. Combustion chamber cooling is

good if a fuel bleed independent of the throttle is supplied to the chamber wall.

More controls are needed than with a fixed thrust engine. Precise machining

is required for injector stability. With external control, there is a longer

response time than for injector control due to the longer distance from control

to combustion. External control causes varying injector velocities which

limit the range of stable combustion to about 5:1. For variable area injectors,
a range of 15:1 is obtainable.
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The two-thrust mode propulsion system is the type favored from a

trajectory and handling qualities viewpoint without excess.ire complexity.

Control is accomplished by using only two throttle positions. For external

control this is simply an on-off control of one set of valves. With independent

valves, there is more precise control as one set of valves is not upstream of

another, and both sets of valves can be located closer to the engine. Pressure

drop is reduced since flow is through only one set of valves. The primary

advantage of this system is relatively simple thrust control, using well-

proven components. The major disadvantages are flexibility problems

caused by extra plumbing and poor cooling at the lower thrust level.

In summary, trajectory-mission requirement analysis favors the dual

thrust mode propulsion system. The TRW-variable area injector probably

could be used for this system with success. It has been proven reliable and

safe on the lunar module, and involves a simple control and plumbing system.

If development time for application to the LESS should prove longer than

desired, the two sets of independent propellant start valves would be most in

keeping with mission requirements and very short development time.

Multiple engine concepts. - The multiple engine concepts use either 4

or 8 engines with 1 or 2 engines outboard in each quadrant. The engines are

canted in roll pairs Z to 3 degrees. The pulsing capability of the engines

permits them to be pulled off for short intermittent periods to obtain pitch,

yaw, and roll control. For main thrust reduction, they may all be pulsed

off at a rate/duration corresponding to the throttle ratio desired. The

arrangement introduces vibration disturbances but a preliminary investiga-

tion (see reference 2- 1 1) indicates the difficulties are not insurmountable.

The reliability of the system must be considered by noting that the

failure of one engine requires the shutdown of the opposite one to maintain

control moments. For concept 4-Z, table 3-2, there would be no control in

the plane of the failed engine and no failures are permitted. With a single

engine realiability estimated at 0. 998 after a Z-year devei6pment period, the

4-engine arrangement has a crew safety of only 0. 984. The 8-engine arrange-

ment (concept 5-?, table 3-2) permits one failure without loss of control;

however, the shutdown of the opposite engine leaves only 600 pounds thrust.

As long as the vehicle gross weight does not exceed 2-400 pounds (using a

Fo/W o minimum = 0. Z5) then one failure is allowable during the lift-off

phase.
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No other failures in the same plane can be permitted during the

entire ascent and the allowance for other failures depends on the point

in the trajectory and the minimum allowable thrust. Assuming "other

plane" failures are permitted, crew safety of the combination is 0.9999

and is superior to the single and four engine designs.

Table 3-4 shows the results of calculations to determine the usable

propellant required to achieve a 60 nm orbit based on the various AV

values necessary. The engine specific impulse depending on concept,

vehicle weights, propulsion system weight and engine thrust level. The

cases shown correspond to the propulsion concepts shown in table 3-Z.
The AV values shown in table 3-4 are those associated with a bent two-

step profile at a t/w = 0.3 as shown by figure 3-11 (7400 ft/sec) and a

simple two-step profile (8200 ft/sec). Table 3-5 presents similar data

based on the dual thrust AV requirements shown in figure 3-1Z and a

bent two-step launch trajectory. Table 3-6 shows calculation of propul-
sion system component sizes and weights for selected cases based on

the propellant requirements determined from table 3-5 data. Table 3-7

shows an evaluation of selected propulsion system concepts. Results

show that based on this evaluation, Concept 1-Z rates best with 5-Z a

close second. A tabulation of these concepts or cases (from table 3-z)
is as follows:

Thrust

Rendezvous and docking

Number of engines

Thrust level

Roll Control

Pitch-yaw control

Post boost attitude control

Case I-Z

two level

CSM active

approximately

700 pounds

cold gas RCS (Nz)

Gimbal TVC

cold gas RCS (Nz)

Case 5-Z

two level

CSM active

100 pounds each

Pulsed main engines

or cold gas RCS

Pulsed main engine

Cold gas RCS (N2)
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TABLE 3-4. - USABLE PROPELLANT REQUIREMENT CALCULATION

SINGLE THRUST LEVEL

(Propulsion Payload 940 ib)

Case

l-1

2-1

3-1

4-1

5-1

6-1

7-1

8-1

9-1

i0-I

Delta V ISp LM Load Gross Burned Thrust Usable

7400.0

7400.0

7400.0

7400.0

7400.0

8000. 0

8200. 0

8200.0

8200.0

8200.0

297.0

297.0

297.0

290.0

273.0

297.0

297.0

297.0

290.0

273.0

150.9

180.4

141.9

192. 1

182.6

290.5

192.5

153. 1

205.0

196. 1

2428.0

2706. I

2411.3

2667. l

2719. l

2914. 7

3020. 1

2693, 7

2944.2

3014, 1

171. i

211.5

168.0

216.2

207.9

262.5

229. 6

184, 4

233, 3

225, 9

728.4

811.8

723.4

800. 1

815. 7

874. 4

906.0

808. l

883. 3

904.2

1310.9

1554. 5

1303.4

1504. 9

1565. 2

1651. 2

1850. 5

1569, 3

1763.9

1841, 1

TABLE 3-5. - USABLE PROPELLANT REQUIREMENT

DETERMINATION DUAL THRUST LEVEL

(Propulsion Payload 940 Ib)

Case

i-2

2-2

3-2

4-2

5-2

6-2

7-2

8-2

9-2

i0-2

Delta V ISp LM Load Gross Thrust Usable

6672.0

6672.0

6672.0

6554.0

6637.0

7272.0

7472.0

7472.0

7350.0

7482.0

297.0

297.0

297.0

290.0

273.0

297.0

297.0

297.0

290.0

273.0

151.4

187. 6

142.2

180. 2

171. 6

298.8

203.9

!57.5

192. 3

185.2

2273.2

2507.9

2257.

2369.

2442.

2769.

2812.

2537.

2617.

2731,

Burned

168. 6

214. 6

2 165.2

8 198. 7

0 191.7

4 267.8

5 236.6

0 185.7

1 214.4

7 209, 7

681.0

751. i

676. 4

1300.0

800. 0

829.9

842.5

759.9

1300.0

800, 0

1158.6

1353.3

1152.0

1225. 1

1304.3

1500. 6

1635.9

1411.3

1455, 7

1574, 9
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TABLE 3-6. PROPULSIONSYSTEMCOMPONENT
WEIGHTS AND SIZES

(Propulsion Payload 940 Ib)

Case 1- 1

Volume Diameter Wall Dry Weight No. Tanks

Oxidizer System

4. 907 Z5.3 0. 025 14.0

Fuel System

5. 010 25.5 O. 025 14. 1 Z

Helium System

0.459 11.5 0.115 10.6 3

Nitrogen System

0.408 II.0 0. II0

Main

RCS

Delta V

7400

Engine System

Engine System

ISp

Z97

LM Load

150.5

9.7

35.0

9.0

Gross

Z419. 1

Burned

170.6

Thrust

725..7

Usable

1302.5
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TABLE 3-6. - PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPONENT

WEIGHTS AND SIZES-Continued

Case 2-1

Volume Diameter Wall Dry Weight No. Tanks

Oxidizer System

5. 814 26.8 0. 025 15. 1 2

Fuel System

5.936 27.0 O. 025 15.3 2

Helium System

0.407 11.0 0. 110 9.7 4

Main Engine System 30.0

RCS Engine System 47.0

Delta V Isp LM Load Gross Burned Thrust Usable

7400 297 180.0 2694.2 210.8 808.2 1543.3
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TABLE 3-6. - PROPULSIONSYSTEM COMPONENT
WEIGHTSAND SIZES - Continued

Case 3- 1

Volume Diameter Wall [ Dry Weight No. Tanks

Oxidizer System

4. 879 Z5. Z 0. 025 13.9 Z

Fuel System

4. 981 Z5.4 0.0Z5 14. 1 Z

Helium System

8.4 40.34Z 10.4 0. 104

Main Engine System

RCS Engine System

Delta V ISp LM Load

7400 297 141.5

35.0

14.0

Gross Burned Thrust U sable

2402.6 167.5 720.8 1295. 1
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TABLE 3-6. - PROPULSIONSYSTEMCOMPONENT
WEIGHTS AND SIZES - Continued

Case 4- 1

Volume Diameter Wall Dry Weight No. Tanks

Oxidizer System

5.629 Z6.5 0.025 14.9 Z

Fuel System

5.747 26.7 O. 025 15.1 2

Helium System

0.526 12.0 0.1Z0 11.9

Nitrogen System

0.408 11.0 0.110

Main Engine System

RCS Engine System

Delta V Isp

7400 zg0

LM Load

191.6

9.7

68.0

9.0

Gross

2655.7

Burned

Z15.5

Thrust

796.7

Usable

1494. Z
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TABLE 3-6. - PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPONENT

WEIGHTS AND SIZES - Continued

Case 5-1

Volume Diameter Wall Dry Weight No. Tanks

Oxidizer System

5. 851 26.8 0. 025 15.2

Fuel System

5. 974 27.0 0. 025 15.3

Helium System

2

2

0. 547 12.2 0. 122 12.3 3

Nitrogen System

0.408 11.0 0. 110

Main Engine System

9.7

56.0

RCS Engine System 9.0

Delta V ISp LM Load Gross Burned Thrust Usable

7400 273 182. I 2706.5 Z07. I 811.9 1553.3
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Depending on other factors such as development time available, packaging

for LM stowage, alternate usage design, and available funding, either of these

concepts could be selected. Figures 3-1 and 3-7 show configurational layouts

incorporating these propulsion concepts.

Figure 3-24 shows the thrust to weight ratio which yields minimum

weight. From this curve, it can be seen that the minimum gross weight

optimizes at about 0.36 thrust to weight while the optimum for minimum pro-

pellant optimizes at about 0.4 thrust to weight.

Environmental control subsystem. For maximum simplicity, the use

of an active environmental control system for the LESS vehicle is undesirable.

However, certain subsystem components have temperature limitations which

would be exceeded during exposure of the vehicle to the lunar environment while

awaiting possible usage. Two such components are the battery and the attitude

display gyro package. One alternative is to store these components within the

LM temperature controlled environment until needed. However, this increases

the astronaut assembly requirements, lengthens the preparation time required,

which may be critical, and increases the possibility of failure due to a bad

connection. The other alternative is to provide a simple, passive or semi-

passive means of temperature control, or combinations of both approaches.

Temperature control of vehicle on lunar surface: Two figures are

constructed to illustrate the problems involved in passive temperature control

of the vehicle on the moon's surface.

Figure 3-25 assumes a 460-pound aluminum vehicle covered with a one-

inch thick superinsulation blanket. It is assumed that the outside surface

coating onthe blanket is such that the average outside surface temperature is

equal to that of the surface of the Moon and the inside surface temperature is

equal to the average temperature of the vehicle. It is assumed that, based

on these blanket surface temperatures, all of the heat transmitted through

the blanket is absorbed by the mass of the vehicle resulting in an average

vehicle temperature. This average temperature was computed for each

15 degrees of solar inclination assuming a starting vehicle temperature of

70 F at sunrise.

Figure 3-26 is based on the same approach, except that the surface of

the moon is held constant at -250 F during the lunar night. The vehicle is

assumed to start at 70 F at sunset. A constant coefficient of heat conduction is

assumed for the blanket.

The above approach is based on a rather simplified heat balance, but it

does permit bracketing of the cooling and heating requirements.

In the case of cooling of the vehicle during the hot lunar day, the extra

heat gain above a certain temperature could be picked up by the change of state
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CONCEPT 1-2
DUAL THRUST SINGLE ENGINE
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Figure 3-24. Propulsion System Weight Optimization
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of a body of fluid. For instance, if water were sublimed, it would take about

4 pounds of water (table 3-8) to keep the vehicle below I00 F under the superin-

sulation blanket. Another example is phosphorium chloride (PHtC l), in
table 3-9, which has a melting point of 82 F. Melting of about 17 pounds of this

liquid will keep the maximum average vehicle temperature near 82 F and require

no venting of gases.

If it is required to heat the vehicle during the lunar night, about 50 watts

would maintain the vehicle at 70 F with a -250 F lunar surface temperature.

The results of this analysis indicate that a vehicle landing at lunar sunrise

could be passively temperature-controlled with a properly optimized super-

insulation blanket plus a sms.ll change of state type heat sink. For missions

involving stowage during the lunar night, however, some sort of heating would

be required.

Electronic equipment cooling. - During the escape mission, the need for

electronic equipment cooling is illustrated in figure 3-27. This figure was

constructed by assuming that no cooling is accomplished and all power dissi-

pated goes into heating the mass of the electronics packages. The initial

package temperature was assumed to be 75 F and resulting temperature versus

time was plotted. The maximum equipment temperature of 120 F and the

activity timelines for the mission are also plotted in the figure.

As can be seen by examining figure 3-27, only the displays and con-

trols packages could run for the mission time without overheating. The VHF

transponder and the gyro package exceed the 120 F maximum temperature

early in the mission.

Several approaches can be applied to maintain the proper temperature.

By the use of effective heat transfer conduction to the primary struc-

ture, a certain amount of cooling could be accomplished. The low operating

temperature of system components restrict the amount of heat that can be

radiated to space. The approximate total continuous power load of 100 to

150 watts into the 350-pound structure for four hours would raise the struc-

ture temperature from 75 F to approximately 95 F assuming a balance of

external heat input and losses. Proper surface coatings to cause heat loss

to surface could result in an acceptable passive system.

A combination system might prove to be the optimum design. This

combination system might be to use the primary structure of possibly part of

the fuel as a heat sink during non-flight operation and then use the PLSS heat

transport loop to cool a coldplate network in series with the wet-suit during
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TABLE 3-8. - POTENTIAL MATERIALS HAVING LOW

MELTING TEMPERATURES

Material

Glycol Ethylene, C2H60 2

n- Dodecane, C12H26

Aniline, C 6H5NH2

Butyric Acid (n-),

C4H80 2

Cyanogen Chloride, CNCI

Hydrogen Pe rioxide,

H20 2

Water, H20

Benzene, C6H 6

Formic Acid, CH20 2

Acrylic Acid, C3H40 2

Dioxane, C4H80 2

Melt

Temper-

ature

(Deg F)

+II F

15

21

22

23

28

32

42

47

54

52

P P

k Solid Liquid pk

(Btu/lb) [lb/ft 3) (lb/ft 3) Btu/ft 3)

78 70 5

92 46.9 4

48 65 3

54 60 3

65 76 4

IZ2 90 II

143 63 8

54 55 3

I05 76 8

66 66 4

62 65 4

Boiling

Temper-

ature

(Deg F)

400(_) 387

310(_) 418

120(_) 364

250(_) 328

950(_) 54

000(_) 304

900(_) 212

000(_) 176

000(_) 21Z

380(_) 286

050(_) 214

flight conditions. The coldplate network would be connected downstream of the

wet-suit outlet and upstream of the pump assembly. The estimated electronic

load of 166.9 watts would equal 166.9 times 3.41, or 569 Btu per hour. Since

the capacity of the sublimator is about 2180 Btu per hour as previously calcu-

lated, 2180 minus 569 equals 1611 Btu per hour, which leaves ample capacity

for metabolic needs. There might be some question of whether or not the

present pump will accommodate the extra pressure drop of the coldplate net-

work in series with the wet suit. The present PLSS could be modified to pro-

vide two additional quick disconnects that could be connected when the crewman

mounts the vehicle and prepares for flight.

Another alternative method of cooling the electronic equipment is to use

the liquid transport and feed water loops of the PLSS to cool a coldplate network.

rhe sublimator design point heat load for the transport water circuit is to cool

the transport water to 45 F maximum with inlet conditions of 4.0 pounds per

minuteminimum and a temperature of 54. 1 minimum.
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TABLE 3-9. - POTENTIAL MATERIALS HAVING MEDIUM

MELTING TEMPERATURES

Material

Transit Heet 60

p-Xylene, C 6H4(CH3)2

Acetic Acid, CH3COOH

n-Hexadecane, C16H34

Glycerol, C3H5(OH)3

Polyethylene Glycol

(Carbowax 600)

n-Heptadecane, C17H36

Sodium Chromate,

Na2CrO 4" 1OH20

Phosphonium Chloride,

PH4C1

n-Octadecane

Calcium Chloride,

CaC12- 6H20

Transit Heet 86

Nitrogen Pentoxide

Sodium Sulphate,

NAzSO 4" 1OHzO

n-Nanodecane, C 19H40

Technical Eicosane,

C20H42

Dibasic Sodium

Phosphate,

NA2HPO 4" 12H20

1 -Tetradecanol,

CH3(C H2) 12" CH204

Octacosane, C28H58

Melting

Temper- p p

ature k Solid Liquid pk

(Deg F) _tu/Ib) (lb/ft 3) (ib / ft 3) (Btu/ft 3)

60 100 98 98 9 300

61 71 53.7 3 820(_

62 78 65.4 5 lO0(_

64 I01 48. 3 4 880(_

64 86 78.6 6 750(_

68°77 63

72 7Z 48 3 450(_)

73 71 93 6 '600(g _

82 324

82 105 48 5 050(;_

84 73 105 7 650(_

86 130

86 138

88 9Z

90 81

9Z-98 66-78

96 IZO

102 14 000(f

48

92

100 99 52 51

142 109

48 3 885(_

3 ZOO/

3 780(_)

95 11 400(J_)'

5 199(D

Boil

Temper-
ature

(Deg F)

281

244

549

553

577

60Z

116.6

626

401

507
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H= W AT
cp

H = (4. 0 Ibslmin)(60 min/hr)(l Btu/ibs-F)(54. 1 F - 45 F)

H = 2180 Btu/hr

2180
- 640 watts

3.41

With a probable load of 160 watts, the sublimator should be of ample

capacity. A four-hour load of 160 watts will require about 2.5 pounds of

water. A coldplate network could probably be designed to simulate the pres-

sure drop of the wet suit which would not require the development of a new

pump. The primary undesirable feature of this concept is in the interconnec-

tion of equipment cooling with the astronaut life support system. Some

degradation of backpack reliability and safety is bound to result from the

possibility of fluid leakage or other malfunction of the equipment circuit.

Some risk to astronaut safety is involved in pushing the limits of the backpack

capability including the time required to rendezvous and enter the CM. Life

support by the PLSS/oxygen purge system (OPS) provides a maximum of

7200 Btu of heat removal and an equivalent quantity of oxygen. The 4-hour

capability of the PLSS is based on a metabolic rate of 1200 Btu per hour.

Work rates in excess of either of these figures for any length of time will

result in less than a 5.5 hour operational life for the PLSS/OPS system.

About 45 minutes of activity could be required using the PLSS prior to escape.

Therefore, time to accomplish transfer from the LESS to the CM after

rendezvous and docking may be critically time-dependent or require that an

umbilical from the CM be connected to the PGA before transfer. Present

design of the PGA inlet and exhaust gas connectors presents the potential

of loss of the pressure within the suit if connection is inadvertently mis-

aligned since the PGA connector check valve is depressed prior to the

umbilical connector making a seal with the connector "O" rings. It is also

very difficult to hook up a gas connector which is flowing gas with the PGA

connector and shut off valves are not presently found in the distal end of the

C1M gas umbilical hoses.

Both the PGA gas connectors and umbilical PGA connectors may be

modified with the addition of an appropriately positioned rotary on-off valve

to permit interconnection to be completed before flowing gas through the

umbilical connector or potentially causing loss of IDGA integrity due to inlet

and exhaust connector manipulation.
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Any movement of the crewman during transfer will perturbate the

LESS unless a rigid docking relationship exists between the LESS and the

CSM. The most likely docking method, and that implied by the docking

drogue shown on configuration drawings, is that of hard docking the LESS

to the CM at the LM docking probe. The normal LM drogue would not be

used because of excessive weight and forces required, but instead a light-

weight drogue with spring-loaded arms which would latch onto the CM

probe at impact thus holding the LESS while crew membel : transferred

from LESS to the CM hatch. Prior to release of restraints on the LESS,

safety lines anchored to the CM will be attached to the crew members.

Handholds will be nrovided on the CM to aid in crew transfer and CM hatch

entry in minimum time.

It is noted that the ability to connect the astronaut suit to an extended

umbilical, without first requiring an entry into the LM or CSM pressurized

cabin, would be a useful improvement in advanced missions and even for
basic LM missions. This would save crew time and would not require an

extra cabin pressurization followed later {after umbilical hookup) by

depressurizatiol= to eject backpacks.

Communications subsystem. - As a study ground rule, the backpack

communication system will be utilized during the escape mission. An S-band

earth communications system or long-range VHF link to the CSM would be

necessary to avoid loss of communication during most of the escape trajectory.

For the rendezvous of the LESS and CSM, a VHF ranging transponder is con-

sidered necessary to obtain range and range rate data. The CSM already has

the capability to receive and u_-lize this VHF data {rendezvous techniques are

analyzed elsewhere in this report).

Electrical power subsystem. - The logical source of electrical power for

this vehicle, where a small to moderate amount of power is required for a few

hours, is a battery. Since, for this application, cyclic {charge-discharge)

operation will not be required, a secondary battery will be adequate. Silver-

zinc oxide batteries such as used in the Apollo CM entry and post-landing

possess high energy-to-weight ratios of 30 to 50 watt hours/pound. Low tem-

peratures, below 80 F, will reduce the capacity {reduction is 60 percent at

0 F). To ensure maximum capacity when utilization is required, storage in

the dry charged state within the LM is desirable. The electrolyte could be

injected by the astronauts when required by applying pressure at a specified

point to break _ seal and allow flow of electrolyte into the battery. The silver-
zinc-oxide battt ties are currently available in a variety of sizes and would

present no development problems. Advanced type batteries show promise of

doubling the power to _eight ratio achievable with silver-zinc. Of these, the

acid type lithium-copper-flouride battery has demonstrated energy density of

over 100 watt hours/pound. However, for the LESS vehicle, the conventional

batteries do not present a critical weight problem.
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Table 3-10 shows the power users and approximate level and duration

required. The summation of these for the various concepts were used with an

assumption of a silver-zinc oxide battery with a 50-watt hour/pound capability

to arrive at the estimated battery weights shown in table 3-11. Cabling and

£1ectrical equipment weights were estimated in a gross manner. Individual

components, wire sizes, and lengths were not identified.

Reliability and safety considerations. - Three candidate lunar escape

vehicle/systems configurations were examined with respect to differences in

equipment options and concepts affecting mission accomplishments and safety.

All three configurations have minimum equipment requirements in common;

for example, cold gas RCS, hypergolic main propuJ_ion system, simple pilot

flight aids, basic system controls and minimum electrical power supply. The

mission reliability of these equipment items for all three concepts is essen-

tially equal. Design alternatives for some of this equipment including the

electrical power supply are discussed with regard to effects on reliability and

crew safety.

Equipment differences of the three concepts, and the L_ssociated

reliability considerations and remarks are listed in table 3-12. Each configU-

ration as indicated is assumed for discussion purposes to have two or more

levels of increasing design sophistication including levels of pilot support or

flight ai,is. An assumed acceptable minimum of pilot support 'equipment is

listed for the configuration which is the minimum vehicle. S'nce it is the least

complex, it is the most reliable from the stnndpoint of successful equipment

operation. The most complex configuration is -8C, equipped with engine

gimbal system and controls, automated flight stabilization, and the capability

to integrate increasing levels of automated guidance and navigation support

functions. The -9 configuration, basically a -7 type vehicle with a three-body,

two rotational degree of freedom propulsion tankage support refinement, is

limited to and remains dependent upon the kinesthetic flight skills of the pilot.

While more complex hardware and additional equipment provide

increased opportunity for failures, some combination other than the most

simple design may represent the acceptable minimum to accommodate pilot

limitations within a given set of anticipated mission profiles. The additional

equipment and design sophistication is expected to increase the prelaunch

checkout work load with the advantage of reducing pilot demands during flight.

The passenger can support the prelaunch preparation of the escape vehicle but

his contributions to pilot flight workload reduction appear to be minimal

(one-man operation was an objective).

The more complex -8 vehicle configurations have the capability to be
operated in a degraded mode if the stabilization function fails. The -8 mini-

mum design provides for manual thrust vector control supported by a 'fly to'

pilot instrument display. For backup capability the 'fly to' instruments can
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TABLE 3-I0. - ELECTRICAL POWERREQUIREMENTS

Concept
Warmup

Watt s Hour s

Kinesthetic

All axis attitude gyros

display
Beacon

VHF transponder

Engine valves

60

0

0

0

0

Operating Total

Watts ] Hours Watt Hours

Hardwire Control

I 60 4

0 15 4

0 15 4

0 30 4

0 200 0. 1

300

60

60

IZO

1

541

With Sight Guidance

Same as kinesthetic except:

Add sight illumination
Add hand controller

Eliminate attitude system

300

0

-60

O.Z 300

0 5

I -75

0.5

4

4

+Zl0

+Z0

-360

31f

Hardwire Control

With Attitude Display Guidance

Same as kinesthetic except:
Add hand controller 0

Stability Augmented

Same as kinesthetic except:

Add stability augmentation

gyros

Add gimbal actuators

Add control logic

Z25

0

0

0.2 I00

0 80

0 20

4 +20

561

4 +445

4 +320

4 + 80

1386

TABLE 3-11. ESTIMATED BATTERY WEIGHTS

Concept

Kinesthetic

Hardwire with sight guidance

Hardwire with attitude display guidance

Stability augmented

with attitude display guidance

Total Watt-Hour s

Required

541

311

561

1386

Battery Weight
(lb)

11

9

12

Z8
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be designed to operate independently of any integrated error readouts or navi-

gation function equipments that might be provided. With exception of the

automated guidance and flight control equipped vehicle, the other concepts are

subject to the effects of the pilots visual time response accommodation

inadequacy with sudden, extreme changes in illumination expected during
flight. The kinesthetically controlled vehicle is most sensitive to this condi-

tion since the pilot workload is very high and momentary distractions could

lead to unrecoverable loss of control. The more sophisticated levels of auto-

mated flight control, while subject to greater opportunity of equipment failure,

provide a better chance of lunar escape in the event of kinesthetic skill
impairment of the pilot by exhaustion or trauma.

The cold gas reaction control system for yaw, orbital attitude control,

and docking maneuvers will be operated by a hand controller which also may

be used for the vectoring of the main propulsion engine in the -8 configuration

by means of a function switch-over. (A separate left hand control may be

utilized for RCS functions. ) The mechanical advantage and nominal pilot
inputs available through a hand control may be inadequate for direct drive

"hardwire" coupling to the gimbaled engine. Augmentation can be provided

by the autopilot type of electromechanical devices or a cold gas-powered servo

system. The automated flight stabilization mode could possibly utilize hard-

wire as a backup operation. The minimal remaining mode of operation is

kinesthetic control requiring the pilot to be in a standing position if all other
modes appear inoperable during preflight checkout.

Preparation of the lunar escape vehicle and its checkout prior to flight

represents a considerable amount of disciplined effort by both crew members

for the least complex system. Confirmation of some equipment status may
not require more than "go, no-go" type indicators where corrective action is

not possible. Visual inspection and observation of control responses may be

part of prelaunch checkout. Adjustments such as weight balance, flight

system alignment, and clock setting should be held to a minimum by appro-

priate design approaches and mission planning.

Battery-supplied electrical power is considered essential to successful

mission completion for all of the candidate vehicles. Principal failure modes

are internal cell shorting and internal open circuits. Other modes of failure

include loss of electrolyte and loss of activated battery charge from standing.

Other considerations include extremes of temperature which have a signifi-

cant effect on available power or result in battery failure. To enhance

satisfactory operation of LESS electrical dependent equipment, the input

voltage requirements should reflect a wider tolerance to voltage variations.

Since batteries are a high weight item, simple one-for-one redundancy

for reliability is considered objectionable particularly in applications where

they represent a higher fraction of vehicle weight in one mission type of

ff
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operations. The substitution of cells or bypassing defective cells requires

test or monitoring circuits and somewhat elaborate switching capabilities.

The LESS application will not readily accommodate this requirement. The

more complex LESS configurations will permit reduction of electrical loading

to equipment classified as mission essential for continuation of the mission

in a degraded mode of operations. Unless backup battery weight is acceptable

the LESS battery should have sufficiently high survival design requirements

that are compatible with the potential failure effect on the LESS mission.

Weight and balance. - Lunar escape system configurations selected for

study were the kinesthetic, hardwire and stability-augmented control, and the

kinesthetic three-body models. For each concept, a configuration design

drawing was prepared showing 90 percentile crew members, basic structure,

equipment, engine, and propulsion tankage arrangements (with some vari-

ations) for design propellant loadings of 1000 and 1600 pounds, the expected

range of propellant requirements. Each configuration studies utilizes a cold

gas (nitrogen} reaction control system, helium for tank pressurization, and

a single liquid rocket engine.

Mass properties analysis consisted of determining parametrically the

various concept weights, centers of gravity, and moments of inertia for

propellant design loadings of 1000 to 1600 pounds. The factors were gener-

ated to support stabilization and control dynamic response tradeoffs. The

analysis was performed by first determining each configuration's base point

weight; the base point in each case is for a 1000-pound propellant design

load. Parametric subsystem weight data, as a function of propellant weight,

were applied to these basepoint data. Vehicle mass properties were then

determined and presented as a function of propellant design weight.

For the weight breakdown tables a propellant weight of 1160 pounds

is used which represents that required for this weight vehicle flying a bent

two-step trajectory with dual thrust level.

The crewman weight used in this study represents a 90 percentile man

(192 pounds, and 72.2 inches tall), space suit (63 pounds}, portable life

support system (8Z pounds}, and an oxygen purge system (38 pounds}, for a

total of 375 pounds. Mass properties were derived for each position as

depicted by the configuration design drawings.

Parametric weight/balance and inertias, kinesthetic models (fig. 3-1). -

Low and high propellant tank configurations were considered. The pilot is

standing and the passenger is seated with his back inclined at an angle, or

approximately Z6 degrees to the vertical center line. Both are positioned

such that their centers of gravity lie nominally in the YZ plane of the vehicle,

thereby minimizing pitch and yaw inertia values. The parametric mass

properties data included are given in tables 3-13 through 3-15 and figures 3-Z8
through 3-35.
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TABLE 3-13. - LESS WEIGHT STATEMENT KINESTHETIC-LOW
TANK TYPICAL CONFIGURATION

Item Weight (lb)

Structure

Platform

Guard Rail

Passenger Seat
Truss Structure

Controls

Control Panel and Instrumentation

RCS Hand Controller

Hand Hold

Attitude Indicator Installation

Electrical System

Battery

Cabli,_g and Equip.

Engine and Mount

Reaction Control System

Propellant System

70. Z

46.0

3.0

2.0

19. Z

31.0

6.0

2.0

Z. 0

Zl.0

Zl.0

II.0

I0.0

ZS. 0

Z0.0

74.0

Tanks, Insulation and Mounts (4)

Plumbing, Etc.

Pr e s sur ization System
Tanks - Helium

Plumbing, Etc.
Beacon

VHF Transponder

Docking Mechanism

64.0

I0.0

41.0

31.0

I0.0

15

I0

20

Vehicle Dry Weight 327. Z

Re sidual Propellant

Helium Pre s surant

Re sidual Nitrogen

Crew + PLSS + OPS and Suits (Z)

I0.0

3.0

.5

750.0

Vehicle at Burnout 1090.7

Fuel 446

Oxidizer 714

Nitrogen - RCS Consumable 5. 5

Gross Weight ZZ56. Z
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FWD _ ,,

FACING

-7

+X_

_'__._. .... '__ _ "_

+Y IS TO PILOT'S RIGHT.
-Z IS MEASURED FROM BOTTOM OF PLATFORM.

Figure 3-28. - LESS Kinesthetic Model Coordinate System
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Figure 3-Z9. - LESS Kinesthetic Model Mass Characteristics Versus

Propellant Weight (Base Point 1000 Lb Propellant Loading
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WEIGHTS APPLY TO BOTH LOW TANK
AND HIGH TANK CONFIGURATIONS.
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Figure 3-31. - LESS Kinesthetic Model Effect of Propellant Design

Weight on Vehicle Weight
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NOTE: DATA APPLIES TO LOW AND HIGH TANK CONFIGURATIONS.
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Hardwire and stability-augmented control models (fig. 3-3): Para-

metric mass properties were generated for the hardwire control model only.

For the stability-augmented model, a weight statement is presented showing

the weight differential to the hardwire concept. The pilot is also seated in a

reclined position to favor use of visual sighting devices in a bent two-step

profile, their backs making an angle of approximately 60 degrees to the ver-

tical centerline. Both are positioned such that their centers of gravity lie

nominally in the vehicle YZ plane, thereby minimizing pitch and yaw inertia

values. The parametric mass properties data included are given in

tables 3-16 through 3-18, and in figures 3-36 through 3-41.

Kinesthetic three-body model (fig. 3__.): Mass characteristic data were

generated for the 1000-pound propellant design load only. Data for the platform

associated mass, body structure associated mass, and the total vehicle are

presented. The pilot is standing and the passenger is seated in an upright

position. Their center of gravity locations, with respect to the vehicle center-

line, are 10 inches aft for the pilot and 10 inches forward for the passenger.

Mass properties data included are given in tables 3-19 through 3-Zl and in

figures 3-4Z through 3-44.

Balance and center of gravity position. - The requirement to balance the

vehicle statically about the thrust vector is desirable for all configurations

and may be a necessity for hardware or stability-augmented concepts unless

center of gravity offsets can be shown to be less than a determinable amount.

If the vehicle is not balanced with the center of gravity on the center line, the

engine must be gimbaled, or differentially thrusted (for pulsing engine versions)

to align the thrust vector through the center of gravity. This will result in the

vehicle platform being tilted with respect to the vehicle thrust vector struc-

ture. Since the flight trajectory corresponds to the thrust vector, the angle

between thrust line and vehicle center line then becomes an error in the

trajectory if the guidance equipment is referenced to the vehicle. For more

sophisticated systems such as the stability augmented control system, this

angle can be measured and incorporated into the guidance system to eliminate

the error. If this complexity is included, the vehicle need only be balanced

to minimize gimbal angle, perhaps to within two or three inches of center of

gravity uncertainty if as much as 10 to 15 degrees of gimbal are available.

For the simplified guidance and control concepts which are the objective

for this vehicle, a method of accurate center of gravity positioning may be

necessary. The center of gravity of the empty vehicle would have been deter-

mined very accurately on Earth, the combined center of gravity of the two

astronauts would be known very accurately and the major errors would be the

propellant loading variation and slight changes in crew mass and position.

A method for accomplishing vehicle balance if required is illustrated in

figure 3-8. This concept involves vehicle leveling in two planes to correct for
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TABLE 3-1 6. - LESS WEIGHT STATEMENT
HARDWIRE CONTROL MODEL - BASE POINT CONFIGURATION

Item

Structure

Platform 35.

Seats 5.

Thrust and truss structure 16.

Weight (lb)

0

0

0

56.0

Guidance and Controls

Control panel pedestal

Control panel and instrumentation

Hand controller

Attitude indicator and display panel

Hardwire gimbal mechanism

.

6.

5.

27.

15.

0

0

5

0

0

57.5

Electrical System

Battery

Cabling and equipment

Engine
Thrust chamber

Gimbal

Mount

Reaction Control System

Propellant System

.

10.

23.

15.

2.

15.0

40. 0

20.0

74.0

Tanks, insulation and mounts (4)

Plumbing, etc.

Pressurization System
Tanks - Helium

Plumbing, etc.
Beacon

VHF transponder

Docking mechanism

Vehicle dry weight

Re sidual Propellant
Helium Pr e s sur ant

Re sidual Nitrogen
Crew + PLSS + OPS and Suits (2)

Vehicle at burnout

Fuel

Oxidizer

Nitrogen - RCSExpendable

Gross Weight

41.0

15.0

I0.0

ZO.O

348.5

64.0

10.0

31.0

I0.0

I0.0

3.0

0.5

750.0

1112.0

446.0

714.0

5.5

2278.0
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TABLE 3-17. - LESS WEIGHT SUMMARY--

STABILITY-AUGMENTED CONTROL MODEL

Component/Condition Weight (Ib)

Hardwire Control Model Dry Weight

Less:

Gimbal System - Hardwire

Plus:

Gimbal Actuator Installation

Stability Augmentation Package

Additional Battery Weight

348.5

-15.0

25.0

II.0

17.0

Vehicle Dry Weight 386.5

Residual Propellants and Gases 13.5

Crew + PLSS and Suits (Z) 750.0

Vehicle at Burnout 1150.0

Propellant

Nitrogen - RCS Expendable

':qZ 00.0

5.5

Gross Weight 2355.5

;:=Increased from 1160 pounds due to increased vehicle weight

the lunar surface slope; this requires two bubble levels on the LESS installed

perpendicular to the theoretical thrust vector and screw adjustments in each

of the launch legs or launch stand. The vehicle center of gravity can now be

determined by use of load cells in the legs. Display of the load cell outputs

on the pilot's console where it can be seen while the crew are in final flight

position is required. Also required is the inclusion of a mechanism to

facilitate movement of pilot and/or passenger seat position in both the x and

the y axes to obtain uniform load cell readings.

Guidance error analysis shows that for a typical configuration, center

of gravity positioning to within 1/4 to 1/2 inch with reasonable dimensions

on engine location is required. With accurate calibration on Earth before the

mission (which may involve static engine firing in a vacuum chamber) the

vehicle center of gravity can be positioned to within +0. 1 inch. Achievement

of this accuracy requires balancing with the same astronauts scheduled for



TABLE 3-18. - HARDWIRE CONTROL MODEL

MASS CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY

Propella_ Load/Condition

1000 lb Propellant

Burnout

Midburn

Gross

1300 lb Propellant

Burnout

Midburn

Gross

1600 lb Propellant

Burnout

Midburn

Gross

Weight

(ib)

CG (in.) Inertia (slug-ft 2)

X Y Z IXX Iyy Iz Z

1129. 5 0 0 -12.7

163Z. 3 0 0 -3.Z

Z135.0 0 0 +0. I

1151.0 0 0 -12.2

1803.8 0 0 -0.6

2456.5 0 0 +2.7

1174.0 0 0 -11.6

1976. 8 0 0 -0.5

2779. 5 0 0 +4.2

99.9

228.3

300.4

105.5

270.6

358.4

111.6

280.6

405.9

132.1

246.0

297.2

137.7

275.6

336.2

143.8

2'79.3

371.1

131.4

222.2

313.1

134.2

252.3

370.3

137.3

282.5

427.8

that particular mission seated in suits and backpacks. This calibration would

have to be accomplished with uniformly loaded propellant tanks. In actual

servicing on the lunar surface, particularly if expandable tanks are utilized,

variation between propellant tank loadings can be expected. With the typical

tank center 30 inches from vehicle center line, a 1 percent variation in oxi-

dizer loading will result in a center of gravity movement of approximately

0. l-inch. A 2 percent loading uncertainty (0.2-inch) when combined with

nominal vehicle variation of 0. l-inch, if in the same direction might approach

or exceed that allowed for orbit insertion accuracy in some configurations.

More detail analysis and loading tests of the actual system and vehicle design

would be required to determine if loading errors of less than 2 percent are

achievable. Figure 3-38 shows that a pilot and or passenger movement of

over 1 inch is required to correct for a 0.2-inch vehicle center of gravity

variation for a minimum weight vehicle in takeoff condition.
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NOTE: X AND Y C.G. ARMS = 0.
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Figure 3-37. - LESS Hardwire Control Model Mass Characterisitics Versus

Propellant Weight (Base Point 1000 lb Propellant Loading)
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TABLE 3-19. - LESS WEIGHT STATEMENT:

KINESTHETIC CONTROL THREE-BODY MODEL

Item Weight (lb)

Structure

Platform and support truss 40.

Guard rail 3.

Passenger seat 2.

Basic body 6.

Propellant tank support trusses 9.

Controls

Control panel and instrumentation 6.

RCS hand controller Z.

Hand hold 2.

Attitude indicator installation Z i.

Damping struts - spring loaded 5.

Platform gimbal 16.

Electrical System

Battery

Cabling and equipment

Engine and Mount

Reaction Control System

Propellant System

Tanks, insulation and mounts (4)

Plumbing, etc.

Pressurization System

Tanks - helium

Plumbing, etc.

Beacon

VHF transponder

Docking Mechanism

II.0

I0.0

64.0

I0.0

31.0

I0.0

62.2

52.7

21.0

ZS.0

Z0.0

74.0

41.0

15.0

I0.0

20.0

Vehicle dry weight 340.9

Re sidual Propellant

Helium Pres surant

Re sidual Nitrogen

Crew + PLSS + OPS and Suits (2)

I0.0

3.0

0.5

750.0

Vehicle at burnout 1104.4

Fuel 446.0

Oxidizer 714.0

Nitrogen - RCS Consumable 5. 5

Gross Weight 2270.9
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TABLE 3-20. - LESS KINESTHETIC CONTROL THREE-BODY MODEL

MASS CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY

(1000 LB PROPELLANT LOAD)

Condition

Burnout

Midburn

Gross

Weight

(ib)

1097.5

1600.0

2103.0

X

0

0

0

CG (in.)

Y Z

0 36. Z

0 23.4

0 18.4

Inertia (slug-ft p-)
=

IXX Iyy

Zl3. Z 218.7

453. 8

6O4.8

IZZ

IZ0.4

415.4 311.3

5ZZ. 4 502. Z

There are other methods of balance sensing and adjustment which may be

better than the leveling-load cell concept illustrated. One of these utilizes a

ball and socket or gimbal ring support system in place of launch legs. This

method allows slight tilting of the vehicle around both axes if it is not balanced.

Level sensing could be accomplished with a single bubble (tire balance type)

mounted on the vehicle structure in such a position that the pilot could see it

while in the normal seated position (a disposable mirror could be used for

convenience). Seat adjustment would then be made to obtain balance. Another

mechanical method is to use identical calibrated springs in the four legs,

compressed fully while leveling the vehicle to bubble levels. After mounting

the vehicle, the crew would remotely release the spring tie-downs and observe

the new platform bubble level readings. When load is equalized in all legs by

shifting the seats, the vehicle platform should again be level and center of

gravity in proper position. Several other methods are possiblc; during the next

LESS vehicle development phase, the concept which provides the required

accuracy with minimum astronaut effort and time may be determined.

Structures. - The structural analysis performed in this study was lill_-.

ited to a review of the conceptual drawings and a brief analysis of the feasibiliiy

of expandable tank concepts.

The type of structure utilized in most conceptual layouts consists of a

honeycomb/plate deck with truss supports of engine, tanks, displays and

equipment. The primary advantage of this type structural design is simplicity

and ease of manufacturing where no high acceleration loads are present at

concentration points. (In the Lunar Flying Vehicle Study where 8g landing

loads are a requirement, skin-stringer construction was found to be lighter.)
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TABLE 3-21. LESS KINESTHETIC CONTROL THREE-BODY

MODEL PLATFORM AND BODY-ASSOCIATED MASS

CHARACTERISTICS(1000 LB PROPELLANT LOAD}

Gimb al Axis v,?eight
(lb)

PLATFORM ASSOCIATED

Center of Gravity (in.)

X Y Z

MASS CHARAC TERISTICS

Inertia (slug-ft 2)

Ixx Iyy

IN PITCH AND ROLL.

Pitch 0

Roll Q

882.3

891.8

0

0 I08.0

108. 8

Pitch condition does not include roll gimbal ring.Roll condition includes roll gimbal ring.

BODY STRUCTURE ASSOCIATED MASS CHARACTERISTICS

IN PITCH AND ROLL.

Burnout

PitchQ

KollQ

Midb urn

PitchO

KollQ

Gross

PitchQ

Roll @

215.2

205.7

717.7

708. Z

1220.7

1211.2

+I. 8

+i. 9

+3. 8

+3.9

+1. I

÷1, 1

25.6

143. 3

259.7

Pitch condition includes roll gimbal ring.Roll condition does not include roll gimbal ring.

24.8

98.4

171. I
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The use of expandable tanks greatly facilitates stowage aboard the LM

descent stage (fig. 3-6). Since the tanks are not filled when stowed on the

LM, the use of the collapsed and folded tank concept is particularly pertinent.

Although collapsible tanks are not known to have been in any other aircraft

or space vehicles, the positive expulsion diaphragm propellant technology,

which is well developed, is applicable. Positive expulsion tank bladders

developed for these propellants could be used with a flexible retainer to limit

expansion to the desired final spherical shape and absorb all or part of the

internal pressure loads. Metal mesh or fiberglass cloth material could be
used to withstand the 300 psi internal pressure and still be capable of folding

into a metal hoop such as shown in figure 3-3. The fiberglass cloth or mesh

could be formed into a composite tank material with Teflon or a fluoro-

elastomer on the inside.

A brief analysis has shown that tankwall thickness of 0.020- to 0. 025-

inch is sufficient (Viton A) which results in a tank weight not significantly

greater than a metal tank. Calculation of the effect of dynamic loads during
launch from the lunar surface show that tank material thickness requirement

is not significantly increased for vehicle thrust to weight of 0. 3.

-7

FWD. PILOT _

FACING _ +Y IS TO PILOT S RIGHT HAND

Figure 3-4Z. - LESS Kinesthetic Control Model Coordinate System

( Decoupled Mode)
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X AND Y C.G. ARMS = 0
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Figure 3-43. - LESS Kinesthetic Control Three-Body Model Mass

Characteristics Versus Propellant Weight
(i000 Ib Propellant Mode)
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Another concept variation utilizes a single-layer metalic convoluted

diaphragm of the type developed for cyrogenic propellant positive expulsion.

Bell Aircraft has produced tanks of this type for the Air Force under

AF04-611-8183. The problem with this concept is to find material which is

ductile enough to be convoluted, to straighten into a sphere with internal

pressure an.1 to withstand operating pressures of 300 psi. A candidate mater-

ial is Incoael 718 which has a yield strength of 180,000 psi. Required material

thickness for a 27-inch diameter tank with 300 psi internal pressure is 0. 014-

inch, which results in weight of less than I0 pounds not including supports and

fittings. With the required support hoop and fittings, the weight is estimated

to be approximately 20 pounds which compares to 16 pounds for a conventional

spherical titanium tank.

Stowage on the lunar module. - Figure 3-45 shows potential storage

areas on the LM into which the LESS must fit. The 32 by 70 by 90-inch

rectangular area on the rear deck of the descent stage appears to be the area

most compatible with vehicle shape, but during the Lunar Flying Vehicle

Study NASA stated that a LM ground rule is that all equipment be stowed below

the ascent-descent separation plane. This is to eliminate the possibility of

interference during a descent abort where translation of the ascent stage could

result in interference of the engine with something stowed on the upper deck

area. Therefore, study stowage investigations have concentrated on the

Quads I and IV areas. (Recent information from NASA MSC has shown plans

to use Quad IV for MESA experiments and equipment stowage).

Figure 3-5 shows the configuration of figure 3-i, with collapsed tanks

stowed in a LM quad. Even with the large (1600-pound) propellant tanks,

(collapsed and folded) this configuration stows within the available area pro-

vided the equipment and seats above the LESS deck are folded into the deck.

Without the expandable propellant tanks the vehicle can not be stowed without

encroachment into the area under the LM RCS exhaust. Stowage within this

jet encroachment area is another approach as indicated in figure 3-I0, which

shows the long range flyer version of LESS stowed without collapsed tanks.

Use of this area under the RCS downward firing jet is undesirable because it

reduces the jet effectiveness and causes an increased LM RCS propellant

requirement. This propellant increase must be compared with the complexity

and development costs of the expandable tank concept, if that is the choice.

Another, or poor fourth, stowage method utilizes detached propellant tanks

which are stowed in another LM quad. This greatly complicates the surface

assembly which the astronaut must do, increases workload, and poses the

possibility of contamination and improper connections.

Conceptual design conclusions. - From the conceptual design studies

conducted it can be concluded that a vehicle capable of performing the LESS
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mission is feasible from a design and construction standpoint. The weight,

balance, subsystems integration, and stowage on the Lik4 present problems,

but all have one or more apparent solutions. Additional design conclusions

are described below.

The guidance and control techniques to be employed can affect the vehicle

configuration and packaging. Hardwire and stability-augmented control tech-

niques, particularly with gyro displays, tend to permit more compact layouts.

Design for best handling qualities with manual stability modes tends to

complicate design of hardwire controls and engine gimbal arrangements.

Use of RCS jets for powered boost attitude control offers advantages in

potential hardwire control simplification and reduced guidance system center

of gravity variation sensitivity.

Weight penalties for pure RCS couples are excessive so downward-only

firing is feasible. However, this configuration leads to the multi-engine

pulsing configuration using Apollo RCS engines which requires only a 100-

pound propellant penalty, eliminates gimbaling and thrust misalignment gui-

dance errors, and promises availability and packaging gains as well. It does

appear to violate the groundrule calling for simplicity in all systems.

Optimum thrust-to-weight at takeoff is in the order of 0.3 for minimum

energy and good control. Reduction of thrust (2 levels) to I0 to Z0 percent

later in boost flight helps improve handling qualities and substantially

decreases total energy requirements, particularly if takeoff thrust-to-weight

is increased to 0.4. The thrust reduction should come at about 60 percent of

final velocity gained.

Stepped thrust capability is not difficult to provide but requires longer

engine development.

With single main engine configurations, it is most practical to use cold

gas jets for yaw control. Nitrogen gas provides lowest system weights and is

also adequate for RCS functions in orbital coast phases. Multiple gas jets are

desirable for 3-axis translation as well as rotation couples for precise docking

maneuvers, if required.

A design objective should be to achieve good handling qualities with

manual control modes and practical geometric layouts. However, large

changes in inertia with the high mass of propellants aboard from start to end

burn are difficult to accommodate (stepped thrust reduction is a major help).

Desirable moment arms from engine girnbal to center of gravity with conven-

tional hardware control are most difficult to provide, yet are needed to avoid

guidance angle errors resulting from girnbal angles to correct for small

center of gravity offsets.

Backpack (PLSS) recharge time of approximately one hour appears

excessively long under likely emergency conditions requiring haste in abort

preparations.
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Redevelopment of the spacesuit-to-umbilical connector to permit

coupling in vacuum appears cery desirable as a safety improvement both for

the LESS and other potential missions.

Three areas which warrant considerable effort in future studies or

related research are: balance and center of gravity control methods refine-

ment to require a minimum of astronaut time and effort; vehicle design for

stowage on LM with reduced amount of equipment folding; research on

improved locations for stowage on LM/ELM; and research into the collapsible

tank concept to prove feasibility for this and other applications.

Surface Operations

Objective. - The unloading, setup and servicing of the LESS are

critical to the feasibility and practicality of the emergency vehicle concept.

Unless the LESS can be unloaded, assembled, fueled, aligned/balanced,

checked out and launched within a relatively short period of time and with-

out fatiguing the crew, the vehicle may not serve its intended purpose. Part

of the surface operations can be performed before an emergency occurs

when time will not be as critical and crew workload can be spread over a

longer period. The objective of this effort was to examine these operations

to determine their requirements in terms of time, effort, and equipment.

Approach. - The approach taken in the analysis of surface operations

involves study of the LIV[ vehicle, constraints dictated by astronaut capa-

bilities, and suit restrictions. Surface operations analysis relied heavily

on past Space Division contract and research studies; in particular, the

recently completed Lunar Flying Vehicle Study where similar problems of

deployment, setup, checkout, and servicing were studied.

Several assumptions must be made which influence the analysis of

surface operations :

1. The carrier vehicle is the LM or extended LM with configuration of

the present LM.

2. The backpacks can be fully recharged shortly before launch.

3. The LM ascent stage propellants are available for trausfer and the

drain ports have not been uncovered by overturning the LM.

4. Unloading and servicing of the LESS must be accomplished by one

man.

5. Changes to the LMvehicle to accommodate LESS stowage or

servicing will be minimal.

6. No pyrotechnic devices will be used for LESS release, deployment,

or separation.
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Operational tasks and timeline estimates. - Table 3-22 shows the

general sequence of surface operations and an estimate of the time required.
Considerable time is involved both before and after a decision has been reached

to use the LESS. During future studies, effort should concentrate on reduc-

tion of these tasks and time required particularly that required after the deci-

sion to use LESS.

Guidance and control s_rstem preparation and alignment. - The launch

preparation required for the G&C s_rstem involves system assembler, the

updating of ascent guidance targeting variables, and alignment of gyro

attitude reference systems, if used. Very little G&C system assembly is

anticipated, with the possible exception of such components as gyros which

may require storage in a tightl_r controlled temperature environment.

The ascent phase targeting parameters which will probably require

updating to the specific conditions existing at the time of launch include the

following:

1. Launch time - set into clock

2. AV meter settings

3. Pitch profile parameters - note or adjust parameters such as angles

of pitch profile steps and step change AV values

4. Visual attitude reference parameters - note or adjust to proper sun

angle, note memorize landmark to be tracked, etc.

As discussed elsewhere in the report, these targeting parameters are

all computed at the Mission Control Center at Houston, and voice-linked to the

crewmen. The data will be recorded as is presently done in the Apollo pro-

gram as a backup to the on-board guidance computer solutions.

Attitude reference system alignment. - Several methods of aligning the

gyro attitude reference before launch have been considered. The alignment

methods can be classified into two broad groups: those in which attitude is

completely determined from optical sightings of external references, and

those methods which employ leveling of the entire vehicle or attitude ref-

erence system (ARS) alignment unit, and determine only azimuth from an

external reference. A third method not belonging to either group which was

considered is to initialize the ARS on the LM navigation base, utilizing star
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TABLE 3-2g. LESS DEPLOYMENT/PREPARATION PROCEDURE

Item

1. Remove protective cover, place beneath vehicle

Z. Release deployment mechanism

3. Unlatch lower attach points

4. Swing out, rotating around top supports

5. Snap out legs and tanks, check to insure that locks are

in place

6. Release upper attach points

7. Lower to surface and detach cables

8. Drag to take-off area 30 to 40 ft from LM in LM shadow

9. Level vehicle by leg screw jack adjustment

I0. Obtain thermal protection blanket from stowage

II. Obtain propellant lines from storage and deploy.

remove dust cover and attach to LESS fill fittings

place LM ends in retainers near LMA drain fittings

lZ. Activate LESS battery and check condition on indicator

13. Check condition of vehicle subsystems and helium

pressure

14. Remove battery and stow in LM vehicle

15. Deploy insulation cover over vehicle and activate

sublimator coding

(This concludes normal procedure - steps 16 and subsequent

steps are necessary only upon LM problems and decision to

use LESS)

16. Connect fuel lines to LM drain connector

17. Pressurize LM tanks

Time

Estimate

(min)

3

1

4

5

5

5

7

10

Z

Total time

this phase

45

2

3
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TABLE 3-22. LESS DEPLOYMENT/PREPARATION

PROCEDURE - Continued

Item

18. Open fuel drain valve, fill tanks (LESS tanks will

expand with p::essure)

19. Watch vent sight glass and close drain valve when liquid

is observed

20, Wait 15 seconds, then again open fuel drain valve.

Close when liquid is observed in sight glass

Zl. Repeat step 19

2Z. Disconnect fuel line at LESS connection and carry fuel

line end 15 to 20 feet away from LESS

Z3. Connect oxidizer line to LM Ox. drain connector

Z4. Open oxidizer drain valve, fill tanks (LESS tanks will

expand with pressure)

Z5. Watch sight glass and close drain valve when liquid is

observed

Z6. Wait 15 seconds, then again open oxidizer drain valve.

Close when liquid is observed in sight glass

27. Repeat step 25

Z8. Disconnect oxidizer line at LESS connection and carry

away from LESS vehicle

g9. Activate guidance and control systems and align in

accordance with latest data

30. Set launch timer in accordance with earth control data

31. Recharge PLSS from LM supplies and wait in LEd until

15 minutes before launch time

3Z. Egress from LM and board LESS vehicle , attach crew

restraints 10 minutes prior to launch time

33. Pressurize LESS tanks

34. Activate all systems, check status and condition

35. Update timer and guidance systems

Time

Estimate

(rain)

3

10

3

45

15

3

3

3
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TABLE 3-Z2. LESS DEPLOYMENT/PREPARATION

PROCEDURE - C ontinued

36.

37,

Item

If all systems are "go" launch at time "0" or on

ground command

In case vehicle systems operational difficulty results in

delay and missed launch opportunity, correct problem,

then reenter LM, recharge PLSS and await next launch

opportunity.

Time

Estimate

(min)

3

Total time

this pha se

120

sightings with the LM alignment telescope and the LM computer to determine

the navigation base attitude, and then physically transferring the gyro package

and strapdown attitude computer, while operating, to the LESS.

External attitude references which might be used are the sun, earth,

known stars, the orbiting CSM using either radar or optical tracking, and dis-

tinguishable features of the lunar surface or sighting targets set out a few

hundred feet from the LESS. The directions to surface sighting targets (man-

made or naturallunar surface features) must be determined after LESS

deployment from sightings of the targets and known celestial bodies.

The advantages and disadvantages of the three alignment techniques

mentioned above are summarized in Table 3-23. Any of the methods can give

more than adequate alignment accuracy for the LESS. However, method II

(leveling, with azimuth only from an externalreference) is judged to be the

simplest alignment procedure, and is therefore preferred.

Leveling of the azimuth optical sight base on the vehicle would be

accomplished withbubble levels, probablya spheroidal two axis level.

Leveling accuracy comparable to that obtained with a surveying transit,

0. I degree or better, should be achievable. The potential gravity direction

error due to lunar mascons is estimated to be one milliradian or less since

the largest gravity anomalies on Earth are a few tenths of a milliradian.
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TABLE 3-Z3. COMPARISON OF ATTITUDE ALIGNMENT METHODS

Complete Attitude Determination from External References

Requires optical telescope or gunsight, compatible with helmet face-

plate, and with elevation and azimuth angle resolvers.

Requires two optical sightings and computations to determine vehicle

attitude. Computations could be performed by ground control center

using the LM voice link.

Does not require leveling vehicle or alignment telescope base.

Azimuth Measurement from External Reference, and Leveling

Requires leveling vehicle, or adjustable telescope base with pitch and

roll angle resolvers.

Requires telescope or azimuth only gunsight, compatible with helmet

faceplate, and azimuth angle resolver.

Requires computation or knowledge of external reference azimuth.

Direction cosine matrix of ARS in launch attitude easily obtained by

sending delta attitude pulse trains to the measured azimuth and equiva-

lent tilt angles to the ARS attitude DDA. No special computations

required for attitude initialization.

Alignment by LM G&N SYSTEM

Requires LM G&N system, or several portions thereof, operative.

Requires modification of LM navigation base to mount ARS gyro package

and probably addition to LM computer I/O section for interface with
ARS.

Requires transport of ARS gyro package with portable power supply

from LM to LESS vehicle, and connection with other LESS systems.

No alignment equipment required on LESS.
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Lateral accelerometers mounted on the ARS gyro package could be used

to determine the gyro package tilt angles directly, in place of angle resolvers

on the telescope base tilt mechanism. The use of accelerometers is excessively

complex unless they are required for some other system such as an inertial

autonavigator.

The external azimuth reference remains to be chosen. The character-

istics of various techniques for azimuth determination are compared in

Table 3-24. A variation of method 1 (radar tracking of the CSM) which was

briefly considered is to acquire the CSM after lift-off. However, the radar is

excessively complex unless it is required primarily for some other function
such as LESS-active rendezvous.

From the comparisons of Table 3-24, method 6 (sightings on a precali-

brated surface target) is considered to be the preferred method. Decisive

factors were the relative ease of sighting and the elimination of the require-

ment for real time computation of the reference azimuth. If earthshine does

not provide sufficient visibility at night, a star sighting can be done.

TABLE 3-24. AZIMUTH SIGHTING TARGET CHARACTERISTICS

I. Rendezvous Radar Tracking of Orbiting CSM.

Rendezvous radar might otherwise not be required.

CSM only 2 degree-4 degree above horizon at lift-off--may not be visible

and quick alignment required.

Possible ground clutter from side lobes.

May have significant boresighting errors.

Would require accurate leveling of vehicle.

Provides check of CSM downrange position before launch and maintains

knowledge of position during ascent.

II. Optical Sighting of Orbiting CSM.

Same visibility problem as with radar.

Uncertain detection and acquisition capabilities.

Ouick alignment required to launch in time.
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TABLE 3-Z4. AZIMUTH SIGHTING TARGET

CHARACTERISTICS - Continued

III. Sun Sighting

Sighting should be conducted at low san angles since azimuth data is not

available with sun near high noon.

Requires light filter.

Somewhat less accurate than sighting on point target.

IV. Earth Sighting

Unsuitable for azimuth determination at small longitudes.

Always in view.

Large apparent diameter (1.9 degree) might degrade sighting accuracy.

V. Sighting on Known Star

Difficult during daylight with helmet on.

Requires star recognition.

Probably best sighting accuracy.

VI. Sighting on Precalibrated Surface Target

Easy during daylight, can probably be done at night from earthshine.

Requires prior azimuth determination from sun, star or earth sighting.

Azimuth angle does not vary with time; hence, target launch plane

azimuth angle can be precomputed.

Predetermination of the surface target azimuth from the LESS could be

done by a star, sun or earth sighting, and could be done with the LESS align-

ment telescope or with the LM alignment optical telescope (AOT). Using the
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LM AOT would permit daylight star sightings for the surface target azimuth

determination with much less severe sighting problems than with the LESS

azimuth alignment sight. However, the displacement of the LESS from the LM

would introduce a parallax error which would be difficult to determine and

compensate for precisely. Since LM landings will be accomplished in daylight

near the terminator, a good azimuth reference will be obtainable from a sun

sighting immediately after LESS deployment. Hence, a sun sighting is the

preferred method of determining the surface target azimuth.

The azimuth sighting instrument can be essentially a gunsight. While a

more sophisticated system which presented a collimated image at the cross

hairs to the astronaut might allow slightly better alignment accuracy, a simple

gunsight type instrument should permit alignment accuracies on the order of

0. 1 degree, which is adequate. For the initial sun sighting to determine the

surface target azimuth, an auxiliary ring on the rear sight and a removeable

light filter incorporating a ring having the apparent diameter of the sun for

the front sight would be adequate. The overall sighting system would thus be

simple and light.

In summary, the preferred concept for ARS alignment is an azimuth,

sighting of a precalibrated surface target with a simple gunsight type of
instrument mounted on a level base. The base would be leveled with bubble

levels. The surface target azimuth from the LESS would be determined after

LESS deployment by sun and target sightings. Alternately, if the surface tar-

get could not be sufficiently well seen by earthshine at night, a star sighting

could be taken for azimuth alignment with LM or earth-based computation of

the star-launch plane offset. The gyro package tilt angles would be determined

either from angle resolvers on the tilt mechanism for the levelled sighting

instrument base, with respect to launch site local level and the desired launch
azimuth.

Unloading and deployment. - Several concepts have been considered

for removal of the LESS from the LM. In each method, the first step is the

removal of a protective cover which is held in place by pins which are

released by the pulling of a single lanyard. The cover will have a handle

molded in for ease of handling by one man. The cover will be extremely

light but awkward to handle. This cover will be placed on the surface under
the vehicle and utilized as a sled to move the vehicle to the launch area and

then used as a takeoff pad to prevent dust and rocks from bei.:g kicked up by

the engine exhaust at takeoff. Figures 3-46 and 3-47 show two of the possible

methods for lowering the LESS to the surface. The first is a system of

cables and pulleys arranged to first lower the vehicle to a horizontal position

with a stop while the legs are snapped in place then dropped to the surface

and the cables detached. Figure 3-48 shows a boom concept which reduces
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the complexity, lessens the chance of cables becoming snagged, is simpler

for the astronaut to operate and provides a more positive stop for leg deploy-

ment. During the LFV study another method resulted from a study of several

alternatives. Although the vehicle is different, this concept (fig. 3-49) is a
possibility for the LESS vehicle.

Propellant transfer. - Figure 3-4 illustrates the propellant servicing of

the LESS vehicle and lunar module modifications required. The configuration

represents an escape-to-orbit mission rather than a surface flyer mission: the

propellant source is the LM ascent stage rather than the descent stage. As

would be expected, changes are required in the ascent stage plumbing, but

these are minimal, and the additional hardware required is existing Apollo with

no advance in the present technology. Considerable analysis of lunar surface

fueling and transfer of propellants from the LM during the recent LFV study.
This LFV fueling data has been utilized and adopted to the LESS.

The LM ascent stage has fill and drain fittings located forward and out-

board of the oxygen tank (+ Z, + Y) and aft and outboard of the fuel tank (- Z,

- Y) at approximately the separation plane X = 200. Without modifying the
lunar module, these locations would be difficult to utilize on the lunar surfac@

by a suited astronaut; the fittings are buried under the ascent stage tank struc-

ture and are in close proximity to the descent stage upper structure. The

astronaut would also have difficulty reaching the area of the fittings. He would

have to ascend the boarding ladder on the + Z leg, walk along the upper-outboard

edge of the descent stage (climb over the landing gear to reach the fuel tank

fitting), then connect the fittings which would now be located around his feet;
obviously, this procedure is unworkable. If ladders were added to the + Y and

- Y legs, he could ascend these ladders to a convenient height to connect the

fittings. This procedure has the disadvantage in the additional weight involved

and the connectors would still be somewhat buried and difficult to manipulate
by a suited astronaut.

Consideration of the above difficulties led to the concept illustrated:

adding additional drain lines and connectors to the "porch" area which can

be serviced from the present boarding ladder. The drain lin_ extensions

would be connected to the present drain lines, near the tank sumps then

routed as illustrated in View D-d (This routing avoids piercing any pres-

surized structure and would have minimal impact on the LM). In addition

to the two lines, the only additional hardware are the two couplings and

coupling attach bracket. These couplings are presently used in the Apollo

as the fill couplings for the service module RCS system. They are the male-

half, or flight-half, and have the part number ME 273-0021 class 1 for the

fuel fitting and ME 273-0019 class 1 for the oxidizer fitting.
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The two propellant lines between the LM and LESS are flexible, insulated,

and would be between 0.5 and 0.75 in inner diameter. A female-half fitting from

the Apollo RCS is attached to each end (ME 273-0021 class 2 for the fuel line and
ME 273-0019 class Z for the oxidizer line) and a pressure gauge is also included

at the LESS end. The length of line would be dictated by LESS +_ake-off safety

clearance. The 40 feet of spacing illustrated provides approximately 20 feet

of vehicle clearance. This is about 50 percent of that provided in the Phase B

Lunar Flying Vehicle Study (NAS 9-9045) just concluded by NR, but in the LI_V

study, endangering the LFV astronauts on both multiple take-offs and landings
and damage to the LM by rocks from the LFV engine plume had to be considered.

Since it is desirable to minimize the line length, and the LYV study represents a

conservative maximum, it is felt that the value selected is a good compromise.

Each of the four tanks on the LESS vehicle has provisions for filling and

overflow. The overflow or vent line consists of the female coupling (ME 27B-

0011 class 2 for the fuel tanks and ME 273-0024 class 2 for the oxidizer tanks),

sight-glass, overflow orifice and five feet of line. This assembly enables the
astronaut to know when the tank is full (when he observes fluid flowing) and

vents the propellants away from his person.

A typical fueling operation would be to remove the oxidizer fill and vent

lines from the LESS protective shroud and attach the LESS couplings, securing

the vent line and closing both valves. The astronaut would now walk to the LM,

ascend the ladder, attach the LM coupling, and secure the line to the porch and

open the LM valve. He would then return to the LESS, open the vent line valve,

then the fill line valve and adjust each while observing the line pressure. The

astronaut will continue to monitor the pressure gauge and overflow sight-glass

until fluid flow is observed (the tank is now filled except for the ullage cavity);

he will now close both valves. The vent line is removed from the first tank

and attached to the second tank as is the fill line (the couplings onboard the

LESS will close when the female half is removed). He will then open the two

valves and fill the second tank as before. After completion of the oxidizer

transfer, the two lines are removed from the proximity of the LM and LESS

and the fuel transfer is completed identically to that outlined for the oxidizer

system. After removing the fuel fill and vent lines from the LESS, the astro-

naut will open the helium valves to pressurize the four tanks and the LESS

fueling operation is complete.

It should be noted that the above system was one of many studied during

the LFV Study and selected as the recommended concept for the Phase B study.

The only differences are the source, LM ascent stage instead of the descent

stage, and filling two tanks each instead of one. This fueling procedure would

suffice for single tanks or multiple tanks with a parallel feed system to the

engine. On multiple tanks with a series feed, a single fill point is utilized; the

sump tanks is filled first and when filled the tank overflows into the storage
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tank filling each storage tank in series. This is the system employed by the

Apollo service module main propulsion engine and was examined for use in the

LESS study and LFV study for four-tank configurations. NR's experience from

the Apo] u fueling suggested that the series feed approach should not be

recommended for lunar surface operations. One problem is the ability to trap

the correct amount of ullage gas in the sump tank prior to propellant transfer.

This has been a problem on the Apollo service module and prolongs the fueling

operation even with the extensive fueling facilities available at the launch site.

The problems would be worse on the lunar surface with the decrease in the

gravity force and minimal facilities. The series feed concept introduces a

second problem, the shifting center of gravity and inertia as the propellant

is being consumed.

The parallel feed system is not without fault, particularly in the ability

to drain simultaneously from the two tanks; should one tank drain out first

ullage gas would be fed into the engine, causing a premature shutdown. This

can be avoided by proper design of the manifold system, bubble screens at the

tank outlet and perhaps by the use of valves.

It is assumed that the propellant transferring head would be the helium

pressure within the LM ascent stage. Should this not be available a pump

could be installed in the two transfer lines. These pumps need not be large

and would be battery powered, but the fueling transfer would be prolonged.

An alternate backup would he lunar gravity. However, only seven feet of

head, equivalent to 14 inches on Earth, is available which would require

large diameter lines introducing weight and stowage problems. Also, should

the LM be tilted, additional problems are introduced.

Servicing equipment. = Several pieces of servicing equipment which will

be required have been identified. This equipment will add to the Apollo-LM

load but is not shown as LESS weight since it will be left on the lunar surface.

This equipment is shown in table 3-25. The weights shown are only estimates

since the detail design of this equipment obviously is not complete.

Astronaut capabilities, protection, and safety. - Of primary importance
during the LESS surface operations is the protection and safety of the astro-

nauts and the design of equipment requiring effort and dexterity well within

their capabilities and the space suit/backpack metabolic heat removal limits.

This requires a careful analysis since the more automated methods require

more complicated, costly, and heavy equipment. With the rather simple

surface operations equipment suggested as one alternative, the weight of

equipment added to the LM load is over 120 lb. This, together with the

LESS vehicle weight of approximately 350 lb, represents a sizable reduction

in the payload available for °'-'Deriments, lunar mobility, or staytime exten-
sion shelter and expendables.
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TABLE 3-25. LESS GSE REQUIREMENTS AND WEIGHTS

C omponent

LM stowage boom, cables, latches, pulleys, etc.

LM stowage cover/takeoff pad

LM propellant drain line extensions {2 - 5 ib ea)

LM half transfer quick disconnects {2 - 2 Ib ea)

LM emergency transfer pumps {g - I0 Ib ea)

LM valves and miscellaneous

Fuel and oxidizer lines {insulated) with valves {2 - 50 feet)

Propellant line quick disconnect fittings {4 - 2 Ib ea)

Boarding ladder (i - 2 step)

Vent line extension {12 feet)

Takeoff stand or legs

Guidance alignment targets

Weight

(lb)

ZO

8

I0

4

20

5

ZO

8

4

3

18

5

I 125

Equipment design is limited by considerations for astronaut safety which

prevent his having to get under the LESS during deployment to unfold legs or to

release lines. A positive stop must be designed so that accidental release is

not possible while takeoff legs are being unfolded or the stand being put in place.

Another safety consideration is the prevention of propellant spillage on the

astronauts during the transfer/filling operation. Any spillage of Aerozine-50 on

the PGA could result in fire when the crewman enters the LM and is exposed

to an oxygen rich environment and is also highly toxic. Kennedy Space Center

personnel indicate that making and breaking Apollo-type hypergolic connec-

tors periodically result in some fuel or oxidizer spillage which would be more

likely to occur with the absence of a line purge capability. These disconnects

were developed and qualified to produce essentially no leakage during operation.
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More development to prevent leakage or other equipment to protect the astronaut

from spray or accidental spillage may be necessary. A possible solution is to

provide the PGA-attired astronaut with a fuel handler's overgarment during the

fueling operation which is then discarded and left on the lunar surface. Fuel

contamination could still occur with poor doffing procedures and such a garment

would significantly effect already existing marginal biomechanical abilities and

mobility.

Conclusions - surface operations. - Prellminary deployment of LESS

upon LM/ELM landing will take approximately 45 minutes. Upon need for

abort with LESS, another two hours will be required for servicing and

checkout. Considerable analysis and design of the LM stowage, deployment,

and servicing are warranted by the importance this has to the success of

the mission and practicality of the LESS concept, preparation workloads and

time required.

Servicing provisions for the LESS will require only minor LM drain

system plumbing changes and the addition of propellant quick disconnect
and valves.

Long-Range Lunar Surface Flying Vehicle Application

Objective. - The objectives of this analysis were to determine the

feasibility of using the basic LESS configuration as a long range lunar sur-

face flying vehicle, to establish the performance capability, and to compare

the structural a:,._ system differences. An additional part of this study was

to analyze the effects of conversion to a long-range flying vehicle on the

capability to perform the basic LESS escape mission.

Approach. - The approach to this effort was to determine flying vehi-

cle requirements from the LFV study results and convert a representative

LESS configuration to a LESS/long range flyer (LESS/LRF) by structural

modifications and the addition of equipment as dictated by lunar flying vehi-

cle (LFV) requirements. Flying vehicle requirements were taken from the

very recent Phase B LFV Study, and other related lunar studies, in-house

simulator, and tethered flight test results. A weight estimate was com-

piled for the LESS/LRF and performance computed based on the range of
propellant quantities required for the escape mission.

The basic specifications for a lunar flying vehicle from the LFV study
were utilized as the most appropriate and up-to-date available:

1. Landing criteria of 20 degrees tip-over safety margin, 7 fps vertical

and 2 fps horizontal velocities, three degrees per second attitude
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rate, ±10 degrees initial vehicle attitude, ±-10 degrees ground slope,
4 g's maximum lateral and 8 g's maximum vertical deceleration,

hard-surface landing, no-slide condition and 12-inch engine nozzle
ground clearance.

2. Astronaut to fly vehicle in sitting position.

.

4,

Payloads up to 380 pounds considered (additional astronaut or

scientific equipment). Cargo location adjusted for vehicle balance,

but pilot can translate up to 1Z 1/Z inches to balance single payloads.

One-man unloading from LM, deployment, fueling, checkout,
loading and flying.

.

Four-gear, integral leg-frame, eight- attenuator with .toni-landing
capability.

. Stability-augmented control, engine gimbaled for pitch and roll

control with thrusters for yaw control.

Configurations and design concepts. - The configuration of a flying

vehicle will depend on the selection of an approach from several basic alterna-

tives: design of an LFV with no influence from the LESS vehicle or mission;

design of a LRF (long range flyer) starting with and adapting a LESS vehicle

configuration, but not the LESS mission requirements (fig. 3-6 resulted

from this approach); design for both the LESS and LFV missions inter-

changeably, and design of an LFV and then adopt the design to the LFV mis-

sion (fig. 3-50, from the LFV study).

The approach taken in this study was to take the typical LESS configura-

tion (fig. 3-3), and convert this vehicle with minimum changes to perform the

long range flyer mission. This resulted in the configuration illustrated by

figures 3-6 and 3-51. The capability of this vehicle to perform the LESS

mission, the equipment removals and/or additions, and penalties to the LESS

mission vehicl e design were examined briefly.

The structural concept shown in fig. 3-6 is similar to that selected for

the LFV study: standard aerospace structure with heavy use of skin-stringer

concepts. The vehicle consists of two basic sections, attenuated and non-

attenuated, and connected by the eight attenuators. The payload, astronauts

and all vehicle components are attenuated with the exception of the engine

assembly; the engine and gimbal actuators are attached through Lord shock-

mounts to the cruciform leg-frame. The upper structure consists of 3 l/2-

inch-deep beams stabilized by th.e cargo deck skin. The beams pick up the

eight upper attenuator attach points, eight tank support arms, pilot's seat
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FiJure 3-51 - LESS/Long Range Flyer Concept
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tracks and the uniformly distributed loads imposed by the cargo. The cruci-

form leg-frame is composed of two upper caps and the lower cap; these are

connected by three skin sections to form a triangular section. The section

depth and width and cap areas increase toward the center as the landing bending

loads increase. The landing pads are an integrally stiffened section, rigidly

attached to the end of the leg-frame.

Many structural approaches were investigated on the Phase B LFV study.

The forcing considerations were landing criteria and loads, engine quantity,

arrangement and gimbal pattern, propellant tank quantity, arrangement and

geometry, and pilot position. Upper structural assemblies of platform-truss,

pure truss and skin-stringer were investigated and evaluated against vehicle

weight, stowage envelope, ease of deployment and manufacturing costs.

Similar considerations and evaluations were performed on the landing gear

members. In platform concepts itwas difficult to obtain sufficient bending

stiffness within the weight limit. The pure truss concepts were attractive

from weight considerations but were bulky, which produced problems in LM

stowage and attenuation clearances. The truss concepts were considered

before investigating the integral leg-frame, when the attenuation was being

performed at the landing pads. The truss concepts are most incompatible with

the integral leg-frames.

The integral leg-frame was developed as a means of decreasing the

required maximum attenuation stroking. For a given velocity and landing

attitude, the attenuator spring rate is determined by a minimum weight vehicle

(one astronaut, no payload and no propellant, for 840 pounds), the maximum

allowable deceleration (8 g's) and the vehicle landing on 4 pads. The maximum
attenuator stroke is determined from the maximum energy to absorb the max-

imum weight vehicle (two astronauts and full propellant load, totaling 2358

pounds), the vehicle landing on a single pad and applying the above attenuator

spring weight. The second case will produce attenuator 11.77 greater than the

first (2358]8"40 x 4/1), or ll. 29 greater than first expected. The second case

would dictate the vehicle ground clearance line which locates the vehicle center

of gravity, resulting footprint diameter and ease of LM stowage. Since diffi-

culty was being experierced in stowing the vehicle, several attempts were

made on concepts where all or several of the attenuators would be utilized on

any landing; this eliminates or reduces the 4-to-1 multiplication factor. Con-

cepts were examined wherein the attenuators were replaced with actuators

hydraulically driving, tension cables activating or compression rods activating

a single central attenuator. These concepts had the problems of weight and

stability, and inability to attenuate vehicle torsion. These problems led to the

integral leg-frame and four perpendicular attenuators but this arrangement

also required a separate system to attenuate torsion. The four attenuators
were then canted but the vehicle was found to be unstable (under combined

torsion and horizontal loading the'vehicle would "wind-down", then go over-

center). This led to the eight attenuators illustrated. The NR landing
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dynamics program was used to determine the attenuator angles and off-

sets shown in figure 5-5Z; these same values were applied to the figure 3-6

configuration.

The seated pilot evolved during two years of design activity. Originally,

the LFV was controlled kinesthetically which required a standing pilot for all

feasible control concepts. When gimbaled engines with mechanical hardwire

and stability augmented control modes were investigated the standing pilot

presented one serious problem, that of having two methods of control: the

primary, or direct hardwire gimbaled engines and inadvertent kinesthetic

control by the pilot. Unless the pilot is fixed so that he is part of the payload,
he can introduce advertent/inadvertent kinesthetic control moments. If he is

not aware of these moments he would continue to correct by means of the

primary system with the chance that the primary system can become saturated,
whereafter control could be lost, When the standing pilot was considered, the

landing g's were lower and difficulty was experienced in trying to provide

adequate landing restraint; when the criteria for landing g's increased to the

present values, restraint appeared impossible. During this time, difficulty

was also being experienced in stowing the LFV within the Lh/l descent bay

without excessive dismantling of the LFV; this problem could be improved if

the gear length were decreased, which required a lower center of gravity.

The pilot's position was determined by required visibility, ingress and

egress and the vehicle general configuration; the final arrangement was then

approved by Life Science personnel and confirmed (with minor changes) after

the full-scale mockup was investigated. The seat, displays, and controls are

illustrated in figure 5-53. The seat provides the necessary support for the

pilot and his PLSS, and has an adjustable footrest for 10th to 90th percentile

astronauts. The seat is form-fitting and includes one-inch of padding under

and one-half inch of padding along-side the astronaut with one-half inch

padding around the backpack. The pilot is restrained from moving back or

sideways by the seat and up or forward by the crouch straps illustrated. The

backpack is restrained separately since it was undesirable to impose these

loads on the pilot. Originally, the backpack support was higher and pilot

shoulder straps were included, but these were felt to be unnecessary and

affected the LFV stowage, therefore producing the configuration illustrated.

The footrest and foot restraint were reduced to the present envelope to

improve visibility and still provide adequate support. The instep strap and

locking handle would be opened until the astronaut's feet are in position, then

locked by rotating the handle downward along the center support. Besides

the adjustment lock for astronaut size, the center support can be rotated to

aid ingress and egress and LFV stowage. The flight console on the earlier

concepts was a one-piece unit which was required to be rotated to enable

ingress and egress. Concern was expressed with this and stowage difficulties

were experienced. Therefore, the walk-through concept was generated; the

two supporting arms are rotated oldeways to enable stowage. One primary

requirement for the controls was to have them identical to or very similar
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to the Apollo command module and lunar module. The attitude controller and

throttle control are modified Apollo hardware, ME 901-0172. The display

panel provides displays for vehicle attitude, thrust-to-weight ratio, propel-

lant tank quantity, high and low press_'re, landing light indicator, timer and

timer reset button, switch and light for testing status of electrical power

(systems A and B), circuit breaker switch and vehicle power switch. On

multiple engine concepts a handle mechanically operating the throttle valves
is included to shut off the propellant flow to any engine that has failed.

On lunar flyer missions servicing is required between flights to replen-

ish the propellant and helium supply. The refueling is discussed in the

previous surface operations section. During the LFV study, the problem of

replenishing the helium supply was examined quite extensively, to determine

if sufficient helium should be included for all LFV flights, or resupplied,

separate tanks for oxygen and fuel systems, and if the tanks should be installed

charged, or transferred from the LM system. Due to the helium system

weight, number of flights per LM landing and ability to store the LFV for later
use it was decided to recharge the helium tank (or tanks) after each flight. To

have adequate pressure and avoid the problem of high pressure gas transfer it
was decided not to utilize the LM supply, but to have fully charged tanks avail-

able. From weight considerations and to minimize EVA time a single tank

was used for both oxygen and fuel. When the LESS vehicle was modified for

the LRF mission the four pressurant tanks were reduced to two and moved

outboard to be accessible. A single tank would be desirable but would be

large and produce center of gravity problems (on the two-tank LFV vehicles

the single tank can be used to provide center of gravity balance). The helium

tanks would be designed for a quick structural disconnect (to minimize EVA

time) and would incorporate Apollo transfer couplings.

The LFV study devoted considerable time in examining the engine quan-

tity and location and control method and arrangement. Configurations were

examined where the engine gimbal was located above the center of gravity to

provide stability and control improvements, but presented difficult thermal

and structural problems; therefore, the below-center of gravity family of con-

cepts was pursued. The arrangements of multiple engines where the engines

are widespread offer advantages in stowage and control, but are difficult

to recover should an engine fail, and have large specific impulse losses

under failed engine conditions. Reliability analysis indicates that the single

engine is most reliable unless the pilot can recover and continue to fly after

one engine has failed. Since the NR simulator program indicated that the pilot
could not recover with kinesthetic and hard-wire control, the multiple engines

were only considered on stability augmented concepts; further, in these

concepts the engine reliability was much better than for single engine versions.
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Arrangements with the engines in-line (two, three and four engines),

triangular pattern and four engines in both square and diamond patterns were

investigated. All investigated arrangements were workable, the advantages

were in vehicle envelope (affecting stowage) which depended upon structural

concept, tank quantity and arrangement, etc. Control investigations included

individual Z-axis gimbals and concepts where the engines are rigidly mounted

to the thrust structure which is then gimbaled or translated to provide the

control moment. These latter concepts offered packaging advantages but

produced excessive actuator forces under one-engine-out situations.

As can be seen on the LFV concepts included in this study, the engine

(or engines) are mounted to the leg-frame rather than the attenuated structure.

This has advantages in the vehicle envelope when large attenuations are

required. The engine thrust structure is shock mounted to the leg-frame and

the shock mounts and leg-frame deflections would provide engine assembly

attenuation so that the g's are expected to be less than Z0, which are well

within the limits of the engine, throttle valve, bearings and actuators.

On LFV missions the primary purpose was to transport miscellaneous

payloads. Since the vehicle should remain balanced at all times attention

must be given to this problem. In all cases the cargo would be loaded to

provide a balanced configuration where possible, but when a single package

is being transported the pilot's seat must be translated to correct the center

of gravity. It was assumed that this correction is required in one plane

only, since the cargo center of gravity can be positioned correctly in the sec-

ond plane. Should the center of gravity be off the nominal thrust vector the

engines must be gimbaled to correct for this offset. In figure 3-1Z the maxi-

mum allowable engine gimbal is approximately 7-1/Z degrees before clearance

problems during attenuation are encountered; since 2-1/2 degrees are

required for one-engine-out correction or actuator failure and ±5 degrees are

required for control authority, the vehicle must be balanced to within
1/Z inch. On the LESS vehicle the thrust vector must also be within I/Z-inch

for orbitinsertion accuracy. For these configurations a cargo balancing device

must be included which requires bubble levels on the vehicle and a ball joint

pivot or knife edge on the landing pads to perform this balancing. It is

expected that on a given LFV flight the astronaut would know the required seat

location from predetermined program data, so the only problem would be devi-

ations from this program and picking up such unknown objects as rocks. When

the astronaut adds unknown objects to the LFV, he would be required to weigh

this payload and determine the seat and payload location.

One of the tasks on the LFV study was to modify the LFV to an escape-

to orbit vehicle; this configuration is included in this study report for general

information as illustrated on figure 3-50. The main changes from the LFV

baseline (fig. 3-1Z) are the addition of four engines, two propellant tanks, one

helium tank, the second seat and additional guidance displays and the removal of
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the two cargo decks. The two propulsion packages would have been assembled

and checked out on earth, requiring only the cross-coupling of propellant lines

and attaching to the cargo deck fittings. The forward package contains the fuel

tank, helium tank and two engines with the aft package containing the oxidizer

tank, second seat and two engines. Thes& four engines are identical to the

100-pound thrust LFV engines, except they do not include gimbaling or
throttling. During ascent the LFV gimbaled engines would be throttled down

so that the added propulsion system is depleted first; in this way vehicle control

is maintained throughout the mission.

LESS/LRF Performance. - The performance of a modified LESS as a

long range lunar surface-to-surface flyer is shown in figure 3-54. Two trajec-
tory profiles were considered: modified ballistic and constant altitude. The

modified ballistic mode consists of a boost segment followed hy a reduced

thrust coast phase until apolune at the midpoint of the trajectc, ry. The

modified ballistic trajectory is symmetrical about the midpoint. The constant

altitude trajectory consists of a modified ballistic ascent and descent with a

patched constant altitude segment. These two profiles are shown in figure 3-54.

Several simplifying assumptions were made:

1. flat moon

Z. constant lunar g

3. constant specific impulse

4. instantaneous pitch maneuvers between trajectory segments

Some results can be taken from the LFV study. The optimum boost tip angle

(angle between local vertical and thrust vector) for the modified ballistic mode

is approximately 40 degrees. The optimum tip angle for the constant altitude

segment is 60 degrees. However, human factors dictate a shallower pitch

angle. The pilot can fly the vehicle at a 45 degree pitch angle with a small

decrease in performance. The modified ballistic mode is more efficient than

the constant altitude, but it is extremely sensitive to errors in trajectory vari-

ables. In view of the precision required in pointing and thrust maneuvers of

relatively low altitudes, the mode is not considered safe enough to justify the

performance gain.

Figure 3-55 presents the propellant requirements of the outbound leg

for a maximum range trajectory. This curve is based on the assumption that

the ratio of the initial (lift-off weight) to final weight of the outbound leg is

equal to that of the return leg, (Wp/WI)LE G 1 = (Wp/WI)LEG Z. This is a
good first order approximation if the thrust to weight time history of the out-

bound leg is approximately equivalent to that of the return leg.
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Figure 3-55. - Outbound Leg Propellant Requirement

for Maximum Range (Round Trip)
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After obtaining Wprop/Wliftoff from figure 3-55, the maximum

range can be determined from figure 3-56, (Wp/WLO)Figure 3-55 =

(Wp/WLO)Figure 3-56. This figure can also be used to obtain the propellant

required for a given one-way range. A digital computer program was used

to determine this curve. The curve was based on an altitude of 1000 feet,

but the performance is not sensitive to altitude (figure 3-57).

Depending on the experience of the pilot, a certiin amount of propellant

must be expended for takeoff and landing hovers. Hover propellant as a func-

tion of time is shown in figure 3-58. A range penalty due to hover time can

be determined by taking the product of cruise velocity and hover time.

The constant altitude segment consists of three phases: an acceleration

to the cruise velocity, cruise at a constant velocity, and a deceleration phase.

The optimum cruise velocity as a function of pitch angle is given in figure 3-59.

For a 30 nm range with a 45-degree pitch angle, the optimum cruise velocity

is 740 fps. For an altitude on the order of 600 feet altitude trajectory, this

velocity may be too fast for the pilot to identify lunar landmarks along the path

of the trajectory. The effect of reducing the cruise velocity on the perform-

ance is shown in figure 3-60. For a 30 nm trajectory, the cruise velocity can

be reduced from 740 fps to 500 fps with an increase of 300 fps in characteris-

tic velocity.

LESS/LRF subsystems. -

Communications: During the LESS long range flyer surface mission,

communication with the flyer vehicle occupants will be required at all times.

Several methods were considered for accomplishing this requirement, includ-

ing surface emplaced relay stations, CSMusage by limiting surface flights to

periods when the CSM was within range, use of lunar communication satellites,

and use of a direct to earth S-band link utilizing the 85-foot Goldstone receiv-

ing antenna. The best system consistent with minimum LESS/LRF weight,

safety, and maximum flexibility appears to be through use of a direct communi-

cations with earth through use of an S-band transceiver and semi-directional

antenna and a high frequency intercom (such as proposed by RCA) to relay

backpack output through the S-band to earth. Sufficient gain can be obtained

with a directional antenna which has a 90-degree cone angle and therefore

requires only approximate pointing by the LESS/LRF crew. With this equip-

ment and approximate orientation of the antenna before take-off and again

after landing, continuous communication between astronauts and Earth is

possible. The crew uses their normal backpack communicators with no

special controls or switching connections. Communication between the LM

or CSM and LESS/LRF by the backpack VHF is possible only when within

line-of-sight, after which an astronaut in the LM or CSM could receive

communications through the earth relay.
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Estimated weight, volume and power of the LESS/LRF equipment are

shown in table 3-26.

TABLE 3-Z6. - LESS/LRF COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Weight Volume Power (dc)

Item (lb) (cu. in.) (watts)

S- Band transmitter/receiver

Power converter

Antenna

Multiplexer

High frequency transmitter/receiver/relay

High frequency antenna

Cabling and connectors

Total

6.0

1.5

Z. 5

Z. 0

1.0

0.2

Z. 0

15.2

168

41

Z4

iZZ

30

385

32

2

37

Electrical power: The electrical power system will be similar to that

of the stability-augmented version of the LESS with the additional power

requirement due to the added communications (37 watts}. Since the total mis-

sion time will be limited by the backpack capability, a four-hour maximum
time has been utilized. Present PLSS maximum time is less than four hours,

but with improved versions, up to six hours should be possible in the near
future. The addition of 148 watt hours (37 x4) to the LESS basic 1386 watt

hours makes a LESS/LRF total of 1534. This total power requirement results

in a battery weight of approximately 30 pounds. Additional battery packs of

this size will be required for each anticipated LESS/LRF operation. The

battery could be recharged between flights if an active power source is avail-

able. However, if the battery is to be recharged the depth of discharge must

be reduced with consequent increase in battery weight of 50 percent, for a

total of 45 pounds. Amore careful mission analysis may result in a reduction

in battery weight since this analysis assumes continuous operation of all equip-

ment, which is conservative.

Propulsion: The propulsion system for the LESS/LRF would be similar

to the basic escape vehicle except that the engine must be throttiable through a

range down to 10 percent maximum thrust and a method of thrust control must

be provided. The detail propulsion system analysis of the LFV phase B study

contract is applicable except that a much larger engine or engines will be
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required. The result of using a throttlable rather than basic LESS two-level

thrust engine is a slight weight increase and an increase in engine development

time. The multiple pulsing engine concept shown in figure 3-8 offers many

advantages for the LESS/LRF application. Among these are use of existing

Apollo RCS engines, engine-out capability, reduced vehicle height, easier

boarding, and a more compact vehicle, improving stowage capability.

Environmental control: Control of LESS/LRF vehicle temperatures,

while awaiting usage on the lunar surface is similar in general to that of the

basic LESS vehicle, and the use of an insulation blanket cover and sublimating

water cooler concept are applicable. In the case of the long-range flyer mis-

sion, the primary difference is the stay time at the exploration site with the

propellant tanks over half full. It is advisable, if possible, to shut down

electronic equipment to conserve power and prevent heat generation. However,

some equipment such as the S-band transmitter/receiver and VI-IF relay

equipment must operate and some method of cooling appears to be required.

The use of the insulation blanket tO cover the vehicle while not in use is

advisable to reflect solar radiation and that from the surrounding hot lunar

surface. The primary structure can absorb some heat, and a water bottle

sublimater could be used as recommended during inactive storage of the LESS.

However, another possibility is utilization of the partial fuel and oxidizer

aboard the vehicle. Although propellant temperatures cannot be raised too

high, a considerable heat sink is available. Figure 3-61 shows a parametric

presentation of the effect on fuel temperature of dissipating electronic heat into

the fuel and oxidizer. The figure is based on the assumption of using a

weighted average specific heat. The 1000- and 1600-pound propellant capacity

are shown for use in iteration and while fully fueled before flight.

Figure 3-61 shows that (assuming a limiting temperature of about 100 F

for the oxidizer) there is ample capacity for dissipating electronic heat into

the fuel. However, dissipation of electronic waste heat into the fuel requires

some sort of heat transport loop. The usual fluid systems with heat exchanger,

pumps, and controls might not be the optimum application for a vehicle of this

sort which otherwise lends itself to passive temperature control.

It is believed that this might be a good application for the "heat pipe. "

The "heat pipe" consists of a wick lined "evaporator" and "condenser" section

connected by awick-lined pipe. Steam produced in the evaporator section

flows to the condenser section where it is condensed and wicked back to the

evaporator along the walls of the connecting pipe. This cycle operates at a AT

between the evaporator and the condenser of about one half a degree Fahrenheit.

With the evaporator located at electronic boxes and the condenser located

in the fuel tanks, a relatively passive system may be feasible.

Guidance and navigation: The longer range radius capability of the

LESS for the lunar surface flight (up to 60 nm) compared to the original LFV
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concept (5 rim), requires that some improvement in navigation capability be

added to ensure reaching the desired landing sites on both outbound and

return legs.

The basic LESS attitude gyro reference system and display is suitable

for LFV applications. Ground alignment of the attitude reference system (ARS)

for the outbound leg will be the same procedure as for the basic LESS mission.

Azimuth alignment (if needed) for the return flight can be accomplished with

either a sun sighting or a known terrain feature sighting before return launch.

Azimuth direction to the landmark could be determined after landing at the

remote site by taking an azimuth sighting to the landmark and recording the

yaw indication on the attitude display.

Powered ascent would be a programmed pitch maneuver as on the basic
LESS mission.

For terminal descent and soft landing, the basic LESS or LFV G&N sys-

tem could be augmented with a landing radar to measure altitude and perhaps
altitude rate. LFV simulations have shown that an altitude indication to the

pilot considerably reduces the propellant consumption during terminal descent

as well as increasing mission safety. For the long-range flyer, this improve-

ment seems advisable. (The utility of a Doppler altitude rate measurement,

although theoretically attractive, is questionable because of the high sensitivity

of the measurement to pitch attitude. ) It is estimated that with landing radar,
over 500 ft/sec AV could be saved.

For the return flight landing at the lunar base, use of the LM rendezvous

radar to track the LESS and provide range, altitude and azimuth indications

via voice link could aid the pilot in homing on the landing site and providing a

backup for the landing radar. A relatively lightweight transponder in the LESS

would be required.

Terminal maneuvering to reach the landing site can be manually piloted.

A downviewing mirror mounted to the pilot's left would allow the pilot to keep

track of the landing site during descent braking and terminal maneuvering

from semiballistic flights. For constant altitude hover mode flights, the

downviewing mirror probably would not be necessary for terminal maneuver-

ing. With this flight mode, ret1"obraking (at 2-0,000- to 40,000-foot range

from the landing site) would be initiated at a specified time after launcher by

reference to landmarks. It can be assumed that fairly accurate maps will be

available from orbital and/or surface surveys hy the time the LESS/LRF is

operational.

Visual acquisition of the landing site would be aided by a da-glo orange

or red cloth laid out on the ground. A 20-foot square would probably be ade-

quate for recognition from 10,000 feet, which is adequate range to initiate

terminal maneuvering to remove maximum dispersions estimated to be on the
order of one-half nautical mile.
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Stabilization and Control. - Since one of the most natural secondary or

alternate missions of the LESS is for lunar surface transportation, it is

appropriate to consider the necessary design changes for this application.

Prior efforts for the LFV contract have established certain criteria necessary

to the performance of each sortie. In the area of stabilization and control.

these criteria are summarized and contrasted with LESS requirements in

Table 3-27. Data in the table for the LFV also include a new requirement for

navigational displays which is implied by the fact that an LESS surface mission

may have nearly ten times the range of the original L_-V mission.

Beginning with mission requirements, use of an LESS for many flights

(sorties) implies an increased stress on safety. A single-engine version of

the LFV was rejected for two major reasons: development time for a suffi-

ciently reliable engine was greater than for several redundant engines; and the

complexity of a single engine when yaw RCS, redundant valving and control

lines, and other safety features were added, was comparable to multi-engine

versions. These reasons may apply to LESS for LFV missions also. A high

reliability LESS engine, to be used for a single, emergency, unthrottled flight,

would not necessarily meet the reliability requirements for an LFV mission

when throttling is added and many normal flights are conducted, unless the

actual experience with the LESS had proven conclusively that adequate relia-

bility had been achieved.

If the pilot stabilization task with LESS for its primary mission is com-

pared to the surface mission stabilization task, a major difference is noted:

the requirement for landing. The pilot's ability to land depends on how closely

his control of three-axis attitude and translation is, with only rotation control-

ler commands at his disposal. A tradeoff exists between the pilotls control of

these variables and landing gear construction. To minimize landing gear

weight and size, reliable data on stabilization are necessary. The difficulty of

controlling for a landing using various control methods is shown schematically

in figure 3-62. With kinesthetic and hardwire control methods, the pilot has

only angular acceleration at his disposal, yet he must use it to produce a

translation in order to reach his destination. The procedure involves a pre-

diction, on the part of the pilot, as to the prouagated results of each of his

commands. As seen in figure 3-62, his predictions are necessary to control a

variable which is four integrations removed. The task is difficult at best, but

is greatly magnified if it must be simultaneously carried out in three axes.

With the use of a shaping network, the task was slightly simplified by elimi-

nating one of the integrals part of the time. The stability augmentation system

completely eliminated one of the integrals for commands, and eliminates one

more for stability. With the control method involving a stabilized platform

and hardwire control to engines gimbaled at the c.g., only two integrals

remain; a system comparable to acc#lerating an automobile. Thus, the land-

ing task imposes two additional integrations in each axis, above those inherent

in the primary LESS mission.
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TABLE 3-Z7. - LRFAPPLICATIONS OF LESS

(COMPARISON OF REQUIREMENTS)

Area LESS LFV

Mission

Guidance

Stability

• Single flight to orbit

• Reliability unspecified

• Accurate launch vertical

• Zero roll and yaw

• Many flights near surface

• Mission success: 0.99

Crew safety: 0.999 to 0.9999

Long distance navigation

necessary

during flight

Accurate azimuth

determination

Pitch plane tilt profile

c ritic al

AV cutoff critical

Pilot controls attitude

Hardwire control

recommended

Orbital attitude control

• Pitch, yaw, roll attitude

• AV indicator

• Clock

• Mode selector switch

and logic

• 5. 3:1 thrust throttle range

• Communication with LM or earth

• Pilot controls horizontal position

• Hardwire control not feasible,

stability augmentation

recommended

• 6 DOF landing variables critical

• Pitch, yaw, roll attitude

• Propellant weight

• Thrust-to-weight

• Failure indicators

• Additional displays for

navigation (Required for LRF)

Another difference between LESS and LESS/LRF lies in the type of

decision the pilot must make after the onset of a failure. The LESS/LRF pilot

must decide whether the failure sufficiently reduces the chance of mission

success and crew safety to cause him to return to his base. To aid in arriving

at this decision, in-flight measurements are taken and automatically displayed.

The failure displays, together with attitude, propellant remaining, and thrust-

to-weight ratio displays comprise all of the in-flight data and pilot needs for

the short-range mission.

The range LESS is capable of, however, takes the pilot out of the

immediate area surrounding the LM and navigational displays become neces-

sary. The navigational information, if provided by radar and combined with
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the existing rate gyro measurements, may be displayed in rectilinear coordi-

nates giving horizontal position from base as well as altitude.

One of the major handling qualities-degrading influences of the LFV was

the throttle control. Throttling engines is an acceleration method of control

when the valve is connected directly to the control. If radar is added to the

onboard equipment, it could also provide altitude rate feedback for a much-

desired rate command throttle.

Of the various LESS configurations studied in this report, most have

gimbaled single engines for hardwire control or single fixed engines for

kinesthetic control. Since the lunar surface mission requires stability aug-

mented control as a minimum for handling qualities, the gimbaled engine

is no longer directly linked to the controller and must therefore be power

actuated. The addition of a two-axis actuation system and a throttling mecha-

nism to an engine which has to have an extremely high reliability represents a

compromise to basic LESS design.

An alternative which appears simpler is in modifying the hardwire

reaction jet control system which was described elsewhere in this report

and illustrated by figure 3-10. The configuration used eight engines, rigidly

positioned, and pulsed to provide combined boost and three-axis control

torque thrusting. Although this configuration has not yet been simulated, it

has been studied both here and under the LFV contract and is an acceptable

candidate.

It is therefore concluded that, unless future studies find that hardwire

control is unsatisfactory for the basic LESS mission and that stability-

augmented control must be used, the most attractive candidate control

configuration for the long-range lunar flying vehicle adaptation of LESS may

be the hardwire reaction jet system.

LESS/LRF weights: A weight estimate for the configuration shown in

figure 3-5 is given in table 3-Z8. These estimates were derived using the

weight estimates made for the figure 3-3 configuration modified where neces-

sary due to necessary design changes. The basis for landing gear weights and

other flying vehicle structural and system additions and modifications was the

Lunar Flying Vehicle Study.

LESS/LRF stowage: Since the LESS/LRF must be transported to the

lunar surface, the ground-rule was assumed that the vehicle must be capa-

ble of being stowed and deployed from the lunar module. Further, the

LESS/LRF must be stowed within Quad I or IV of the descent stage. These

specifications are conservative as the stowage considerations are dependent

on the time period involved and unmanned landing vehicles could be available

for transporting the LESS/LRF; these vehicles would not be as restrictive

for stowage space as the present LM/ELM.
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TABLE 3-28. LESS/LRF WEIGHT STATEMENT

Body Structure

Carry-through structure

Payload platforms

Fuel and oxidizer tank supports

Engine compartment

Secondary structure

Environmental Protection

Insulation

Landing Gear

Structural legs

Landing pads

Attenuators (including attachments)

Landing sensors

Main Propulsion System

Engine and accessories
Fuel tank

Fuel and oxidizer system
Oxidizer tank

Pre s surization system

Reaction control system

Power Source

Batte ries

Power Conver sion and Distribution

Power equipment

Guidance and Navigation

Guidance output

Stability Augmentation (Incl. Actuators)

Weight (lb)

41.0

Z0.0

16.3

Z.0

26.4

35.6

9.7

4O.6
0.5

43.0

Z0.0

I0.0

20.0

38.0

8.0

16.6

(8.o)

8.0

Z9.9

Z6.0

(66.4)

(z6.4)

(86.4)

(139. O)

(16.6)

(8.o)

(Z9.9)
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TABLE 3-?8. LESS/LRF WEIGHT STATEMENT - Continued

Weight (lb)

(17.o)Personnel Provisions

Accommodations for personnel

Furnishings

Crew Station Controls and Panels

9.2

7.8

(23.5)

Pedestal

Instrument power

Crew station controls

Communications

Payload

Crew

Z. 0

IZ. 0

9.5

(15.z)

Vehicle Dry Weight (454. 2)

(750.0)

375. 0

Scientific payload or astronaut

Re sidual Propellant

Residual fuel

Residual oxidizer

Residual helium

Propellant

375. 0

11.5

18.5

3.0

(33. O)

Burnout Weight

Max takeoff weight

(IZ37.2)

(1160. 0)

(2397. Z)

During the LFV study, other areas were investigated for stowage. One

was aft of the ascent stage (below the aft equipment compartment) with the

vehicle attached to the descent stage. This area can accommodate vehicles of

large planform but only 32 inches deep. It would produce problems during

ground prelaunch operations as the LM requires servicing of the aft equipment

compartment and access is obtained through the SLA to this region. Also, the

basic groundrule was established that the LFV (or LESS) must not be attached

to the ascent stage (to minimize weight should LM abort during descent be

required); this requires attaching to the descent stage. This in turn violates

a current LM requirement where no part of the ascent or descent stage can

protrude beyond the separation plane (again due to descent abort dynamics

considerations).
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The descent stage bays cannot generally assume large loads, but form

fittings are provided (or contemplated} and were used as the only points of

attachment. To these four points a truss structure would be built out to accept

the LESS/LRF. The vehi :le has to be translated out (to clear the LM), then

translated and rotated down to the lunar surface. During this operation the

astronaut must not be endangered, overtaxed, required to expend excessive

EVA time, and must be capable of doing it alone. These requirements require

the use of aids {tracks, cables, lanyards, etc.) that he can operate remotely.

Figure 3-7 shows the LESS/LRF stowed in the LM quad stowage envelope,

which is a 90 degree segment, 77 inches high {between the LM heat shield and

the upper bulkhead} and inside the conical envelope defined by the SLA dynamic

clearance and LM/SLA extraction clearance. To meet this envelope, the

vehicle requires folding of some of the components; the landing gear, display

panel and support, attitude controller and support, and the two foot restraints

must be folded. Completely removing a component was avoided due to the

difficulty of one-man assembly. Folding was employed instead.

The shroud has the requirement of protecting the vehicle from the LM

down-firing jet (located at Y = 66. 1 and Z = 66. 1} plume from the descent

stage engine and rocks that could be thrown up from the landing engine. The
shroud illustrated achieves these objectives and also offers micrometeoroid

protection during translunar cruise. The shroud is enwrapped continuously

around the perimeter and retained by a series of pins; the pins are released by

a lanyard. Various pyrotechnics were ruled out for safety reasons.

After the shroud is removed, the LESS/LRF would be released by a

lanyard operating releasing pins. Two pairs of parallel tracks control the

LESS/LRF motion during removal as shown in figure 3-46. Prior to final

removal the four legs are deployed, then the vehicle is lowered to the surface.

Usage of the dual purpose LESS/LRF for the basic escape mission. -

Design of the vehicle modified to perform both the long-range surface flyer

and the escape to orbit mission results in some compromises in performance

of the basic escape mission. Structural weight is increased since landing

gear must be added and the structure designed to absorb the landing loads of

up to 8 g's vertical and 4 g's lateral. The landing gear or part of it could be

dropped off on ascent to minimize weight but this still adds some tare weight.

Separation of the lower half of the gear at the fold joints (fig. 3-7} will reduce

vehicle weight by only Z5 pounds at most since much of the weight is in the

attenuators attached to the upper leg sections. Apreferred concept if the gear

is to be dropped involves design of the main engine/gear support ring in two

parts with a horizontal split line. The gear would be supported from the bottom

half which could be separated by pulling pins prior to escape usage.
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The upper pin points of the landing load attenuators would also be discon-

nected and the attenuators laid down against the lower legs. Before release of

the attenuators, however, four support rods must be installed to add firm

attachment between engine support ring and platform. These solid rods will be

pieces of GSE which will be snapped in place. These rods will be required even

if the gear is not dropped off, since accurate balance and thrust vector-vehicle

alignment cannot be accomplished if flexing of the attenuators were permitted.

The advantages of this concept are a stable vehicle support during liftoff with

the vehicle sitting on the entire support ring surface, and possible dropping of

the entire gear structure with a weight saving of approximately 85 pounds.

When used for the escape mission, some pieces of subsystem equipment

such as the S-band communication equipment (23 pounds) could be removed

resulting in some additional weight saving. Without the landing gear and

S-band communication equipment, the vehicle would be only slightly heavier

than a stability-augmented vehicle designed for the escape mission only.

Within the small differences involved, performance differences between

the LESS and the LESS/LRF is strictly a function of the difference in gross

weight and the resultant increase in propellant requirement to achieve the

required AV. For each pound of gross weight increase, slightly less then

one pound of additional propellant is required.

Conclusions. - Since propellant for the escape mission is not critical

(assuming 5000 pounds available from the LM), the weight added by conversion

to also permit use as a surface flying vehicle does not significantly effect the

performance of the escape to orbit mission. The complexity added to the

vehicle by making the landing gear drop off for the escape mission does not

appear to be justified. The added propellant required to carry the added

85 pounds increases the tank diameter requirement approximately i/Z-inch,

which requires a minimal tank weight increase and should not hinder LM stow-

age to any great extent.

The effects on escape mission reliability and mission success probability

after first using the vehicle as a surface flyer have not been evaluated, but

some degradation is expected since the possibility of damage and equipment

failure exists and increases with total surface usage time.

The design and development of one vehicle to perform both the surface

flyer and escape missions appears to be highly desirable in view of the great

similarity in vehicle requirements and the lack of significant degradation of
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escape mission performance by incorporation of flyer capability. The best

concept to avoid degradation of escape probability hy previous vehicle surface

usage may be the delivery of two identical vehicles with one being used for the

surface flyer missions and the other held ready for rescue in case of flyer

failure or mishap while on an extended'mission and/or for use if needed for

escape to orbit.

The LESS modified to perform as a long range flyer has a range radius

potential of about 40 nm with 1200 pounds of propellant or 60 nm with

1600 pounds of propellant. Ranges of these magnitudes should permit sub-

stantial exploration accomplishment.
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4.0 STUDY CONCLUSIONS

The analyses, test data, tradeoffs, and design studies accomplished

have shown that the basic LESS concept of a simple escape vehicle is feasible.

This overall conclusion is based on the following key supporting conclusions:

1. Simple manual control modes may suffice.

Z. Simple boost profiles are acceptable.

3. Estimated orbital errors are acceptable, but should be

confirmed by further simulation testing.

4. Initial targeting functions can be performed by MCC and trans-

mitted via LM/ELM updata link.

5. CSM-active rendezvous requires no changes.

6. Present CSM energy budget is adequate.

7. PLSS lifetime is not exceeded (4 hours).

8. One man can deploy and set up LESS.

9. Stowage of LESS on LM/ELM is possible.

10. LM/ELM changes are minimal for stowage and defueling.

11. LESS adapts well to alternative missions.

More detailed conclusions resulting from the major task areas of the

study are as follows:

Parametric Operational Information (Section I.O)

Total AV requirements vary from 6200 fps to 8000 fps in the range

studied, depending upon type of boost profile used, target altitudes, and

thrust and weight relationships. Reduced thrust level, in contrast to fixed

thrust, in the latter part of the ascent profile reduces the AV required.
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The bent two-step trajectory profile combines near-minimum energy
with simple profile steps and is particularly suitable for hardwire control
with visual attitude reference sighting concepts.

A AV meter to signal both pitch change steps and thrust cutoff reduces

trajectory errors due to expected variations in thrust/weight ratio.

Sensitivity of perilune altitude to boost errors is reduced if elliptical,

rather than circular, target orbits are used; however, the total CSM energy

required for rendezvous and subsequent transearth injection is increased

slightly because of injection at nonoptimum orbital conditions.

CSM orbit plane changes should be made after LESS boost to minimize

required energy for correction of out-of-plane LESS ascents.

The CSM will be able to track the LESS and prepare to initiate the

rendezvous trajectory within approximately one quarter orbit after burnout

using CSM optics, VHF ranging, and computing capabiliti s. A VHF ranging

transponder and a flashing-light beacon will be required on LESS.

LESS boost dispersions will likely exceed the field of view of the

sextant (1.8 degrees) so that initial acquisition by the scanning telescope

with its 60-degree field of view will be required. To assure good viewing

conditions, LESS boost should be planned so that line-of-sight range to the
CSM at end boost is between 10 and 50 nm and so that neither the moon's

lighted surface nor the sun is in the background when the LESS is viewed

from the CSM. Depending on LESS target orbit altitude necessary to assure
a clear perilune under the influence of boost errors, the CSM orbit of 60 nm

may be lowered slightly (or raised) to be compatible with these requirements.

CSM-active rendezvous can be accomplished with the LM rescue _V

budget and requires no changes to the CSM. A relatively simple LESS con-
cept can be employed.

A hybrid LESS-active mode of rendezvous, wherein the CSM does the

tracking and computing and relays the propulsion maneuver requirements

by voice link to the LESS for execution, appears feasible and may be an

attractive alternative, although the LESS becomes more complex.

CSM-active docking is feasible and minimizes LESS complexity; how-

ever, damage or contamination to spacesuits from CSM-RCS jet impingement

is a potential problem. Alternative LESS-active docking is feasible at the

expense of complications to the LESS. Another potential solution is to disable

one or more of the offensive jets.
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The LESS should be dockedto the CSMnose to hold the vehicle steady
in position for a short-path crew transfer. It would be desirable to be able
to hook up the spacesuits of the LESS crew to an extendedumbilical prior to
entering the CSMas a safety improvement. This saves a pressure-
depressure cycle of the CSMand permits independencefrom the backpack at
the earliest time.

A wide range of sunangles, varying with surface staytime, will be
encountered. This will affect vehicle sighting, landmark visibility, and
glare and contrast with navigation instruments. Simple visual sighting con-
cepts are generally characterized by their limited conditions for use and thus
tend to be inappropriate for this application.

Visibility from one vehicle to the other will be a problem at various

times during a mission because of sun glare from the lunar surface or

looking too close to the sun. Visibility limitations will therefore be a

factor to be considered in planning specific missions although it is believed

that, in most instances, the mission could be completed in spite of lapses
in visual contact.

Guidance and Control Techniques (Section Z. 0)

Kinesthetic control vehicles tend to be very simple in concept. Con-

sideration of desirable inertia values makes their packaging more difficult.

The analysis and some of the test data indicate marginal stability and control

characteristics and resulting guidance accuracy. The NASA-LRC simulation

data to date, however, have indicated that further improvement in handling

qualities and guidance accuracies is possible.

The hardwire mode appears more controllable and should be an accept=

able mode for LESS vehicles with good guidance displays. Vehicle layout

and packaging is easier than with the kinesthetic mode, because there is

more freedom to adjust vehicle geometry without adversely affecting vehicle

handling qualities.

A multiple-engine pulse mode concept has advantages for hardwire

control in that trimming out c.g. offsets does not cause guidance errors.

Early (existing) engine availability is also a feature, although the concept

appears to violate the ground rule to employ simplest possible subsystems.

A relationship between control torques available and inertia of the

vehicle has been postulated for evaluating vehicle manual handling qualities.

Statistical data are needed from simulator testing such as that being per-

formed at NASA-LRC to confirm and establish values of these parameters,
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which then can be utilized in future design optimization. Limited data and

correlations with theoretical analysis so far indicate thatthe relationships

will prove valuable. Methods such as reducing thrust level or changing

controller gains were found to considerably improve the manual-handling-
quality potential of some vehicle configurations.

In the LESS mission, pilot attention is divided between two functions:

maintaining vehicle stability and performing guidance tasks. Concentration

on one function detracts from the attention available for the other. Simple

visual attitude refer enc e concepts generally demand high pilot conc entration

and, therefore, require good vehicle stabilitY/. Conversely, a manual stabil-

ity mode tends to require a better instrument display, such as an all-attitude

gyro horizon, to minimize pilot attention. This type of display is also superior

under a wide range of sun angle conditions and is generally recommended for
LESS.

A hardwire control mode with all-attitude gyro display appears to be

the best choice for simple but adequate vehicle configurations. Its ability to

provide acceptable trajectory accuracy is believed to be adequate for the

LESS mission based on analysis, but is yet to be proved in simulations.

Typical gross weight for this concept to 60 nm orbit is 2275 pounds, with

1160 pounds of propellants, 365-pound dry weight, and a 750-pound payload
(two crewmen).

Design (Section 3.0)

Several arrangements appear feasible for LM or ELM stowage of

LESS. A collapsible tank concept shows promise for easing the stowage prob-

lems, but requires development. Stowage of some configurations on LM/

ELM Quad I may be within the RCS exhaust. Analyses by the vehicle con-

tractor may be required to determine the effects on LM control dynamics.

The most compact vehicle appears to be one employing multiple Apollo

RCS engines operating in the pulse mode, which permits tanks to be clustered

in the vehicle center and minimizes lateral c.g. and inertia change during

flight. This configuration also provides the necessary high reliability through

redundancy for the long-range flyer adaptation where increased safety may
be required (normal, rather than emergency use).

Minor changes in the LM/ELM ascent stage propellant tank drains are

needed to provide for LESS fueling. Initial LESS deployment and setup

requires approximately 45 minutes; and checkout for launch requires two
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hours. Several balancing concepts to determine the c.g. accurately (if

needed) appear feasible. Recharging of the backpacks is a major element in

preparation time.

The long-range flyer adaptation of LESS is feasible and provides an

order-of-magnitude increase in mission radius (40 to 60 nm) over the

smaller vehicle concept recently studied for NASA-MSC. The weight-

increase changes for this alternate mission, in turn, require only modest

increases in propellants for the escape mission. Landing gear and structure

(designed for the criteria imposed during the recent Phase B Lunar Flying

Vehicle Study), throttled engines, stability augmentation, and a telecom

package are the primary design changes for long-range flyer missions. The

concept also has potential merit as a surface rescue vehicle, future landing

site reconnaissance vehlcle, and other alternative applications.
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

As a direct result of this study and related studies, the following
recommendations are made:

I. It is recommended that additional simulation effort be supported

for manual stability modes with emphasis on hardwire control.

Gimbaled and reaction-jet or clustered-engine concepts should

be investigated to establish pointing accuracies, handling

qualities, and ultimate orbital injection accuracies. A recom-

mended convenient approach is to assess the manual error

contributions from simulation data and to combine these with

other analytical errors. It is suggested that the following

factors be considered in planning further simulations.

a. High-frequency stability effects are best studied with flight

vehicles such as FLEEP at NASA-LRC. Longer term effects

on guidance during simulated boost should employ fixed-base

visual simulators such as those in operation at NASA-LRC,

with duplication of the high frequency-induced pilot workload.

b. If possible, constant inertia data should be taken, preferably

with many data points, using the same pilots, to obtain a

good statistical sampling.

. The Apollo program represents a possible opportunity to obtain

excellent data on visibility limitations under extreme lunar view-

ing conditions. The most profitable way to obtain definitive data

would be to schedule specific visibility experiments in early

Apollo flights.

. It is recommended that the long-range flyer adaptation of LESS

be studied and defined in more detail because of its potential for

greatly increased lunar exploration support. Its use as a sur-

face rescue vehicle to improve mission safety and as a future

landing site reconnaissance vehicle should also be considered

along with alternative application possibilities.

Specific recommendations for LESS development are contained in

Appendix F.
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APPENDIX A. COMPUTER PRINTOUT FOR BENT TWO-STEP

TRAJECTORY WITH TWO-STEP THRUST

This appendix contains a computer printout of a trajectory to 60 nm

orbit used as the basis for some simulation studies at NASA-LRC. It

reflects a two-step thrust schedule with the first step charcterized by a

liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.3 pounds per pound and the second step

representing a reduction in thrust to one-third liftoff value. The param-

eters for thrust reduction are based on LESS handling quality considerations

(see the Guidance and Control section). A modified bent two-step steering

profile is employed. It is initiated by a 10-second vertical boost followed

by two constant attitude steps corresponding to the thrust level steps. The

pitch maneuvers were simulated assuming a pitching acceleration of minus

one degree per second squared to a maximum value of minus five degrees

per second, followed by a pitching acceleration of one degree per second

squared to a pitch rate of zero. _':-_

Table A-I contains a definition of the elements in the print format.

Those elements which are meaningless to this particular problem are not

defined and distinctions are not made among those elements for which the

simplifying assumptions result in equal values.

Each page of computer printout (Table A-2) contains a block of head-

ings followed by three blocks of data conforming to the headings. On the

bottom of each page is some descriptive information relating to the case and

to the segment of the trajectory presently being computed. For convenience

of analysis, this trajectory has been divided into segments ("stages") that

correspond to the key phases of the boost. As is evident from the headings,

the program was designed to solve boost problems on the earth. The

following constants were used to approximate the characteristics of the

moon:

Gravitational parameter (M= . 17314 x 1015 ft3/sec Z)

Radius -- 5,702,400 feet (_pherical)

Spin rate = 0

No gravitational anomalies

_::A trajectory ._zaformally transmitted to LRC on 18 September 1969 had the

same properties except that the pitch maneuvers were approximated with a
constant pftch rate.
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APPENDIX B.

DERIVATION OF LUNAR FLYING PLATFORM SIMULATOR

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Introduction

In this section the equations of motion for the lunar flying platform simu-

lator, as described in table 2-5, will be derived. In comparison, the

equations of motion describing a flying version of the simulator will also be

derived. Both the simulator and its flying equivalent differ from other vehi-

cles in that the pilot and vehicle centers of gravity are nominally coincident.

Both derivations are simplified by the following assumptions:

1. Air bearing pads on the simulator produce frictionless translation

2. The pilot is a rigid member, pivoting about the soles of his shoes

3. Motion occurs in the pitch plane only

A diagram which defines the nomenclature and geometry for both simu-

lations is shown in figure B-1. The flying version does not include the air

bearing dolly.

Definitions. -

F T is the thrust force magnitude.

h is the distance from the pilot pivot to either the pilot or vehicle center

of gravity.

Ip, Iv are the moments of inertia about the pilot and vehicle
respectively.

l is the distance from the pilot pivot radially to the spherical surface.

_2 is the distance from the spherical surface to the pad dolly center of

gravity

rap, my, rod, m T are the pilot, vehicle, pad dolly, and total masses,
respe ctively.

B-1



THRUST = F,

\\
\\

M v = VEHI___I_E MASS
-- ti

I --"1

,' DoLLY

Z

Figure B-1. Dynamic Model for Kinesthetic Control

x, z are the local horizontal and vertical axes of a central force field

frame of reference.

is the total lean angl@ of the pilot from vertical (positive in the right
hand sense).

@ is the thrust vector orientation from vertical (positive in the right
hand sense).

6 is the pilot control input angle, the difference between _ and 8 (positive

in the right hand sense).

Lagrangian formulation of equations of motion for the flying vehicle. -

Constraints :

r

P

= {}+8

= [x +hsin @ - hsinp] _+ [-. +hcos e - hcos _]

V
(e-3)

B-2



Velocitie s:

2
V

P

2
+ [;. - h_ sin 0 + h5 sin _1

2 .2 .2
V = X +Z

V

Kinetic energy:

I ImpVp2 2T =_ +my
V V P

Potential energy:

V = -mTgz - mpgh (cos @ - cos _3)

Forces not derivable from a potential: External forces and moments

are derived by either

Q. =_. __l
1 3 8Cli

J

(B-4)

(B-5)

(B-6)

(B-7)

(B-8)

or

ak.

J

where F5 and Mj are the forces and moments acting on the jth body.
eralized variable is qi. Evaluating the individual terms:

F = 0
P

: [-F T sin 81i-+ [-F T cos 81k
V

"M : [-FTh sin 8]j
P

= [ r_h sin S]i
V

(B-9)

The gen-

(B-10)

(B-11)

{B-12}

(B-13)

B-5



P

(B-15)

Note that _p and _v are stated in equations (B-2) and (B- 3). Because__the

pilot's feet are not pin joints to the vehicle, they apply the moment Mp
and receive the reaction _4Iv. Evaluating the forces and moments:

Qx = -FT sin @ (B-16)

Oz = "FT cos 8 (B-17)

O8 = FTh sin 6 (B-18)

Q_ = -FT h sin 6 (B-19)

Description of the Lagrangian: The generalized form of the equations of
motion to be used is:

dt _qi

where the Lagrangian, L, is

L
1

1 [x +h_ cos 8 h_ cos _]Z + 2rap [z h8 sin {)= T-V--_m - -P

+Ip +Iv +=T gz

+ m gh (cos @ - cos _)
P

(B-Z1)

from substituting Equations (B-4)through (B-7).

Exact equations of motion for the flying vehicle:

m;x + m h [8"cos 0 - 82sin0 - _cos_ + _Zsin _] + FTsin9 = 0 (B-Z2)
P

B-4
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mTZ + In h [-0sin0 - _2 _2cos 0 + _sin_ + cos _]
P

h 2{I + In h21_';_ m cos 6_ + m h (_ cos O
v p p p

InTg + F Tcos0 = 0
(B-23)

hZ_ z- _. sin 0) + In sin 6 + m hg sin @
P P

(I + m h E ) _ + in h (-5_ cos _ + E sin _)
P P P

= FTh sin 8 (B-24)

h 2
in cos 60 - In h2. 2A sin 6 - in hg sin _ = - FTh sin 6 (B-Z5)

P P P

Linearizing procedures: The exact equations, (B-22) through (B-25)

-may be linearized by using an expansion including the first two terms of a

Taylorts series. This represents small perturbations about a fixed operating

point, denoted by the subscript (o). The operating point selected for this

linearization represents a pitch tilt angle (Oo) which produces a -x accelera-

tion. To further simplify the linearized equations, first term series approxi-

mations for sine and cosine perturbed arguments are retained. The resulting

list of linearizing substitutions which include operating point terms are as
follow s :

0 _ 0 + 0 {B-26)
O

_ 0 ° + _3 (B-27)

F T
x _- _ sin 0o +x (B-28)

na T

F T ..

z *g--- cos 0 + z (B-29)
In T o

sin 0 _ sin 0 o + 0 cos 0o (B-30)

cos 0 _ cos 0o - 0 sin 0 o (B-31)

sin p _ sin 0o + _ cos 0o (B-32)

cos _ _ cos 0o - _ sin 0o (B-33)

_-5



Linearized equations of motion for the flying vehicle:

mTX--+ m h cos 0o0" - m h cos Oo'_" + F Tcos O 9 = 0
p p o

(B-34)

mTT. - m h sin 0 0 + m h sin 9 _ - F T cos 0 9 = 0
p o p o o

(B-35)

(I v + m h2)0 - m h2_ +
P P

.. m

--P-P FTh9 = FTh6mph (cos 0oX - sin 0o7.) + mT

(B-36)

(Ip + rnph2}_ -

m

m h20 + m h.(-cos @ X + sin 0 7.) ------_P F_hD = -FTh5
p p o o m T

(B-37)

Derivation of the _/5 transfer function: The four linearized equations

(B-34) through (B-37) may be used in obtaining the transfer function which

shows the response of pilot attitude to his control input, _/5. The simplest

procedure is to add equations (B-36) and (B-37) to eliminate X and Z, then

eliminate 0 and 0 using equation (B-1). In Laplace transform domain the final

form is:

Iv + -_v

(I + Iv) S2
(B-38)

Lagrangian formulation of equations of motion for the simulator.

Con st r aints:

_ = 0+ 5 (B-39)

r =h+£ 1 (B-40)

= [X + hsin 0- hsin _]T+ [hcos 0 - hcos _]k
P

(B-41)

m

_" : Xi
v

(B-4Z)

_d = [X + r0]T+ [r + £2]E (B-43)
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Velocitie s:

2
V

P
= [_ + _,__os_-h_cos912

2 _2
V =
V

2 2

v d = IX + r@]

+ [-h_in@ + h_sin _] (B-44)

(B-45)

(B-46)

Kinetic energy:

,gv;
Potential energy:

2 2

+ m v + mdv dV V

V = -m gh(cos O- cos p)
P

Forces not derivable frorn a potential:

F = 0
P

--[-r T sin 0IT
V

:Fd =0

= -FTh sin 8P

= FTh sin 5
V

P

k = 0
V

Note that r%, r--v, and r-d are stated in equations (B-41) through (B-43).
ating the forces and moments:

QX = "FT sin 8

(B-47)

(B-4s)

(B -49)

(B-S0)

(B-51)

(B-52)

(B-53)

(B-54)

(B-55)

Evalu-

(B-56)

B-7



Qz --0 (B'57)

Q8 = FTh sin 6 (B-S8)

O_ = -FTh sin 6 (B-59)

Lag rangian:

1

L = T- V =-:mp

1
[-h%sin @ + h_sin_]2

+ _m + _md [X + rg ] + _I + I 62 +v p _v m gh (cos O - cos _)
P

(B-60)

Exact equations of motion for the simulator:

rnTJ_ + (m h cos 0 +vn_r)OP

+ m h -[-_)Zsin 0 - _ cos _ + -_Z sin _] + F T
P

sin @ = 0 (B-61)

h z mdrZ)_ - h 2(I + m + m cos 6
v p p

mdr)X hZ_ z+ (m h cos 9 + + rn sin 5 + m hg sin @
P P P

(I + m hZ)_ - rn h cos _X
P P P

. hz _ hz0zm cos 60 m sin 5 - m hg sin
P P P

= FTh sin 5

(B-6Z)

= - FTh sin 6 (B-63)

Linearized equations of motion for the simulator:

rnTX + (m h cos8 + mdr)_- m h cosO _ + F Tcoso @ = 0 (B-64)
p o p o o

h2 rndr2) _ - h z(I +m + m
v p p

cos 9 + mdr)X + FTh sin 2 rn hg cos 0 0 = FTh6+ (m h

p o naT o p
(B-65)
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(I +mh2) -mh2 -mhcose
p p p p o

- FTh sinZ@o + mphgcose _ = -FTh6 (B-66)

Derivation of the _/5 transfer function: The procedure used for elimi-

nati-ng X from the linearized _ and e equations for the flying vehicle will not

work for the simulator equations. Instead, X is eliminated by substitution of

equation (B-64) into equations (B-65) and (B-66), which are subsequently
added together. Next eliminate 8 and 8 by substitution of equation (B-39). In

Laplace transform domain, the final form is:

t2 FTh mira---T]C_

I' +-i -_
]_ v v

6=---7- ?- "
IT C Z

(B-67)

where

I' : I +-- r I --- cos 8°
v v m T r

md 2P

IT = I + I + -- r (m + m ) (B-69)
p v m T p v

C 1 = sin z 8 + - cos @ (B-70)
o _F T m oP

FTr m/L_rUn_T_/C z : IT cos e °
(B-71)
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APPENDIX C.

DERIVA TION OF SINGLE-BODY KINE STHE TIC

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

For the point stability analysis to follow, assume moments of inertia,

masses and lever arms to be constant. The nomenclature is shown in
figure C-1.

F T

h

Ip, IV, I T

Mp, MV, M T

X, Z

0

Definitions

is the thrust force magnitude.

is the distance from pilot feet to pilot center of
gravity.

are moments of inertia about pilot, vehicle, and

total centers of gravity, respectively.

are the pilot, vehicle, and total masses, respectively.

are the local horizontal and vertical axes of a

central force field frame of reference.

is the total lean angle of the pilot from vertical

-(positive on the right-hand sense).

is the thrust vector orientation from vertical (positive

in the right-hand sense).

is the pilot control input angle, the difference between

and 0 (positive in the right-hand sense).

The kinetic energy of the system is:

1 { v 2 2T =_ m +mvpp vv 2I+ I _2 + iv e
P

(C-l)

C-!



I

THRUST = F T _ 8 1

PILOT MASS =mp 6

VEHICLE MASS = X

Z (VERTICAL)

Figure C-I. Dynamic Model For Kinesthetic Control

And the potential energy of the system is:

V : -g !ImvZ + mp (Z - h cos _).]!

where h is taken positive as shown.

are:

Q
X

Q
Z

QO

Forces not derivable from a potential

(c-z)

= -F T sin 8

= -F T cos 8

= F T h sin 6

(c-3)

(c -4)

(c-5)

The velocities of the particles are:

z = ±z + zZ
V v (c-6)

Z = Z + v - + 7.+h_sin_ z
Vp Vpx pz (c-7)
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The Lagrangian is:

L : T - V : _mp IKz _.2 hZ_Z

I[ .z z) i_z] _+_ Ip_ + mv (XZ+ _. + + mv, gZ + mpgZ mpgh cos

Using Lagrange's equation and performing the required operations:

(c-8)

aqi i i
(c-9)

(I + m h z) _ + m h (Z sin _ - X cos _) - m gh sin _ = 0
P P P P

(C-10)

IvS" = FTh sin5 (C-I i)

(m + m ) X - m h_cos _ + m h_ 2 sin _= -F T sin8
p v p p

(C-IZ)

(m

P
+ m ) i + m h'_sin_ + m h_ 2 cos _ - (m

v p p p +m v) g = -F T cosO

(C-13)

Linearized Equations of Motion

Linearizing procedure. - The exact equations may be linearized by

using an expansion including the first two terms of a Taylor's series. This

represents small perturbations about a fixed operating point, denoted by the

subscript (o). The operating point selected for this linearization represents

a pitch tilt angle (8o) which produces a -X acceleration. To further simplify
the linearized equations, first-term series approximations for sine and

cosine perturbed arguments are retained. The resulting list of linearizing

substitutions which include operating point terms are as follows.

c-5



8---8 + 0 (C-14)
o

_--e +_
o

(C-15)

F T
X------ sin 8

m T o

+_ (c-16)

F T
Z---g - _ cos 8

m T o

+Y. (c-17)

sin @---sin 8 + @ cos 8
o O

(c-18)

cos 8---cos 8 - 8 sin e
o O

(c-19)

sin_---sin 8 + _cos 8
o o

(c-z0)

cos_---cos 8 - 13sin 8
o O

(c-zl)

If small angle perturbations are made about an operating point and the

unperturbed equations are subtracted, we are left with the following linear

differential equations:

m hF T 2
(I + m h z) _ P cos + m h sin 8 i
p p m T 8o8 p o

mph F T sin2

m T
8oB_ - m h cos 8 X = 0

p o
(C-ZZ)

Iv 8 = FTh6 (c-z3)

mTX - m h cos 8 _ = -F T8 cos 8p o o
(C -24)

mTZ + m h_sin 8 = F T8 sin 8
p o o

(c-z5)

c-_



Finally, Laplace transforming and casting into matrix format we have:

(I v + I + m h2)S 2 I -m h cos 8
p p ] p o

m

--.__PhF T I
mT I

T

-m h cos 9 S z [ mTS z
p o I

+ F T cos 8o ]

I
I

m h sin 8 S z
p o I 0

I

-F T sin 80 [

S 2 m h sin 8
p o

0

S2
m T

S2

X =

Z

Iv $2 + FTh I

F T cos 9 °

-F T sin 8 0

(c-z6)

The matrix equation is solved in standard fashion to yield the desired

transfer function:

5

!
v

m m

I + I + p v h z
p v m +m

p v

F_h/ m

:m
p V ,

sZ

(c-z7)
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APPENDIX D. DERIVATION OF TWO-BODY KINESTHETIC

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Discussion

The equations of motion for the LESS are derived in this section based

upon the geometrical model shown in figure D-1. The mass M2 represents

the ce nter of gravity of the LESS base structure containing the propellant

tanks. Mass M 1 represents the center of gravity of the platform and pas-

senger that is decoupled from the base at pivot 2. The center of gravity

location of the pilot is represented by Mp pivoted about his ankles (pivot 1}.
The model was made general by allowing for thrusters to be located on either

M1 or M z.

The equations of motion are derived by the energy method. A set of

non-independent coordinates (0, 8, _) are used to define the angular position

of M 1 and Mp. This allows introduction of an undetermined multiplier k
associated with the constraint equation

F(o, 5,_)=o+ 6-_=o (D-1)

The multiplier X turns out to have the dimensions of torque and is physically

interpreted as a torque about the pivot 1. This torque is a measure of the

amount of effort the pilot must exert in controlling the vehicle. Lagrange's

equation then takes the form

0F

-_" _i / oqi aqi aqi l 3q i
(D-Z)

where

T = kinetic energy of system

V = potential energy of system

R = Rayleigh's dissipation function

Q = generalized force not derivable from a potential function

F = equation of constraint

i = x, z, O, _, p

D-I



inertial

reference

r

X

r 1

In

F T

Pivot 1

rot Z

Z

Figure D-1. LESS Goemetrical Model (Pitch Plane)
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Lagrange's equation is applied for each coordinate. The constraint

equation {D-1)is applied to the _ coordinate to obtain an equation for the 6

coordinate giving the pilot's motion relative to the platform.

It is noted that the three rotational equations (D-46), (D-52), and (D-58)

all contain the terms in'_ and'_. Equations (D-40) and (D-58), for e and 6,

contain the torque )_applied in reaction as expected from the physics of the

situation.

The rotational dynamics of the vehicle are decoupled from the trans-

lational dynamics by the use of equations (D-35) and (D-39). The necessary

linearized expressions are developed as equations (D-6Z), (D-63), and (D-64).

Substitution of those expressions into the three rotational equations is

accomplished with equations (D-65) and (D-68). Note also that )_, in equa-

tion (D-66), is eliminated from equation (D-46) by substitution of equation

(D-65). The final three equations for the rotational dynamics result as

(D-65), (D-07), and (D-08), for 6, 0, and p, respectively.

The coefficients in the rotational equations are quite involved. This

results principally from the arbitrary choice of M 1 as the reference point of

the system rather than the system center of mass. Note that the vectors r2

and rp, equations (D-4) and (D-5), are expressed in terms of the M 1 coordi-
nates plus the appropriate system geometry. In equation (D-69) an expres-

sion is developed for e, the longitudinal location _f the center of gravity, by

summing first mass moments. Our expression for the "locked up" inertia,

Iv, of the system about the center of mass i_sthen developed as equation

(D-70). It may now be recognized that the 0 coefficient in equation (D-07)

for the 0 coordinate is Iv. It is also noted that the expression for e shows

up frequently in the rotational equations. If the geometry is rede£ined to

accommodate the center of mass as shown in figure 2-2Z, then the rotational

equations may be expressed more simply as given in the matrix accompanying

the figure.

Position Coordinates of IvlI, M 2, and Mp

_'1 = x _: + z _ (D-3)

=[x-_ 1 sin8 -I_ sin_]_+[z-_ I cos 0-l_pcos _]_ (D-5)P P

D-3



Generalized Forces

j_ ar.
Q. =ZF...._!J

J 8 qi
(D-6)

_1 = - FTI sin 8 _ - FT1 cos 0
(D-7)

_Z = - FTZ sin (8 + P) _ - FTZ cos (0 +P) #.
(D-8)

8_"I _ 8_-Z

Qx = _I " _ + FZ " _ = - FTI sin 8 - FTZ sin (8 + P) (D-9)

= • -- + F 2 cos @ - cos (O + P)Qz _I _z " -_z = " FTI FTZ
(D-10)

whe re

-- = Xp -- ----Z
8x 8x 8z 8z

(D-f1)

8Y 1 _ OF?.

Qe = _I" -_- +F2. a0 (D.12)

_r 1
--=0 (D-13)

ar Z
8--_-=I_Z COS 0 + _3 COS (@ + P)] _- [_ sin @ +_3 sin (8+ 9)] (D-14)

Q8 = " FTZ _Z sin p (D-15)



_ 8Y I _ 8F Z
(D.16)

a_ _p
-0 (D-17)

.'.Op.=0
(D-18)

__ a_ i __ 8Y Z

Qp : F 1 • _ + F Z •
(D-19)

--=0
8P

(D-2.O)

_: I_oo.(_+_1_-I_"_°(_+_'1_ (D-Z 1 )

Qp=0
(D-ZZ)

Kinetic Energy

i _z _z z z
T:_{I1 +Iz(B+p) Z +Ip +miv I +m2v Z +mpv#l (D-Z3)

• ° A

rl=_:_+z z
(D-Z4)

Z " • .Z .Z
v 1 = r 1 " r 1 = x 1 + z I

(D-Z5)
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-" [ b_z ]^rZ = x+ cos O + (0 +P)_3 cos (8 +.P) x

+[ _" -0Q2 sin e " (0+_)_3 sin (e + P)]_ (D-Z6)

vZ = rZ rZ (D-Z7)

v z = x + + £ + (b + _)Z_ +Z0_ Z (xcos B - z sin g)

+ Z0 ([_+ 15)_Z_3 cos p + Z ([}+ _))_3 Ix cos (e + p) -zsin (g+ P)](D-Z8)

Vp = rp" rp (D-30)

Potential Energy

V-- -m I g (r-I" "_) -mz g (r-2" _) " rn g (_" • _) +21---K(_4 p)Z
P P

= -mlgz -m2 g [z +tZ cos 0 + _3 cos (8 + P)]

-m g [z "_I cos {)-_ cos _]+ 1P P _-K (_4 p)Z (D-31)

V = - m T g z - m 2 g [_2 cos 8 + _3 cos (8 + P)]

I I I+ m g _1 cos,e +_ cos 13 +_-K (_4P) ?_ (D-3Z)
P P .
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Dissipation Function

Z
(D-33)

x - Coordinate

%T aV 8R _F

8x ax ax Bx

Then by equation (D- 1):

mTx +m2 [8_2 cos @ - _Z_ 2 sin _}+ (e + P) _3 cos (e + P)

(D-34)

(_+ _)z5 ,in(0+ P)I"mp I_5 _o,_ -_Z_,sine

Linearized equation (substitute {9+ 6 for iS)

M Tx+ lm2 (_2 +_3 ) "rap (_1 +_p)] _ +m2 _3 _ "mp P_ o

(D-35)

= - (FTI + FT2) E)- FT2 P (D-36)

z - Coordinate

8T 8R 8F
(D-37)

bV

--_'z =-MT g
(D -38)
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Then by equation (D- 1):

m T z -m 2 [e _2 sine + _Z_z cos e + (@ + _) _3 sin (0 + P)

+ ((_ + f_)2 _3 cos (9 + P)] +rnp [e_1 sin 0 + _z _I

+__ ,_ _ +_ _ _o._]- _TgP P

= _ FTI

Linearized equations.

cos 0 - FTZ cos (0 + P)

m T z = m T g - (FTI + FTZ )

cos e

(D-39)

(D-40)

0. Coordinate

32 "a{_ = II _ + 12 (_ + P) +m z _ d + (e + P)_ +£Z (x cos e - z sin 0)

÷ (2d + p) _z_3 cos p + _3 (x cos (8 + p) - z sin (@ + p))]

+rnp [_i2 8 "PI (x cos 8 - z sin e) + _£1_p cos (fs- 8)] (D-41)

"_"\aS/ = Ii _ + Iz (_ + '_)+m 2 [EZz _ + (e +'p) £3 +£z (x cos 8 -z sin 8)

" e_z& sino + _ cose)+ (z_+ _)_z_3cos p

- (Z8 + p) p_z£ 3 sin P +£3 [ _ cos (8 + p) - & sin (8 + p) ]
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-_I (xcos 0 -;. sin0)+_l _ (xsinO +z cos 0)

(D-42)

+rap [_I _ (x sin8 +z sin g) +{;_l_p sin ({3- g)] (D-43)

= rnz g Z sin 8 +_3 sin (0 + P) - mp g_l sin 8
(D-44)

%R aF

--_-= 0,--_= i

Substituting into equation (1) and using {3 = e + 6

_+iz (_+ _)+m z [_Z _+_3 (_ + _)+I1 _Z
(x cos 8 - z sin g)

(D-45)

+ (z_+ 5)_zt3cos p - (zd+ _)6 _z_3sinp +t3 (xcos (0+ _)

-z sin (0 + P)} ] +mp [_/e-_l (x cos e- z sin O)

+ (e + _) _l£p cos 6 - (g + _)2 sin 5] + m z g tz sin 0

+ mz g _3 sin(8 + p)-rap g _I sin{)= -FTz_.z sin P + k
(D -46)

The above equation is the complete expression for the e - Coordinate.

D-9



P - Coordinate

---:-= I Z (g'+ P) +m Z (8 + P)£ + e _z£3 cos p +_3 (xcos (e + p) - z sin (g + p
_P (D-47)

dt \0P / co

+ £3 Ix cos (g+ P)-zsln (g+ P)] " £3 (_+ P)[x sin (e+p)

• 1+z cos (e + P) (D-48)

3P D-49)

g___V
: mr.. g_3 sin (g + P) +K_,-_ PaP

%R : gF---:-= Be _,
_P _P

Substituting into equation (1)

(D-50)

= 0 (D-51)

cos P + 6Z _Z_3 sin_

+£3 [_cos (e+ p)-_.'sin (e+ P) I+B£:

+K£: P +m z g£3 sin (g + P) = 0 (D-52)
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_-Coordinate

o_OT- mp[t Z_-_°P P (kc°sO- zsinO)+e_°l*°pC°S(0-e)]+IP_(D-53)

d oz [tpZ 
gt

+ e_l_p cos (_-e) - e( _ -e) _ll_p sin (_ - e) ] (D-54)

OT _ _p (x sin _ + _ cos _) -d_l_ p sin (_- e) (D-55)
0_

OV

P_---_= -mp g _p sin _ (D-56)

OR OF
...-.g-

O0 = o , _ = -i 1D-571

substituting into equation (I)and using _ = e + 6,

I (8"+ 6")+m [_pZ (_ + _.)_ _p (_ cos (8 + 6)- _sin {e + 6))p p

+ 8_ifpCOS 6 +@Z I11_p sin 6] - mpg l_p sin (e + 6) = -k (D-58)

by use of the constraint equation to eliminate _, we have effectively arrived at

the equation for the relative coordinate 5 with "driving torque" k.

Linearization of the Equations of Motion

To linearize and decouple the rotational dynamics from the translational

motion, we must find expressions for the terms

cos 8 - _ sin 8

cos (e +p) - _ sin (e + p)

cos _ -_ sin_ = _ cos (e +6) - z sin (e + 5)

{D-59)

(D-60)

(D-61)
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In terms of 5, e, and p as follows:

mz[

+ "---P-Prrtr ('_1 + £p) _ +°£p 6 - ge - rnT
_ (D-6Z)

_m T

m[+ _mT (£1 +,_ )0+p _, - g(e+ 8)

+ FTz /

FT 1 FT z

+ rnT 6 - mT_ p
(D-63)

cos {e+ p) - _.Bin {8 + 9) = - _ {_2 +

+ PmT (_1 + ) e + J_p

FT 1

- g(0+ P) _-T p
(D-64)
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Linearization of 5-C oordinate

ip
m [+m f ('_i + _)- P (11

P P P _TT?P mP

mzm mP P

+ m T l_pl_3 P+ m---_p FT2 P

. + mf z I -% 6 m T P+ Ip P P FTI + FT2 )
- k (D-65)

Linearization of O'Coordinate

I1 (3+ IZ (8 + p) + m 2 JtZ28 + m Zlt3Z (8 + P)

2

mZ _Z (IZ+ _3)_ + _3 _ + mT p 12 (_m T
+ £p)

mz

Z

- _ _ _l_+_ _+__ + f_c_,
iT mr P

mz mzm p+ _p 5" +% _3 FT 1 o+ mp i_l2 8+--roT

D-13



Z

+£3P]'--E-P II (R1
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Figure D-Z. Illustration of the Coefficients
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= moment of inertia about CM.
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APPENDIX E. COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Various computer programs were used to develop the parametric

data contained in this report. A brief description of each, including their
current status and available documentation, is listed below.

Performance Programs

1. Program Title: Three-Dimensional Trajectory Optimization

Program

Number: AP 188

Description: This program computes the trajectory of a multistage

rocket vehicle under the influence of a central force field (including

gravitational harmonics through the 4th for the earth), over a rota-

ting, oblate spheroid. The atmospheric portion of the trajectory (if

any) employs predetermined steering histories (usually zero-lift),

while the exoatmospheric trajectory is determined through the indi-

rect method of the calculus-of-variations. A variety of two- and

three-dimensional end conditions may be specified.

Language: 7094 Fortran IV

Status: Operational

Documentation: Internal only

Z. Program Title: Three-Dimensional Powered Trajectory Program

Number: AP 113

Description: The basic version of AP 113 is a general purpose, mul-

tistage powered trajectory program which computes a trajectory

under the influence of a central force field (including gravitational

harmonics through the fourth for the earth) over a rotating oblate
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spheroid. The steering attitude angles are input (in a variety of

coordinate systems), and can be modified by an iteration routine to

effect convergence to a desired set of end conditions.

A modified version of the program allows input of steering rates

and includes an expanded convergence technique.

Language: OS 360/Fortran G and H

Status: Basic - Operational

Modified - Not checked out

Documentation: Incomplete

3. Program Title: Two-Dimensional Trajectory Program

Number: TDTP

Description: Simplified trajectory program employing a simple

numerical integration procedure for atmospheric flight and the

closed form "linear tangent" solution for the upper stages. Sizing

loops are employed to determine the optimum energy distribution

among as many as five stages. Fixed liftoff weight and fixed payload

weight options are available.

Language: Fortran IV Coded for NR RAX System; OS 360/Fortran H

Status: Operational

Documentation: None

4. Title: Lunar Flying Vehicle Program

Program Number: None

The trajectory performance program computes a time history of

the trajectory for modified ballistic or constant altitude flight

modes. The equations of motion were formulated assuming a flat
moon and constant lunar gravity.

Language: Fortran IV Coded for the NR RAXSystem
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Status: Operational

Documentation: Inte rnal

Orbit Transfer and Rendezvous

. Program Title: Program for Optimization of Two-Impulse Transfers

by Contouring and Steepest Descent

Number: None

Description: This program surveys the energy requirements for two

impulse transfer between any two closed orbits around a single

attracting center. The program contours the entire range of depar-

ture and arrival conditions as a function of Z_V and produces detailed

plots of the results indicating graphically the regions of optima. It

converges to the minimum AV in each region, and gives these results

numerically. One case requires about one minute of IBM 360 time.

The minimum information required is name of central body, name of

unit system, and elements of the two orbits.

Language: OS 360/Fortran H, Double Precision

Status: Operational

Documentation: SD 69-3

2. Program Title: Rendezvous Data and Contouring Program

Number: ST 025

Description: This computer program makes use of two impulse

transfer to effect rendezvous between an active and a passive space-

craft in any two closed orbits around a single attracting center. For

an array of given initial conditions at the time of the first impulse, it

generates the characteristics of the rendezvous at specified arrival

points and the characteristics of the rendezvous optimized on arrival

point. The contouring phase of the program is designed to yield a

plot showing the optimum AV for rendezvous for the range of initial

conditions. It also shows the way in which the initial condition pro-

pagates if the first impulse is delayed, and indicates the optimum AV
to rendezvous from those conditions.
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3. Program Title: Orbit-to-Orbit Line-of-Sight Viewing Conditions

Number: None

Description: Given the orbital elements of two vehicles orbiting a

central attracting body, the program computes and plots automati-

cally the line of sight between the vehicles and the viewing conditions

with respect to the sun and the horizon. A simplified model is used

with the sun being contained in the orbital plane of the primary
vehicle.

Language: OS/360 Fortran H

Status : Operational

Documentation: None

Stability and Control

1. Program Title: CRAM

Program Number: None

Description: This program converts equations in matrix form to

transfer functions with roots evaluated at specified input coefficient

values. It also produces cathode ray tube outputs, in root locus for-

mat, of the closed loop roots at each point. The program is general

in operation and, thus, requires a coded matrix coefficient (to second

order) subroutine for each set of equations.

Language: Fortran IV, IBM 7094

Status: Operational

Documentation: Internal
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APPENDIX F. RECOMMENDEDLESSDEVELOPMENT ACTIONS

The material contained in the main body of this report constitutes a

bank of parametric (Phase A type) escape system feasibility data, including

the possible adaptation of LESS to surface flyer missions. Parallel studies

conducted by North American Rockwell Corporation show that there are other

potential mission applications basically compatible with the LESS vehicle
which should be considered to assure that the investment in hardware devel-

opment will be fully exploited.

The LESS could be conceived as following one of several optional

development paths :

I. An earliest possible (crash) development and operational use of a

minimum escape-only system (no other mission considerations).

2. A normal development cycle for an escape system, still with no

other mission requirements.

. A normal development cycle of a system having alternate mission

capability by suitable incorporation of extra design features and

equipment.

ao An escape vehicle development which includes requirements

for alternate use as a long-range surface-to-surface flyer

for rescue and/or exploration missions.

bt An escape vehicle development which includes alternate

orbit-to-surface control elements and capabilities for use
as a manned shuttle vehicle.

C. An escape vehicle development which incorporates versatile

multimission capabilities including unmanned landing mis-

sions such as an orbit-to-surface shuttle or logistic lander,

rescue/resupply vehicle, or automated escape delivery

system.

Considering the probable constraints of budget, lunar program evolu-

tion, and hardware growth capabilities, a preliminary development plan

summary is offered, figure F-I. Manual control system studies should be

initiated (and continued, as at Langley) to optimize control parameters for
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best handling qualities and to determine the ultimate potential of these sys-

tems. Mechanical/electrical shaping networks with hardwire control mode

should be evaluated to demonstrate their effectiveness and their design

parameters. At the same time, multimission studies should be inaugurated
to determine the other missions for which LESS vehicles could be adapted

and to determine the design compromises in LESS necessary for alternate

mission use. The very promising concept of utilizing existing Apollo/Lk4

RCS engines in clusters with throttling and thrust vector control by dif-

ferential pulsing should be studied to determine its applicability and

advantages to LESS. With this information, it should then be possible for

NASA to choose a design approach for initial definition study within 6 to

8 months.

Succeeding development phases could yield a first flight test article

in the middle of the third year. % _.ajor problem will be to define an initial

flight test program which is both feasible and meaningful. The NASA/LRC

fixed-base visual simulator and FLEEP tethered flight vehicle constitute

the best facilities for terrestrial evaluations and pilot training. A realistic

mission simulation could be achieved by operating a prototype system in

earth orbit in conjunction with AAP early space station facilities. The

LESS could be "launched" from the station and could then boost to a higher

orbit'wher e a CS_v_ could accomplish the rendezvous. The whole operation

would simulate all elements of a lunar escape mission while in the com-

parative safety of the earth orbital environment. For multimission versions,

lunar flight tests could be conducted if engine throttling and landing gear are

provided. The first experimental checkout mission could be low altitude

hovering flight in the vicinity of LIV[ while stability and control character-

istics are being evaluated. After confidence in the system has been developed

through the earth orbital and/or lunar simulations, the system could be

certified for operational use.

Should the need arise for the LESS to be developed on a compressed or

crash schedule basis, the simulation testing would need to be accelerated to

yield usable design information or confirmation within a few months. Initial

system definition might begin concurrently to save time, using a conservative

design approach until testing or additional studies show that less conservatism

is justified. By conducting Phase D with considerable overlap on Phase C

study, the system might be made available in prototype form for first flight
test in 13 months from Phase C-D beginning. The highly accelerated nature

of this development would involve risks not present in the normally paced

program.

The specific and immediate actions considered advisable at this

time to explore further promising options for system development are
summarized as follows:
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Perform simulation tests to further evaluate the potential of

manual control modes which could be used with escape vehicles

and other flying vehicles. Develop the criteria for predicting
and maximizing the handling qualities of such vehicles.

Conduct mission studies of other flying vehicle applications to

describe the range of requirements for such vehicles. Determine

the possible commonality in these requirements such that the

potentials and compromises necessary for multimission design

of an escape vehicle would be apparent. Consider such missions

as long-range flyer for surface exploration, future site recon-

naissance, rescue, logistics support, etc. ; shuttle vehicle to

and frqm orbit; rescue or logistics delivery system from orbit;

automated logistics lander or remote experiment lander from
orbit; etc.

Conduct a feasibility study of the very promising pulse mode

propulsion and control concept which employs existing Apollo/LM

RCS engines rather than requiring development of a new throttled

engine. Determine and confirm the apparent advantages of the

concept in terms of such items as configuration arrangement,

system dynamic characteristics, engine redundancy/reliability

potential, control adaptability and flexibility, early engine avail-

ability, and low cost.
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